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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with three related topics: 1) the linguistic
function of accent in modern Greek, 2) the auditory and acoustic
correlates of stress, the realization of lexical accent, and 3) the
rhythmic organization of syllables and, in particular, whether Greek
is a stress-timed or a syllable-timed language.

Although Greek has 'free' lexical accent, a number of rules
for accent placement in noun and verb paradigms and in words formed
through suffixation and compounding are presented in the first section.
These rules are descriptive, based on Greek as it is currently spoken,
and show that accent is an important feature of the word as a unit.

In the second section, the differences between stressed and un¬
stressed syllables in both auditory and acoustic terms are discussed.
Native speakers recorded complete texts (read and spontaneous) as well
as sentence pairs where the position of the accent in a word (with and
without 'sentence stress') was shifted and the rest of the sentence
held constant. Figures and tables are presented which demonstrate
the overlapping roles of duration, fundamental frequency, and intensity
in differentiating stressed and unstressed syllables in Greek, and
show how they vary with respect to position in utterance, intonation
pattern, and inherent quality. A difference in vowel duration between
the stressed and following unstressed vowel is found to be the most
consistent acoustic correlate of stress in Greek. Inherent durations
of stressed and unstressed vowels in continuous texts are given; as
has been found in other languages, vowel duration correlates with tongue
height. Unstressed high vowels may optionally be deleted in the stan¬
dard language in voiceless environments; the phonetic stages of extreme
shortening, devoicing, and finally elision of unstressed high vowels
are discussed and spectrographic evidence is presented.

In the third section, data from continuous texts in Greek and
English (as well as other languages) is used in an attempt to deter¬
mine whether Greek is stress-timed or syllable-timed. Greek is com¬
pared to English with respect to syllable durations, syllable struc¬
ture, rate of utterance, vowel reduction, and duration and types of
interstress intervals. The average duration of interstress intervals
in Greek, as well as in English, Spanish, and Thai, is about .4 to .5
second. Rhythm in Greek is found to be based neither on syllable-
timing nor on stress-timing, but rather on rhythmic grouping into units
of one stressed syllable and typically two or more unstressed syllables,
which are characterized by an alternation of a long stressed vowel
followed by short unstressed vowels, with the post-stressed vowel the
shortest. Stress-timing and syllable-timing are useful concepts that
may be used to sum up a number of phonological, phonetic, and lexical
characteristics of a language.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Adjectives are listed in the masculine nominative singular form and
nouns are listed in the nominative singular form unless otherwise

indicated.

m masculine (noun if not indicated)
f feminine (noun if not indicated)
n neuter (noun if not Indicated)
nom nominative

gen genitive
ac accusative

s singular

P plural

morphological division between the stem and ending

- division between a clitic and the word to which it is attached
(a word plus its clitics forms a single phonological word)

syllable division

X syllable nucleus; indicates the number of syllables in a word,
e.g. X X X = a >-syllable word accented on the antepenultimate
syllable

^ contraction across word boundaries, e.g. /ploise o-^nas/ —<-
/pf(fisjo-^nas/

partially voiced (see page 11)

c whispered or voiceless (devoiced) (see page 12)
raised vowel = an extremely short vowel (see page 12)



I. INTRODUCTION

Although in recent years more and more linguistic research has

been devoted to prosodic phenomena, many questions still remain unan¬

swered. There is no agreed-upon definition of stress or rhythm, yet

everyone concedes that these are important facts about a language from

the point of view of both production and perception. All too often

researchers have restricted their field of vision too much, or used

experimental techniques which are inappropriate for prosodic phenomena.

In this thesis, I have tried to take a broad approach in the belief that

linguistic accent, phonetic stress, and rhythm are all related and that

knowledge about one can shed light on the others. The important lexical

and morphological role of accent in modem Greek brought out in chapter

IV justifies the detailed phonetic treatment of the difference between

stressed and unstressed syllables in the following chapter; this in turn

is important in evaluating whether Greek is a stress-timed or syllable-

timed language. The approach here is basically descriptive—to show

the functioning of accent and stress and the basic rhythmic tendency

of Greek. I hope that the data presented will contribute to the develop¬

ment of broader, more flexible theories based on what happens in con¬

tinuous speech spoken at a normal rate.

Although I have made extensive use of instrumental measurements

in chapters V and VI, I believe that caution must be applied in inter¬

preting them. For this reason, a section on the relationship between

acoustic and auditory parameters is given for each type of measurement.

Just as a musical score is not the same as the symphony it represents,
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so instrumental records do not duplicate the spoken word; they are very

sensitive to certain facts, while completely ignoring others. The

result you obtain is largely dependent on the experimental design.

Although my 'tests' lack the kind of rigour and experimental control

found in many experiments (i.e. in number of repetitions, control of

phonetic context), I believe that this is compensated by the fact that

real words always appear in meaningful contexts, embedded in at least

sentence-length utterances, where position in the utterance and intona¬

tion pattern are taken into account. In order for comparison to be

made between speakers, most of the data is based on read texts. This

appears to be justifiable since no substantial difference in the rhythmic

characteristics of continuous read and spontaneous speech was found

(see table 24, page 347; also Ondradkova, 1962:60).

The variety of language with which this thesis is concerned is

everyday demotic Greek as spoken by educated speakers. In the choice

of texts and test sentences, every effort was made to use the vocabu¬

lary and syntax typical of current spoken Greek. Among younger speakers,

the 'language question' (Mirambel, 1937; Householder, 1962) seems to

be resolving itself so that katharevousa, the formal language, is

restricted to a few vocabulary items and morphological endings in oral

usage, and to written Greek.
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II. USE OF THE WORDS 'ACCENT' AND 'STRESS'

The word accent will be used in this thesis to refer to the

•phonological accent or potential stress that falls on one of the last

three syllables of every non-enclitic word in Greek. It belongs to

the lexical level of analysis (it must be learned for each word in the

lexicon) and corresponds to the orthographic accent in polysyllabic

words. Monosyllabic words, however, are all provided with a written

accent except for the possessive pronouns and the masculine and femi¬

nine articles. In this thesis, the following monosyllabic words which

1
normally act as proclitics or enclitics will be considered unaccented :

0 all forms of the article (0,7, ro, rod, T/jj, ruv ...)
2) prepositions and preposition plus article combinations

(_/<£, eit cjs, oro, or*y GT/jv ...)
3) the weak forms of personal pronouns , /<■£, ro<2...)

4) conjunctions and relative pronouns ( , tj, 7Touy

5) verbal particles ( $<* , v* )

Monosyllabic content words, however, including such words as TTOu /ptf/

'where', Tl /ti/ 'what', A&5 /l^s/ 'you say', Otv /%&n/ 'negative parti¬

cle, <poo$ /f<5s/ 'light', etc., will be considered accented. The ortho¬

graphic system makes use of three different accent marks: the acute

(' o§£/k), circumflex (" rrtP/onu^-iVfj) t and grave ), the last
of which is a printer's convention and not used by Greeks in handwriting;

but these are no longer distinguished in the spoken language. The

^Thumb (1912:29) also considers these words as unaccented pro¬
clitics and enclitics: "some words have no accent of their own

(though written with an accent in many cases), but lean for accent on
the preceding or following words".
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place of the accent in the base form of a word is verqy stable in the

usage of educated speakers of standard Greek. However, in certain

inflexional forms the accent may shift to another syllable (chap. IV.B),

and this may not be done by all speakers. There are a few words with

variable accent, such as jjli*. /m£a/ or plot /mja/ 'one', 6uo /oio/ or

duo /oj6/ 'two', depending on whether the word stands alone or is com¬

bined with other words (Pring, 1950:75). There was only one word in

my corpus for which there was disagreement as to the place of the accent:

Z)(6p/ex&rSs/ 'enemies' was pronounced (and written) as /6x9res/
by one speaker.

The word stress will be used to indicate an accented syllable

that is actually stressed or salient (Abercrombie, 1976:52) in an

1
utterance. It has primarily a phonetic meaning: a stressed syllable

is one which the speaker has put more subjective effort into producing,

and which stands out in relation to neighboring syllables by virtue of

the changes in pitch, length, quality, and intensity to be discussed in

''consequently, none of the unaccented words listed above can be
phonetically stressed in normal speech, even contrastively. Although
in English we have many function words with strong and weak forms
which most often occur unstressed, but may be stressed in certain con¬
texts (e.g. 'It's my_ book.' 'Yes, I am.'), in Greek a different
construction will be used. For example,

strong (contrastive) form weak (normal) form

to 6iko pou fiifiXfo im book' jb/pXio p.ou
/to-6ik<5-mu vivlfo/ /to-vivlfo-mu/
iyc>j Vyy*- 'I. went' 71 *1%*
/eydpfya/

^ /v^a/r
(jlou) Zypa-yt, c'l/czva. 'He wrote to me' pod t^pa-yE

/mu-^yrapse sem£na/ or /4yrapse sem^n~&J /mu-^yrapse/
There are two forms of the pronoun: a monosyllabic, unaccented weak
form (/mu/, /me/, /su/, /tu/, /tus/, /mas/, etc.); and a disyllabic or
trisyllabic, accented strong form (/emfoa/, /es^na/, /aftd/, /aftiis/,
/em£s/, etc.). However, when preceded by a word ending in a vowel, the
initial /e/ is usually dropped (/apo-emas/ —» /apo-mas/) which results
in accented /mas/, /sas/,. which are distinct from unaccented /mas/, /sas/.
For a discussion of the use of strong and weak forms of Greek pronouns,
see Tzermias (1969:105-107).
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chapter V. It is not a purely phonetic phenomenon, however, since it

requires knowledge of the language to be identified (stress can only

occur on accented syllables). Thus, although a compound word "like

/xartopets^ta/ { Ya.pTorreT<rtTc< 'paper napkin',ti 'paper') may have

phonetic prominence on the first syllable (because of the inherent

sonority and length of /a/) as well as the fourth, this syllable is

not considered to be stressed by a naive speaker of Greek"' and will not

be considered stressed here. As a native speaker of English, I sometimes

felt that the initial syllable was prominent in long words such as

/simvoleoyrafos/ ( oup*-6oXon oyp 'notary public', oup/36\otio 'contract')
or /krevatokamara/ (Kpt^oLToKctM-a-poL 'bedroom', KOEpSpocTc 'bed'); in

English we need another stress in a word of that many syllables, and we

generally prefer one towards the beginning of the word. These syllables

are not considered to be stressed in Greek. The only time a Greek feels

a word may have two stressed syllables in it is when a word accented on

the third syllable from the end is followed by an enclitic, and an accent

is added to the penultimate syllable:

/to-nukhmiso/ To rrouk°lm. / cro 'shirt'

/to-pnk&ni s6-mu/ to ttouk^M- 'toyuou 'my shirt'

There is no way of determining just how much a naive native speaker
depends on his knowledge of the writing system. Tzermias (1969:29) says
there is an additional phonetic accent in certain compounds on the fourth
or fifth syllable, etc. (?) from the end and gives the example,
/prdparalfyusa/ jrpo rrap^k/jpouocx. 'antepenultimate syllable'. As he does
not go into it in detail, it is hard to tell if it exists only in the
citation form or if it is retained in continuous speech. Erachman and
Kalikouti-Drachman (1977:205) in their phonological analysis assign
"secondary stress" to every other syllable before the main stress in a
word (see footnote, p. 340): this word would then have to be
/proparalfyusa/. Nevertheless, none of my informants ever felt that a
syllable to the left of the accented one in a word was stressed. As a
native speaker of English, I feel I must rely on their judgements on this
point. One informant said that Tzermias' example was not a good one
since the word is often repeated at the end of a series, /lfyusa, para-
liyusa, prdparalfyusa/ by teachers in school trying to teach the names
for the three places for the accent, as we might do in English saying,
"ultimate, penultimate, ante penultimate".
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In this case, the word plus its clitics forms a phonological unit, and

the accent is added'' so that it will still fall on one of the last three

syllables. This new accented syllable is stressed, and the preceding

accented syllable may or may not be stressed in an utterance (see chap.

V.F ). In the case of compound words, there is only one accented

syllable towards the end of the word, and it is the only one stressed.

Thus a word like /sarancLapocardsa/ (ooy>«vraitooapouca. 'centipede',

o^cxvtck. 'forty', noSipc 'leg/foot') is realized with one stressed

syllable on the penultimate syllable; a pronunciation with two fully

stressed syllables (/*sar£ndapooarusa/) would imply two words meaning

something like 'forty potharusas'.

In this thesis then, I am only making a two-way distinction,

between accented and stressed syllables. Stressed syllables for the

purpose of rhythmic analysis will be considered all the same, though

clearly there are some stressed syllables which are more strongly

stressed phonetically (produced with more effort and showing greater

changes in pitch, length, and intensity) than others in a given sentence

because they are reinforced by the intonation contour (they receive the

'sentence stress' or are 'tonics'). Accented syllables, besides being

in contrast to neighboring unaccented syllables (the passive function

of accent—Martinet, 1954:17), may also contrast with other accented

syllables in order to give special importance or emphasis to a word

over others in the same utterance (the active function of accent).

"'The traditional analysis (Triandafyllides, 1976:27) considers the
possessive pronoun to be accented; it loses its accent following words
accented on the penultimate and final syllables; it transfers its accent
to the final syllable of the preceding word when following a word
accented on the antepenult; it retains its accent following a word
accented on the penult and preceding another enclitic, as in pips/^oO to
/fdre-md-to/ 'bring it to me (informal)'. This form was not used by
any of my informants: they all said pip'to p<-ou /f£r-to-mu/ (formal,
pip to ro pcou /fdrte-td-mu/). Consequently, in current usage the
possessive (genitive) pronoun is not stressed in any construction.
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It is through stressing "more strongly' the accented syllable in one

word in comparison to those in other words in the same sentence that

that whole word becomes the main information point of the sentence.

For example (Samaraki, 1973:165, read by OS),

/bra ine na-mu-p£s pos-foes ke-fatazma sto-ipdjio.

6xi, fatazma 5dn iSa. iSa <5mos, .../

-"Hpa. S/VcCC VOt jjS/U TTSTj vhj e'lcfsj Koii QoLVToiCUac CTO L/T!~6y£' 0.

j (pa.VToiCjA.cX. otv sidot. Eldot Ojxuj> ...

"It's time to tell me that you even saw a ghost in the cellar."

"No, I didn't see a ghost. I saw however. ..."

Eere, the syllables which are underlined occur in words which are

focuses of information and therefore are more prominent than the others

in the same phrase in this particular reading. I would like to keep

these considerations of intonation, however, separate from stress;

I believe it is another level of analysis. In general, there are fewer

'sentence stresses'/'tonics'/'main information points' than there are

stressed syllables in an utterance. And usually there are fewer

stressed syllables than accented syllables in an utterance (though there

may be the same number, especially in a list of sentences to be read).

In the example above, the accented syllables in tivect 'it is' and the

first occurrence of tiS*. 'I saw' are not stressed. The accented syllables

in polysyllabic content words are normally stressed in continuous speech.

However, the accented syllables in monosyllabic words such as 6£v
' negative/not', ,/ 'like', Tt 'what', TTod 'where'; disyllabic words

such as 'just', tvot 'one', jxovo 'only', tivcu 'is', 'had',
«

jjaropZ) 'can'; and some trisyllabic words, j/xoovot 'I was', r)T*.vt

'he/she/it was' (which may also be cj/xouv, jraV ) may be stressed or

unstressed depending on the rhythmic and semantic context (see chap. V.C).
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There are some cases in continuous speech where it may be difficult

even for a native speaker to decide if the accented syllables in these

words are stressed or not.
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III. PHONEMIC SYSTEM AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF MODERN GREEK

A. Phonemic System

The following phonemic inventory will be used in transcribing

Greek in this thesis.

Vowel system

front back

close i u

half open e o

open a

All vowels may be accented or unaccented.

Consonant system

bilabial labio- dental alveolar palatal velar
dental

-vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc +vc -yc +vc

stop p b t d kg

fricative f v 0 2 s z j x y

nasal m n

lateral 1

trill/tap r

/ts/ and /dz/ will be treated as clusters, though they are

considered to be unit phonemes by a number of linguists."'
•j
Householder (1964:17) lists other linguists who have analyzed them

as unit phonemes and gives arguments for doing so on pages 17-20. My main
reasons for considering them as clusters are: (l) they can not be a part
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Palatalization

Consonants are all palatalized preceding the front vowels /i/

and /e/. Thus /x/ is realized as a palatal fricative [5], /n/ as

[j\] or [n,] , /l/ as [X] or [l,] , etc.

/xaros/ = ['xaios] 'death'

yj.pi /xeri/ = ['jeriJ 'hand'
/m£la/ = ['mila] 'apples'
/milisa/ = ['miXisa] or ['milj isa] 'I spoke'

/y/ only occurs in front of /a/, /o/ and /u/; any orthographical

sequences of p plus a front vowel are analyzed as /ji/ or /je/
since /3/ occurs as an independent phoneme (see Householder, 1964:25-26).

/yala/ = ['yala] 'milk'
/jaja/ = [ja'ja] 'grandmother'
/jdros/ = ['j^ios] 'old man'

The analysis of /j/ as a phoneme eliminates the need for a series of

palatal consonants as phonemes. Palatal (or palatalized) consonants

appearing before the vowels /a/, /of or /u/ are analyzed phonemically

as sequences of a consonant plus /j/. However, these phonemic 'sequences'

such as /xj/> /kj/, /pj/> /lj/» etc. are pronounced for the most part

as phonetic units, and will not be considered here as 'consonant clusters',

ytcoLWca. /maljd/ = [ma'Aa] 'hair'

ypovc /xjdni/ = ['jopi] 'snow'
tt/clto /pj£to/ = ['pLjato] or ['pjato) 'plate'

(puvT/KicL /fistikja/ = [fi'stikja] or [fi'stica] 'pistachio nuts'

Assimilation

Nasals assimilate in place of articulation to a following

of a cluster with a following /l/, /r/ or nasal; (2) their duration
is more like that of other clusters than single consonants; (3) I find
Householder's arguments unconvincing; he seems to rely too much on
their lexical distribution in reduplicative words and suffixes; he
compares them with /ks/ and /ps/, but not with /st/ which is by far
the most frequent cluster (Mirambel, 1959:59).
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consonant (since the velar nasal is not a phoneme, it will not be

indicated in the phonemic transcription):
n —* jY)] / C n —*> m / C

velar bilabial

In a sequence of obstruents (stops or fricatives, not including

/j/) the first consonant assimilates in voicing to the following

consonant. Thus, s —» z / voiced obstruent, v —» f / voiceless

obstruent, etc. In addition, s —*■ z / nasal. In a sequence of nasal

plus consonant, the second consonant is voiced. In many speakers from

mainland Greece, the nasal may be dropped entirely before a stop which

has become voiced:

/fandazma/~ /fadazma/ 'ghost'pa VTaa^cx-
o Traripa-^ /o-pat&ras/ 'father' (nom)

/tom-bat^ra/~ /to-bat^ra/ 'father' (ac)
/o-k6zmos/ 'world' (nom)

/ j

TOV TTO(T£pcK

0 KOOULOp
tov koollo /ton-gdzmo/~ /to-gdzmo/ 'world' (ac)

This varies from speaker to speaker and from word to word. Sometimes

just a bit of nasalization is left in the preceding vowel. The stop

may not always be completely voiced (this is indicated by v , e.g.

/fatazmaJ). The functional load of the opposition /p:b/, /t:d/,

/k:g/ is very low, and the voiced stops are only used in a small

number of words, so that dropping the nasal rarely causes confusion.

These assimi latory processes are not restricted to words in the

same syntactic group, but may frequently occur between any adjacent

words in normal conversational speech. The general tendency for

consonants is towards assimilation to voicing. In casual speech at

a rapid tempo, it is possible for intervocalic consonants (especially

/s/ and /t/) in unstressed syllables to become voiced or partially

voiced.

Unstressed high vowels may be extremely shortened, voiceless,
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whispered, or even elided in voiceless environments (see chap. V.G).

When this is considered important, it will be indicated as follows:

tt6t/ci<. 'I drank' axouctx. 'I heard'

/p<5t sa/ /akusa/ very short /i/ or /u/
/p<5tisa/ /£kusa/ /i/ or /u/ is whispered or

voiceless

/p<5t(i)sa/ /ak(u)sa/ /i/ or /u/ have been elided
in this particular utterance

B. Syllable Structure

The general formula for a syllable in Greek may be written as:

Cq_ V = s, n word finally"' ; other consonants
0-1 are permitted medially (see below)

Up to three consonants may occur in syllable initial position, and

a maximum of one consonant from a restricted set may occur in syllable

final position. A single vowel may constitute a syllable, and sequences

of vowels generally constitute separate syllables since they may

'Any consonant may appear word finally in recent loan words,
mostly undeclinable neuter nouns, e.g.:

—r keo.*6£f> /asans^r/ 'elevator' -t <p\tpr /fl&rt/ 'flirtation'
-m cplXjA. /film/ 'film' -6 lev/6 /zenie/ 'zenith'
-z pal /t6z/ 'pink' -k jxttout/k /butfk/ 'boutique'

Older loan words which have been assimilated into the language have had
a vowel (usually /i/) added when they originally ended in a consonant:

ytouXcxtti /duldpi/ 'cupboard' Turkish 'dolap'
/jlttfl kc /brfki/ 'Greek coffee pot' Turk. 'ibrik'
^vc/T^o/vc/Krj^ /badzanakis/ 'brother-in-law' Turk, 'bacanak'
XouKovync /lukrimi/ 'Turkish delight* Turk. 'lokum'
ttpt /naz£ri/ 'bazaar, market' Turk. 'pazar'
yKa-lt /g£zi/ 'gas, paraffin' French 'gaz'

Katharevousa also permits additional final consonants and consonant
clusters word finally (e.g. /r/, /x/, /k/, /ks/, /ps/, /fs/), but
equivalent demotic words are usually used in place of these words.

katharevousa demotic

cp\tj3c/ /fl£va/ 'vein'
<pu<pu\aK&l /fflakas/ 'guard'
narjp n^re paj /pat^ras/ 'father'

Marginal words such as the interjection /ax/ 'oh! alas! ' may end
in consonants.
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cross morphological boundaries:

\t-CO /li.o/ •I say' cpa.pp-a.Ktlc /far.ma.ki.0/ 'pharmacy'
XttL /l£.i/ 'he says' irp^'L /pro.i/ 'morning'
VS-co /pa.o/ 'I go' ZLtforroi/joZL /i.So.pi.i.si/ 'informed'

TfoitL /pa.i/ 'he goes' a. zp ikj /a.^.ras/ 'wind'

but

■yixLooipoj /yai.oa.ros/ 'donkey'
This goes along with the 'intuitions' of the majority of my informants;

however, they all found the question of the number of syllables in a

word a difficult one to answer. Some simply relied on rules for syllable

division they had learned in school; others were unsure or might say

grammatically a word had so many syllables, but in speaking it had

fewer syllables. The orthographical sequence equivalent to /i + a/

is counted as two syllables when /i/ is stressed, as in

<pactxpcK /fa.sa.ri.a/ 'disturbance'

but as one syllable when /a/ is stressed, since then /i/ —- /j/ except

after /Cr/ clusters:

/5ja.va.za/ 'I was reading'
/ CK /xo.rjd/ 'villages'

^r/cc^oci/ /ftja.ksan/ 'they fixed'

Tpi&vrcK. /tri.an.da/ 'thirty'

Unstressed /i + a/ may be considered by native speakers'' as either one

or two syllables depending on its derivation. Thus when derived from

Most of my informants were very well educated and felt there was
a difference between /a.Si.a/ 'permit' and /a.oja/ 'empty' n p (both

) even though in continuous speech the phonetic difference tended
to disappear. However, they consistently made a difference when the
enclitic was added, e.g. /i.a.5i.a.tu/ 'his permit', /ta.Sja.tus potfrja/
'their empty glasses'. /i.a.Sja.tu/ for 'his permit' is considered
"low class". DM, who was less educated, thought that all unstressed
/i + a/ sequences were a single syllable in speaking normally although
grammatically they may constitute two syllables. With my English bias,
I generally heard all cases of unstressed /ri + a/ and [6 i + a/ as
two syllables, even when all informants agreed that it was a single
syllable, as in /Sja.va.zo/.
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/i + o/, spelled -lux. , or preceded by certain clusters, it usually

constitutes two syllables:

cxSl/ol /a.Si.a/ 'permit, leave'
diou^T/oc /6o.ma.ti.a/ 'rooms' (from /So.ma.ti.o/)

tcT/a-ro^L o /e.sti.a.t(5»ri.o/ 'restaurant'
cu^Koiprj trjp / cx /si.xa.ri.ti.ri.a/ 'congratulations'

But in most words in continuous speech (and nearly all examples in

the texts analyzed) /i + a/ —* /ja/.

tcx /a.Sja/ 'empty' n. nom. & ac. p.

(fex/3u^oj /6ja.v£.zo/ 'I read, am reading'
cTTlTlcx /spf.tja/ 'houses'
artv a /ste.no.xd.rja/ 'troubles'

Sequences of two vowels at word boundaries may be reduced to

a single vowel (and hence a single syllable) by one of the vowels

dropping, usually leaving the more open vowel; or if both vowels are

the same height, the backer vowel (regardless of which vowel is accented)

(Pring, 1950:19; Mirambel, 1959:45-44):

TO OVOpxcX /to.6 .no.ma/ —* /td.no.ma/ 'the name'
To xuTOKivrjro /to.a.fto.kf.ni.to/ —► /ta.fto.kf.ni.to/

'the automobile'

Q*. s'iTcxl /Sa.i.ne/ —» /Q£.ne/ 'it will be'

p.ou Live /mu.i.pe/ —>■ /mu.pe/ 'he told me'

This 'rule', however, is optional and occurs regularly only in certain

constructions (see Newton, 1972:45-44; there are also examples in

Theophanopoulou-Kontou, 1975:585-586). It does not apply to the

following examples taken from the texts:

to 'i6io /to.f.djo/ /*t<55jo/ 'the same'
o x<pi\ot/f-Oj /o.a.fi.ld.ti.mos/ /*afil(5timos/ 'mean, base'

A sequence of three vowels in a row is usually 'contracted' but can

be done in more than one way, e.g.
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r/p&t o ,'d/oKT/jr/j^j /xrQe o-i&joktftis/ 'came the owner'
—* /fr6 o-i5joktftis/ KM
—* /£r6e ocjoktftis/ OS, NP
—» /frB o£joktftis/ DM

There are also certain regular contractions where vowels are dropped

between prepositions and articles, as in Utto ro /apo to-/ —* /apto-/
'from the'. These are often written in the orthography, but may be

changed by the speaker:

koltio out't~nv t'cfiol /kato aptin-foja/ PN 'under the same'

/kit aptin-fcja/ PK, DM, ND

/kat apo-tin-foja/ AT

Most syllables are open, made up of a consonant plus vowel.

Word final syllables may be closed by /s/ or /n/, but in continuous

speech final consonants are usually joined with the following consonant

or vowel and thus become initial in the next syllable, as in:

o <pi\oj /tou /o.ff.lo.zmu/ 'my friend*
rov kcra-Ko /to.na.sta.kd/ 'the lobster' ac.

Syllable division can not be used distinctively, as it can in some

forms of English (Jones, 1931; Lehiste, I960) e.g. to distinguish

'an ice man' from 'a nice man': rov gjjvlo /ton-dmo/ 'the shoulder' ac.

and to vopoc /to-ndmo/ 'the law' ac. are pronounced identically.
According to Mirambel (1959^50), single intervocalic consonants begin

the following syllable, thus /to.nd.mo/. Syllable boundaries are not

important phonologically and are not marked by any phonetic changes

in neighboring consonants and vowels (as is the realization of /tr/

and /ai/ in English 'night rate', 'nitrate', and 'Nye trait'—see

Lehiste, I960, for a detailed account of the phonetic and acoustic

differences involved in these and other words with 'internal open

juncture'). However, there are some reasons for agreeing with Mirambel

in dividing syllables CV-CV rather than CVC-V. The fact that most
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words end in a vowel and that final /n/ and /s/, the only two consonants

that can appear prepausally, nay easily be lost in different inflexions

of the same word (e.g. /patdras/ nom s. 'father', /patera/ gen &

ac s.) would support a preference for open syllables in Greek. A

vowel is generally added on to a word which ends in a consonant when

it is borrowed into Greek (see examples in the footnote on p. 12).

Interaction between medial consonants is progressive and thus links

them more to the following than the preceding syllable. Voicing

assimilation occurs regardless of word division, as in

b p/Aoj /tou Io.fi.lo.zmu/ 'my friend'
to oyubffj /to.zmi.yo/ 'I mix it'

Sweet (1877, in Henderson, ed. 1971:144) and Bloomfield (1933:113)

use as their criteria of syllable division the point where the

stress ("force-impulse" or "increase of loudness") begins.^ In Greek

the change in direction of pitch from falling or low to rising on the

first stressed syllable of an utterance occurs at the beginning of

the consonant (in a voiced consonant such as /n/ where it can be seen

in instrumental records).

Clusters of two or three consonants are permitted word initially,

though three-consonant clusters are rare. Only a restricted number

of the possibilities summed up in the following formula are actually

used.

^This is to some extent confirmed by Lehiste, I960. Palling
intensity was found on syllable final /n/, /m/, /l/ (in 'an iceman',
'seem able', 'seal eyeing') and rising intensity (for words in isolation)
or level intensity (words in context) in syllable initial /n/, /m/,
/l/ (in 'a nice man', 'see Mabel', 'see lying'). It is important
to note that all the word pairs she used were correctly identified
by a clear majority of listeners.
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WORD INITIAL CONSONANT CLUSTERS

3-consonant:

General formula

s C
-vc

r

1
n

Actually occurring

s iJi1
■P

s |t| r s k n

2-consonant:

(a) any consonant
plus /r/, /l/,
or a nasal

■ p k-
f G s x j

T1
b'

CI m

(b) two voiceless C C
consonants -vc -vc

(c) two voiced C C
fricatives +vc +vc

s

t k-i
e i

t s

rP t k
if e x }

v{3y] z

and d z

fv T.

Voiceless stops and fricatives can participate in the most

numerous kinds of clusters. Clusters are alike in voicing except

that /r/, /l/, /n/ and /m/ may follow voiceless consonants. Most

two-consonant clusters have different places of articulation. The

voiced stops can only form two-consonant clusters with /r/ and /l/

(and /d/ with /z/), which sets them apart from the voiceless stops

which may fonn clusters with other stops, nasals, and fricatives as well.

^Based on Mirambel (1959:50-54). He also includes /zl/ as a

possible word initial cluster, but no example is given. The word cXztjl
is in the dictionary but was not known by two informants. One informant
thought that /zl/ could only occur as a derived initial cluster through
the omission of an unstressed vowel, as in ^ouXxttc /zulapi/ —* [zl£pi]
'wild animal' and would only be used by peasants, /si/ is not very
common and occurs in 2Aqfioj, cXtuikoj; 'Slav'. Pring (1950:23) gives
the example of IXafloj as an exception to the general voicing assimila¬
tion rule s —* z /_1. /zn/ is found in cvojun<*./»Cm. 'snobbery, snob'.
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In clusters, as well as on their own (see page 11), the functional

load of the opposition p:b, t:d, and k:g is very low. /j/ can occur

after any consonant; however, since it forms a phonetic unit with the

preceding consonant (see page 10), it will not be considered here as

the second element in a consonant cluster. This list of consonant

clusters includes those considered by Mirambel (1959:53-4-) as "savants

et rares" (/pt, kt, fS, s9, x0, sx/). They are borrowings from katha-

revousa which were used by my informants (tttu^id /ptixfo/ 'diploma',

^8ij /x94s/ 'yesterday', /sx4si/ 'relation'), and I think
should be considered as regular clusters in contemporary modern Greek

(they are certainly more common than /si/ and /zn/ which also occur

in loan words).

In the interior of words and across word boundaries, more se¬

quences of consonants can arise. If the consonant group can not appear

word initially, then the first consonant is considered to be syllable

final and the following consonant(s) to belong to the following syllable

(Mirambel, 1959:50; Triandafyllides, 1976:20). Thus /r/f /l/ or a

nasal may close an interior syllable since they can not be initial

in any clusters at the beginning of the word (except /mn/) as in:

/mel.t^.mi/ 'north wind'

kyu-TTsXt /am.b4.li/ 'vineyard'
/&r.yo/ 'work'

In sequences of three or four consonants (rare), the same rule applies:

ZK&rpoLT&foL /ek.stra.tf.a/ 'expedition'
ZKTrXij^rj /^k.pli.ksi/ 'surprise'
uvO/ocurroj /£n.0ro.pos/ 'man'
vtfd-VT^l /ne.r£n.dzi/ 'bitter orange'

But Triandafyllides (1976:20) says that three or more consonants may

begin the following syllable if a Greek word begins with at least the

first two of them: ocpupd^rpoL /sfi.rf.xtra/ 'whistle', because of
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vrfvl /xt£.ni/ 'comb'. This seems to be more of a spelling rule since

he does divide /ek.stra.ti.a/ even though there are words beginning

with /ks/ (but not xc or^r). Miiambel's analysis is more consistent:

he would divide the word /sfi.rii.tra/ since there is no Greek word

beginning with /xtr/. Naive informants, when asked about the syllabi¬

fication of a word, relied on what they had been taught in school as

spelling rules (basically what Triandafyllides says, so that

is /afoti/ 'that' f s., but *<pri is /a.ftl/ 'ear'). In the texts

analyzed there were very few cases of interior clusters which allowed

different possible syllabifications. Sequences of consonants were

treated as syllable initial clusters when they were permitted in word

initial position as in the rule (c<urd /a.fta/ 'that' n p.,

/kse.xna.o/ 'I forget', So^cccr/cti/e j60.ksa.zm^.no/ 'praised') and

broken up otherwise ( 6a.o6-tt /fiar.Gi/ 'he will come', /ex.0r£s/

'enemies', dnoi^ h.o.l /a.pak.ske/ 'once', jj«<z>v/k°c /ksaf.ni.ka/,

da.u^uLoL- /Gav.ma/ 'miracle'). This resulted in syllables ending not

only in /s/ and /n/ (which may occur both medially and finally in a

word), but also /r/, /l/, /m/, /v/, /z/, /f/, fx/ and /k/ (in medial

syllables only). Syllables closed by the latter group of consonants

are infrequent.

Function words are usually monosyllabic and act as proclitics

or enclitics. Most content words are made up of two or more syllables

In two prose texts checked by Mirambel (1959:338) and in the text by

Tachtsi used in this thesis, most content words contained two syllables,

followed by 3, 4, 5, 6 (my text only) and 1 syllable words in that

order. Thus, the phonological word, that is a word plus its proclitics

and enclitics having a single accented syllable (except those cases

where a second accent is added—see pages 21-22), is normally made up

of several syllables.
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IV. FUNCTION AND PLACE OF ACCENT IN GREEK

A. Function of Accent

In every Greek word of two or more syllables there is one syllable

which is accented. Martinet (1954:18) defines accent as "la mise en

relief d'une syllabe et d'une seule par unit£ s6nantique de base"

(the basic semantic unit is usually the word, but may be a morpheme,

as in German). One location in a word is singled out as the focus or

center of attention of that word. A sequence of phonemes does not

achieve full status as a word unless one particular syllable is accented.

The accented syllable potentially stands out as a "phonetic 'peak' or

'climax'" (Allen, 1973:86) of the word; it has culminative prominence

over all the other syllables in a word when it is spoken in isolation.

The 'culminative function' is the most basic function of accent:

"it may be said to have the effect of grouping together, with itself

as the focus of attention, a sequence of syllables having a single

semantic function—in other words, to 'individualize' the semantic

units" (Allen, 1973:87). The place of the accent in a word is as

important as the choice of segmental phonemes that make it up and must

be learned for each word. Greek has what is known as 'free' accent,

"for which position in a word is not conditioned externally and which

could, under certain circumstances, differentiate the meaning of words"

(Trubetzkoy, 1969:188). The freedom of accent is limited, however, to

the last three syllables in a word"' as in:

''in English, there are few words with the main lexical accent
further back than the fourth syllable from the end. In general words
with an accent on the fourth or fifth syllable from the end have an
additional full vowel on the second syllable from the end which may
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Ke<pa.\oL /k&faii/ XXX 'sort of mullet' (plural)
xtpoiXc /kef£li/ XXX 'head'
k£cf>0- A/ /kefall/ XXX 'leader'

When an inflexional ending is added such that more than two syllables

follow the originally accented one, the accent shifts to the right

so as not to fall any further back than the antepenult, as in

/x<5repsa/ 'I danced', ^ooipam-t /xor^psame/ 'we danced'; to popa^u.cc

/to-f6rema/ 'the dress', t*. pofli/u-ectex. /ta-fordinate/ 'the dresses'.

This restriction of the accent to one of the last three syllables in

the word (the "trisyllabic rule", Drachman, 1976:106) applies not only

to the dictionary word, but to the phonological word as well: when

one or two enclitics are added such that the original accent falls

further back than the antepenultimate syllable, a new accent is added

to the penultimate syllable of the phonological word, as in:

(0 Possessives (the most common construction where this occurs)

/to-prdsopo tis-ir£nis/ 'Irene's face'

/to-prdsopd-tis/ 'her face'

(2) Imperatives

/mllise stin-a8elfl-mu/ 'Talk to my sister.'

/mllisd-tis/ 'Talk to her.'

/fdrte-mu to potlri/ 'Bring me the glass.' (formal)
/fdrte-td-mu/ 'Bring it to me.' (formal)

(3) Any other construction where an enclitic is added to an antepe¬

n-ultimately accented word

/ine 5inat<5teros apo-mdna/ 'He's stronger than I am.'

/ine 8inatdterdz-mu/ 'Ee's stronger than me.'

also be stressed in some styles of speech (or may be the accented
syllable in some varieties of English, as in U.S. 'television', U.K.
'television'). Words such as 'practicable', 'practicableness'
(Trager and Smith, 1951=37) and 'classificatory' are decidedly awk¬
ward, whereas 'characterizes', 'terrifying', 'fascinated', 'difficulty',
etc. seem quite normal.
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/ap£nandi to-spfti-mas/
/ap6nandi-mas/

'opposite our house'

'opposite us (our house)'

/Sjavazondas to-vivllo/ 'reading the book'

/<?javazondas-tis to-vivllo/ 'reading the book to her'

The new accents in these constructions are called 'secondary'

accents because they are not independently variable. They are not

considered to be exceptions to the principle that a word has only one

accent as they "are no more than automatic phonetic features whose

form and place of occurrence are determined by reference to the 'main'

accent" (Allen, 1973:90). The term 'secondary' does not necessarily

imply that they are phonetically weaker in realization, "its more

important implication is that they are predictable from and determined

by the main accent" (Allen, 1973:90). In Greek we often find that in

continuous speech only the secondarily accented syllable is actually

stressed; however, it is also possible for both accented syllables

to be stressed (see chap. V.F.3). Both accents would be necessary

to disambiguate long words accented on the final syllable from those

accented on the antepenult appearing in one of the above construc¬

tions (a nonsense example: /to-patata-mu/ 'my patat£', but /to-patata-mu/

'my patata'). The trisyllabic rule was observed by all my informants'*
who spoke standard Greek, though there are dialects where it is not

observed (Pernot, 1907:67; Newton, 1972:39; Malikouti-Drachmae,

1975:113). In fact, many Greeks carry it over into English in words

such as 'evacuated', 'criticizing', 'allocated', 'separate them',

'hierarchy', etc., with an intonation peak on the second rather than

^However, they did not always apply it to the same words because
of different syllabification. Thus, whereas most said ro 16/too
/to-5bmati6-mu/ 'my room' (which is considered 'correct'), a few
said /to-&omatjo-mu/ with i —*• j, thereby reducing the number of
syllables after the accented one to two and eliminating the need to
add an accent„



the fourth syllable from the end. Malikouti-Draehman (1975:111) shows that

the trisyllabic rule is learned quite early by children. Since

Greek restricts the accent to one of the three final syllables of a

word and has a process of adding an additional accent to maintain

this, I think we can say that accent in Greek not only has a distinctive

and a culminative function, but also is partially demarcative in that

it indicates the general vicinity of a word boundary. The deiaarcative

function can only be said to work perfectly in languages with a

'fixed' accent, where the position of the accented syllable in rela¬

tion to the word boundary is fixed by rule (e.g. Czech, where the first

syllable of every word is accented; see appendix for a list of languages

with fixed accent).

The place of the accent in a Greek word may change not only

for the phonological reasons given above, but also for morphological

reasons, as in /xdrepsa/ 'I danced', Qk /0a-xordpso/
'I will dance'; 6 /o-an6ropos/ 'the man', rod kvdp&nov
/tu-anSr<5pu/ 'the man's' (genitive). Thus we can say that accent

in Greek is both free and shifting: "free stress should be distin¬

guished from shifting stress, because the latter admits of change of

place under flexion ... a shifting stress'is possible both in languages

with free stress and in languages with constant stress" (L. R. Zinder,

1960:301, in Denisov, 1978:14). Certain suffixes or grammatical

categories have associated with them a particular position of the

accent (e.g. on the penultimate syllable in -Ukc /aki/, a diminutive

suffix; on the antepenultimate syllable in the past tense of the verb).

Some general descriptive rules for accent shift in Greek will be

given in the next section. Most linguists (such as Warburton, 1970)

have written rules for accent placement based on the spelling system.
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I do not believe this is necessary, but that certain categories of

words that require accent shifts (in most cases one syllable to the

right) can be defined on a descriptive basis without the need of

hypothesizing underlying 'long' vowels.

As a distinctive feature of the word, accent in Greek may be

used to help disambiguate words which may be potentially homophonous

from the segmental point of view. The function of certain monosyllabic

words in a sentence may be distinguished by the presence or absence

of accent: in one case they act as question words, and in the other

as proclitics introducing a clause (Mirambel, 1959:54):

ttl)j /p<5s/ 'how' ncSj /pos/ 'that'
ttou /piS/ 'where' ttou /pu/ 'who'

in a disyllabic word:

ytu-TL /jatf/ 'why' yia. tl /jati/ 'because'
The position of the accent may help to distinguish a number of words

(for the most part disyllabic). In some of these the base forms

(nominative singular for nouns, first person singular present for verbs)
are the same except for the place of the accent:

o y£)f>oy /o-x<5ros/ ' space' o Xop6y /o-xor<5s/ ' dance'

O VOM-Oj /o-n6mos/ 'law' O /o-nomds/ 'prefecture'

ij OKtTTrj /i-sk4pi/ 'cover,
c /

rj OKZJT/j /i-skepf/ 'roof'
protection'

/J KZ/f-OifOcL /i-kamara/ 'room'
• /

/J KOyUaOoO /i-kamira/ 'arch, vault'

TTtUU /pfno/ 'I drink' TTZL VUJ /pin<5/ 'I'm hungry'
c/

OTTOT£ /<5pote/ ' whenever' OTTOT £, /opdte/ 'when, at
which time'

Others have the same segmental makeup but are different genders or

inflexional categories:

'rj /i-taksi/ 'class, grade' to ra.$c /to-taksf/ 'taxi'
Tcx-rr6(ficx. /ta-p<50ja/ 'feet' ^ nocf/tr /i-po5j£/ 'apron'

ra fteri'k(cl /ta-fistikja/ 'pistachio Ij tpcc r/Av<*/i-fistikj£/ 'pistachio
nuts' tree'
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SoVcXft-rj^ /cfnamis/ 'strength' Svi/a/LZ/j /dinamis/ 'strengths'
gen s nom p

Tpa.^o. /trava/ 'pull!' imp. /travd/ 'he pulls'

The following are words which are different parts of speech:

0 H<x\Oj /o-kalos/ 'corn, callus' Ka.\op /kal<5s/ 'good'
noun adj.

7 ^icrrj /i-zdsti/ 'heat' /zesti/ 'hot1
noun adj. f s

/

poopi*. /xdrja/ 'separately' Vol. /ta-xorja/ 'villages'
adv. noun p

Teh pfjXcc /ta-m£la/ 'apples' piXoL /mild/ 'he speaks'
noun p verb

yruvu /ftfno/ 'I spit' fT^VO /ftind/ 'cheap'
verb adj. n s

Cp&ZL /na-fdi/ 'he eats' TO ipcx'C /to-fai/ 'food'
verb subj. noun

TTOT£ /p<5te/ ' when' rrori /potd/ 'never'
ques. word adv.

Finally, there are a few examples of one word and a group of words

which are distinguished by the position of the accent:

OfuXoj /dmilos/ 'group, club' opUXop /o-milos/ 'mill'
c pzXoj /o—vdlos/ 'arrow' ofSzXoj /ovelds/ 'spit, skewer'

Some of the above word pairs are etymologically related, and others

are not. In the majority of cases, the construction in which the word

appears would be enough to disambiguate it; and in other cases, the

larger semantic context would be sufficient. But simple sentences

such as the following could be ambiguous:

l0 TJoirrctj /o-p£pas p£8ane/ 'The pope died.'
'0 TTdTT&j nedxvz /o-papas p£8ane/ 'The priest died.'
Eivtuc y£poj. /ine jdros/
EL Vote yzpoj. fine jerds/

Greek has totally homophonous words as well, where the meaning is not

distinguished by the place of the accent (e.g. /psilds/ yiXoj
'thin', yjhoj 'tall'). And there are numerous related words which
combine a change in the place of the accent and a change in segmental

'He's an old man.'

'He's strong/healthy.'
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makeup Wo K<t\oK<*if>L /to-kalokdri/ 'summer' nom s, rod
/tu-kalokerjiS/ 'of the summer' gen s).

Although we can readily find pairs of words distinguished

only by the place of the accent, this does not mean that this is the

essential function of accent. "En fait 1'accent n'est pas la pour

distinguer les mots; les phonemes dont c'est la la fonction de base—

on serait presque tent4 de dire 1'unique fonction—suffiraient fort

bien a la tache puisque la difficult^, pour le descripteur, consiste

a trouver les rares cas ott l'on pourrait imaginer qu'ils ne suffisent

pas" (Martinet, 1954:15); "1'accent serve essentiellement a indivi-

dualiser les unites s&nantiques dans la chaine parl4e et par raccroc

[by chance] seulement a les opposer dans le systbme" (Martinet, 1954:

14-15). Accent is primarily a contrastive unit operating on the syn-

tagmatic axis rather than an oppositive, paradigmatic unit:

its value does not derive from the paradigm, i.e. the system
of oppositions operative at a given point in the chain ...

but from the syntagm, i.e. by contrast with the rest of the
chain ... in import vs imp<$rt the accent on the initial sylla¬
ble of the former word is not opposed to its absence in the
latter; opposition would occur only if import were distinguished
from an accentless word import. which it is not. (Allen, 1'973:89)

Syllables are compared to each other as they unroll in time to deter¬

mine which of them stand out over the others; these 'cnlminative'

syllables are the nuclei of semantic units within which phonemic

decisions (on the paradigmatic axis) can be made. Here we are really

talking about the function of accent actualized as stress in speech.

Within the pause group the stressed syllables help to 'parse' the utter¬

ance into smaller units (phonological words in the case of Greek)

each made up of one (in special cases two) stressed and a number of

unstressed syllables. In addition, the stressed syllables are com¬

pared to each other for an evaluation of which semantic unit is more
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important or focused on in the utterance by being the center of the

intonation contour. Thus, stress, the realization of accent in speech,

functions on the word level by delimiting and providing the rhythmic

scheme of the phonological word, and on the sentence level by indicating

which word is the center of the intonation contour.

Like other linguistic categories, accent functions simultaneously

on different levels. In Greek it has a very important morphological

role. The root of a word, having a general meaning, is made up of

a sequence of segmental phonemes, but it does not become a complete

'word' until it is provided with an inflexional ending (usually

vocalic), number, gender or person, and an accent on one syllable,

all of which characterize the word as a whole and turn the sequence

of syllables into a (content) word of a particular syntactic class.

Accent is relatively independent of the phonematic structure of the

root; rather its position varies along with suffixes and inflexional

endings.

from /kapn-/

Kocnvoj /kapnds/ 'smoke' masc. noun
Kocnviic /kapnja/ 'soot' fern, noun

KaTTc/x./kipnizma/ 'smoking' neut. noun

Ka.wicrrfj /kapnistfs/ 'smoker' masc. noun

kuttvl^u /kapnfzo/ 'I smoke' verb (present)
K^irvioa. /k£pnisa/ 'I smoked' verb (aorist)
KaTTYontoXys /kapnopdlis/ 'tobacconist' masc. noun

from /yraf-/

If*?* /yr£fo/ 'I write' verb (present)
/^yrapsa/ 'I wrote' verb (aorist)

ftpatproj /yraftds/ 'written, fated' adj.
/yraff/ 'writing, reading (of M.S.) fern, noun

yp*ptZo /yraffo/ 'desk, office' neut. noun
'aypocpoj /ayrafos/ 'unwritten' adj.
^p°t.fCjxrj^a\/y /yrafomixanf/ 'typewriter' fern, noun
SciKru\oyf>d.tpop /6aktiloyr£fos/ 'typist' masc./fern, noun
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Accent movement along with changes in gender, affixation, and

inflexional endings is a great source of word formation in Greek.

Series of related words from the same phonematic root as in the above

examples are not uncommon. They clearly show that accent is a property

of the word and not the root (as in English or German where there is

a tendency to maintain the accent on the same syllable in different

forms and in compounds). The next section will lay out some of the

basic principles of accent placement in the noun and verb paradigms

and in word formation through suffixation and compounding. Although

in base forms of a word the place of the accent is not predictable,

once it is known, the place of the accent in other forms of the word

and in a number of derivationally related words can often be predicted.

B. Accent Placement in Noun and Verb Paradigms

When a word undergoes modification through change in inflexion,

addition of suffixes, or compounding, the accent in the new word is

placed according to two basic principles: either the accent is

assigned a certain position in the word (on the antepenultimate,

penultimate,or final syllable), or it remains on the same syllable

regardless of the addition of syllables in the suffix, unless this

would result in the accent being further back than the antepenultimate

syllable, in which case it is automatically shifted to the right to

the antepenult. In addition, certain inflexions require an accent

shift, usually one syllable to the right.

1. Verb paradigm

Tense and aspect

The two basic classes of active verbs are characterized by

the position of the accent: (a) the stem accented verbs are accented
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on the penultimate syllable in their base form (first person singular

present tense), which is the last syllable of the stem, as in:

txvojoafa /ayorazo/ 'I buy' pXtTT^ /vl£po/ 'I see'
Tpiyo*) /tr£xo/ 'I run' 6iXu> /B6lo/ 'I want'
TTctvTptoco /pandr£vo/ 'I marry' rr*/plrno/ 'I take'
tt!vij /pino/ 'I drink' cr/leu /st^lno/ 'I send'

(b) the ending accented verbs are accented on the final syllable in

their base form, which is the first syllable of the ending"' :

«y<ynZ> /ayap<5/ 'I love' ^fA5 /jel<5/ 'I laugh'
7rapwo/T& /perpatd/ 'I walk' rrtpvoi) /pernd/ 'I pass'
/3our£> /vut<5/ 'I dip, dive' y«.Ai/£> /xaln<5/ 'I spoil'
ttz/vco /pin<5/ 'I'm hungry' ^vo/OcX /bor6/ 'I can'

New verbs, from derivation, compounding, or loans, must conform to

one of these patterns (e.g. jt&roj /zestds/ 'hot',

/zest^no/ 'I heat'). These present tense forms accented on the

penultimate or final syllable are distinguished from the past tense

which is accented on the antepenultimate syllable. When a verb does

not have enough syllables, an epenthetic /e/ (or /i/ in some irregular

verbs) is added which bears the accent:

present past

punctual ('aorist') nonpunctual ('continuous')
(a) verbs:

/yrlfo/ typafct /£yrapsa/ /£yrafa/
'I write, am writing'

cnouS^co /spuS^zo/ cTTouSo/cot /spiSSasa/ onooSct^oL /sptfdaza/
'I study'

^opzucc /xor£vo/ /xdrepsa/ -^OjOiucL /x<5reva/
'I dance'

"'some of these have alternative forms ending in a two-vowel sequence,
the first of which is accented— U^otnito /ayapao/ 1st pers. sing., Xyarrazt
/ayap£i/ 3rd pers. sing.; the other forms are the same.

2
I am using the terms 'punctual' and 'nonpunctual' for the two

aspects in Greek. These correspond to the traditional terms 'perfective'
('aorist' in the past) and 'durative' or 'continuous' respectively.
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dl\aj /0elo/
'I want'

pdjoj /vazo/
'I put1

(b) verbs:

/z6/
*1 live'

ntpvcLTu /perpat<5/
»I walk'

jujToaZ> /bor<5/

OiXrjotx. /fidlisa/

ipuXa. /evala/

tlr/oa* /£zisa/

rraprrocrpea. /perpatisa/

fLnopzct*- /bdresa/

p6t\a

tjSoC^a

/ffiela/

/£vaza/

'I can'

^aAw /jel<5/ yiXcKToc /j£lasa/
The nonpunctual past of (b) verbs is accented on the penultimate

syllable with the addition of a special suffix /-usa/, thus

T/Ouaoc /zdsa/, ntpnaroutya. /perpatiisa/, jxrropodaa. /bordsa/, psXoVcroc
/jelusa/, etc. Certain irregular verbs which are disyllabic and change

their stems are also accented on the penultimate syllable in the punctual

past (the most common past tense): tl6a. /\6b./ (from 3\tncp /vl£po/
'I see'), zinc*, /ipa/ (from Aiu> /l^o/ 'I say'), ppXjKa. /vrfka/ (from
ppi'cKod /vrisko/ 'I find'), etc.

Like the present, the future and subjunctive are also accented,

on the penultimate syllable, or on the final syllable in the nonpunctual

future of (b) verbs:

present

nonpunctual

future

(a) 'I write' 6i jfpdfoo
/yrafo/ /0a-yrafo/

(b) pturrfi 'I hit' 6d prurrti
/xtip6/ /0a-xtip<5/

subjunctive

yd ppdcpoj
/na-yr£fo/

punctual

future subjunctive

da vpoij/uj YO- ppoLptd
/9a-yr£pso/ /na-yr^pso/
6a pTurTpGcO yd "pXUTT/jcuJ
/ca-rtipfso/ /na xtipfso/

va pronod
/na-xtip6/

In all of these forms (a) verbs are accented on the final vowel of the

stem and (b) verbs on the first vowel of the ending. Thus, whereas

the semantic category of aspect (the opposition punctual:nonpunctual)
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is shown primarily by segmental changes (e.g. /yraf/r/yraps/, /xtip/:
/xtipis/), the category of time or tense (the opposition pastmonpast)

is shown by a change in the position of the accent in regular verbs.

Accent olacement in active verbs

TIME
nonpast

(pres/fut/sub.j) •past

punctual

ASPECT

nonnunctual

(a) verbs XjX X XjX

(b) verbs ;X X X:X X

(a) verbs ' xix X X.:X

(b) verbs :X IX

This could be viewed as an accent shift of one syllable to the left

between the nonpast and past forms (or one syllable to the right

taking the past as the basic form). For the disyllabic irregular

verbs which are accented on the penultimate syllable in both tenses,

one might interpret this as a tendency for the accent to stay on the

same syllable (^/tfA-iO /vrfsko/, kol /vrfka/) or to fall on the penul¬
timate syllable {/SXtru /vl£po/, t'tcf* /Ida/) which is the most common

place for the accent (50f/o of all polysyllabic words in text 2).

Alternatively, one could consider the change in the stem radical enough

that an accent shift is not necessary in these frequently occurring

verbs.

In passive verbs, the accent is on the antepenultimate syllable

in stem accented verbs and on the penultimate syllable in ending

accented verbs in the present tense (as well as the non-punctual future

and subjunctive). Both are accented on the antepenultimate syllable

in the past tense (both aspects).
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Present Past

(a) verbs

Kpufio^L /krfvome/ 'I hide' Kpu/Sc/A-OtJvot. /krivdmuna/ nonpunc.

Kf>L><f>Tr)K< /krfftika/ punc.

yaipof-aL /xdrome/ 'I am glad' pctpopAOO VoL /xardmuna/ nonpunc.

x«nKeC /xarika/ punc.

atjKuvopLeLL /sikdnome/ 'I get up' 6rj K <*)V OjU-0 V Vol /sikondmuna/ nonpunc.

CljK&Brj kci /sikdGika/ punc.

(b) verbs

Supj-Kft-a-L /Gimame/ 'I remember' QOjUOp^OUVoC /Gimdmuna/ nonpunc.

or Supu-odpjLCLL /G innSme/
BupfjBrjKa. /GimiGika/ punc.

kpotn/SyUtc /ayapjdme/ 'I am loved'
J /

ctyonTTlOjULOUfoL /ayapjdmuna/ nonpunc.

or avan/oOyUocc /ayapjdme/
*po(,TTrj6rjKct. /ayapIGika/ punc.

The punctual future and subjunctive is accented on the final syllable

of the word (on the ending) for both types of verbs:

(a) verbs Kputpru) /kriftd/ /mar6/ crjKw 6u /siko0d/
(b) verbs /GimiGd/ txpo/7T/j&u /ayapiOd/
In the passive as well as the active, an accent shift characterizes

the difference between the past and nonpast forms. In the punctual

aspect, the accent shift is from the final syllable in the nonpast

(fut. and subj.) to the antepenultimate syllable in the past. In the

nonpunctual aspect, in (b) verbs the accent shifts from the penultimate

in the nonpast (pres., fut., subj.) to the antepenultimate syllable

in the past while remaining on the first syllable of the ending; whereas,

in (a) verbs, the accent remains on the antepenult, but it moves from

the last syllable of the stem in the nonpast to the first syllable of

the ending in the past.
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•punctual

ASPECT

Accent placement in passive verbs

TIME
nonpast

(pres/fut/sub.j) ^as

(a) verbs |X X^X X
i <

(b) verbs jX X !x X X

(a) verbs XIX X ,^
nonpunctual , !X X X

(b) verbs ;X X

Participles have a fixed position for the accent. The punctual1
participles are used in compound tenses and are not declined (e.g.

Kf>uyt,L /ixo krfpsi/ 'I have hidden1). The nonpunctual active

participle is used to introduce a participial phrase and is undeclinable.

The nonpunctual passive participle is used and declined like a normal

adjective.

Nonpunctual participle Punctual participle
(a) verbs

(active) Kpupovrxj /krfvondas/ Kpopcc /kripsi/
Kpufiojua-L (passive) xpyyu.zycj /krimdnos/ xpufTel /kriftf/
(b) verbs

:tt£ (active) ayonrtovTcfj /ayapdndas/ Lyan/jcrec /ayapfsi/
«Y«TTitpLoLL (passive) b-ttrjp-t vdj /ayapimdnos/ kytxnn&ec /ayapi&f/

1These are terms I have invented to correspond to Triandafyllides
(1976:162-163):

punctual participle - (xpupec , xpuwrtZ ) "*TT*p£/«p«To kop/croj"
'aorist infinitive'; "3rd pers. sing, of
the aorist subjunctive" (Pring, 1950:121)

nonpunctual participle
for active verbs - (xpuftovrxj ) i^tcrc^rxj'

'present participle'
for passive verbs - {xpvAyueyej ) "ju.LToy^rj TTatpxxEc^e^cij'

'perfect participle'; "aorist passive
participle" (Pring, 1950:122)

Certain passive verbs have nonpunctual participles formed by adding
-kpLtvoj! amenos/, -oo/jle voj /umenos/, - o/Lt vg< /dmenos/, and thus are

accented on the antepenultimate syllable (e.g. tppk^oxxc 'I work',
kpp*7)6pjL£voj j ytxlpOfLcic 'X am glad', yxpovju-t vcj .
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Aspect and. the difference between active and passive verbs is what

is important here and narked by the place of the accent and the ending.

Accent placement in participles

active:

passive;

(a) verbs

(b) verbs

(a) verbs

(b) verbs

nonpunctual
participle

/ |
X; on-das

; <5n-das

i

:md«nos

IX m^'nos

punctual
participle

X;i

IX i
i

I

II

Person and numbei

With the accent of the base form (first person singular) as a

starting point, the conjugation for person and number maintains the

accent on the same vowel regardless of the number of syllables added

except when it must move one syllable to the right to obey the

trisyllabic rule. This is on the stem vowel for the nonpast of

(a) verbs and on the first vowel of the ending for (b) verbs even if

this vowel changes in quality. In the punctual past ('aorist') the

accent must shift to the right in the plural so as not to fall further

back than the antepenultimate syllable.

singular

(a) verbs

present
(nonpunctual)

punctual
past

person

1 st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

> /yrafo/
tptyt'S /Vrafis/

/yrafi/

a^poiy*. /^yrapsa/
typayij /dyrapses/
t^pa.yi /eyrapse/

plural

^oKpo(v)px.t /yr£fome/
yptytrt /^r£fete/
ypa.you^fe) /yrafun(e)/
jfp&ycyct /yrapsame/
ypa-po. ti /yrapsate/

vt /yrapsane/ or

typot-yciv /^yrapsan/
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For (a) verbs the endings and accentual pattern are the sane for

the same tense but different aspect. In (b) verbs, where the nonpunc-

tual past is formed by adding /usa/, /u/ remains accented throughout

the paradigm. Some (b) verbs take a different characteristic vowel

in their present tense endings («v*rr£j /ayapas/ 'you love', but

yunojoeTj /borxs/ 'you can'), but the accentual pattern is the same.

(a) verbs

Active verbs: Accent -placement for person and number

Non-past (both aspects) Past

(or!ume)X|o

xj is
X|i

X; ome

Xjete
X:un(e)

(b) verbs
Nonnast

✓

X 0
i /■

:X ome

/

X is
. /-

:X ete
✓

X i
i ✓

:X un(e)

Punctual aspect

(or ume)

X X a
✓ 1

X • ame

x x;es X: ate

X X e X: ane or

X Xlan

Past

X;X a
s

X ame

✓ ' /

X; X es X ate
✓

x;x e X ane or

Nonpast
Nonpunctual aspect

Past

6 (or ;ao)
as (or ;fs)
a (or !ai, ;f)

•ame (oriume) ;ilsa
iate (orjfte) ;uses

:an(e) (or:un(e)) :\ise

XIX an

•lisame

iiisate

•;-ilsan(e)

Irregular verbs are conjugated similarly; those which have a disyllabic

punctual past (aorist) retain the accent on the same vowel throughout

the conjugation (a/Vr* /fpa/ 'I said', tirra^i /fpame/ 'we said').
In the third person plural there are alternative forms. In the

past tense this affects the place of the accent.

_1_ i I an 2 X ane X an

/eyrapsan/ /yr^psane/ ypayots /yrapsan/
'they wrote'
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ill

'if /£fayan/ f<iyo:ve /fayane/ fot^v /f£yan/
'they ate'

CKorcoowy /skdtosan/ GKortScocvi /skotdsane/ GKor4set\/ /skotdsan/
'they killed'

Xurrtj6/) k«\/ /lipi&ikan/ XoTryQfjkxYt /lipi6£kane/ \unij@>j/<otv/lipiSikan/
'they regretted' (passive)

The forms in column one are the most "correct" (katharevousa) and seem

to be preferred by university educated speakers and in written prose.

The forms in column 2 are also acceptable and even preferred by some

speakers when words in column 1 would require a shift of accent on to

the augment. The forms in column 3 arise from dropping the final /e/

from the forms in 2 and are used in spoken Greek (especially in certain

words such as /spasan/ 'they broke') even though they are not

listed in all grammar books. This may indicate that the shift of

accent to the right which was required phonologically in the first and

second person plural because of the trisyllabic rule has become gene¬

ralized for all plural forms regardless of the number of following

syllables, (in casual speech, final /e/ may also be elided in the

first person plural, e.g. /ffyam/ 'we left'.)
In the conjugation of verbs in the passive voice, the accent

again remains on the same vowel as the base form except when it must

move one syllable to the right to obey the trisyllabic rule in some

plural forms.
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Passive verbs: Accent •placement for person and number

Nonpunctual aspect

Nonpast Past

(b) verbs:

(a) verbs:

(b) verbs:

/ 1

X • ome ;6maste ;6mun(a) |6maste
X; ese

/ ,

X;este or :6sun(a) ;<5saste
i<5saste

Xiete X;onde <5tan(e) :6ndan(e)
:6tan(e)

✓ •

X|ondan

! ✓

:X me
; /
•X maste same as above

:X se :X ste or

•dsaste

;x te ; iinde

Punctual aspect

Nonpast Past

\6 •time X| ika fkame

lis jfte X; ikes fkate

if ::Sn(e) X| ike
/ 1

Xiikan

£kan(e)

:i0<5 :i0-dme •fBika iB fkame

;iB£s IiBfte ■iBikes iBfkate

iifif :iBifo(e) ifBike fBikan

iSfkan(e)

or

only)
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2. Norn paradigm'*

Once the place of the accent is determined for the base form of

a word (the nominative singular), the place of the accent in the rest

of the paradigm can be predicted by rules for certain classes of words.

In Greek there are three genders—masculine (m), feminine (f), and

neuter (n); each noun can be inflected for three cases—nominative

(nom), accusative (ac) and genitive (gen) (the vocative case differs

from the nominative in only a few classes of nouns; it will not be

considered here); and each noun can be singular (s) or plural (p).

The basic principle of accent placement is that the accent remains
2

on the same syllable regardless of changes in quality or number of

succeeding syllables under inflexion, unless this would violate the

trisyllabic rule, when it is automatically shifted to the right to

the antepenultimate syllable.

No accent shifts take place in the declension of adjectives;

the number of syllables remains the same so that the accent is always

in the same position in the word as well, e.g.

on the antepenultimate syllable in

■rrpxcifoj /pr£sinos/ 'green', ftificaoj /v£veos/ 'certain';
on the penultimate syllable in

yU-tyxXcj /mey£los/ 'big', cipa.103 /or£os/ 'beautiful';
on the final syllable in

fiaOvj /va&Cs/ 'deep', voXuj /polls/ 'many', nocX/oj /paljds/ 'old'.

"*The basic source for declensions in this section is Ruge (1969),
which is based on usage in demotic literature (novels and short stories)
written in the period 1945-1968. Triandafyllides (1976), Tzermias (1969),
and Pring (1950) were also consulted.

2
A sequence of two vowels generally forms two separate syllables

(see chap. III.B, pages 13-14), e.g. fiLfhcaoj /ve«ve«os/ 'certain'.
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In words accented on the final syllable, the final vowel may change

quality (/va&fs/, /vaGju/ m gen p, /vaSja/ f nom s; /paljds/, /palja/
f nom s; /polls/, /pold/ m gen s), but the place of the accent is not

affected and the number of syllables remains the same. A small number

of 'imparisyllabic' adjectives accented on the penultimate syllable

(X is) add an extra syllable in the neuter and masculine plural forms,

but the accent remains on the same syllable throughout.

/ziljaris/ 'jealous' m nom s

^r/Xiuprjcfe^ /ziljari5es/ m nom ac p
TjrjXi^ptKO /ziljdriko/ n nom ac s

Nouns with no accent shift

In a large number of nouns of all genders, the number of syllables

remains the same in all forms, and the accent remains on the same

syllable (though the vowel changes in quality in finally accented nouns)

and in the same position throughout the paradigm:

neuter

X-|X:X

CLoepo /sfdero/
' iron1

X-jiX

TTtUKO /pdfko/
'pine'

*1
Aouvo /vun<5/

'mountain'

masculine a^r/A«Aoj /andilalos/ TT<*.T£paj /patdras/ ot/>ecedj" /urands/
'echo'

feminine Japxpy /zdxari/
'sugar*

'father*

pirirepct /mitdra/
'mother'

'sky'

futf /psixf/
'soul'

In another large group of nouns, the accent remains on the same

vowel even though some inflexional endings cause a change in the number

of syllables in the word so that the position of the accent relative

to the end of the word changes. Words accented on the antepenultimate

syllable will automatically move the accent to the right when the

trisyllabic rule would be violated. This occurs in masculine and

feminine 'imparisyllabic' nouns including suffixes such as /-aris/,
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/-akis/, /-lilis/, /-t£s/, /-dzfs/, etc., which form their plural by-

adding /-oes/ (nom and ac)'' and /-ion/ (gen), and a few others.

x1 XiX X1 X :X X
masculine

X X

masculine

masculine

feminine

X X

masculine

Qoupvdprjj /fdrnaris/ 'baker'
—* <pou/furnariSes/ nom ac

/furnaridon/ gen p

The accent is moved to maintain the trisyl¬
labic rule in all plural forms.

votKOKUfrjj /nikokfris/ 'householder'
—* voiko Kuo/jorej /nikokfriSes/ nom ac p^

vol a* o dcov /nikokfriS on/ gen p

/pr^zvis/ 'ambassador'

—♦ ripEapiuv /pr£zveon/ gen p

okiytj /sk£psi/ 'thought'
—♦ ca-^£w/ /sk£pseon/ gen p

K*<pi$ /kaf^s/ 'coffee' (also rrxnAj /pap£s/
' priest', 7T*nrrouj /papds/
'grandfather')

—> Konpidej /kaf^oes/ nom ac p

a-.a<pi6ccv /kaf£5on/ gen p

There is an alternative plural ending in /-4i/ for some masculine
nouns, which is accented and thus causes an accent shift (Triandafyl-
lides, 1976:107):

i/olkanuptjj- —, YOLKOKvprjdej or vockoxopucot /nikokir^i/ nom ac p
<pouf>vctp/j<; —. youpvci.p'jd'Ej or <pouo\Yc(f)a7oL /furnardi/ nom ac p
kknerdy'/oj —> kctnzt&vtot or k*ttz.t<x yd?c t /kapetan^i/ nan ac p

These plural endings (/-aoes/, /-does/, /-£<5es/, /-di/) act more like
suffixes in that the placeof the accent seems to be fixed. Only /-ides/
can be either /-£<5es/ or /Xioes/ depending on the original accent:
KkytTftfs —- KoL<pzT^<fes 'cafe owner','greengrocer'.
In words with more than one plural form, such as £terroryj /iespdtis/, the
regular plural form, 6zon6rtj /<5espdtes/ 'despots', involves no shift of
accent, whereas the newer form, deerroTidtj /oespotaoes/ 'archbishops',
is accented on the /a/.
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feminine y/ay/L /jaja/ 'grandmother' (also aXzrrou /alepu/
'fox')

—t y/xy/Jicfij /jajacies/ nom ac p

yiayi&Suiv /jajafon/ gen p

neuter (rare) yzyovc'j /jeyonds/ 'fact, event'
—> yzyovdroj /jetfondtos/ gen s

yayovoTt*. /jeyondta/ nom ac p
j-ffoKoVwi^/jeyondton/ gen p

In a small group of masculine nouns ending in /-das/ (kathare-

vousa /-dfs/), where the accent falls on the first element of a vowel

plus vowel combination, in the nominative and accusative plural the

two vowels collapse into one so that there is one less syllable, and

the accent falls on the new monophthong.

: Z1 X —■» ; X
masculine ouyrpoi<pza.^ /singrafdas/ 'writer'

—» 6uyyf>*?uj /singraffs/ nom ac p

IJouns with accent shift

Certain inflexional categories are accompanied by an accent shift.

(1) The accent remains on the same vowel throughout the paradigm

except that it moves one syllable to the right in the genitive plural.

This occurs in a number of masculine and feminine nouns (the 'first

declension' ending in /-a(s)/ and /-i(s)/) in which there is no change

in the number of syllables in the word, and in the 'imparisyllabic'

neuters (ending in /-ma/, /-ksimo/, /-psimo/) which add an extra

syllable in the genitive singular and plural and in the nominative

and accusative plural.

X xjx — X X; X gen p

masculine tpv\*.x<xj /filakas/ 'guard'

—» cpu\&Kuv /filakon/ gen p
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feminine Go*.ixwiff.

X X X — X I I X gen p

neuter ) voju.0

neuter

X X —» X X gen p

masculine

feminine

neuter

vuu t15

V! k1

X X — X1 XX gen p

/salpinga/ 'trumpet'

—♦ /salpingon/ gen p

/dnoma/ ' name'

—» bvojA«Tuv /onomaton/ gen p

—» ovo/^aroj /ondmatos/ gen s

bvdyU.a.Toc /ondmata/ nom ac p

The accent movement in the gen s and nom ac

p is predicted by the trisyllabic rule.
The accent shifts one more syllable than

necessary in the gen p.

/Vripsimo/ 'writing'

—► flpocfsi/^drcoV /yrapsimaton/ gen p
—> vpayCyUtxroj /yrapsfmatos/ gen s

^poiy/ipLO-Tcc /yrapsfmata/ nom ac p
by the trisyllabic rule

/naftis/ 'sailor' (also/mfnas/'month')

—» vauTccv /naftdn/ gen p

/nfki/ 'victory'

—» v/KuV /nikdn/ gen p

/mdros/ 'place'

—» pt-SjOtb(/ /mer<5n/ gen p

neuter kupj-o /kfma/ 'wave' (also /krdas/ 'meat')

—> /kimaton/ gen p

(but /kfmata/ nom ac p, /klmatos/ gen s)

Masculines ending in /-£as/ (/tamfas/ 'cashier', AT/7/u*r/*r/

/ktimatfas/ 'land owner', etc.) and disyllables ending in /Xas/

/minas/ 'month', aVr^^j /andras/ 'man, husband') shift their accent in



the genitive plural, but other masculine nouns ending in /Xas/ do not

shift their accent /patdras/ 'father', oj</ctj /xim<5nas/
'winter', iSfi^raj /idrdtas/ 'sweat')(Triandafyllides, 1976:84).

(2) The accent remains on the same vowel except it shifts

two syllables to the right (to the final syllable) in the genitive

nlural. This occurs in a number of feminine nouns accented on the

antepenultimate syllable ending in /-a/; the number of syllables does

not change. Which words shift the accent two syllables

/mdlisa/ 'bee', /ta&rjrpcoL /ma&ftria/ 'student (fem)', KtpKupot. /k£rk±ra/
'Corfu', etc.) and which ones only one syllable as in (l) (o<x\rT/yyoL
/salpinga/ ' trumpet', r<*ut<4tij toe /taftdtita/ 'identity card', c *<*-

/p&rdika/ 'partridge', etc.) must be learned.

X1 X X -♦ X X X gen p
feminine QJiXotcrpoc /Salasa/ 'sea'

—> &o(\acrcru>V /©alasdn/ gen p

(5) The accent remains on the same syllable except that it shifts

one syllable to the right in the genitive singular; an extra syllable

is added in the genitive and in the plural. This affects a restricted

number of finally accented neuter nouns (including ttSy /pan/ 'every¬

thing' and jurjcfiv /mio£n/ 'nothing').
X1 X | X gen s

neuter (rare) pcoj /f<5s/ 'light'
—* cpuroj /fot<5s/ gen s
(but /f<5ta/ nom ac p, /fdton/ gen p)

(4) The accent is on the same syllable in the nominative and

accusative, but it shifts one syllable to the right in the genitive

singular and plural. This applies to the neuter nouns ending in
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/—i/ , which are very common (including the suffixes /-adi/, /-fbi/,

etc.), as well as to a certain group of neuters ending in /-o/ accented

on the antepenult. There is no change in the number of syllables.

Which words shift the accent like rrpoc:u>Tro /prdsopo/ 'face' and which
ones do not like cldtpc /sioero/ 'iron' must be learned word by word.

Triandafyllides (1976:99) says that place names are declined like

TTfooaTro (e.g. Mcre-ofHov /metsdvu/ gen s of WiTc-opc /mdtsovo/) and that
a number of words are declined in both ways— ^ouTupo /Vdtiro/ 'butter',

flovotTo /ydnato/ 'knee', npofioiTo /prdvato/ 'sheep', kr/AorrXoco /atmdplio/
' steamship'«,

X^ X |X —* X_j X:X gen s, gen p
neuter npdeozrrc /prdsopo/ 'face'

—► rrpocuTTou /prosdpu/ gen s
—> rr/soffoonu^ /prosdpon/ gen p

/ 1 1 ✓

X^ |X —■* X^ !X gen s, gen p
neuter rpa^oudt /traytiSi/ 'song'

—* Tp«vou6/ov /trayuSyd/ gen s
—> TpafiouScodv /trayuSj<5n/ gen p

Neuters ending in /-i/ accented on the final syllable (such as

Triandafyllides (1976:99) says that neuters ending in - c are
either oxytones or paroxytones (Tzermias, 1979:69, also lists only these
two patterns). Ruge (1969:33) says the only word accented on the antepe¬
nultimate syllable is ytXvriec 'ivory'; Pring (1950:27) cites /ljdpesi/.
The genitive of these nouns would be accented on the final syllable—
/ljopesjd/ gen s. To include these rare words, it might be better not
to have a rule for accent shift, but to say as Pring (1950:27) has: "all
2nd declension neuters in i_, irrespective of their primary stress, are
stressed on the final syllable in the gen. sing, and plur." Thus,
there is a fixed final position for the accent in the genitive case.

Triandafyllides (1976:99) comments that words ending in -*kc and
-ouXc (common diminutive suffixes) do not usually form the genitive:
the genitive singular of pard/cc /jataki/ 'kitten* is par/ou /yatju/ from
the unsuffixed form /yatf/ 'cat' and not *yaTaKioU . Similarly,
'apvxKc /arnaki/ 'little lamb' has gen s ToD api//od /tu amjri/, gen p
Tuv htpvcZv /ton arrgdn/ from kpyc /ami/ 'lamb*.
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rrxt<ft /peoi/ 'child') do not contradict this role; the accent is already

on the final syllable {nattf/cu /pedjd/ gen s, /pe£j<5n/ gen p).

Thus, all neuters ending in /-i/ are accented on the final syllable

in the genitive.

(5) The accent is on the same syllable in the nominative and

in the accusative singular, but moves one syllable to the right in the

genitive singular and plural and in the accusative plural. This occurs

in a certain number of masculine and feminine nouns accented on the

antepenult that go back to ancient Greek. Which of the masculine

nouns shift their accent and which do not (as «/r/A«Aoj /andilalos/ 'echo')
must be learned word by word. Triandafyllides (l976:89_90) says that

"polysyllabic [more than three syllables] and popular words" ("oc rroAu-

guXXcc^j K»t(- oc XoL(h-£j )> compounds (such as xv/jcpofo^
/aniforos/ 'uphill slope', Xu-^vo/K^rroj /laxan<5kipos/ 'vegetable garden',

k/kald^feros/ 'monk'), and usually proper names of people

(t9ocfco/fioj /0<55oros/, TrjXi^coc^o^ /til&naxos/) do not shift the accent.
Others, mostly three-syllable words and some proper names \6dcGKocXoj
/Saskalos/ 'teacher', /<?£marxos/' 'mayor', avOfwrroj /£n0ropos/,

"OXu^iroj /6limbos/, fiAnrnoj /filipos/, etc.) shift the accent. All
feminine nouns ending in /-os/ (an unusual ending for feminines) and

accented on the antepenult shift their accent (e.g. cSca^zr^oj /<5j£metros/
'diameter', jU-l6oSoj /m£0oc>os/ 'method'; and place names such as 'Ern'tfdUfOj
/epiSavros/). The number of syllables in the word does not change.

X^ X ;X —t X^ X;X gen s, gen p, ac p
masculine oc^zXoj /angelos/ 'angel'

—* uyytXcu /ang^lu/ gen s
—» i/yytXoov /ang4lon/ gen p
—► ZtyfliXovj /ang£Lus/ ac p

''These two words have alternative forms where the accent does not
shift according to my informants. This is preferred for /S^skalos/.
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feminine t^ocfoj /£kso3os/ 'exit'
—* iLjoSoo /eks<53u/ gen s
—» t^odcov /eks<56on/ gen p
—» E^dSouj /eksddus/ ac p

(6) There is a characteristic accented vowel for the singular

and a different one for the plural.

(6a) The accent shifts to the first syllable of the ending in

all -plural forms. This occurs in 'imparisyllahic' masculines ending

in /-as/ accented on the penult and antepenult (rrecXconecrreij /paljdpapas/
'bad priest', /rfyas/ 'king') probably by analogy with the large

number of masculine nouns ending in /-as/ with plurals in /-£6es/

{nxrrcij /papas/ 'priest \ /3op /vorjas/ 'north wind', /psaras/
'fisherman', jaXmrSj /yalatas/ 'milkman', etc.). Alternatively, one

could say that the plural suffix /-aoes/ is always accent on the /a/.

Note that k^pctj /aeras/ 'air, wind' does not shift its accent. Its
nominative and accusative plural form is made by adding the suffix

/-iSes/ — aifirjSirj /a£rioes/, like Yo/KoKupycfLj (page 40).
s v < /

X^ X IX —► X^ X IX X nom p, ac p, gen p
masculine 7TolXi ono/.TfeYj /palj6papas/ 'bad priest'

—» TTe(\iOTro(7r«<f£j /paljopap£3es/ nom ac p
—♦ Tia'\{cTra:na6tJv /paljopapaoon/ gen p

X^ IX —* X^ l X X nom p, ac p, gen p
masculine /irruojul.it/barbas/ 'uncle, old man'

—* juiTToifjLTttidtj /barb£5es/ nom ac p
—f jA7TUf>j*.-rrdifiov /barb£3on/ gen p

(6b) The accent shifts one syllable to the right in all plural

forms. In the genitive plural an extra syllable is added so that the

shift is required by the trisyllabic rule; in the nominative and

accusative plural there is no change in the number of syllables.
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This occurs in feminines ending in -7 /-i/ which are accented on the

antepenultimate syllable. Triandafyllides (19T6:94) calls these

" " 'ancient inflexions'. The words which shift their accent

must be learned individually (they also have an unusual plural ending

in /-is/) and separated from those without accent shift, such as

TjXyctptj /zaxari/ 'sugar', 'uvoc^rj /^niksi/ 'spring', 7
/kalopdrasi/ 'comfort', etc. Most are educated, abstractor govern¬

mental words, but they are widely used {tTTfOK&yrj /episkepsi/ 'official
visit', Kvpipvyc/j /kivdrnisi/ 'government', Guyrx^tj /sindahsi/ 'pension',
etc.)

XX —cX^ XX nom p, ac p
feminine /dinami/ 'strength'

—♦ di/yfyt-tij /cinimis/ nom ac p

—» ouyx^ytoov /cindmeon/ gen p
The accent must move to obey the

trisyllabic rule.

(7) The accent shifts one syllable to the right in the genitive

singular and nominative and accusative -plural, and two syllables to

the right in the genitive plural. This combines the accent shifts in

(5) and (2) &xXxctgol in a very small class of three syllable

neuter nouns ending in /-os/ and accented on the antepenult. Trianda¬

fyllides (1976:100) lists iXtoj /dleos/ 'mercy, charity', /xiye6oj
/mdjeSos/ 'size, greatness', GraXt^oj /stdlexos/ 'stalk, handle',

rraXxyoj /pdlayos/ '(open) sea'"'). The only other neuters ending in

''This word does not shift its accent in the nom and ac nlural —

tcx rrix^oi /ta-pdlaya/; Triandafyllides (1976:100) lists too ntxx^ou
/tu-pdlayu/ gen s as an alternate form for rod naXxyoo /tu-pel£yu/.
As this is the most common word in this class, it is not surprising
that its declension is becoming more regular by maintaining the accent
on the same syllable.
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/-os/ are disyllabic words accented on the penult rule l) and

monosyllabic (rule 3). There is no change in the number of syl¬

lables.

X^ XX —> X^ X|X nom p, ac p, gen s
—► X XX gen p

neuter (rare) 'iJapcj /dSafos/ 'ground' nom ac s
—* k6<xtpouj /eSdfus/ gen s
—* k6<£(pt] /e5afi/ nom ac p
—► eda<pcov /eJafdn/ gen p

In most of these word classes, the accent shift is one syllable

to the right and involves words originally accented on the antepenulti¬

mate syllable. The case most often requiring a shift in accent is the

genitive (see below). This is the least frequently used case.'' The

accusative singular is always accented on the same syllable as the

nominative singular. When accent shift occurs in the nominative plural,

it occurs in the accusative plural as well.

In text 1 (two paragraphs from a novel by Tachtsi), there was
only one occurrence of the genitive singular (t$j ocko[£V£i<*j
/tis-ikojeniaz-mas/ 'of our family'; read as /ts-ikojenjdz-mas/ by DM),
none of the genitive plural, and one undeclinable genitive ( rod '39
/tu-triandaenja/ 'of 1939'). This compares to 40 occurrences of the
accusative case (32 s, 8 p), 11 occurrences of the nominative case
(6 s, 5 p), and 3 occurrences of the vocative case. Since, however,
many nominative, accusative and vocative nouns have the same form, we
can say there were 32 nom/ac/voc s with the same form; 9 ac s with a
different form from the nominative; 13 nom/ac p; and 1 gen s (2$). This
genitive was the only noun with an accent shift. In text 2 (from a novel
by Samaraki), there were no nouns in the genitive case. In the spon¬
taneous monologue by KM (much longer than either text), there were 16
occurrences of nouns in the genitive case, all singular. Of these, two
were undeclinable and three involved an accent shift— Xdkfocr yuov
/tis-aSiaz-mu/ 'of my leave of absence (nom ottfs/x), 'Oxr™pptou /oxtovrxu/
'of October', AzKt/uLfdpioo /4ekevriu/ 'of December' (nom,
As-ti/i/SpLOj)—the latter two .have alternative forms without an accent
shift, 'O^tv/Sfyj /oxtdvris/ nom, /oxt<5vri/ gen s. The only
common oral use of the genitive plural is in giving a person's age
with ypovojv' /xron<5n/ 'years old' nom s).
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Rules (by number) Accentual -pattern of nom s
number of examples

Cases requiring
accent shift XXX X X X

gen s 5 4 5 7 3 1 1

gen p 1 2 4 5 6a 7 6 3

ac p 5 6 7 4 1

nom p 6 7 Jl
16

J_
6 1

The genitive plural is involved in accent shifts in the largest number

of rules. This case is generally avoided in spoken Greek and often

replaced by a periphrastic expression using the accusative. It is

possible that this accent shift and remembering which words do it

may be one reason why it is avoided, especially when the final /-on/

becomes accented. This syllable is already heavy by being a closed

syllable; it becomes even heavier when stressed and consequently

lengthened. However, the genitive singular in rule 4 requiring accent

shift is widely used and involves very common words, such as cttltl

/spiti/ 'house', a«aoa-«7^<: /kalok&ri/ 'summer',^/"1 /*£ri/ 'hand',

KOfcrtTL /korftsi/ 'girl', etc. The final /-jii/ of this case is a

distinctive characteristic of neuters ending in /-i/. It is most

likely that a child would learn the stress shift in this regular class

of words (there are no neuters in /-i/ that behave differently)

before most of the others which involve only certain groups of words

out of larger classes which do not shift their stress (many of these

words with accent shift would not be in the child's vocabulary anyway).

Malikouti-Drachman (1975:111) has given some data from a 2—1/2 year

old Athenian child showing that the child had mastered the addition

of an accent in phrases with enclitics before learning to shift accent

in common noun plurals or even learning the correct plural forms:



/pr<5sopo/ 'face' —» /pr6sop6-mu/ 'my face'

/kubose/ 'button' (imp) —» /kdbos£-to/ 'button it'

/xarise/ 'give (as a present)' —► /xarisl-to-mu/ 'give it to me'

but

/fdrema/ 'dress', plural */f6rema/ (adult form, /fordmata/)
/ilo'to/ 'horse', plural */ulojes/ (adult form, /£lora/)

It is interesting here that the child did not produce */f<5remata/; the

trisyllabic rule was not violated. The tendency for the accented

vowel to retain its accent in different inflexional forms might be

one reason for this: perhaps it is easier to add a second stress on

an alternate syllable (producing a rhythm X X X l) than to move the

stress off of one syllable and onto the next syllable. In either case

the same goal is reached, avoidance of more than two unaccented syllables

at the end of a phonological word. Also, the identity of the word is

more clearly maintained by leaving the accent on the same syllable.

Although we may make a case for the 'psychological reality' of

the trisyllabic rule when it is maintained by adding a second accent

as in the data above or in errors Greeks make in speaking English

(page 2.2), the automatic shift of accent to the next syllable in the

noun and verb paradigms may be more of a lexical than low level

phonological rule. When the final unstressed /e/ is dropped in the

past tense of verb forms such as /skupisan/ 'they swept' (instead of

/skupfsane/),/fovi6£kan/ 'they were afraid' (instead of /fovi&xkane/),

/maldsan/ 'they had an argument' (instead of /maldsane/), it is not

the trisyllabic rule which has motivated the accent shift from

/skupisa/, /foviSika/, /malosa/ (unless one accepts rule ordering),

but rather that the accent shift has become a general rule for all

plural forms. It may be the case in some of the rules where I have

said the shift is 'automatic' due to the trisyllabic rule that it is



no more 'automatic' than any of the other accent shifts listed from

the point of view of the native speaker.

If we eliminate the rules involving accent shift in the geni¬

tive plural only, which occurs very rarely in conversational Greek

(see footnote, page 48), then we can see that the majority of nouns—

those listed as having no accent shift and those in rules 1 and 2—

retain the accent on the same syllable throughout their paradigm.

Rules 5 and 6b (masculines and feminines accented on the antepenult)

are subclasses requiring accent shift which belong to a more learned

vocabulary than the normal nouns without accent shift from ordinary

spoken vocabulary and new formations. The tendency for the accent

to be fixed in many suffixes probably explains 6a £J )»
a small group of words. Rules 3 and 7 apply to a very small number

of words: of those in 7, is the only word which is very common

in spoken Greek, and its plural is regular (see footnote, page 47);

the other words have everyday equivalents, such as )(<£/■<-« /xdma/ n for

ecf«<poj meaning 'ground or soil'. Rule 4, neuters ending in /-i/, is
the only large and widely used class of words in everyday speech that

requires an accent shift (in the genitive singular and plural). The

difference between the nominative and genitive singular in masculine

and feminine nouns is clearly marked by the presence or absence of

/-s/1 (6 nartpc/j , too TTcfTafx.; j yoiuTfj , rjj /t-orpj, etc.). Perhaps the
accent shift in these neuters in /-i/ is retained because it marks the

difference between the nominative and genitive more clearly than a

simple vowel change, as well as being an analogous formation with the

large number of neuters which are accented on the final syllable

throughout their declension (to rrauft, rod Tr<xr<fcod ; To Kjoaco, rod Kpcic/ou*).

''The "s-Rynamik", Ruge, 1969:131 ff.
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Neuters in /-o/ in rule 4 (accented on the antepenult) which shift

their accent are a subclass of a group that does not shift the accent,

and there are words which can be declined both ways {fiourofio ). In

conclusion, in the noun and adjective declension there seems to be

a tendency to maintain the accent on the same syllable throughout the

paradigm. Whenever a class of words (such as masculines in /-os/)

has two subclasses, one requiring accent shift and one with no shift,

it is the class without accent shift that is the open, productive

class. This is the direction in which the spoken language is moving.

Accent shift is used more for marking major differences in meaning,

such as tense in the verbs and new words through suffixation and com¬

pounding, than for differences in the noun and adjective paradigm,

where retaining the accent on the same sj'llable maintains the identity

of the 'same' word occurring in different syntactic constructions.

C. Accent Placement in Word Formation

1. Suffixation

When new words are formed through the addition of suffixes,

the place of the accent is usually determined by the suffix. This is

always the case in deriving verbs.

suffix derived verb

-«i'vw /-dno/ /zest4no/ 'I heat' fecroj 'hot'

-otf^oyu^c /-dnome/ ^zcrcd'yo/U-txt /zest&iome/ 'I feet hot'
-tuio /-evo/ y//<Kf>£uw /psar4vo/ 'I fish' y<xpc 'fish'

/-jazo/ kokk<x\i&7io /kokaljazo/ 'I become hard as a bone'

KokkoiXo 'bone1

These derived verbs are conjugated the same as any other verb of the

same class.

Comparative and superlative adjectives, formed by adding the



suffixes /-'teros/ and /-'tatos/, are always accented on the antepenul¬

timate syllable regardless of the accentuation of the original adjective.

kccXoj /kalds/ 'good' KaXurcpoj /kaliteros/ 'better'

/meyalos,/ 'big' ^.syaXt/TEpoj /meyalfteros/ 'bigger'
/n4os/ 'young' veoote^oj /nedteros/ 'younger'

UTTopoj /aporos/ 'poor' ^ttojOute^ oj /apordteros/ 'very poor'
There are numerous suffixes in Greek that may be added to nouns,

verbs and adjectives to form diminutives, augmentatives, instruments,

abstract nouns, masculine or feminine agents, etc. (see Sotiropoulos,

1972:76-114, from which many of these examples are taken, for a com¬

plete list). They are very frequently used in both the common and

scholarly language. Host of them specify the place of the accent,

as well as the gender and declension of the word. The greatest number

in Sotiropoulos' (1972) list are accented on the penultimate syllable.

Both the place of the accent and the gender 'belong to' the suffix

and are independent of the original word. Some suffixes, however, can

only be added to a particular class of words (e.g. verbs, feminine

nouns).

Suffixes accented on the penultimate syllable

- a.Kt /-aki/ n diminutive

Hc«pdj /kafds/ — K«<f>afaKL /kafedaki/
•coffee' 'a small coffee'

Ac'yo /lfjfo/ A 1){<XK(- /liyaki/
'a little' 'a very little'

cuvvtcpo /sfnefo/ —» ouvvz<p*Kt /sinef^ki/
'cloud' 'little cloud'
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-era* /~£tsa/ f diminutive

<7>MV/j /fora/ —» wvi'toa. /fon£tsa/
'voice' 'little voice'

c5A/k^ /eldni/ — £5A tVLTOoi /elen£tsa/
'Helen' 'little Helen'

TOpcrriTTcx. /tirdpita/ —» rupoVLTiroo^ /tiropitftsa/
'cheese pie' 'little cheese pie'

~ottooAcx /""Opiila/ f offspring

ttolttotj /papas/ —► Tr<x.nc*6oTTo6\oL /papaSopiLla/
'priest' 'priest's daughter'

tco7r<xVyj /tsopanis/ —' tgott#vojtou\oi /tsopanopdla/
'shepherd' 'shepherdess'

"■EXXrjVoij /dlinas/ —* kWyrorrouX*. /elinopdla/
'Greek' 'Greek girl'

-lip*. /-jdra/ f container
K«<pij /kafds/ —» kotptTiipcc /kafetjdra/

'coffee' 'coffee container'

/alati/ —- kXocrie'poc /alatjdra/
'salt' 'salt shaker'

^kpoLprj /zaxari/ —» yppiipcL /zaxarjdra/
'sugar' 'sugar howl'

Suffixes accented on the antepenultimate syllable

-ottouXo /-<5pulo/ n offspring

fiotaXcaj /vasiljas/ — p«oc\cTrov\o /vasildpulo/
'king' 'king's son'

A'or'^ /k<5ta/ —» KororrouXc /kotdpulo/
'hen' 'chicken'

cE\\ijvo(j /dlinas/ —» 'tXXrjvonovXo /elindpulo/
'Greek' 'Greek boy'
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-'Tyroc /-'tita/ f abstract idea
/varis/ —• pupuryroc /varitita/

'heavy' 'gravity'

ivoij /dnas/ — ki/oryra. /endtita/
'one' 'unity'

asOfUTTOj /anSropos/ —* avfyunoTyroc /anSropdtita/
'man' 'mankind'

-'(ko /-'iko/ n store or place of manufacture

st'.dtp*j /siSeras/ —♦ c/cfefad/xo /si&erd5iko/
'blacksmith' 'smithy'

junoikoixyj /bak£lis/ —» ko /bak£liko/
'grocer' 'grocery store'

(poupvoLfr/j /furnaris/ —> tpoupvxf/ ko /furnariko/
'baker' 'bakery'

-Uccot. /-'isa/ f female agent or inhabitant

/vasiljas/ —> /vasilisa/
'king' 'queen'

Z.Tic<f>TioiTr]j /spartjatis/ —* Z-rrapTcuTicrooc /spartjdtisa/
'Spartan' 'Spartan woman'

ytirovotj /jftonas/ —* ytLToviccot /jitdnisa/
'neighbor' 'female neighbor'

Suffixes accented on the final syllable

- /-as/ m male agent

ycy-L /psomi/ —> yjoyLaj /psomds/
'bread' 'bread seller'

yxfc /psari/ — /psaras/
'fish' 'fisherman'

ci'depc /sioero/ — /siSeras/
'iron' 'blacksmith'
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/(a)dzfs/ m male agent

ma>ij /kafds/ —• x«/kafedzfs/
'coffee' 'cafe owner'

/samari/ —♦ prjj /samardzis/
'saddle' 'saddle maker'

(I found no examples of this suffix added on to

a word originally accented on the antepenult)

-icr^-oj /-ismds/ m abstract noun

■^ptcTixVoj /xristjands/ —» ppte-r/w/c/LOj /xristjanizmds/
'Christian' 'Christianity'

TToXirs/oc /politfa/ —► noXcnp/xoj /politizmds/
'state' 'civilization'

'EXX^aj /dlinas/ —► iXXys/cpuoj /elinizmds/
'Greek* 'Hellenism'

-/<* /-ja/ f tree; quantity; result of an action; weather; etc.

GTTatOi /spafif/ —» <377«•<?/<* /spa©ja/
'sword' 'sword thrust'

XEjU-Ovt /lemdni/ —» /lemonja/
'lemon' 'lemon tree'

koutkXc /kutali/ —♦ kout^Xioc /kutalj£/
'spoon' 'spoonful'

ou'v^epo /sinefo/ —♦ avv^epioc. /sinefjd/
'cloud' 'cloudy weather'

There may be more than one suffix at the end of a word; in

these cases it is the accentuation of the last suffix that prevails;

-ood"c /-tiSi/ + -olkl /-aki/ n diminutives —► -ouJ&kc /-u5dk±/

GT<xup6j /stavrds/ —* craOpouSaKc /stavrudaki/
'cross, crucifix' 'little cross'

-ouXot /-dla/ + - creu /-ftsa/ f diminutives —► -ou\/r<rct /-ulftsa/
ti"ToL /yata/ —* pArouXi'rcc*. /yatulftsa/

'cat' 'tiny kitten'
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In a few suffixes, the place of the accent is not predictable

from the suffix. One of these is -<•«. or -it* which may appear as

/-'ia/, /-fa/, or /-ja/; it is used in many words and has a wide

range of meanings. Some meanings are always accented in a particular

way, such as

-/«■ /-fa/ f 'nation, country'

UXXoj /yalos/ —» rxW/'oc /yalfa/
'Frenchman'

-/*. /-ja/ f 'tree'

auxo /sfko/
'fig'

'France'

co/a*. /sikj£/
'fig tree'

Indicating an abstract idea, however, the suffix may appear accented

in all three ways, though /-ja/ is generally used with demotic stems

(and is very productive), and /-fa/ and /-'ia/ (the least common;

spelled -£/«) with more learned stems. They all form feminine nouns.

-£/*<. /-'ia/ ii\(Kp/vrfo /ilikrinfs/
'sincere'

/3o,j9u> /voiG<5/
'I help'

-/«. /-fa/ 6ov\iuu3 /Suldvo/
-cfai 'I work'

/martird/
'I witness'

-/<* /-ja/ cfowAf /duldvo/
-£/<*. 'I work'

ckoteivoj /skotinds/
'dark'

—* tiXiKpive/ot /ilikrfnia/
'sincerity'

—* pojBna. /vofOia/ or /vofSja/
'help'

—»• 6ou\a'oL. /Sulfa/
'slavery'

—♦ ju.otpTuaf<x. /martirfa/
'witnessing'

—* 6ou\t/cc. /dulja/
'work'

—♦ aA-ora/K/ec /skotinja/
'darkness'

Some other suffixes with more than one accent pattern include:
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-ot^oj /-£nos/ or /-ands/ m inhabitant

'AyU-tftK'j /amerikf/ —» i xor roj /amerikands/
'America' 'American'

2-uoac /s£ra/ —• Z.uf>t«.\/oj /sirjands/
'Syra' 'inhabitant of Syra'

TTpijSi*.$<*- /prdveza/ —• TffsjSsjxSoj /prevez£nos/
'Preveza' 'inhabitant of Preveza'

~r1S /-''tis/ or /-tis/ m agent

Tpa^oooCb /trayudd/ —* rpayooSicr/fj /trayudistfs/
'I sing' 'singer'

otjfofaJ&J /ayorazo/ —» kyooaeTrf$ /ayorastfs/
'I buy' 'buyer'

/ravo/ — f>«?TrlS /r&ftis/
'I sew' 'tailor'

/sdzo/ —* cuoT/jj /sdstis/
'I save' 'savior'

Prom the above examples, we can see the importance of the place

of the accent in completing the meaning of a word. A modern Greek

word is made up of two parts:

1) the stem - a sequence of phonemes, typically (CV)CVC-,

which carries the basic meaning, such as /ayap-/ 'love',

/psar-/ 'fish', /si&er-/ 'iron', etc.

2) modifications of the stem - the inflexional ending, number,

gender or person, tense and aspect or case (grammatical

case as well as 'case' taken in a more general sense, since

suffixes may indicate agent, instrument, place, etc.), and

position of the accent; typically -(VC)v(s) accented on

one of the last three syllables, such as /—<5/ '1st pers. s

pres. tense, /-as/ 'm nom s agent' or '2nd pers. s pres.

tense', /-aSes/ 'm/f nom/ac p agent', etc.
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The first part provides the basic meaning and the second part completes

the meaning and specifies the function of the word in a sentence. The

accent is just as important in turning a stem into a complete word

as the phonematic ending. The mobility of the accent is due to its

being intimately related to the functional, variable part of the word

rather than to the basic semantic content. In the above examples

I have tried to show how the accentuation of the suffixed form of a

word is independent of the accentuation of the 'basic' form of the

word. In fact, it is not always clear which form of a word is the

most 'basic' (from the point of view of the native speaker). Although

I have implied that the form with a suffix is derived from a more

basic form, it is probably best to regard all words as made up of

a stem plus ending. The accent does not shift when a suffix is added,

rather the accentual pattern goes along with the particular ending.

This is not to say that the place of the accent is totally unrelated

to its place in the unsuffixed form of the word. There is a great

deal of choice involved when adding a suffix: the same meaning may

be represented by a number of suffixes having different genders and

accentual patterns. When there is a choice of accentual patterns

(as in /-anos/, /-tis/), there seems to be & tendency for the accent

to either stay on the same syllable as in the 'basic' unsuffixed form

of the word or to move to the right. A more thorough study is needed

to confirm this hypothesis and to bring out other kinds of relationships

between 'basic' and derived words.
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2. Compounding

A frequent method for creating new words in modern Greek is

through compounding, putting together two (or more) independently

existing words'' (often joining them with the vowel /o/) and giving

the new compound word a morphological ending and a single accent. Any

two syntactic classes of words may be put together (noun plus noun,

noun plus verb, adjective plus noun, etc.) since we are really dealing

with the joining of two word stems. The accentuation and/or morpholo¬

gical ending need not be the same as either of the composing words.

Where the accent will fall in the new word is determined by one of

the two following principles:

(a) the accent falls on a particular position characteristic

for that morphological ending, or

(b) the accent falls on the same syllable as it did in the

last composing word or suffix.

The independence of the place of accent of the compound from that of

the first composing word can be seen in the following examples:

^epo^fppj /kserdvixas/ m 'dry cough' §£/'4j 'dry'
/9jpj m 'cough'

ZppovrjaL /kseronfsi/ n 'barren island' Vyot n 'island'

ippop^M-i /kseropsomf/ n 'bread & nothing else' n 'bread'
The place of the accent may be on a different syllable from either of

the two original words:

apox/pL /ajok£ri/ n 'church candle' /ajos/ 'holy'
Ktpl /kerf/ ' candle'

Upok/ajdklima/ n 'honeysuckle' kXijpk. /klfma/ 'vine'
The following set of 'rules' for the place of the accent are rough

"'words made by the addition of a prefix (adverbial or prepositional
particles, such as uv*.- /ana-/, rrpo- /pro-/, nap*- /para-/) are not
included here as 'compounds'.
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generalizations only; exceptions can easily be found. Since many

suffixes carry their own accent, any time a suffix is added to a

compound word, it retains its accent. In some cases it is difficult

to decide if a word is the result of compounding or suffixation. For

example, 6o^c7d /ooxfo/ exists as an independent word meaning 'container,

receptacle'; Kvfjj /kiris/ exists as a noun meaning 'father/master';
Xpxfoj /-yr£fos/ 'person who writes' comes from the verb /^r£fo/
'I write'. They occur very frequently as parts of longer words with

a fixed place of accent and often as 'exceptions' to the rules for

accent placement in compounds given below.

^cvoSopcTo /ksenofioxfo/
n 'hotel' m 'foreigner'

erocproSopcTo /staxtodoxio/ crr^r^
n 'ashtray' f 'ashes'

p.tXocv'C'Sope.To /melanoooxio/ p.t\dvKj
n 'ink-well' f 'ink'

volkok'vpu /nikokfris/ voikl
m 'householder/landlord' n 'rent'

gtt(Tovo/kokoprjp /spitonikokiris/ cttctl
m 'householder' n 'house'

A■<KpoL^oKoprj^ /karavokiris/ k«paj3<.
m 'owner/skipper of a ship' n 'ship'

SapTuXoypayoj /oaxtiloyr£fos/
m/f 'typist' n 'finger'

/crop 1.0ppciDojlmiGistorjoyr£fos/ pu Qicrop^poi.
m 'novelist' n 'novel'

jooppdpoj /zoyrafos/
m 'painter/artist' 'I live'

With increased frequency of use as part of a longer word and a consequent

loss of specificity of meaning or identification with the meaning of

the original word, or disuse of the original word on its own, the

second element of a compound may become a suffix. In this case,
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the position of the accent becomes fixed as with other suffixes. The

rules below concern primarily compounds where the parts making them

up can be fairly easily related to words often used on their own.

V erbs

When the second element of a compound is a verb, the compound

will be accented the same way as the verb. Thus it can be on any

of the last three syllables depending on the class of that verb.

$<? vofj/XZ /ksenomil6/ 'strange/foreign'
'I talk deliriously' fj/\& 'I talk'

otvt/3oKOLT£.p«(yi*j /anevokatev&ao/ Zvcf,*/Vaj 'I go up'
'I go up and down' KuTcpat's 'I go down'

^iji/uLZ{Oo/i/c>*<fiu7)o/pLoiL /ksimerovraSjazome/ ^fjifioovti 'day breaks'
'I spend all day long'

'I'm overtaken by nightfall'

Nouns and adjectives

(0 Adjectives and masculine nouns ending in /-os/. neuter

nouns ending in /-oj and /-a/ (singulars and plurals) are accented

on the antepenultimate syllable regardless of the original place of

the accent in the second element of the compound. This is probably

the most common class of compounds. Anyone can create this type of

compound by putting two word stems together, adding an /-of or /-os/

ending (/-a/ is less common), and putting the accent on the antepenul¬

timate syllable.

covrovovr/ooj /kondt5xondros/ kovtoj 'short'
adj. 'short & fat' vovrjoj 'fat'

o(VCfJofjuXcj /anemdmilos/ Zvc.fi.oj m 'wind'
m 'windmill' J'-ZXoj m 'mill'

<xa~/j/j o TTf>oic/ vcj /asimoprasinos/ Zcrifj.lv/oj 'silver'
adj. 'silvery green' rTfcco/vcj 'green'
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rToYOK&paXoj /ponokdfalos/ or novoj m 'pain'

KafaXoTTOVCp /kefaldponos/ kepd X C n 'head'

m 'headache'

XtpLOVOpCUyU-O /lemondzumo/ XipovL n 'lemon'

n 'lemon juice' pouyu-t n 'juice'

otuyoXlpLOVO /avyolemono/ ctUYO n 'egg'
n 'egg-lemon sauce'

eraupoXt^ o /stavrdlekso/ CTcCupdj m 'cross'

n 'crossword' xi<b1 f 'word'

TpOLTTE Z^CpuivTlJ Xo /trapezomandilo/ Tparrl^L n 'table'

n 'tablecloth' piavrjX c n 'kerchief

cupyuocTorrXi-pp cc /sirmatdple(y)ma/ GUppioC n 'wire'

n 'barbed wire/ nXzypa. n 'anything
wire netting' woven'

pLaaoivuprcc /mesanixta/ f •middle'

n p 'midnight' vupra. f 'night'

If, however, the second element has a suffix added on to it or is on

its way to becoming a suffix (see page 61), then the accentuation of

the suffix takes precedence. The most common place for the accent

in this case is the penultimate syllable.

-fopoj /-f<5ros/ from <pcpu> /ford/ 'I wear'; over 200 words are listed
in Kourmoulis (1967) with this ending

pacotpopoj, /rasofdros/ pa.cc n 'cassock'
m 'cassock wearer'

■npoco&otpopop /prosocfofdros/ rrpocodcj f 'income'
adj. 'profitable'

fr0Jn £?<*/<* /dfaya/ 'I ate' (aorist) ; nearly 100
words are listed in Kourmoulis (1967) with this ending

capxofctpoj /sarkofayos/ cdpKa. f 'flesh'
adj. 'carnivorous'
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ySo\o /-vdlo/, poke /vdli/ n 'bullet'; about 15 words are listed
in Kourmoulis (1967) with this ending

rro\u/2o\o /poliv<5lo/ ttcAvj 'much/many'
n 'machine gun'

/-mdnos/ participial suffix for making verbal adjectives

KoiXwriytEyoj /kalodimdnos/ KmXoj 'good'
adj. 'well-dressed' vtuvu) 'I dress'

-/a-oj /-ikds/ adjectival suffix
a■byLiKorPotfti k6j /komikotrajikds/ Kipu-iKOj ' coniic/funny'

adj. 'tragicomic' Tpxy/Kop 'tragic'

(2) Neuter nouns ending in /-i/ are accented on the -penultimate

syllable (non-compound neuter nouns ending in /-i/ are generally

accented on either the penultimate or final syllable). Most words

involve a second element made up of only two syllables.

yJ-CBy/ifpL. /mesimdri/ f 'middle'

n 'noon' pAtpoL f 'day'

Km.XoKoi.fpL /kalokdri/ KOLXDJ 'good'
n 'summer' KotipJj m 'weather'

K£tjf>m.\orup c /kefalotiri/ Kt(po.XL n 'head'

n 'hard cheese' rupo n 'cheese'

pipopouVL /rizovdni/ pi}*. f 'root'

n 'foot of a mountain' do 0X0 n 'mountain

Some examples of alternative compounds with the same meaning demonstrate

how the accent and ending go together:

Vp-rreXcroTr c /ambelotdpi/ n or v/j.7TeXc n 'vine'
m^-rrtXdronop /ambeldtopos/ m To'rroj m 'place'

'vineyard'

mvopoppdyc /anemovrdxi/ n or amepcoj m 'wind'
'«\/Epmdppoyo /anem<5vroxo/ n 'rain'

'wind with rain'
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JULEpOtfouXc
JJLE^OKai^ioiVO

/meroSdli/ n or

/merokamato/ n

•a day's work'

f 'day'
f 'work'

KxjUioLroj m 'fatigue/tilling'

/J-tpoL-

tSouXt/oi

(5) Feminine nouns ending in /-i/ and /-a/ and masculine nouns

ending in /-as/ may be accented on any of the last three syllables:

either the accent remains the same as the second element of the compound

or it drops back to the antepenultimate syllable (there is no shift

of the accent to the right). In most of these words the inflexional

ending remains the same as the second element of the compound. Words

accented on the antepenult retain this accent as the second element

of a compound.

Ku.AoTT£f>t>ta'rj /kalopdrasi/ KCCAOJ 'good'

f 'comfort' TT£f>ct.<T^ f 'course'

pplfficl TO /krevatokimara/ Kf>ipp*.TC n 'bed'

f 'bedroom' K&pLoifoL- f 'room'

/

^LCLUpOTTUScX. Kctj /mavropihakas/ 'black'

m 'blackboard' TTflTotKXj m 'board'

Similarly, words accented on the final syllable generally retain their

accent as second elements of compounds.

/yrafomixani/ 'I write'

f 'typewriter' f 'machine'

P>OUVOKOf><pj /vunokorf£/ fiouvo n 'mountain'

f 'mountain top' KO^xprj f 'top/summit

ftOUVOGLtfi*. /vunosira/ aatjoiL f 'series'

f 'mountain range'

X«pct 1Toiyo^poi. /laxanayor^/ Aetfot. 1/o n 'cabbage'
f 'vegetable market' kpOPOL f 'market'

ZjZfopop/txj /kserovorjas/ m or 'dry'

/kserovdri/ n pop/Xj m 'north wind

'dry north wind'
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Compounds with the second element nocrraj /papas/ 'priest' may be accented

m 'Frank/Catholic'

either on the final or antepenultimate syllable.
/1 (7

tpfayK07Tw7To(j

but

Tpayo rTetTTXj

OOL^KOj/frangopapas/
m 'Catholic priest'

/tra^dpapas/ m 's0^'
m 'disrespectful way of referring to a priest'

When the second element of a compound is originally accented

on the penultimate syllable, the compound will be either accented on

the penult or antepenult. When the second element is three or more

syllables long, it retains its accent on the penult.

/ksilapo0£ki/ 16Xo n 'wood'

f 'timber yard' dTto9yK/-j f 'storage area

X do coc XotToi /laxanosalata/ \a.ydVo n 'cabbage'

f 'cabbage salad' BrtXa. To/. f 'salad'

X<Xf>TC 7T£Tc £ToC /xartopetsdta/ X^TC n 'paper'
f 'paper napkin' mTffLTaL f 'napkin/towel

/ /psixopatdras/ to' f 'soul'

m 'foster father' TT«T£adj m 'father'

When the second element of a compound (originally accented on the

penultimate syllable) is two syllables long, feminines ending in /-a/

and most masculines in /-as/ shift the accent back from the penulti¬

mate to the antepenultimate syllable. There are a lot of feminine

compounds of this type.

v£rrovoy>\c>v cfu /pepondfluda/
f 'melon rind'

TofOTT ( ttol /tirdpita/
f 'cheese pie'

n 'melon'

pXoucfoc f 'peel/rind'
TTzTTOVC

/

TUpL
TTCTTaL

n 'cheese'

f 'pie/cake'

1
This is what people say, according to my informants, although

it is listed in dictionaries as /frangdpapas/.
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KXl / 6ap O Tp UTToC

but
> /

OJACfXpoLVTftj

k\n<fc n 'key'

Tporrot. f 'hole'
/klioardtripa/

f 'key hole'

/kser<5vixas/
m 1 dry cough'

/omorfandras/
id 'handsome man'

Feminines ending in /-i/ with a disyllabic second element may either

retain the accent on the penult (possibly by analogy with neuters in

/-i/, rule 2), or shift it back to the antepenult.

tycj
An*J

OjUOfpOj

'dry'
m 'cough'

'handsome'

m 'man/husband'

TTl KpO<fd(fVtj /pikroSafni/ fftxpoj 'bitter'

f 'oleander' (Td<pv>j f 'laurel'

jUOVai.pOh(6o^ /monaxok<5ri/ yUOMJOJ 'alone'

f 'only daughter' KOprj f 'daughter
but

Koutpofaucr] /kufdvrasi/ KCVplOJ 'rotten'

f 'hot, sultry weather' ftpdct) f 'boiling'

/kserdvrisi/ 'dry'
f 'dried up spring' f 'spring'

When a compound word contains a suffix, it retains the accentua¬

tion of the suffix.

xflpLCTiDLo(vT*(puX\Loi. /ayriotriandafilj£/
f 'wild rose bush'

«■ 1 °J ' wild.'

Tpt.ot\:T«.<pu\Xc n 'rose'
-/<* 'tree'

(4) Adjectives and masculine nouns ending in -tjj /-is/ are

accented on either the penultimate or final syllable. Adjectives in

which the second element is a body part are accented on the penult.

ua.KpoXcniyuLrjj /makrol&n.s/
adj. 'long-necked'

y#XAsoyuxrijj /yalanom^tis/ ^*X«vdj 'blue'
adj. 'blue-eyed' ptdrc n 'eye'

There are a number of these with second elements such as y&XXij /-malis/

jjictKpoj 'long'
\ct(yU.oj m ' neck'
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(yu«\\t n 'hair'), 7utfryj /-mftis/ (/i/rt n 'nose'), ~X£X7S /-x^ris/
{^c^>c n 'hand'), -rrofyj /-pdcis/ {rrocfi n 'foot'), etc. Since these

adjectives have an 'imparisyllabic' declension, some forms will be

accented on the antepenultimate syllable: yUai/^OyuJr/^o /mavromatiko/
n nom/ac s 'black-eyed'; tuvdoyU-xXXufsj /ksan$omalicfes/ m nom/ac p

'fair-haired'. The same vowel remains accented throughout the declen¬

sion.''

Other kinds of adjectives may be accented on either of the two

last syllables.

Ktt-KOjXO /kakomfris/ KXKOj •bad*

adj. 'unlucky/poor' /lOtfe- f 'fate'

1ToXvf*Zfrjj /polimerfs/ TToXvj 'many'

adj. 'many-sided' yU-Z^lO- f 'side'

Masculine compound nouns ending in /-is/ have the same accent

as their second element, most commonly on the penultimate syllable.

In many cases the second element is already a noun derived by adding

a suffix such as 'r1S /-tis/ or /-'tis/, /-jaris/ (agentive

suffixes), -ttuXij /-pdlis/ 'seller of', etc.

yz.fo^uT'jj /neroxftis/ YLfO n 'water'

m 1 sink' 'I pour'
'

c '

oupx1Tyj /uranoksfstis/ » /

oupxvoj m 'sky1
m 'sky-scraper' §u<rryj m 'scraper'

agents:

/xasom^ris/ 'I lose'

m 'time waster' Mr* f 'day'
'I waste time

K*T6 / KOK\z<pTrjj /katsikokl^ftis/ KKTCI'KL n ' goat/kid'
m 'goat thief' K\£pr/]j m 'thief'

kXzfiw 'I steal'

A few of these words have an alternative feminine ending in /-tisa/
(instead of /-a/), e.g. ^otv&OjUxXXouc-oL /ksanBomaltisa/ f nom/ac s, instead
of So^olW*. /ksanBomala/.
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vt^o/roajSa.X'jr-ijj- /nerokuvalitis/ vtpo n 'water'
m 'water carrier/ kou^X^t^ e 'carrier'

follower' Hou/S^Xui 'I carry'

Summary

The most common type of compounds are the nouns ending in /-os/

(masculine), /-o/ or /-i/ (neuter), and /-a/ (feminine) which are

four or five syllables long distributed among the two elements (assign¬

ing the joining /o/ to the first element) XX;XX, XXX;XX, or XXiXXX.

According to the two principles for accent placement mentioned at the

beginning of this section, a fixed position for the accent is found in:

masculines /-os/ antepenult -j (X)XX^XX XX ^ XXX
neuters /-o/ antepenult ■>

feminines /-a/ antepenult (X)XX:XX
(when second element is XX)

neuters /-i/ penult

adjectives /-is/ penult

(body parts)

(x)xxiXX

The accent remains the same as that of the final element in:

feminines /-a/ (when the second element is XXX, XXX, (x)XX)

all verbs

when any suffix is added (this takes priority over any other rules)

When the accent is different from that of the second element, it

usually has moved back to the left and not to the right (as is the

case in declension for person, number, and gender).

Normally, once a compound has been created, other compounds

with the same second element and ending will also have the same

accentual pattern. Thus, whole rhyming series are made:

/tirdpita/ 'cheese pie' /marulosalata/ 'lettuce salad'

/kreatdpita/ 'meat pie' /taramosalata/ 'fish roe salad'

/spanok<5pita/ 'spinach pie' /angurodomatosalata/ 'cucumber &

tomato salad'
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Feminines ending in /-i/ and masculines in /-as/ show both principles

at work, since sometimes the accentuation of the second element is

retained, and other times the accent drops back to the antepenultimate

syllable. Usually these form rhyming series as well, as in:

/pikrooafni/ 'oleander' /kser<5vrisi/ 'dried up spring'

/roSocafni/ 'rose laurel' /kridvrisi/ 'cold spring'

/mavroSafni/ 'kind of wine' /kristaldvrisi/ 'crystal spring'

But in a few cases, more than one accentuation may be possible with

the same second element.

Tipooron^n^j /protdpapas/ 'head priest' n^ooroj 'first'

Tf^^roTr^TT^j /protopapas/ when used as a surname

D. Conclusion

In this chapter I hope to have given some idea of the functioning

and importance of accent in modern Greek. It is by no means complete.

I have tried to express generalizations that would be fairly transparent

to a native language learner rather than formulating rules for a

'formal' grammar which would be appropriate in a more complete study

of the role of accent in Greek. In this chapter there are two major

tendencies that can be seen: (l) the accent tends to remain on the

same (phonemically the same) syllable when a word undergoes minor

variations such as changes in person, gender, number, and aspect—

these changes being marked by segmental differences; (2) the accent

shifts to express major differences between syntactic classes, verb

tense, and different words brought about by compounding and suffixa¬

tion (along with segmental changes). The position of the accent is a

crucial part of the identity of a word. The accent remaining on the same

syllable helps to maintain the identity of a word when there are phonemic

modifications; a particular position of the accent (as in suffixes)



brings out the membership of that word in a series of words with

similar accent and endingo
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V. AUDITOEI AND ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF STRESSED AIR) UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES

A. The Nature of Stress

1. Definitions of stress

As a general phonetic term, stress has been defined as an

increase in muscular effort, especially of the respiratory muscles,

but also including all the articulating organs (Sweet, 1877, in

Henderson, ed. 1971:132; Bloch and Trager, 1942:35; Heffner, 1950:

224-225; Jones, 1960:245; Fry, 1960:80; Fdnagy, 1966:241; Abercrombie,

1967:35; Gimson, 1970:260; O'Connor, 1973=194; Ladefoged, 1975=97).

It is a gesture or movement that can be felt by the speaker and ab¬

stracted from other simultaneous sound-producing movements. General

phonetics has traditionally concentrated on the analysis of a speech

sound into its composing articulatory gestures. A speech sound is

defined by stating explicitly how it is produced. The attempt is

thus to link linguistic units to their organic (or physiological)

origins. The problem with stress is that firstly, the linguistic

unit to which it corresponds is not always clearly defined; and secondly,

it is very difficult to abstract from the rest of the speech gesture

since all sounds are said with some degree of stress. Some people

(i.e. Lehiste, 1970) use the word 'stress' to cover the phonetic reali¬

zation of word accent in all languages which have this phonological

category (including languages with free accent, fixed accent, and pitch

accent). Others (Fdnagy, 1966:237) exclude those languages with word

pitch systems (probably best described by Martinet, I960, as languages
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with a tonal contrast on certain syllables; F<5nagy calls them tonemes).

Can languages with fixed word accent (e.g. Czech) or no word accent

(French) be said to have 'stress'? If so, is this stress phonetically

the same as stress in a language with a free accent which has an impor¬

tant linguistic function in the phonology of the language?

In a purely phonetic definition, one would hope to define stress

independently of its function in a language. Thus any syllable in

any language could be phonetically stressed. This is the kind of

definition sought after by British phoneticians. Jones (1960:245)

defines stress as follows:

Stress may be described as the degree of force with which
a sound or syllable is uttered. It is essentially a subjective
action. A strong force of utterance means energetic action of
all the articulating organs; it is usually accompanied by a
gesture with the hand or head or other part of the body; it
involves a strong 'push' from the chest wall and consequently
strong force of exhalation [except silent stresses]; this
generally gives the objective impression of loudness.

The basic characteristic of stress according to Jones is the degree

of force of utterance, and this is distinct from length, intonation

(variation in the pitch of the voice), and quality, which also contri¬

bute to the auditory sensation of prominence. This is similar to

Sweet's (1890:44 in Henderson, ed. 1971:131) definition of stress:

the force with which the breath is expelled from the lungs.
Every impulse of force is therefore attended by a distinct
muscular sensation. Acoustically it produces the effect
known as 'loudness'.

According to Abercrombie (1967:35), a stressed syllable is produced

by a "reinforced chest pulse", one produced by "exceptionally great

muscular action" which gives "an extra powerful push to the lung walls".

Ladefoged (1975 -*97) says

a stressed syllable is produced by pushing more air out of the
lungs. A stressed syllable thus has an increase in respiratory
activity. It may also have an increase in laryngeal activity.

Pike (1967:398) refers to stress as an "abdominal-pulse peak".
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Catford (1977:82-84) has tried to refine this type of definition by

taking into account not only the force of the initiator (the lungs in

the case of English) but the work it does on the air it pushes. Thus

stress is "initiator power", the pressure times the volume-velocity.

Other phoneticians have defined stress as more effort or muscular energy

in general without specifying which muscles are involved. Heffner

(1950:225) says "stress is reflected in the quantum of muscular energy

which goes into each articulatory movement"; for Pry (1960:80) stress

is "the total effort that a speaker puts into uttering some particular

stretch of speech sequence"; Lehiste (1970:106) refers to it as "greater

effort that enters into the production of a stressed syllable as

compared to an unstressed syllable"; similarly O'Connor (1973:194)

calls stress "stronger muscular effort, both respiratory and articu¬

latory."

The problem with all these phonetic definitions is that they

can not be used as criteria for actually identifying stressed syllables

in a particular utterance. For Pike (1967=397) a phrase such as

'|telephone the man' or '[telephone number'

contains only one stressed syllable. This would undoubtedly contain

two stressed syllables for a British phonetician (using Halliday's

system of notation, with tonics underlined):

//l telephone the /man// //1 telephone /number//

Only a speaker who has developed his kinesthetic awareness and his

memory could say which syllables were uttered with more effort. Even

then, it would be difficult for him to separate out effort or force,

from pitch, quantity, and quality, as well as from the semantic content

of his utterance. Gimson (1956:101) suggests this is not even worth

doing anyway, since what is left has no linguistic significance as it

can not be used on its own to signal a linguistic contrast. Attempts
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to locate stress "by physiological measurements of muscular effort,

particularly in the respiratory system, have been largely unsuccessful

(F<5nagy, 1966; Ladefoged, 1967; Ohala et al., 1979): "there is no

automatic way to identify stressed syllables ... neither electromyo¬

graphy nor measurements of subglottal pressure yield unambiguous

evidence for the location of stress within word-level units (unless

the word receives sentence stress or emphasis)" (Lehiste, 1970:110).

Consequently, this definition of stress relies on a competent phone¬

tician deciding which syllables he has uttered with greater effort

or articulatory energy in a language he has learned well.

Classe (1939) regards stress as primarily a psychological pheno¬

menon which is intimately connected with our feeling for rhythm.

He criticizes other theories because

they all identify stress with certain external or physical
characteristics of speech, whereas such characteristics are
actually nothing but outward signs accompanying a psychological
phenomenon. They help to situate stress in the flow of speech
... Stress is felt to occur at a definite point in the syllable
at least for the speaker ... that is to say, it is not felt to
have any appreciable duration. But its effects seem to spread
over and affect a large proportion of the syllable. (1939:17)

Stress is equated with the rhythmic beat: "the phenomenon which, by

recurring at more or less regular intervals, creates what may be called,

for want of a better phrase, a feeling of rhythm in speech, is generally

admitted to be stress" (Classe, 1939:12). This view is shared by

Gimson (1956:101): "stress certainly exists in English in terms of

a mental pulse or beat ... this may well be the stimulus for the sensa¬

tion of rhythm or the subjective feeling which enables us to tap out

the beats of a sentence even when it is not completed." Abercrombie

(1976:51) makes a distinction between stress "a reinforcement of a

breath-pulse, a muscular action which produces a higher sub-glottal

air pressure (of which the speaker is kinesthetically aware, and of
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perty of being the first syllable in a foot, the syllable on which the

beat of stress-timing falls." Most investigators, however, do not

find it necessaiy to separate these two things in discussing normal

speech (a salient syllable is assumed to be stressed). In an earlier

article, Abercrombie (l964a:20) used the word stress to mean "the

rhythmical recurrence of the reinforced chest pulse." Allen (1972a)

refers to locating the "stress beats" in an utterance.

Both the rhythmic and muscular view of stress are based primarily

on the subjective feeling of the speaker. Although many phoneticians

have said that stress usually corresponds to an impression of greater

loudness for the hearer, they have not considered the point of view of

the hearer as being very important (Bloomfield, 1933. and Trager and

Smith, 1951, are exceptions in defining stress primarily in terms of

loudness—see chapter V.E). However, this has been changing as a

result of recent experimental work and the desire for greater 'objec¬

tivity'. Perception tests of synthetic words in English (Fry, 195S)

have shown that listeners assign stress in isolated words more on the

basis of changes in the pitch curve and an increase in duration than

on an increase in intensity, which is supposed to be the acoustic

correlate of loudness (and hence 'effort'). F<5nagy (1966:242) tries

to unify the speaker and hearer's point of view by defining stress as

increased muscular effort, but adding that the hearer uses "stress

calculi" (acoustic cues such as changes in vowel quality, pitch, etc.)

to reconstruct this effort. The 'motor theory of speech perception'

has been around for a while; Jones (1956:245) claimed that only a

hearer familiar with the language can perceive stress when it doesn't

result in an increase in loudness, through empathy or 'inner speech'.
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(was there only one?) in Italian and Rumanian sentences and concludes

that "greater effort can "be fairly well constructed even if the language

is unknown to the listener." Other linguists have abandoned the notion

of effort altogether in favor of a definition of stress based on one

of its auditory characteristics. Bolinger (1964:294, in Crystal, 1969:

119) calls it accent and defines it as "a pitch movement involving a

departure from a reference line" (for English; see chap. V.F). Jassem

(1959:269) concludes on the basis of experimental results that " Polish

stress is melodic or tonal ... relations in pitch are relevant for

stress in Polish, relations in duration and intensity being incidental."

This kind of a definition, however, is not much better at helping to

identify a stressed syllable. One way out of the difficulty of esta¬

blishing a physiological or acoustic equivalent of stress is to define

it phonologically. For Lehiste (1970:119-120) it is "linguistically

significant prominence"; for Jassem (1959:253) it is a phonologically

relevant feature or set of features that marks a syllable as stressed

if present and unstressed if absent—he sees stress as "a relational

element rather than any specific sound attribute". Unfortunately,

this kind of definition lumps together languages .with a tonal accent

or word pitch system (such as Japanese) and those with what we would

like to call 'stress' accent. It was in order to point out the dif¬

ference between these two kinds of languages that the term 'stress'

was originally needed.

The definitions of stress I have given above raise two questions:

(1) is stress a phonetic characteristic of speech that can be defined

independently from its function in a language? and (2) if so, can it

be identified with a single physiological gesture or single acoustic

parameter, such as a chest pulse or pitch change, other accompanying
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changes being just side effects? For Jones (as well as Abercrombie)

I "believe the answer is yes—stress is a phonetic fact, force of

utterance, which can vary independently and is not the same as overall

prominence. However, there is some ambiguity in his definition since

he says it is subjective and depends on the judgement of the native

speaker (especially in the case of 'silent stress'). This makes it

partly phonological in my opinion, dependent on where the speaker

thinks he is putting it, which means on his knowledge of the structure

of his language. In this respect it is a 'phonetic intention', like

Baudouinde Courtenay's or Sapir's phoneme, and not an externally

verifiable act. Classe (1939:17, 37) specifically says stress is a

psychological impulse. though it gives rise to an increase of pressure

in the speech-canal and is signaled by a number of modifications in

stressed syllables (1939:13):

all, or any one, or any combination, of the following
features may be present:

(a) change of auditory intensity or loudness (usually
increase),

(b) change of duration or quantity,
(c) change of direction of melodic curve,
(d) change of characteristics of consonants and vowels,
(e) increased amplitude of physiological movements, such

as greater lowering of the jaw, etc.

Whereas experimental work and traditional phonetics have tried

to isolate the different variables, the current trend seems to be

toward equating stress with overall prominence, "an auditory quality

with incompletely defined physiological characteristics" (Ladefoged,

1971:85). To be linguistically significant, stress can not be defined

only as a speaker activity, but must be identifiable at any level of

speech communication (Morton and Jassem, 1965:161). Even though he

affirms that stress exists as a mental beat and may be manifested

in terms of extra articulatory effort or loudness, Gimson (1956:101)
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believes that "the only realizations of stress which are linguistic,

in that they are capable of creating an impression of relative promi¬

nences, or accent, in a listener's mind, are those which are effected

with the complex help of pitch, quantity and quality variations."

Stress involves a physiological, an auditory, and a phonological

component. As the phonetic realization of accent with important

rhythmic consequences in some languages, stress is phonological. Both

production and perception of stress depend on knowledge of the struc¬

ture of the language being spoken''. Physiologically, stressed syllables

are said to be characterized by greater articulatory and possibly

respiratory effort or energy, though we have no way yet of measuring

this. There are a number of identifiable and partially isolatable

phonetic features associated with stressed syllables (such as those

listed by Classe above) which are under the control of the speaker

to vary and which the hearer can perceive. Some of these can be

specified in acoustic terms as variations in fundamental frequency,

duration, intensity, and formant frequencies associated with syllables

which we have auditorily or kinesthetically identified as being stressed.

These properties of stressed syllables in Greek will be discussed in

the following sections (D through i). 3oth auditorily and physiologi¬

cally (felt through kinesthetic awareness) stress can also be thought

of as the rhythmic beat of an utterance. This seems to be the opera¬

tional definition of stress when one must decide which syllables are

''But see chapter V.C: perception of stress in Greek in a con¬
tinuous text was surprisingly good by someone trained in phonetics,
but with no knowledge of Greek. I am restricting the use of the term
stress to the realization of accented syllables by a complex of phone¬
tic features. This seems adequate for ordinary speech and for my
corpus, but it excludes shouting and unnatural radio or television
announcers' speech in which we might want to say that some unaccented
syllables are phonetically "stressed".
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Greek will be discussed in chapter VI,

2. The nature of stress in modern Greek according to earlier writers

Modern Greek has traditionally been said to have 'dynamic'

or 'expiratory' stress. Grammars ■written by Greeks explain the use

of the accent mark by saying all syllables don't have 'the same

strength' — " " (Vlastos, 1914:7); one syllable is pro¬

nounced 'stronger' than the others in a word: "it noo

£\ec <fuo TOvX^lCTCV Cu\\«jS>£p p.!*. <Tu\\ot/3rj TTpOpipiTcft SuVATOTtpx*
an6 r/j rov/'ferat" —'in every word which has at least two syl¬
lables, one syllable is pronounced stronger than the others, it is

accented' (Triandafyllides, 1976:22). Linguists at the turn of the

century working in dialectology considered Greek accent to be pri¬

marily expiratory. Kretschmer (1905:6) refers to the "expiratorischen

Charakter" of the accent; he says both northern and southern dialects

have an expiratory accent, but in northern Greece it is much more

energetic. Papadopoulos (1926) and Fhavis (l95l) have said that the

dynamic accent, "'o duaap./xoj rovoj", is responsible for the omitting
of unstressed /i/ and /u/ in northern dialects. Thumb (1912:29)

says "the modern Greek accent may generally be termed expiratory or

stress, though the musical element is not quite absent." Newton

(1972:59) refers to the replacement in modem Greek of "expiratory

stress" for the "pitch accent" of ancient Greek.

Pernot (1907) was the first to use experimental techniques

(kymography and palatography) in investigating modem Greek. From

kymographic traces of a story and word list read by a standard speaker

(head of the Greek orthodox church in Paris) and a man from Chios
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(a southern dialect), he concludes that (l907:6l)

les £Ldments constitutifs de 1'accent n^o-grec sont, d'abord
la longueur, en second lieu la hauteur, enfin dans une
mesure encore incertaine, mais probablement beaucoup moindre,
1'intensity.

He found a good correlation between vowel duration and accent—"dans

toutes les positions et sauf de rares exceptions dues a des consormes

voisines, 1'accent allonge la voyelle sur laquelle il porte" (1907:49),
and between high pitch (measured by counting kymographic vibrations)
and accent—"1*acuity ... atteint ... la voyelle accentu^e deux fois

sur trois" for the man from Chios and much more so with his standard

speaker (l907:55)» He doubts the role of intensity primarily because

he has no accurate way of measuring it: by looking at the amplitude

of some kymographic vibrations he doesn't find any correlation between

intensity and accent.

Modern linguists have described Greek accent as being realized

by a combination of factors. According to Mirambel (1949:18, 1959:27),

modern Greek accent is characterized by a combination of pitch, length,

and intensity ("accent musical" or "de hauteur", "quantitatif" or "de

longueur", and "intensif") which primarily affects the vowels and

results in a series of stressed vowels ("voyelles toniques") in opposi¬

tion to a series of unstressed vowels ("voyelles atones"). Specifi¬

cally, stress affects vowels in the following ways (Mirambel, 1949:18):

(1) pitch—"le timbre de la voyelle tonique est plus 6lev6

que celui de la voyelle atone (intervalle musical d'une

tierce a une quinte au plus environ)";

(2) length—"la dur£e de la voyelle tonique est plus grande

que celle de la voyelle atone" especially word initially

and medially;

(3) intensity—"la voyelle tonique est plus forte que la voyelle
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atone; on insistera done par un effort de la voix sur les

timbres accentu^s, les voyelles non accentuees devant etre

prononcles moins rudes."

The three are relative and in equilibrium. In addition he claims

that stressed /a/, /£/, /<5/ are more open than unstressed /a/, /e/,

/o/, but /{./ and /u/ are closer than /i/, /u/. He also says that the

pitch on the accented vowel is not rising ("«ascendant»"), but rather

jumps up to the accented vowel ("«imm€diatement atteintv par une brusque

£l£vation de la voix")(1959:28). The lengthening of the stressed

vowel is not great, nor is its intensity, which is less than what is

perceived in stressed vowels in Russian, Italian or German. English

and American authors have also found it to be less strong than stress

in English: "a stressed vowel is slightly louder than an unstressed

one—perhaps as much as the difference between English /*/ and /"/"

(A.B. Jones, 1967:257-258; he is referring to the difference between

Trager and Smith's third and fourth levels, "tertiary" and "weak");

"every word, excepting certain monosyllables, carries on one syllable

a light stress accent" (Thompson, 1966:6). The important thing for

Mirambel (1959:29) is the perception by a native speaker of the accented

syllable, which is the result of the combination of factors:

le sujet parlant a conscience de la place de 1'accent
dans le mot et du relief de la syllabe qui le porte:
e'est la le fait essentiel; en consequence, le sujet
«realise» cet accent comme il le peut. Tel element de
1'accent compense les autres la ou ceux-ci ne sont pas
suffisamment exprimes. II suffit que soit percue une
marque «diff£renciatrice».

Like Mirambel, Tzermias (1969:27) describes stressed vowels as

being higher in pitch, longer, and more intense than unstressed vowels,

though he feels intensity is the main characteristic:
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Der neugriechische Akzent ist in erster Linie dynami sch. in
dem Sinne, daf3 der Vokal der betreffenden Silbe mit gr5|3erer
IntensitSt ausgesprochen wird als die anderen (unbetonten)
Vokale. Obschone die neugriechische Betonung weitgehend
durch die Druckstfirke bestimmt wird, darf sie nicht als reine
Bruckakzentuierung bezeichnet werden ... der betonte Vokal
wird nigit nur st&rker, sondem auch hCher (TonhOhe) und
lfinger (Quantit&t) ausgesprochen.

In comparison to German vowels, Greek vowels are all short, with

stressed vowels being only half-long (rather than long)(Tzermias,

Recent authors agree that accent in modern Greek is realized

by a combination of factors; however, the older terms 'dynamic' accent

or accent of 'intensity' are still used, even though few people can

define what they mean by these terms as clearly as they can 'pitch'

and 'length'. Originally, the term 'stress accent' or 'dynamic accent'

was used in contrast to the 'pitch accent' or 'word pitch system'

(in Pike's terminology) of ancient Greek. In a pitch accent system

such as Japanese, each word has a distinctive pitch pattern (which can

be measured in terms of fundamental frequency) whereby the pitch of

the voice rises and falls on certain syllables, and these changes in

pitch do not affect the duration, quality, or intensity of syllables

(Smith, 1975:6; Bauer, 1978). Accent in ancient Greek was according

to W.S. Allen (1966b:10) a contonation of a high tone followed by a

fall. Vowel length could not have been substantially affected by accent

since it varied independently. The two categories of pitch accent and

distinctive vowel length in ancient Greek have given way to a single

accentual system in modem Greek.

1969:8).

Ancient Greek Modem Greek

pitch accent - in every word
one mora was high toned,
the rest were low toned.

stress accent - in every word

one syllable is stressed,

the rest are unstressed.
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vowel length - vowels could
be phonologically long or

short.

vowel length - is dependent on

stress; stressed vowels are

phonetically longer than
unstressed vowels.

Whereas in ancient Greek pitch and length were separate, independently

variable phonological categories, in modern Greek there is only one

phonological category of accent, and variations in pitch and length

follow from ite

The situation in modern Greek is similar to other languages such

as Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, Bulgarian, Rumanian, Russian, and

Ukrainian (Trubetzkoy, 1969:183) where accent is the only distinctive

prosodic feature. Trubetzkoy (1969:183) suggests that accented syllables

in these languages are basically differentiated by lengthening, but

that this may also be accompanied by an "expiratory increase in force"

and a rise in pitch, and (1969:189) that unaccented vowels are reduced

in quantity and articulation. The single phonological category of

accent, then, is signaled by a number of phonetic means that are

available since they are not being used (at least primarily) to signal

any other phonological distinctions. The term 'stress' is often used

to refer to this combination of phonetic effects which results in

some syllables being impressionistically 'louder' or standing out from

others. But the particular combination of phonetic means used to

render a stressed syllable will vary from language to language depending

on what other prosodic features are distinctive in that language. Thus,

the use of length and vowel quality are different in languages such as

English or German, which have a series of checked and unchecked vowels

differing in length, from modern Greek which has no other overlapping

prosodic distinctions and a simple five-vowel system. Since length

is used in distinguishing checked from unchecked vowels in English
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(and also participates in the voiced-voiceless distinction of syllable
final consonants), we use vowel quality to a greater extent in dis¬

tinguishing stressed from unstressed vowels. Greek can make more use

of vowel lengthening since syllables are primarily open, and there would
be no confusion in doing so; it tends to make less regular use of vowel

quality differences. It is much more important for the structure of
the language to maintain vowel quality differences, to know what vowel
even an unstressed one is, because of the important morphological

information it carries. Consequently, although the term 'stress1 or

'stress accent' points to common features among a number of languages,

the actual phonetic realization of a 'stressed' versus an 'unstressed'

syllable may vary quite a lot from language to language depending on

its function and importance, as well as the overall structure of the

language involved. As Wodarz (1961:205, referring to Jakobson, 193l)
points out, the difference between 'pitch accent' and 'stress accent'
refers more to the type of accent system that a language has than to

the phonetic character of the accent. They are phonological rather

than phonetic terns. When we say ancient Greek had one type of accent
and modern Greek another, we are really trying to explain a reorganiza¬

tion of the phonological system. W.S. Allen (1966a) believes that

ancient Greek actually had some kind of phonetic stress, though where

it fell was determined by syllable quantities and thus was not

distinctive.
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S. Data Collection

1 c Informants

Host of the informants were male speakers of standard Greek

who were studying in Edinburgh and thus spoke English as a second

language. Men were chosen since they provided better instrumental

records. They came from three areas of Greece—Athens, Thessalonika,

and central Greece. All were educated, in their twenties or thirties,

and had lived at least the latter part of their life in Athens or

Thessalonika. Due to the small number of informants used, individual

and stylistic differences in pronunciation could not be sorted out

from geographical ones with any certainty. It is difficult to tell

where an educated speaker comes from, particularly from hearing a read

text. Greeks seem to be most-aware of pronunciation differences

between someone from the city and someone from the country, and only

a few areas are thought to have a distinct regional pronunciation

(Cyprus, Crete, Corfu). Geographical area may have some influence on

the results, however, and for this reason, a list of the informants

and their backgrounds is given below.

AT - male, in his JO's; born, raised, and educated in Thessalonika;

has been an English teacher in Athens for several years.

DM - male, in his early 20's; born, raised, and educated in Thessa¬

lonika; studying English.

KM - male, in his 30's; born in Ksildkastro (near Corinth), attended

high school and university in Athens; has been living and

working in Athens as a lecturer in geophysics.

MC - female, in her 30's; born and raised in Athens; bilingual
Greek and English (her father was Scottish); a Greek teacher.

ND - male, in his early 20's; born and raised in Athens; studying
electrical engineering.
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KP - male, in his mid-20's; born, raised, and educated in Athens;

studying physics.

OS - male, in his mid 20's; born in Pr^veza (west central Greece);
attended high school and university in Athens; studying law.

PK - male, in his mid 20's; born, raised, and educated in Thessa-

lonika; studying business administration.

PK - male, in his 30's; born in Karpenlsi (central Greece),
attended high school in Lamia, university in Athens; has been

living and working in Athens as a history teacher.

English-speaking informants:

AK - male, in his 50's, speaker of HP; university lecturer.

SD - male, in his 30's, speaker of American English of the
northeastern U.S.; English teacher.

Spanish-speaking informant:

GP - male, in his late 20's, from Salamanca, Spain, speaker of
Castilian Spanish; Spanish teacher.

2. Equipment

Speakers were given the test sentences and texts written in

standard Greek orthography with no special instructions except to

read them as naturally as possible. They read the material over briefly

to themselves, and then were recorded in a recording studio at a tape

speed of 7—1/2 in/sec. (in a few cases the recording was done in a

quiet room). The recordings were written out by a four-channel mingo-

graph at a speed of 10 cm/sec. The four traces were:

(1) the overall speech waveform;

(2) the fundamental frequency (the most powerful low frequency

component of the wave, filtered out by a Prpker-Jensen

transpitch meter with an integration time of 10 msec);

(3) the overall intensity (the total amount of acoustic energy
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present, analyzed by a Frjdker-Jensen intensity meter at an

integration time of 10 msec);

(4) a 50 cycle/second time pulse provided by an oscillator.

In addition, wide band spectrograms (using the Kay sound spectrograph)
were made of the test sentences for which precise measurements of vowel

duration were needed and for an analysis of formant frequencies.

3. Segmentation

Vowels were considered to begin where their full formant

structure began. On the oscillograms this corresponded to a sharp

excursion in both the intensity trace and the wave form. Any aspira¬

tion or affrication was considered to be part of the consonant'' (Greek

consonants are generally unaspirated, so this was usually very brief

though somewhat longer after /k/). Vowels were considered to end at

the end of their full formant structure, and any voicing that continued

was considered a part of the following consonant. This actually

happened quite frequently. On the oscillograms, there would first be

a sharp drop in intensity, a reduction in the waveform, and a break or

change in the fundamental frequency curve. This would be followed by

a short period of continued low intensity activity (with a different,

This differs from the procedure used by Klatt (1976:1209), who
includes aspiration of consonants as part of the following vowel in
segmenting English: "The acoustically based definitions of segmental
durations that we and others (see, e.g., Peterson and Lehiste, I960)
have adopted correspond to the closure duration for stops. For frica¬
tives, the durations corresponds [sic] to the interval of turbulent
frication noise above some threshold (or to changes in the voicing
source if no frication energy is visible). For sonorant sequences,
the segment boundary is the half-way point in the formant transitions
... The definitions represent a convenient, reproducible measurement
procedure rather than an attempt to achieve a close correspondence to
discrete phonetic events." It is difficult to find explicit statements
of how to segment naturally occurring utterances (most published spec¬
trograms are of careful, deliberate speech, which are much more clearly
segmentable). My method was arrived at by discussion with E. Uldall and
comparisons of oscillograms and spectrograms.
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irregular or no fundamental frequency curve) before stopping altogether

for a voiceless consonant. This latter period was considered to belong

to the following consonant. This was confirmed by comparisons with

spectrograms in which the first formant was seen to continue during

the beginning of the friction indicative of /s/. There was a problem,

however, with very short unstressed vowels occurring between voiceless

consonants, which never achieved a full formant structure. In these

cases, whatever had a high intensity (was very dark on the spectrogram

or coincided with a strong excursion of the intensity trace in oscillo¬

grams) was considered to belong to the vowel, and everything else to

the following consonant. Thus the duration of the vowel by this method

gives a minimum duration, beginning with the onset of voicing and ending

with a sharp drop in intensity, but not always with complete cessation

of voicing.

When segmentation could not be done with any certainty, the

examples were not used. Durations were estimated to the nearest .5 cs

and will be reported in centiseconds throughout. The same thing can

be said about this study as Peterson and Lehiste (1960:694) concluded

about their study of vowel durations in English: "instrumental accuracy

is in general considerably greater than the accuracy with which the

segmental boundaries can be determined. It was usually possible to

determine segmental boundaries within one or two centiseconds."

4. Recorded material

a. Word -pairs—A list of word pairs differing in place of

accent was recorded by DM, KM, MC, and FK, and oscillograms were

made of the recordings. The purpose was to see what the maximum

effects of stress were on the pitch, intensity, duration, and vowel
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quality of the vowels and. syllables of each word compared syntagma-

tically and paradigmatically. The stressed syllable in these short

phrases coincided with the center of the intonation contour. The

words were chosen for ease of measurement of the beginnings and ends

of vowels and syllables. No test word appears prepausally because

of the difficulty of determining exactly where the word ends, as well

as the obscuring effect of prepausal lengthening.
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Test A: Word Pairs

1. ta-matja-tis 'her eyes'

2. i-matja-tis 'her glance'

5. o-n6mos -tu 'its/his law'

4. o-nom6s-tu 'its/his province/prefecture'

5. xdrja tdkama. 'I did it separately.'

6. sta-xorja tdkama. 'I did it in the villages.'

7. ta-fistfkja-tu 'his pistachio nuts'

8. i-fistikj£-tu 'his pistachio tree'

9. o-k£Los £ne. 'It's a corn/bunion.'

10. kalds £ne. 'It's good.'

11. o-x6ros fne kal6s. 'The space/place is good.'

12. o-xor6s £ne kalds 'The dance is good.'

13. i-t£ksi-tu 'his class/grade in school'

14. to-taksf-tu 'his taxi'

15. o-papas o-kal<5s 'the good pope'

16. o-papas o-kalds 'the good priest'

17. ta-pd&ja-tis 'her feet/legs'

18. i-poSj£-tis 'her apron'

19. pdte 0a-pds? 'When will you go?'

20. potd bin. 9a-pds. 'You'll never go.'
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b. Stressed and unstressed vowels—A set of pairs of sentences

were constructed in which the intonation pattern, foot length, phonetic

environment, grammatical structure, and position in the utterance were

kept constant, while the position of the accent was moved from the first

to the second syllable of the verb, as in:

/e/6 skdtosa ton-Andra./ killed the man/husband.'
/aftf skotdsane ton-andra./ 'They killed the man/husband.'

/ey<5 sfkosa to-badlo./ 'I_ lifted the trunk.'
/aftf sakdsane to-baulo./ 'They lifted the trunk.'

The pronouns were used so that the test word (the yerb) would be non-

initial and non-tonic, since in Greek, pronouns are not normally used

except for emphasis. Thus the highest pitch of the sentence fell on the

stressed syllable of the pronoun, and the test word was said on a level

or slightly falling pitch contour in both versions. This was done in

order to study the effects of stress on duration and intensity isolated

as much as possible from tonal differences. Catford (1977:84) refers to

the "obfuscating questions of tone" in studies that have been done in

English comparing words in isolation such as fmport (noun) and impdrt

(verb) and concludes that "any investigation of stress or presumed stress

must, therefore, begin by manoeuvring the items to be studied into a

position where there can be no possible tonal difference." To control

for the possible effect of the number of syllables in the foot on the

duration of the stressed syllable, the extra syllable /ne/ is added in

the second sentence of the pair. Thus, in both sentences the test word

is accented on the antepenultimate syllable. There was an attempt to

represent each vowel quality in both positions in the word at least

four times, but this was not always possible. A randomized list of the

sentences was prepared and read by DM, KM, MC, and PK. Spectrograms and

oscillograms were made of the recordings.
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Test B: Stressed and unstressed vowels

= /i/

eyd xtipisa stin-p<5rta.
aft! xtipxsane stin-pdrta.

. lipf&ika poll ja-to-0anat<5-tu.

. lipiGfkane ...

. pistepsa stis-iposxisis-tus.

. pistipsane ...

. slkosa to-bailo.

. sikdsane ...

'I, knocked at the door.'
'They knocked at the door.'

'... regretted his death veiy
much.'

'... believed his promises.'

'... lifted the trunk.'

aftds me-kftakse kala.
afti me-kitaksane kali.

. zitisa to-lojfarjazmd.

. zitlsane ...

. foviSika ta-po(n)d£kja.

. fovi6£kane ...

. zimosa to-psomi.

. zt m6sane ...

. mflisa stin-aoelff-mu.

. mi 1 fsane ...

V, = /e/
... skdpasa to-pjito.
... skepisane ...

... pitaksa to-avy<5.

... petiksane ...

aftds piSepse ton-patdra-tu mixri na-
teljdsi to-jimnisjo.

aftf peSipsane ... (-tus)

.. miSisa tin-pimbti.

.. meeisane ...

.. zistana to-ner<5.

.. zestinane ...

.. ilusa ta-malji-mu.

.. lisane ... (tus)

'He watched me carefully.'
'They watched me carefully.'

'... asked for the bill.'

'... was afraid of mice.'

'... kneaded the bread.'

'... spoke to my sister.'

covered the plate.'

'... threw away the egg.'

'He tormented his father until

finishing high school.'
'They ... their father...'

'... got drunk on Thursday.'

'... heated up the water.'

'... washed ny (their) hair.'
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... k£6isa xdmo.

... kaB£sane ...

... pdtisa ta-staf£lja.

... pat£san a ...

... zalasa to-pexniSi tu-pe5jd.

... saldsane ...

... mdzepsa mandarfnja.

... mazdpsane ...

... akusa ta-nda.

... flkilsflns ...

/o/

... skdtosa ton-dndra.

... skot<5sane ...

... pdtisa ta-lulddja.

... potisane ...

... fdresa ta-rrixa.

... £ordsane ...

... bdresa na-pao dkso.

... bordsane ... (pdne)

... ardstisa to-vrd5i.

... arostfsane ...

... f<5naksa to-sk£lo.

... fondksane ...

... ndmisa oti £tan drosti.

... nomisane ...

M

... skdpisa to-spfti.

... skup£sane ...

... kseku(m)bosa to-pukdmisd-tu.

... kseku(m)bdsane ...

... spdoasa tin-a5elff-mu.

... spu5£sane ... (tus)

... pdlisa taftok£nito.

... pulfsane ...

... Sdlepsa sto-eryostdsio.

... Suldpsane ...
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'... sat on the ground..'

'... tread the grapes.'

'... broke the child's toy.'

'... gathered mandarine
oranges.'

'... heard the news.'

'... killed the man/husband.'

'... watered the flowers.'

'... wore the clothes.'

'... was able to go out.'

'... got sick in the evening.'

'... called the dog.1

'... thought he was sick.'

'... swept the house.*

'... unbuttoned his shirt.'

'... paid for my (their)
sister's education.'

'... sold the car.'

'... worked in the factory.'
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... vdtiksa to-psomi sto-krasi. '... dipped the bread in wine.'

... vutfksane ...

For intonational comparison:

skdtose ton-dndra. 'He killed the man.1
skotdsane ton-dndra. 'They ...'

skdtose ton-dndra? 'Did he kill the man?'
skotdsane ton-dndra? 'Did they ...'

= /i/ in sentences containing

xtipisa, skdpisa, zxtisa, pdtisa, pdtisa, ardstisa,
lipi^ika, fovlSika, md6isa, kaSisa, vdtiksa, milisa,
ndmisa, pdlisa

V2 = /e/

V2 = /a/

V2 = /o/

v2 = H

pistepsa, pd&epse, mdzepsa, fdresa, bdresa, ddlepsa

kftaksa, pdtaksa, skdpasa, zdstana, xalasa, fdnaksa,
spildasa

skdtosa, slkosa, zimosa, ksekdbosa

dkusa, dlusa
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c. 'Papas' sentences—A set of sentence pairs were constructed,

one in which the word /papas/ 'pope' and the other in which the word

/papas/ 'priest' was substituted for it, e.g.

/o-papas p£0ane./ 'The pope died.'
/o-papjCs p£6ane./ 'The priest died.'

The test word appeared in different positions (initial, medial, final),

syntactic constructions (subject, object; in focus, not in focus;

alone, as part of a phrase) and intonation patterns (fall, rise, mono¬

tone) . Since the vowel quality and initial consonant were the same

in both syllables, intensity levels of the stressed and unstressed

vowels could be studied under the influence of different intonation

patterns. The interaction between stress and pitch patterns was also

looked at. The sentences were grouped so that all the sentences with

the word /papas/ appeared on one page, ana all the sentences with the

word /pap£s/ appeared on another page (in the same order). This was

done so as not to confuse the informants (who didn't always pay close

attention to the written accent mark) and also to avoid any special

contrastive intonation that might arise by alternating between the

two. The sentences were read by OS, DM, and KM. They were analyzed

primarily by oscillograph, pitch and intensity meters; spectrograms

were also made for a large number of them where there was difficulty

in segmentation.
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Test C: 'Papas' sentences

1. o-papas (o-pap£s) p^Sane ap(5 kar&jakf prozvolf to-vr£6i tis-trftis.
'The pope (priest) died of a heart attack Tuesday night.'

2. o-p£pas (o-pap£s) aftds £tan poLf kalds.
'That pope (priest) was very good.' (The more normal word order for
this sentence is /aft<5s o-papas/, but I wanted the three /a/'s
to appear in succession.)

3. i-kf&ia tu-papa (tu-papi) ©a-j£ni tin-£etarti.
'The pope's (priest's) funeral will take place on Wednesday.'

4. to-vr£6i tis-trftis, tin-6ra pu-o-papas (pu-o-pap^s) ksaplom^nos
sto-krevati-tu oj^vaze ena-vivlio, ksafniki p£0ane.

'Tuesday night, while the pope (priest) was lying in bed reading a book,
he suddenly died.'

5. o-jo£nis p4vlos (o-k6stas papa56pulos), pu-ftan p£pas (pap£s) mdno
ja-4na m£na, p£0ane ksafnik^ apo-karSjakf prozvoli.
'John Paul (Kostas Papadopoulos), who was pope (priest) only for
one month, died suddenly of a heart attack.'

6. £6apsan ton-p£pa (ton-pap^) me-mey£les tim^s.
'They buried the pope (priest) with a big ceremony.'

7. parakuldfiisa tin-ki&fa tu-pdpa (tu-papa) x96s to-vr£6i.
'I followed/attended the pope's (priest's) funeral yesterday evening.'

8. i-kirfa jorjdou mdpe oti-o-papas apdstolos (o-p^jp^s Sandsis) p46ane.
'Mrs. Georgiadou told me that Pope Apostle (father Thanasis) died.'

9. "o-0e6s mazf-sas," fpe o-papas (o-papds) evloydndas-tus.
•"God be with you," said the pope (priest) blessing them.'

10. "xrdrga pola," fpe o-pdpas (o-papds), "ke-kalf sarakostf."
'"Happy new year," said the pope (priest), "and have a good Lent."'

11. to-vr£6i tis-trftis, pdBane o-pdpas (o-pap4s).
'Tuesday night the pope (priest) died.'

12. i-kirfa jorj£&u mdpe oti-pd0ane o-papas ap6stolos (o-papds Banasis).
'Mrs. Georgiadou told me that Pope Apostle (father Thanasis) died.'
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itan poll kalds o-papas (o-papds) aftds.
'He was very good that pope (priest).'

xSds to-vra&i, parakulufiisa tin-kicia tu-papa (tu-papd).
'Yesterday evening, I followed/attended the pope's (priest's) funeral.

pjds fpes oti-m(5lis pdGane? (answer) o-papas (o-papds).
'Who did you say just died? The pope (priest).'

pdso meyalos ftan o-papas (o-papds) otan-pdBane?
'flow old was the pope (priest) when he died?'

apo-ti pdBane o-pdpas (o-papds)?
'What did the pope (priest) die of?'

pdso zrondn pdGane o-papas apdstolos (o-papas Bandsis)?
'How old was the pope (priest) when he died?'

pjds ipes oti-pdGane? o-pdpas (o-papds)?
'Who did you say died? The pope (priest)?

ddn bord na-to-pistdpso! pdSane o-pdpas (o—papds)!
'I can't believe it! The pope (priest) died!

tf krima! o-pdpas (o-papds) pdGane!
'What a pity! The pope (priest) died!'
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d. Secondary accent—A set of sentence pairs was constructed,

one in which a noun accented on the antepenultimate syllable appeared

on its own, and one in which the noun was followed by an enclitic

pronoun so that the final syllable of the test word acquired an accent.

In the first set, the test word was the subject of the sentence, as in:

(a) /taftokfnito tu-pavlu p£i poll -yrfyora./
'Paul's car goes very fast.'

(c) /taftokfnitb-tu pai poli yrfyora./
'His car goes very fast.'

Thus the effects of stress on the syllable that acquires an accent

could be observed and also whether the antepenultimate syllable remains

stressed in both versions. A second set of sentences were made in

which the test word appeared as the object (medially in the sentence)

because after the first recording, it appeared that there might be

an effect due to utterance initial position and the potential pause

between subject and verb.

(d) /aydrases taftokfnito stin-a6fna?/
'Did you buy the car in Athens?'

(b) /aydrases taftokfnit6-su stin-a&ina?/
'Did you buy your car in Athens?'

Sentence D is considered to be rather vague in Greek; informants had

to imagine that the test word had already been mentioned. Because of

the structure of Greek, it was only possible to get test words ending

in /i/, /o/, /a/, and (plurals) /e/. The sentences were grouped so

that all the ones with the same structure (all a's, B's, etc.) were

read together. They were read by DM (a and C only), OS, KM, and

MP; and oscillograms (and some spectrograms) were made of the recordings.

A short set of sentences with imperatives that take a secondary

accent when followed by an enclitic, and two sentences with comparatives
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were also recorded by OS, KM, and HP. Only the vowels /o/, /e/,

/a/, and /i/ appeared. All the informants had difficulty reading

the sentences containing a secondary accent, especially the formal

ones, as the imperative is felt to be too strong to be polite: nor¬

mally some kind of periphrase is used. Ideally, this kind of a

sentence should be embedded in a context where there are referents for

the enclitic pronouns and the person being spoken to.
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Test D: Secondary accent

Part 1 - Possessive sentence pairs

A, C in parentheses
1. taftokfnito tu-pavlu (taftok£riitd-tu) pai poli yriyora.

'Paul's (his) car goes very fast.'

2. to-pukdmiso tu-peoju (to-pukamisd-tu) kdstise pola lefta.
'The child's (his) shirt cost a lot of money.'

3. to-prdsopo tis-elenis (to-prdsopd-tis) ine pjd 6morfo aptis-dlis.
'Helen's (her) face is more beautiful than Ellie's.

4. to-ikdpe5o tu-pavlu (to-ikdpeod-tu) pulfGike dna ekatomfrjo.
'Paul's (his) property sold for a million drachmas.'

5. to-po5£lato tu-pdtru (to-po5£lat<5-tu) kdstise pola leftd.
'Peter's (his) bicycle cost a lot of money.'

6. o-Sdnatos tu-5askalu (o-6dnatds-tu) lfpise dlo to-xorjd.
'The teacher's (his) death was regretted by the whole village.'

7. tdnoma tu-tildmaxu (tdnoma-tu) prodrxete aptin-arzda eldda.
'Tilemachus's (his) name goes back to ancient Greece.'

8. i-krevatokamara tis-mar£as (i-krevatokdmard-tis) £ne ston-prdto drofo.
'Mary's (her) bedroom is on the first floor.'

9. ta-vasana tis-mar£as (ta-vasana-tis) 2>d ldyonde.
'Mary's (her) troubles are beyond description.'

10. ta-xr£mata tu-pavlu (ta-xrfmata-tu) odn pernane s£mera.
'Paul's (his) money will not be used today (he won't pay).'

11 • ta-psdmata tis-kopdlag-mu (ta-psdmata-tis) <$dn perrprdfonde.
'My girlfriend's (her) lies can't be described.'

12. i-taftdtites ton-el£non (i-taftdtitds-tus) vjdnun stin-astinom£a.
'The Greeks' (their) identity cards are issued by the police.'

13. i-j£tones tu-n£ku (i-jftonds-tu) n£kjasan kjalo spfti.
'Mick's neighbors 'Mick's (his) neighbors rented another house.'

14. i-s£stasi tu-xr£stu (i-s£stas£-tu) 0dne: leofdros aSindn 58.

'Chris's (his) address should be 58 Athens Avenue.'
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15. i-ep£skepsi tu-Simarxu (i-epfskepsf-tu) sto sxol£o ftan mja dkpliksi.
'The mayor's (his) visit to the school was a surprise.'

16. i-$£nami tis-ela5as (i-Sfnamf-tis) eksartate apta-6pla.
'The strength of Greece (her strength) depends upon weapons.'

17. i-kdrasi tu-pe£jd .(i-kurasf-tu) £tan mey^li.
'The child's (his) fatigue was great (he was very tired).'

18. to-Som£tio tis-irinis (to-5omatid-tis) itan 6morfa stolizmdno.
•Irene's (her) room was beautifully furnished.'

19. to-estiat6rio tu-fflu-mu (to-estiatdrid-tu) ftjdxni kald fajitd.

'My friend's (his) restaurant makes very good food.'

20. i-ikojdnia tu-k6sta (i-ikojenia-tu) katajete aptin-ipiro.
'Costa's (his) family comes from Ipiros.'

21. ta-isit£ria tis-marias (ta-isit£ria-tis) Sen isxfun ja-apdpse.

'Mary's (her) tickets are not valid for tonight.'

B, B in parentheses

1. ay6rases taftok£nito (taftok£nit6-su) sto-eSimvuryo?
'Bid you buy the (your) car in Edinburgh?

2. aydrases to-pukamiso (to-pukamisd-su) stin-a0£na?
'Bid you buy the (your) shirt in Athens?

3. aftcSs odn pldni to-prdsopo (to-prdsopd-tu) potd.
'He doesn't ever wash his face.'

4. aydrasan to-ikdpeoo (to-ikdpe5d-tu) ftina.

•They bought the (his) property cheaply.'

5. pulise to-poc£lato (to-po5£latd-tu) pdnde xiljdSes.
'He sold the (his) bicycle for 5000 drachmas.'

6. milusan ja-to-0dnato ke-ti-zof (ja-to-0anatd-tu s61i ti-polit£a).
'They talked about death and life (about his death all over town).'

7. akusa t<5noma (tdnoma-su) sto-rdci jo xfids to-vrd3i.
'I heard the (your) name on the radio yesterday evening.*

8. ftjaksan ti-krevatokamara (ti-krevatokamara-mu) mdsa se-dj<5 6res.

'They fixed the (my) bedroom in two hours.'

9. kaBete ke-ldi ta-vasana tis-zo£s (ta-vasana-tis sto—kaBdna).
'She spends her time talking about life's troubles (about her
troubles to everyone).'
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dxases ta-xr£mata (ta-xrfmata-su) sto-leoforfo?
'Did you lose the (your) money on the bus?'

<5li akuyan ta-psemata (ta-psdmata-tis) ke-jeldsan.
'Everyone listened to the (her) lies and lauded.'

afisan tis-taftdtites (tis-taftdtitds-tus) sto-sp£ti.
'They left the (their) identity cards at home.'

maldsan me-tus-jitones (me-tus-jftonds-tus) simera to-prof.
'They had an argument with the (their) neighbors this morning.'

ksdxasa na-yrapso ti-sistasi (ti-s£stas£-su) sto-simiomatarid-mu.
'I forgot to write down the (your) address in my diary.'

parakuluSisa tin-ep£skepsi (tin-ep£skepsf-tu) sto-sxolfo apo-ti-
tiledrasi.

'I watched the (his) visit to the school on television.'

afksise ti-o£nami tis-eldoas (ti-5£nam£-tis) para pol£.
'The strength of Greece (her strength) has increased enormously.

tu-pdrase i-kurasi (pdrase i-kurasf-tu) to pro£.
'His fatigue ended in the morning.'

dvapsa to-Somdtio (to-Somatid-tis) kdkino.
'I painted the (her) room red.'

dfaya sto-estiatdrio (sto-estiatdrid-tu) x0ds to-vra6i.
'I ate in a (his) restaurant last night.'

episkdftika tin-ikojdnia (tin-ikojdnia-tu) ta-rristujena.
'I visited the (his) family at Christmastime.

ksdxases ta-isit£ria (ta-isit£rid-su) sto-spfti?
'Did you forget (leave) the (your) tickets at home?



Part 2 - Imperative sentence pairs

1. fdr-to-tu, se-parakald. (fdrte-td-tu, sas-parakald).
'Please bring it to him.' familiar/sing, (formal/plural)

2. pds-to-mu, se-p&rskald. (pdste-td-tu., sas-parakal<5)
'Please tell it to me.' fam/sing. (foimal/pl.)

3. Sds-ta-nru, se parakald. (5dste-ta-mu., sas-parakald)
'Please give them to me.' fam/sing. (formal/pl.)

4. stfl-ta-tu, se-parakald. (stflte-ta-tu, sas-parakald)
'Please send them to him.' fam/sing. (formal/pl.)

5. yraf-ti-tu, se-parakald. (yrafte-tf-tu, sas-parakald)
'Please write it for him.' fam/sing. (formal/pl.)

6. £>fx-ti-tis, se-parakald. (Sfxte-ti-tis, sas-parakald)
'Please show it to her.' fam/sing. (formal/pl.)

7. mllise stin-aSelfi-mu. (m£lisd-tis)
'Speak to my sister.' (Speak to her) fam/sing.

8. xdrise ta-mandilja-mu. (xdrisd-ta-rau)
'Separate the handkerchiefs for me.' (Separate them for

9. anikse tin-pdrta. (aniksd-tin) (aniksd-tu tin-pdrta)
'Open the door.' (Open it.) (Open the door for him.)

10. dfise to-pe^f. (dfisd-to)
'Leave the child alone.' (Leave him alone.)

11. fme Sinatdteros apto-pdvlo. (£me oinatdterds-tu)
'I am stronger than Paul.' (I'm stronger than him.)

12. fne mikrdteros apo-mdna. (fne mikrdterds-mu)
'He's smaller than me.'
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e. Object or possessive—-Mirambel (1959:34) says that the encli¬

tic possessive pronoun ana the proclitic indirect object are pronounced

differently in sentences of the following type:

tj ^oo tint... /i-mit£ra-mu fpe.../ 'My mother said...'

yuoo tint... /i-mitdra rau-fpe... / 'Mother told me...'
To test this hypothesis, a list of potentially 'ambiguous' sentences

were constructed and were read once with the pronoun interpreted as

a possessive, and once as object (with a written accent). All the

sentences with the same syntactic construction were grouped together

so that the informants would be able to read them as naturally as

possible. The sentences were read by DM (partial list), KM, OS, and

HP, and processed through the pitch and intensity meter. Spectrograms

were also made of DM.

A perception test was made from twelve sentences read by DM,

who had made no special effort to disambiguate them. The subject

plus verb was cut out of the longer sentence using a speech segmenter,

and the phrases were repeated once and arranged in random order on a

test tape. The listening test was given to eight native speakers who

marked on an answer sheet which phrase was being said (the phrase was

written out both ways in Greek and translated into English). All

subjects found the task difficult. The results will be discussed in

chapter V.P (pages 200-204).
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Test E: Object or possessive

1. o-Saskalos tis-ldi (o-Saskal6s-tis ldi) nane kal<5 korftsi.
'The teacher told her (her teacher said) to be a good girl.'

2. o-jftonas mas-to-pdlise (o-jftonas-mas to-pdlise).
'The neighbor sold it to us (our neighbor sold it).'

5. to-pe5f tu-pl£rose (to-peSf-tu plxrose) ja-ta-spazm^na dzamja.
'The child paid him (his child paid) for the broken windows.'

4. i-jin£ka mu-ay6rase (i-jin&a-mu aydrase) ena or^o pukamiso.
'The woman bought me (my wife bought) a beautiful shirt.'

5. o-papus mas-^dose ena meyalo vivlio ja-to-pasxa. (o-papiis-mas
65ose sto-jani ena meyalo vivlio.)

'Grandfather gave us a large book for Easter. (Our grandfather

gave John a large book.)'

6. i-mitdra mu-fpe na-epistrdpso noris. (i-mitdra-mu fpe stin-a&elfi-
mu na-epistr^psi norfs.)

'Mother told me to come back early. (My mother told my sister

to come back early.)'

7. o-kubaros mas-ayapai poll, (o-kub£ros-mas ayapai ti-jindka-tu.)
'Godfather loves us very much. (Our godfather loves his wife.)

8. i-mitdra-niu mu-fpe na-epistrdpso norfs.
'My mother told me to come back early.'
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f. Continuous texts—Selections from two contemporary novels

in demotic Greek, To Tptro lrtcp<xvt (/to-trfto stef£ni/ 'the third mar¬

riage') by Kosta Tachtsi (1977) and To Aa&oj (/to-l£0os/ 'the mistake')
by Antoni Samaraki (1973) were chosen which contained a high propor¬

tion of direct speech (monologue or dialogue). This was done in an

effort to choose a sample that was as much like ordinar;/ spoken Greek

as possible. The two separate paragraphs from the Tachtsi novel

(text 1) represent the rather emotional speech of two female characters

discussing their problems. In the Samaraki passage (text 2) two men

characters are reminiscing about their childhood. Informants were

given the text to read over beforehand and told merely to read it as

realistically as possible. Each informant read at his own natural

pace. The total duration of each text (including pauses) was about

1 —1/2 to a bit over 2 minutes. About 100 interstress intervals (feet)

were measured in each text (this varied from speaker to speaker depending

on how many pauses he made and how many accented syllables were not

stressed). Text 1 was read by AT, DM, ND, PK, and PN; text 2 was read

by DM, KM, OS, and DP. KM read a slightly longer version of text 2;

this was in order to see if the passage chosen was long enough that

the average foot durations were reliable. There was little difference

between the average foot durations of the longer and shorter passage.

To see if the rhythm of spontaneous speech was very different from that

of reading, three speakers, DM, KM, and OS, were asked to talk about

their backgrounds and why they had come to study in Edinburgh. For

DM and KM, 163 interstress intervals were measured, and for OS, 85

feet were measured®

The tape recordings were analyzed by the oscillograph, pitch

and intensity meters. Two types of measurements were made: the
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durations of interstress intervals (or feet) were determined for all

the texts, and the durations of stressed and unstressed syllables were

measured for AT, DM, PK (text 1), and KM, NP, OS (text 2). Interstress

intervals were measured from the onset of the first stressed vowel to

the onset of the next stressed vowel up to the last stressed vowel

before a pause (silence), hesitation, or indication of finality by

noticeable lengthening and pitch rise or slow dying out of the final

syllable. The onset of the stressed vowel was ■used and not the begin¬

ning of the syllable for the following reasons:

(0 Allen (1972) locates the rhythmic beat at or near the onset

of the nuclear vowel for English, and so does Classe (1939). Bapp

(1971) arrived at similar results for Swedish. Other writers on

rhythm, such as Thomson (1923), through their own intuition and the

classical tradition, also agree.

(2) I feel the beat to fall at the vowel onset, although there

is some doubt in my mind about clusters with /r/, /l/, /n/ (e.g.

/<5r<5mi/, /pn£(v)ma/) where it may come earlier.

(3) This is the easiest place to be sure about on instrumental

records of this type. One avoids the problem of syllable division.

It is possible to measure accurately from a phrase-initial stressed

syllable even when it begins with a voiceless consonant. There is no

need to decide where a prepausal syllable ends, and prepausal lengthening

does not substantially affect the results.

(4) I measured one text in both ways and found there was very

little difference in the averages of various foot durations (Uldall,

1971:205, came to this same conclusion).

Syllable measurements were, however, measured from the beginning

of the phonological syllable according to the syllable division principles
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in chapter III.B. This meant that word final /n/ and /s/ were counted

as syllable initial when immediately followed by a vowel in the same

phrase, as in /to.nan.dra.mu/ 'my husband'. When syllables or feet

could not be reliably segmented, they were simply thrown out. This

is another reason why some versions of the text contain fewer feet

than others. All potential syllables were counted unless they are

permitted to drop by the phonological rules of Greek. Thus a word like

/isixo/ 'quiet' was counted as three syllables even if the second /i/
was whispered or omitted. Most standard Greek speakers are not aware

that they do this and would certainly consider it to be three syllables.

A comparison among speakers with the same rate of speech showed that

the duration of the whole word was about the same whether or not /i/

was actually present. However, sequences of two vowels may constitute

either one or two syllables (see chapter III.B). Contraction is optional

in e.g. /i-majisa aftf/ or /i-mijisajftf/ 'that sorceress' and depends

on speed and style of delivery. A decision was made separately for

each text after careful listening to the tape recording. (Where all

informants agreed on a particular contraction, this appears in the

phonemic transcription on the following pages).

For each reading, a native speaker (usually the one who just

read it) marked which syllables he felt were stressed on an unaccented

orthographic version of the text while listening to the tape recording,

which was stopped after each pause group and replayed if necessary.

Some speakers found this a difficult task as it was the first time

they had ever thought about language analytically. Also, in Greek

orthography an accent mark appears on nearly every word (including

proclitic^ which are never stressed). This influenced some people

to mark too many stresses, but others only marked main sentence stresses.
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I was the final arbiter in deciding which syllables were stressed.

When I felt that a syllable was 'half-stressed'—that is, more stressed

than an unstressed syllable, yet not as strongly stressed as another

nearby stressed syllable—it was usually counted as stressed. The

more perceptive informants (in my opinion) tended to hear these

in-between cases as having something on them, that is as not being

the same as an unstressed syllable. Judgements seem to be made not

only on the basis of where the next beat should fall, but also by

comparing a syllable to a normal stressed or unstressed version of

it (especially with respect to inherent duration). This suggests

that the process of stress perception is not purely syntagmatic (as

Martinet implies), but also involves a paradigmatic comparison with

certain norms for different syllable types. Most of the difficulties

were on monosyllabic and disyllabic words which were very close to

a neighboring stress (where the beats seemed to be 'too close together'

in time; see chapter V.C) or phrase-initial vowels. In the latter

case there may be some lengthening; one informant queried, "is it

stretched or stressed?" The overall percentage of doubtful cases

was rather small, so I doubt that it influenced average foot durations,

although it may have affected the frequency of occurrence of certain

foot types (especially monosyllabic and disyllabic feet).

For English and Spanish, comparable texts consisting mostly

of monologue or dialogue were chosen. The English text was a passage

from a Graham Greene novel, Stainboul Train (1932) consisting of about

70 feet. It was read by AK (BP) and SD (American English). For

Spanish, the prologue to a play by Lorca, la Zapatera Prodigiosa

(1930), was chosen in which the narrator is talking to the audience.

This was read by GP (Castilian Spanish), and 120 feet were measured.
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These texts were analyzed and measured in the same way as the Greek

texts. The stresses were marked on an orthographic version of the

text as before, and phonological syllables were counted. (This means

that similar phonetic sequences, such as that of two vowels, may be

counted differently in each language. The importance of this will be

discussed in chapter VI.) Average foot durations and rate of speech

were also calculated from data published by TJldall (l97l) and a study

by Patch (1974) on English, and from a study by Luangthongkum (1977)

on Thai.
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Text 1 (from To trito stefani by Tachtsis. 19771159* 181-2)

—((To 8ta[Sa£a, Ntva pou, to EavaStipa^a, xal Sev
TutTTEua era potTta pou. 'H paytaoa aurr; 7iou pou)(E xX£-
tl»Et tov avTpa pou, pouxXsjiE Tcopa xal to yto pou ! ki a&Top
o atptXoTtpoi;, o (jupi^EpovToXoyoc, xaTaSoyoTav va p£vst p£
tt)v xaTacrpo®£a t7)p olxoyEVEtai; pa<;, etceiSt; too xoXXapt^e
ta Trouxaptcca! To (puaouaa xal 8£v xpuwvE. Ata|3a£a to

ypappa xi SxXatya. Nayst to 6paaop va pou ttpotetvet va
7taco va pEtvco palp ttjc ! 'Eyu, y 'Exa(iy, va rraco va ptEtvo
xocTto obr' Tyv t8ta orcy-i) p£ Ty <J>p6aco! "Axoucrcp aXXo
TratSl va xavot t6cto TEpaTcl>8y TtpoTacy wry pdva tou ;
Ki ap rroufiE 7t«p Sc^ipouva va pEtvw xat palp rye, axopa
xt auTO prropouwE va ylvEt. 'AXXa va rryyatva wryv 'A0yva
va xavu — tl;

to 0>eiNOnnP0 too '39 appafJamacrryxE y rioXocEvrj p.' £va
YtKTpO. ((Kat 7tou TOV yvcoptCTEp) Ty? X£w OOTEp'aTt'
Ta (ruyyapyTypta. — «Eto cpappaxEiox. — «Mcop£, aoTa
Ta (pappaxcla Etvat (award vutporrd£apa», Typ X£w ctt' a-
OTEta. Me xotTapE y_copi^ va xaTaXajiaivEi. —((ee/aasc'),
Ty? XeW, ((7tou (jl007vep otl Xal to (TUp^oXaiOypaCpO TOV eI/_EJ
YvcoptCTEt cto tpappaxEto;» —((Eaa!» pou xdvEt rraptard-
VOVTap TyV TpOpLOXpaTTJplEVTJ. ((EaC ! ' Kt 01 ToI^Ol E7OUV
atpTta! 13 ou ctto Std|3oXo Ta 0upaaat oX' auTa! 'Axopa xt
£yto Ta EEyvato. ®a 7rdij(0> va aou Xeoj Ta puartxa ptou.
*Av xapta ©opa ylvoup' £EPel? tpTavouv ytd
va ptE xpEpdaEi?. "Ay, (Ipe Niva, vacEpE? rroao Zycj rtapaxa-
XsaEt to 6eo va {3pE0Et £va xaXo 7rai8l va Tyv rrapEt. Kt etci-
t£Xou? pt' axooaE, ap slvat 8opaap£vo to 6vopd Tou. "A?
cXruaoupE nop 0a xavst to 0aupa Tou xal ytd Tyv 'EX£vy,
v* dipyaEt Ttta aoTov to XtySr, to Xa8a. n^ye to TEpap xt

£pt7tXECE p' Evav TravTpEpivo. Kat vaTav Spop^op, va 7rw:
©to StaTavo! Ma va tov 8eI?, Niva poo, 0a fftya0et< va

(ptjctetp arcavw tou. *H0EXa va^epa ti 'tou PplaxEt. Tt;v
TrrjyatvEt, Xeei, TaE,t8ta. "Qp tcote, cte TtapaxaXoj, 0a ttjv m)-

yatvEt ta^tStap riocro xptrrav' auTa to. 7tpapaTa; 0ap0Et
ptot p£pa, eyw p7topEt vapat Pa0ia oro
7toucraffTE v£ot 0a ^TjaETE xat 0a to Seite, ttou 0a ttjv 7rapa-

TrjaEt au^uXy xal 6a yuptaEt cry yuvalxa tou xal crra Ttat-
8ia too. Kal 6a pxtvet povy xt £pypy aav -ryv xaXapta crov

xapuo...»
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"to-ojavaza, nfna-mu, to-ksana5javaza, ke-odn pisteva sta-matja-mu.

i-majisa afti pu-nruxe kldpsi ton-andra-nru, nrukleve t6ra ke-to-jd-nru.

kjaftds o-afildtimos, o-simferondoldyos, kata&exdtan na-mdni me-tin-

katastrofea tis-ikojenias-mas, epiof tu-kolarize ta-pukamisa! to-fisiisa

ke-5dn krione. Cjdvaza to-yrama kdkleya. ndxi to-8rdsos na-mu-protini

rxa-pao na-mfno mazi-tis! eyd, i-ekavi, na-pao na-mino kato aptin-icja

stdji me-ti-frdso! akuaes alo peci na-kdni t6so teratdcSi prdtasi sti-

mana-tu? kjas pdme pos-3exdmuna na-mino ke-mazi-tis, akdma kjaftd

bordse na-j£rd. ala na-p£jena stin-aQina na-kano, ti?"

to-fSindporo tru-triaadaenja aravonjastike i-poliksdni mdna jatrd.

"ke-pd ton-yndrise(s)?" tis-ldo ister^apta-sixaritiria. "sto-farmakio."

"mord, afta ta-farmakfa ine sosta nifopazara," tis-ldo stastia. me-

kitakse xoris na-katalavdni. "ksdxases," tis-ldo, "pu-mdpes oti-ke-to-

simvoleoyrdfo ton-ixe(s) ynorisi sto farmakio?" "ss!" mu-kdni paristd-

nondas tin-tromokratimdni. "ss! ki-tixi dxun aftjd! pd sto-5jdvolo

ta-Qimds^ol-afta! akdma keyd ta-ksexnao. 0a-papso na-su-ldo ta-mistikd-

mu. an kamjd ford jinum ex0rds, ksdris dsa ftanun ja-na-me-kremdsis.

dx, vre-nina, ndkseres pdso exo parakaldsi to-6ed na-vre0i ena kald pe$£

na-tin-pdri. kepitdlus makuse, as-ine ooksazmdno tdnomd-tu. as-elpisome

pos-Sa-kdni to-Savma-tu ke-ja-tin-eldni, naffsi pjd aftdn to-liycSi

to-laSa. pije to-tdras kdblekse mdna pandremdno. ke-ndtan dmorfos na-

pd: sto-Sjatano! ma-na-ton-Sis, nina-mu, 6a-sixa£is na-ftisis apano-tu.

£0ela naksera ti tu-vr£sk±. tin-pijdni, ldi, taksiSja. os-pdte se-

parakald oa-tin-pijdni taksioja? pdso kratdn afta ta-pramata? Qardi

mja mdra, eyd bori name va9j£ sto-xdma, al^esis pdsaste ndi 6a-z£sete

ke-0a-to-8ite, pu-Ga-tin-paratisi siksili ke-6a-jir£si sti-jindka-tu

ke-sta-pe5ja-tu. ke-6a-mfni mdni kdrimi san tin-kalamja ston-kdmbo."
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Text 1 - translation (from The third marriage)

"I read it, Nina, and I read it again, and I don't believe my

eyes. That sorceress who stole my husband from me is now stealing my

son as well. And that mean, self-interested son of mine allows himself

to remain with the catastrophe of our family because he gets his
shirts starched! I just can't get over it. I cried as I read the

letter. To have the nerve to suggest that I live with her! I,

Hecuba, go and live under the same roof as Froso! Have you ever a

child make such a monstrous suggestion to his mother? And let's say

I did accept to live with her, if that's even possible. But for me

to go to Athens to do - what?"

In the autumn of 1939, Polyxena got engaged to a doctor. "Where
did you get to know him?" I asked after congratulating her. "At the

pharmacy." "Those pharmacies are good marriage markets," I said to
her jokingly. She looked at me without understanding. "You forgot,"
I said, "that you told me that the notary public - you got to know
him at the pharmacy too." "Sh!" she said to me playing at being

frightened. "Shh! Even the walls have ears! How in heaven's name

do you remember all that? Even I have forgotten it. I'll stop telling

you my secrets. If we ever become enemies, you know just how far to

go to hang me." "Oh Nina, if you only knew how much I prayed to God
to find her a good husband. And finally he listened to me, praised
be His name. Let us hope that His will be done, and as for Helen, to
leave at last that greasy oil merchant. The monster's gone and has

gotten herself involved with a married man. If he were only handsome,
I could say: Go to the devil! But if you saw him, Nina, you would be

disgusted to spit on him. I'd like to know what she finds in him.
He takes her, she says, for trips. Until when, may I ask, will he

keep taking her for trips? How long will such things go on? There
will come a day - I may be deep in my grave, but you who are young

will live to see it - when he will leave her and go back to his wife

and children. And she'll be left alone and deserted like a reed in the

plain..."

1In the original, this is "she", but was interpreted by all the
informants who had not read the entire novel as "you".
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Text 2 (from To lathos by Samaralds, 1973:164-5)

— Tote tiou vjptouva natSt, Etya TioXXoup 91X005, eItte
ttov avaxpiTT,. "HptacTE pud 6X6x.Xr(py] CTuvTp09La, avaaTa-

itovapLE TTj ystTovta ptE Tip 9WVE5 xai Ta Tp£yaXY]Td ptap.
'II 93ccrap!.a ttou xdvapts 8ev TTEptypa9£Tai. 01 SpopLOt yupco

Tptyupo) cttx CTTttTia ptxp. Xec xai tjtxve Stxot u.ap, aTtoxXEi-
cTixa Stxoi pLap. To xpxrop ptap.

— Asv ptTiopco vd Tito to lSlo xai ytd ptsva. 'Ey<i> Tjptouv
£va ycj/o pta^Eptsvo TiaiSL Mou dpics vd 8tx!JdcGo, jitjdXta,

TtsptoStxd, 7a TtdvTa. "Oyt ptovo cryoXtxd (JtjJXta, S.tl etts9te
crrd yspta ptou to xaTa(8poy0t£a. To TiatyvtSt crdv rcaiSt, to

OTEpr)6r)xa.
"Eva r)(ii9opt7]yo ttou pa9vtxd ^p0e xaTaTtavco Toup xai

(x£ TayuTT)Ta, Toup ycopidE. HyjStjcte o svap xtio tyj pud, 6
aXXop aTio ty)v aXX?;.

— KaTEuOsiav as ptap ?}p0E ! Exavs o dvaxpiTr(p. Da vd
ptap eI^e (3dXsi aToyo.

DuvsyiffavE to Spopto Toup.
— Tt sXeya; "A vat, yta Ta TiatyvtSta crrrj ystTOvtd

ptap. Mia 9opd, 0upLaptat, Tiat^aptE xpU9T0, xat TTrjya xat

yco0Y)xa cte puav tknodrjxrj, UTioyEto ^tave, xat ctto svSta-
ptECTO Tjp0E 6 lSlOXT7]T7)p TTOU 8ev slyE iSsa TttOC T^ptOUV pLEffa,

pt£ xXeiSgjcte xaXa xaXa x: ztpoyc pii to TToSdjXaTO tou. "Icra-
pls vd tov PpouvE xat vd yupiCTEt pXaaTYjptcovTap vd ptou avot-

£ei, Tt vd ctou Tito I MEyaXrj XayTapa!
—"Qpa slvat vd ptou tietp Ticup eZSep xai 9avtaapta ctto

UTIOyEtO.

—"Oyt, 9avtactpta 8ev sZSa. EI8a opLtop, ptoXtp (3y9)xa
ano TTjv xpu^tova pLOU, xaTt ystpoTEpo: tt) ptava ptou ttou

pt£ TIEptXa^e yta t« TTEpalTEOCO. Td)v EtyaVE EtSoTTOlTJCTEl t'
aXXa TtatSta xt ETpsIpE vd pt£ ctcocteu To Xoittov, octraE xai
cto0Y)xa, ptE avEXa^e rj ptdva ptou xai pt' ECTTtaas ctto IpuXo.
'AXXa Tt ^uXo I FIou cte tiovei xai Ttou cte crcpdJleL! 'Axopta
Ta aiCT0dvopLat Ta TiXsupd ptou.
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Text 2 - from Samarakl , To lathos

"t<5te pu-fmuna pe5£, £xa polus fflus," £pe ston-anakrit£. "£maste

mja oldkliri sindrofjd, anastatdname ti-jitonja me-tis-fonds ke-ta-

trexalitd-mas. i-fasar£a pu-kaname 5dn periyrafete. i-5rdmi j£ro,

trij£ro sta-sp£tja-mas, Ids k£tane 5ik£-mas, apoklistikd 6ik£-mas.

to-krdtoz-mas."

"odn bord na-pd to-£djo ke-ja-mdna. eyd £mun ena-£sixo mazemdno

pe5£. mu-arese na-ejavazo, vivl£a, perioSika, ta-panda. dxi mdno

sxolika vivlfa. dti dpefte sta-xdrja-mu to-katavrdxeiza. to-pexn£ci

san-peS£, to-ster£6ika."

dna, .mifortiyd pu-ksafnika £r6e katapdno-tus ke-me-tax£tita,

tus-xdrise. pfdis^o-dnas apti-mjd, o-dlos aptln-ali.

"katefS£an se-mas £r0el" dkan^o-artakritfs. "sa na-mas-£xe

vdli stdxo." sinexxsane to-ordmo-tus.

"t£ dleya? a nd, ja-ta-pexn£5ja sti-jitonja-mas. mja ford,

Gimdme, pdzame kriftd, ke-p£ya ke-xd0ika se-mjan apo0£kL. ipdjio

ftane, ke-sto-en5jameso £rfie o-icS jokt£tis pu-5dn £xe i6da pos-£mun(a)

mdsa, me-kl£oose kala kald kdfije me-to-po6£latd-tu. £same na-ton-vrdne

ke-na-jir£si vlastimdndas na-mu-anfksi, t£ na-su-pdl meyali laxtaral"

"dra £ne na-mu-p£s pos-£des ke-fandazma sto-ipdjio."

"dxi, fandazma 5dn £oa. fda 6mos, mdlis vj£k^aptin-kripsdna-mu,

kdti xirdtero. ti-mana-mu pu-me-per£lave ja-ta-peretero. tin-£xane

idopifsi tdla pedjd kdtrekse na-me-sdsi. to-lipdn, dpaks-ke sdQika,

me-andlave i-mdna-mu ke-mdspase sto-ks£lo. aid t£ ks£lo. pd se-ponf

ke-pd se-sfazi! akdma ta-es6dnome ta-plevra-mu.
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Tert 2 - translation (from The mistake)

"when I was a child, I had a lot of friends," he said to the

examining magistrate. "We were a whole gang; we upset the neighborhood
with our shouts and running around. The trouble we caused can't be

described. The roads all around our houses, you could say they belonged
to us, were exclusively ours, our province."

"I can't say the same thing about myself. I was a quiet, well-
behaved boy. I liked reading - books, magazines, everything. Not

only school books - whatever I could get a hold of, I devoured. I
didn't play like other children."

A van which suddenly came upon them and with speed, separated
them. One jumped to one side of the street, the other to the other side.

"He came right at us," said the magistrate. "As if he had aimed

at us." They continued on their way.

"What was I saying? Oh, yes, about the games in our neighbor¬
hood. One time, I remember, we were playing hide and seek, and I
went and hid in a storeroom - it was in the basement - and in the

meantime the owner, who didn't have the slightest idea I was inside,

came and locked the door and left on his bicycle. Until they went to
find him and he returned cursing to let me out, what can I say -

It was a big shock!"

"It's time to tell me that you even saw a ghost in the cellar."

"No, I didn't see a ghost. I saw, however, as soon as I got

out of my hiding place, something worse - my mother who got hold of me

to make me pay for it. The other children had told her and she ran

to save me. Well, once I had been saved, my mother then took me and

gave me a real thrashing. But what a thrashing! It hurt all over!

My ribs can still feel it."
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K3<1 - Spontaneous (selection)

... pos vr£6ika sti-jeofisikf? eaelds tix£a. t£ljosa to-stratd,

kftane... pasxa... pasxa to-ev5om£nda ^na, opdte, fxa teljdsi to-

panepistfmio, kdpsaxna ja-oulja. (e)kfni tin-epoxf, sti-sizmolojfa

stin—dora pume tdra, fxane analav^ena prdyramajpo-tin-undsko, prdyrama,

sizmikdtitos valkanikfs perioxfs. ke-0dlane prosopikd. kekf itan £<5i

voiSds mia... sinfitftria-mu apto-panepistfmio. nop! imaste mazf,

tdsera pdnde xrdnja, ke-me-iSop£ise ke-pfyajpo-kf, kepiofjxa pari ke-

kald va0md, o-kawijitfs, prxn mas-pari, eksdtaze tuz-va6nnis, kepicf

ixa p£ri kald vaGmd sto-ma0ima-t(u) otan frmma fititfs, isos ke-epi5£

aftf fpe ke-kamja kali kuvdnaa ja-mena me—pfre. ke-me-pfre san...

partaim se-st- aftd to-prdyrama. ke-amdso meta otan adjasajna 0dsi

voiGd jati dfije dnas, me pfre mdna ja-voiSd. kdtsi katadisa apo apo

fisikds...

1... how I ended up in geophysics? Completely by chance. I finished

the army, and it was... Easter... Easter of '71, when—I had finished

the university, and was looking for a job. At that time, in seismology

in the chair to which I now belong, they had undertaken a ElfESCO program,

a program of the seismicity of the Balkan region. And they needed

personnel. And already there was an assistant a... fellow student of

mine from the university. Since we had been together four or five years,

and she told me about the job and I went there, and because I had gotten

a good mark - the professor, before hiring us, examined our grades, and

because I had gotten a good mark in his class when I was a student, and

maybe because she had put in a good word for me I was hired. And they

hired me as... part time in that program. And immediately afterwards

when a post as assistant became vacant because someone left, I was taken

on as an assistant. And that's how I became a physicist...
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OS - Spontaneous (selection)

... sti-br£veza plrasa ta-prdta-mu xr<5nja. itan para poli dmorfa.

ixe poll omorfes paralies, opu... sine8izame na-pijdnome ke-na-kanome

banjo, pdzame dla mazi ta-pe5j£ sti-jitonja. afu-tdljosa ti-brdti

ji mnasiu, fiyame apo-ki, ke-pfyame stin aSina. i-a9ina Sen mu-irese

stin-arxi ke-para poli. itane mejdll pdli, polis kdzmos, poli^ftokinita,

pola kafsadria; Sdn ipxrxe mdros na-pdkso, ke-imuna pdra poli steno-

xorimdnos. metdpo liyo kerd sinifiisa. stin-a8ina tdljosa, to-jimnasio,

ke-metd_Sos_eksetasis, ja-na-bd sti-noni ki szoli, stin-a6ina. ta-ka-

tdfera, kdtsi p£ras_ala pdde zrdnja, sa fititis. dtan tdljosa to-pane-

pistimio stin-a0ina, eryastika ja-enjd peripu mines, sdna Sikiyorikd

■yrafio, opu dkana tin-dskisi-mu...

"... I spent my childhood in Preveza. It was very beautiful. It had

very beautiful beaches, where ... we used to go swimming. We all played

together, the neighborhood children. After I finished the first class

of secondary school (7th grade), we left there and went to Athens. I

didn't like Athens very much in the beginning. It was a big city,

a lot of people, a lot of automobiles, a lot of exhaust fumes; there

wasn't any place to play, and I was very upset. After a little while

I got used to it. In Athens I finished secondary school, and afterwards

sat an examination to enter Law School in Athens. I passed the exam,

and thus spent another five years as a student. When I finished the

university in Athens, I worked for about nine months at a law office,

where I did my apprenticeship...'
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English text (from Stamboul train by Greene, 1932:52-5)

Mabel Warren poured out her cofEee, black and
strong with no sugar. "It's the best story I've ever
been after," she said. "I saw him five years ago walk
out of court, while Hartep watched with the warrant
in his pocket. Campbell, of the News, was after him
at once, but he missed him in the street. He never
went home, and no more was heard of him from that
day to this. Everyone thought he had been murdered,
but I never understood why, if they meant to murder
him, they took out a warrant for his arrest."

"Suppose," said Janet Pardoe, without much
interest, "that he won't speak."

Miss Warren broke a roll. "I've never failed yet."
"Youll invent something?"
"No, that's good enough for Savory, but not for

him." She said viciously: "I'll make him speak.
Somehow. Between here and Vienna. I've got nearly
twelve hours. I'll think of a way." She added thought¬
fully: "He says he's a school-teacher. It may be true.

That would be a good story. And where is he going?
He says that he's getting out at Vienna. If he does
I'll follow him. I'll follow him to Constantinople if
necessary. But I don't believe it. He's going home."

"To prison?"
"To trial. He's trusting the people perhaps. He

was always popular in the slums. But he's a fool if
he thinks they'll remember him. Five years. No
one's remembered for so long."

"Darling, how morbid you are."
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Spanish text (the prologue to La zapatera prodigiosa by Lorca, 1930:57-8)

El Autor. Rcspetable publico . . . (Pausa.) No, respec¬
table publico no, publico solamente, y no es que el
autor no considere al publico respetable, todo lo contrario,
sino que dctras de csta palabra hay como un dehcado
temblor dc miedo y una espccie de supiica para que c*
auditorio sea generoso con la mlmica de los actores y e>
artificio de ingenio. El poeta no pide benevolencia, sino
atencion una vcz que ha saltaao hace mucho tiempo ia
barra espinosa de micdo que los autores tienen a ia sala.
Por este miedo absurdo y por ser el teatro en mucnas
ocasiones una finanza, ia poesia se retira de la cscena en
busca de otros ambicntes donde la gente no se asuste ac
que un arbol, por ejcmplo, se convierta en una boia de
humo o de que trcs pcccs, por amor de una mano y una
palabra, se convicrtan en tres miiloncs de peces para
calmar el hambre de una multitud.* El autor ha preferido
poner el ejcmplo drnmatico en el vivo ritmo de una
zapaterita popular. En todos los sitios late y anima la
criatura poctica que c. autor ha vestido de zapatera con
aire de refran o simple romancillo y no se extrahe el
publico si aparccc vioienta o toma actitudes agrias porcue
clla lucha siempre, lucha con la realidaa que la cerca v
lucha con la fantasia cuando esta se hace reaiidad visible.

(Se oyen voces de la Zapatera: jQuiero salir!) ]Ya voy!
No tengas tanta impacienca en salir; no es un traje de
iarga cola y plumas inveroslmiles el que sacas, sino un
traie roto, jlo oyes?, un trajc de zapatera. (Voz de la
Zapatera dentro: jQuiero sa ir!) jSilencio! (Se descorre
la cortina y aparece el decorado con 1ante luz.) Tambien
amanece as! todos los dlas sobre las ciudades, y el publico
olvida su medio mundo dc sueno para entrar en los
mercados como tu en tu casa, en la escena, zapaterilla
prodigiosa.* (Va creciendo /.; luz.) A empezar, tu llegas
de la calle. (5e oyen las voces que pclean. Al publico.)
Buenas noches. (Se quita el sombrero dc copa y este se
ilumina por dentro con una luz verde, el autor lo inclina y sale
de 61 un chorro de agua. El autor rnira un poco cohibido al
publico y se retira de espaldas Ueno de ironia.) Ustedes
perdonen.

Sale.
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Spanish text - translation (from The prodigious shoemaker)

THE AUTHOR: Respectable audience... No, not respectable audience,

just audience. It's not that the author doesn't consider the audience

respectable, quite the contrary, but behind this word there is a slight
tremor of fear and a sort of supplication for the audience to be

generous with the performance of the actors and the artifice of a clever

script. The poet doesn't ask for kindness, but attention once he has

gotten over the spiny bar of fear that authors have toward the audience.

For this absurd fear and for the theater to be a financial success,

poetry leaves the scene in search of other surroundings where people
are not frightened if a tree, for example, turns into a puff of smoke,
or if three fish, out of a loving hand and a word, "turn into three

million fish to calm the hunger of the multitude. The author has pre¬

ferred to put the dramatic example into the lively rhythm of a popular
sweet little shoemaker. This poetic creature that the author has

invested as a shoemaker with the air of a saying or a simple rhyme

animates and enlivens everywhere. And audience, don't be surprised if
she appears violent or assumes bitter attitudes, because she always

struggles, struggles with the reality that surrounds her and struggles
with fantasy when it materializes. (One hears the voice of the shoe¬

maker: I want to come out!) Calm down! Don't be so impatient to
come out. It's not a dress with a long train and extraordinary fea¬

thers that you're wearing, but a torn dress, do you hear? A shoemaker's

dress. (Voice of the shoemaker inside: I want to come out!) Silence!

(The curtain rises and the stage set appears dimly lit.) Everyday

day breaks also like this over the cities, and the public forgets its

dreamy world to enter into the markets, like you in your house, on the

scene, prodigious little shoemakeress. (The light grows brighter.)
To begin, you're coming down the street. (Voices of people arguing
are heard. To the audience.) Goodnight. (He takes off his top hat,
and it is lighted from the inside by a green light; the author tips
it and a jet of water squirts out of it. The author looks at the
audience a little embarassed and withdraws backwards full of irony.)
Excuse me.

He leaves.
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C. The Identification of Stressed Syllables in Greek

How do we determine which syllables are actually stressed in

an utterance? Do native speakers agree any more than phoneticians

in deciding what the stressed syllables of an utterance are? Allen

(1972a:78-80) had five colleagues mark the stresses in a number of

English sentence-length utterances twice each in separate sessions.

Pull agreement (marked as stressed by everyone) as to which syllables

were stressed occurred in only about two syllables in each sentence.

Allen calculated a stress score for each syllable by totaling the

number of stress marks it received (thus marks ranged from zero to 10).

What he felt to be "rhythmically fully accented syllables" received

a score of 5 or better. When compared to the variability of subjects

in tapping to a given syllable in an utterance, he found that the

greater the test score ("the more stressed a syllable is"), the more

reliable subjects were in tapping to that beat with their finger

(Allen, 1972:86). Klatt (1976:1218) generalizes from Allen's work that

"it is a relatively easy task for a listener to tap his finger in

time with the rhythm of an ordinary English sentence that is played

repeatedly to him ... vowels to which linguists would ascribe primary

phrase-level stress and vowels carrying primary lexical stress in open

class words tend to be accompanied by taps for most listeners."

Classe (1939:91) marked the accents as he was listening to a passage

being read and then asked the subject who had been reading to verify

it: they agreed in nearly all cases. He concludes that "the marking

of accents purely through audition «.. is, in practice, fairly easy ...

the perception of accent, so long as it is not necessary to determine

its exact place in the flow of speech, presents no difficulty for a
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given language, if this is perfectly familiar."

From my own experiments, I have some doubts about the 'ease'

with which stresses can be marked, especially in certain cases. These

involve deciding when an accented syllable is not stressed. The English

text analyzed was fairly straightforward. The only places there was

disagreement between the (non-naive) speaker and the investigator were

in the interpretation of some monosyllabic words as single feet or

as part of longer feet, e.g.

'and | no more was | heard of him ...' or
'and | no |more was | heard of him ...'
'... she said |viciously.' or

*... she |said j viciously.'
'INo one's rejmembered for |so long.' or

'|No one's re[membered for |so |long.'
In these sentences both pronunciations are possible. Other monosyl¬

labic feet where only one pronunciation is required by the meaning

were quite clear ('the |best |story', 'I've J never | failed |yet',
' |twelve [hours', etc.). Stresses were also marked in this text by

a speaker of English as a second language (mother tongue Persian),

and again most disagreement had to do with potential monosyllabic feet.

To see how much agreement there was among native Greek speakers

in perceiving stress, six people were given an unaccented orthographic

version of text 2 and asked to mark in the stresses where they heard

them listening to a tape recording of OS (whom they all knew). The

tape was stopped after each pause group and replayed when necessary.

There was complete agreement in marking as stressed those syllables

which I had judged independently as having 'sentence stress' (major

information points or main beats; there were from 0 to 4 main stresses

in each pause group; unfortunately, this auditory judgement does not
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correspond to any single acoustic parameter). These were also all

judged as stressed (with one or two exceptions of stresses marked on

a neighboring syllable) by a student of phonetics (native speaker of

Persian) who had no knowledge of Greek and who marked stresses on a

phonemic transcription of the same text. Three of the native Greek

speakers (including OS) seemed to have had the same conception of

stress as the investigator and marked all rhythmic beats. Two of the

subjects only marked additional rhythmic stresses (on words other than

those bearing sentence stress) sporadically and would sometimes leave

long stretches with no stress marked. They regularly left as unstressed

the second word in a close-knit syntactic group said in a low pitch

before a pause, when the pitch peak had occurred in the previous word,

as in:

Score: 2 4

/... maze|m£no pe^i./ /••• maze|m£no pe |5£./
'a well-behaved boy.'

/kate|f6£an se-|mas irBe./ /kate|f8ian se-jmas j£r8e./
'Eight at us it came.'

/i|p<5jio ftane./ /i |p<5jio |£tane./
'It was a basement.'

/me |yali laxt£ra./ /me |-yali la|xtara./
'A big shock.'

(in the first three of these, the non-Greek subject also only marked

a single stress.) This is similar to Pike's example (see page 74) of

'telephone number' where he considers only the first syllable to be

stressed. In one of Allen's (1972:79) sentences, 'I love to predict

things', 'predict' had a high score (9 out of 10),and 'things' had

a much lower score (4/10). One Greek subject went to the opposite

extreme (possibly influenced by the orthography) and marked a stress
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on every 'word of two or more syllables and also sporadically on some

proclitic connectors and objects which most linguists would agree are

unstressed (in one sentence, /pd se-pon£ ke-pd se-sfdzi/ 'Did it hurt!'

she insisted that every word was stressed: |pu |se pojni |ke |pu jse
|sfazi).

At least 5 out of 6 subjects marked a stress on every phonological

word containing three or more syllables. The exceptions were forms of

the verb 'to be', /imuna/, /ftan(e)/, and the example above with

/laxtara/. Monosyllabic and disyllabic words which were clear content

words (e.g. /pefrf/) or which received sentence stress for emphasis or

contrast (/tf ksflo/ 'What a thrashing!') were generally marked as

stressed. Most disagreement involved (l) what to do about potential

monosyllabic feet, and (2) whether to mark as stressed unimportant

monosyllabic or disyllabic words such as /£xa/ 'I had', /dna/ indefinite

article, /£ne/ 'it is', /ddn/ negative, /bor<5/ 'I can', /mdno/ 'only',

/dmos/ 'however', etc. These were the same words which were the most

difficult for me to decide about as well, since although these accented

syllables did not sound as stressed as other nearby stressed syllables,

neither did they seem totally unstressed (on the instrumental record

they might have the pitch pattern or the duration of a stressed syllable)»
Some subjects marked them at times as partially stressed. The problem

is whether to count these 'half-stressed' syllables as the beginning

of a rhythmic foot or not, especially when they occur very near a

neighboring full stress (or conversely would break up a long sequence

of unstressed syllables). If one eliminates them (or inserts them) on

a rhythmic basis, then one is in a sense prejudging the data to have

regular beats, to be 'isochronous'. But this may be what listeners

do: note the scores for /mjd/ 'a/one' (sentence stresses underlined):
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2 6 5 6 5 6
(a) /mj£ fori., .../ (b) /ke-piya ke-x<56ika se-mj£n apofifkl./

'One time' 'And I went and hid in a storeroom.'

According to the instrumental record, there was a much sharper rise

in fundamental frequency in (a) than in (b) (the non-Greek listener

in fact marked it as /mj£ fora/)» yet the majority agreed in marking

/mja/ in (b) as stressed but not in (a). It seems to depend on how

one listens—-whether one is listening syntagmatically from stressed

syllable to stressed syllable, thus comparing neighboring stressed

syllables to each other (in this case one tends not to count a 'half-

stressed' syllable when it occurs close to a clearly stressed syllable)
or whether one is listening more paradigmatically, comparing a stressed

syllable to immediately neighboring unstressed syllables in the same

word and to how that syllable would sound if completely unstressed

(by this method a 'half-stressed' syllable is counted as stressed).

When both these methods of listening are in agreement, there is no

problem. But when they do not coincide, it is difficult to decide

what to do, to which discrete category a syllable should be assigned."'
Two adjacent accented syllables were both marked as stressed

(thus creating a monosyllabic foot) least often by Greek listeners

when two vowels followed each other as in:

/ti dleya?/ 'What was I saying?' marked as

'ti 'eleya 2 'ti eleya 1 ti 'eleya 2
'ti ,eleya 1

"'Allowing various degrees of stress in the analysis, however,
only seems to complicate the issue since then a comparative decision
must be made for every syllable in a text, and there is no basis for
organizing syllables into feet. A margin of uncertainty is to be
expected in all linguistic analysis, where perhaps arbitrary decisions
must be made. This occurs even in phonemic analysis, e.g. the analysis
of Greek voiced stops, /j/, and the affricates.
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/eif<5 Imun (en £sixo ...)/ 'I was (a quiet ...)'
e'yo 'imun 1 e'yo imun 1 eyo 'imun 3

eyo ,imun 1

Two listeners marked two full stresses on the following example even

though the second vowel was omitted (by contraction):

/... ksafnikl (l)r©e (katap£no-tus)/ 'suddenly came (upon them)'
ksafni'ka 'ir6e 2 ksafni'ka irOe 2 ksafnika 'ir6e 2

In this example when KM was reading the text, he stopped after

/ksafnik^/ and then changed the word order to /Ir8e ksafnikdt/.

Listeners were more likely to mark both syllables as stressed

when there were two intervening consonants, as in:

/(... Ixa) polds filus./ '(i had) many friends.'

po'lus 'filus 4 po'lus filus 1 polus 'filus 1

/l6s kitan (Sikf-mas,)/ 'you could say they were (ours)'
'les 'kitan 3 'les kitan 1

'les ,kitan 1

,les 'kitan 1

/(ala) ti ksllol/ '(But) what a thrashing!'
'ti 'ksilo 2 'ti ksilo 1 ti 'ksilo 1

'ti ,ksilo 2

or when there was a syntactic break between the two words:

/(klldose kal£) kala k£fije .../ '(locked up) well and left'
ka'la 'kefije 4 ka'la kefije 1 kala 'kefije 1

/(... t£la) pebj£ k^trekse .../ '(the other) children and she ran'

pe'Sja 'ketrekse 5 peSja 'ketrekse 1

When there was only one intervening consonant, opinions were divided:

/(6xi fandazma) 56il Ida./ '(No, ghosts) I didn't see.'

'Sen 'iSa 2 '6£n i&a 2 Sen 'ida 2

One-syllable feet in Greek are rather unstable. Whether they are

perceived as such depends partly on their structure: two accented vowels

in a row which in pronunciation are blended together tend to coalesce
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into a single stress; the more intervening consonants or the greater

the syntactic cut, the more likely that two stresses will he heard,

but even then one is often considered stronger than the other. Mono¬

syllabic feet are infrequent and seem somewhat unnatural for Greek.

There were no monosyllabic feet in the text marked by the subject who

knew no Greek (in two cases stress was marked on a neighboring syllable—

'ti ele'ya? for /tf dleya/, pe'Sja ke'trekse for /pedjd kdtrekse/).
There seems to be a minimum time between syllables for an interstress

interval to be clearly perceived. In English we would very rarely

have two stressed vowels in a row. We can, however, stretch out a

syllable to fill a foot, which does not seem to be the case in Greek.

But there must be limits to this process because as we saw above, the

few disagreements on stress placement in the English text came in a

sequence of accented syllables separated by a single consonant and pre¬

ceded by an unchecked vowel ('nd m<5re1, 'sd ldng') or by two consonants

preceded by a checked vowel ('said viciously'). But with most mono¬

syllabic feet in English (at least in this text) there are three or

more intervening consonants, as in 'bdst stdry', 'wdnt hdme', 'failed

ydt', 'gdod stdry', 'wdn't spdak', or two consonants preceded by an

unchecked vowel, e.g. 'ffve ydars'. Thus the structure of English

(the number of intervening consonants and the time it takes to say

them) contributes to spacing out successive stressed syllables.

In conclusion, overall agreement marking stress on main content

words ('open class words') was quite good. The accent in nearly all

content words was perceived as stressed by at least 5 out of 6 Greeks

and the investigator. That stress in Greek is not entirely subjective,

but actually corresponds to something in the acoustic signal is shown

by the very good correlation of stress marking by the listener who
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did not know any Greek with the judgements of 5 out of 6 native Greek

speakers. The total number of stresses marked was about the same

(131 compared to 129 syllables with scores of 5 or better by the Greeks),

and in only Bp of these were stresses placed on the 'wrong' syllable,

that is an unaccented neighboring syllable. Most 'errors' occurred

in the first paragraph. Without a knowledge of which syllables were

accented and of inherent vowel durations, errors often involved placing

stress on a neighboring more open vowel, as in spi'tja-mas for /spitja¬

mas/ or 'pexnicSja for /pexnf£ja/. The difficulty was not so much in

•perceiving the stresses or rhythmic beats, but in locating them with

reference to the syllables, especially at the fast rate of 8 syllables

per second. The same thing might apply to the difficult cases for

native speakers of two accented syllables in a row. Abercrombie

(lS76:52) distinguishes 'stress' from a 'stressed syllable' which is

"stress plus part of an utterance". Stresses may be clearly felt in

an utterance even by a foreigner without them being necessarily

attached to any single syllable, but rather indicating only the appro¬

ximate location of a stressed syllableo This argues for the primacy

of the rhythmic structure of stress beats over the phonematic sequence

filling the structure. In Allen's (l972b:189) experiment where sub¬

jects matched a click to one stressed syllable of an utterance, he

concludes that "they reacted as though the syllable beat were a broad

slur, approximately 200 msec, in duration, anywhere within which an

audible click would sound as though it matched the beat." There was

also some confirmation of the motor basis of stress perception: all

the listeners seemed to repeat the phrase group to themselves (often

aloud) while marking stresses. The native speakers compared how they

would say the same phrase to how it was actually said (or listening

to the tape recording was only a cue to how to reproduce the sentence).
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The listener with no knowledge of Greek improved greatly after the

first paragraph when he began saying the utterance to himself. Only

one listener (OS, the one who had read it) used tapping.

D. Characteristics of Stressed and Unstressed Syllables

in Words in Isolation

All of the characteristics of stressed syllables as discussed

by other writers can be clearly seen in phonological words said in

isolation, where a single stressed syllable is surrounded by a number

of unstressed syllables. The word pairs of test A (page 91), which

differed only in accent placement, permit both syntagmatic comparison

of successive syllables in the same word and paradigmatic comparison

between the stressed and unstressed version of a syllable with the

same segmental structure. Auditorily, stressed syllables sound louder,

higher pitched, longer, and clearer than unstressed syllables in these

words. This auditory impression is confirmed by the instrumental

results presented below.

1. Intensity

When the peak intensity of the two successive vowels in each

word is compared, there is a strong correlation between the stressed

vowel and intensity for DM, KM, and PK in nearly all words regardless

of vowel quailty (see figures 1, 2, j). For MC (female) in many cases

the peak intensity of the stressed vowel was higher than the unstressed

vowel, but they were nearly equal in almost one third of the examples.

Intensity tends to even out when there is another stressed syllable in

the utterance (fig. 4, KM /xdros/; PK /p£pas/, /papas/). In Wodarz'

(l96l) study of intensity traces of Polish words in isolation, the

female subject showed less of an intensity difference than his male
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subjects. It could be that the intensity meter is less sensitive to

intensity differences in a higher frequency signal. Wodarz found that

intensity correlated with stress in Polish only when pitch and vowel

quality were equalized. In the nonsense words 'pita and 'puta (with

intonation _ ) the stressed /i/ and /u/ were of lower intensity than

the unstressed /a/. However, in a comparable example from my data,

/ta-fistfkja-tu/ 'his pistachio nuts', the stressed /i/ was quite a

bit more intense than unstressed /a/ for PK and KM (a difference of

4 and 6 dB respectively), though it was only slightly more intense

for EM (2 dB) and about equal in intensity for MC (see fig. 3). This

may indicate that stress in Greek is 'more dynamic' than in Polish.

Or it may be that in Greek the combination of higher pitch and greater

intensity on the stressed vowel can overcome inherent intensity dif¬

ferences due to vowel quality. In a paradigmatic comparison of the

same vowel quality between each word pair (e.g. /0/ in /pdcja/ and

/poSjd/; /a/ in /p66ja/ and /poSjj/), in the majority of cases the

peak intensity of the stressed vowel is greater than that of the corres¬

ponding unstressed vowel (see fig. l). The prepausal unstressed

vowels /i/ and /u/ are of very low intensity and may trail off into

whisper or creak (especially with male speakers). In most of these

words, the pitch and intensity coincide, with a rising fundamental

frequency accompanying a crescendo in intensity and a falling fundamen¬

tal frequency corresponding to a decrescendo in intensity (though the

intensity drops off much more rapidly than the pitch). Whereas the

fundamental frequency contour was basically the same for all four

speakers, intensity differences varied from speaker to speaker.

2. Fundamental frequency

Within the overall falling pitch contour used by all four
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subjects, the peak in fundamental frequency was reached during the

stressed vowel. When a stressed syllable began with a voiced consonant,

the fundamental frequency contour was rising during the stressed

vowel (it began to rise during the consonant closure), reached a peak

and began to fall either during the stressed syllable or later (see

fig. 1 and fig. 4 /xords/). When it began with a voiceless consonant,

there was a jump up in pitch, the pitch peak often being reached right

at the beginning of the stressed vowel, followed again by a fall

(see figs 2 and 3). The difference in pitch from the end of the pre¬

ceding unstressed vowel to the peak during the stressed vowel was

about 30 to 50 Hz for MC and KM (MC from about 200 to 250 Hz or 190

to 220 Hz; KM from 100 to 140 Hz) and 20 to 30 Hz for PK and DM

(from 120 to 140 Hz). Unstressed syllables were of lower pitch and

often had a falling contour. The most important part of the frequency

contour is the pitch jump or rise between the prestressed and stressed

syllable, since the following pitch fall does not necessarily occur

when other stressed syllables follow in the phrase (fig. 4 KM /zdros/,

/p£pas/).

3. Duration

a. Syllable duration—In paradigmatic comparison, the duration

of a stressed syllable was consistently greater than the same syllable

unstressed for all speakers. The only exception was the first syllable

in /zdros/ and /xords/ which was about the same length for PK and KM

(later tests also show a lengthening influence of /r/ on the preceding

vowel). Stressed syllables were from 1.2 to 1.6 (and occasionally

up to 1.8 for PK and MC) times longer than their unstressed counter¬

parts. Within the same word, the stressed syllable was found to be

longer than the unstressed syllable. The exceptions were due to
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differences in number or type of consonant beginning the syllable.

Thus /-tja/ in /mitja/ was the same or somewhat longer than /ma-/,

and /xo-/ in /xor<5s/ was longer than /t6-/ due to differences in

inherent durations of the consonants. Sometimes these inherent

differences in consonants were compensated by vowel quality differences

so that, for example in /t£ksi/, /ta-/ was still longer than /-ksi/.

In these particular examples, however, when the 'heavier' syllable

was stressed (i.e. /matj£/, /x6ro(s)/, /taksi/) it was quite a bit

longer, in some cases nearly twice as long as the unstressed syllable.

b. Vowel duration—Stressed vowels were consistently longer than

their unstressed counterparts in the same environment. However the

difference was not very great for KM in some word pairs, whereas it

was quite marked for the other subjects (see fig. 4 /pap£s/ KM com¬

pared to PK). The /o/ in /xdros/ vs /xor6s/ was an exception for

KM and PK (fig. 4). The difference in vowel duration is most notice¬

able in the final syllable of these words (the penultimate syllable

of the phonological word when an enclitic is added). For example,

in /p£pas/ PK, vowel durations are 9 - 7 cs, but in /paphs/ 9 - 12 cs

(fig. 4). Unstressed /i/ is particularly affected by stress in this

position (in the post-stressed syllable) where in a voiceless context

it may be omitted altogether (by DM and PK; fig. 5)•

/i-taksi-tu/ /to-taksf-tu/
DM 10 0 7 5 cs

KM 10 2.5 6 7 cs

However, before the stressed syllable, /i/ is not as reduced in length

(fig. 2):
/ta-fistfkja-tu/ /i-fistikj£-tu/

DM 4 6 9 5 2 11 cs

KM 567 6 5 12 cs

Within the same word, the stressed vowel was usually longer than the
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unstressed, vowel when the vowels were of a similar degree of closeness

(as /a/, /o/, /e/), but the stressed high vowel /£/, though considerably-

lengthened, was not usually longer than unstressed /a/ (but it was

longer for PK /fistxkja/ and MC /taksf/).
c. Consonant duration—The voiceless stops and fricatives /p/,

/t/, /k/, /st/ were usually longer at the beginning of a stressed

syllable than at the beginning of their unstressed counterpart (e.g.

fig. 2—KM /fistfk.ja/, /fistik.W; fig. 4—PK /papas/, /napis/).
But /tj/, /kj/, /x/, /ks/, /r/, /n/, and /m/ did not show any regular

difference in duration (but there is speaker to speaker variation as

can be seen in fig. 2—/kj/ in /fistfk.ia/ is noticeably shortened for

DM, but not for KM and MC). Quality may be more important than duration:

for KM the friction in /si/, /ks/ and /x/ was of greater intensity in

the stressed syllable even when there was no difference in duration

(fig. 2 /fistfk.ia/, fig. 3 /taksf/. fig. 4 /xdros/). Within the same

word there was no correlation of consonant duration and stress, except

in the case of /papas/ and /pap£s/ where the same consonant appeared

in successive syllables. In these two words, /p/ was longer at the

beginning of the stressed syllable (fig. 4).

d. Quality—(Spectrographic results will be given in connection

with test B where all the vowels are represented.) To the ear, the

stressed syllables sound more clearly articulated and the vowel qualities

more distinct than the unstressed syllables. The vowel /a/ is more

front and open when stressed, closer to cardinal [a], especially after

palatalized consonants, and somewhat backer and centralized when

unstressed. But to some extent this depends on neighboring consonants:

the first /a/ in /mitja/ and /matja/ is backer than the one after the

palatalized consonant in both cases. The centralization of /a/ was
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most noticeable in the word /papas/ in which it was pronounced very

quickly so that it was difficult to even hear its exact quality. The

difference in stressed and unstressed fof seemed to be mainly due to

the difference in duration, unstressed /of not lasting long enough

to develop a clear [o] quality (possibly because of less lip rounding).
Similarly with /i/, the unstressed vowel is said so quickly and weakly

(or incompletely voiced) that it is difficult to get a clear audible

impression of it. In contrast to a language like English (and Russian),

the quality differences are very small, the differences between the

vowels being maintained even in unstressed syllables even if the

'auditory space* between them is reduced (at least for the standard

language). At a normal speed it is often difficult for the ear to

separate out the effects of loudness, quality, and length, which all

combine to give the impression of unstressed vowels being less distinct

than stressed vowels. The quality of the consonants in this brief

word list was not heard as being significantly different in stressed

and unstressed syllables. The voiceless stops are perhaps 'tenser'

and held a bit longer at the beginning of a stressed syllable. (There

does not seem to be a correlation of aspiration and stress—for PK

the phrase-initial /k/ in /kalds/ was more aspirated than non-initial

stressed /o-k£los/.) Fricatives may have stronger friction associated

with them at the beginning of stressed syllables, voiced fricatives

becoming more like approxi merits and more fully voiced when unstressed

(fig. 1 /pdoja/). The differences in consonants are quite small and

require even more careful listening than for the vowels.

Judging from these preliminary results of isolated words, where

sentence stress and word stress coincide, there are clearly large

differences between stressed and unstressed syllables that affect all
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parts of the syllable. The goal of the following sections is to see

just how great the differences are in more normal sentence and. para¬

graph length utterances with various intonation patterns and where

meaning ana perhaps overall rhythm create additional pressures on

phonetic realization. The only way to see the role of any one factor

is to try to vary it while keeping all else constant. Of course,

this is impossible since a change in the position of the accent or

in the makeup of the syllable on which it falls always entails a change

in meaning. The goal of this study is not to show which factor is most

important in Greek, but rather to show which factors take over under

varying circumstances and how they interact with each other and with

other variables to ensure that an accented syllable is actually per¬

ceived as such.

E. Loudness and Intensity

1. Stress and loudness

Stressed syllables have often been described as being 'louder'

than unstressed syllables. To phoneticians who have defined stress

mainly from the speaker's point of view (as an activity of the speaker),

this has been seen as an effect or result of stress, and has not

figured as a primary characteristic in their definitions of stress.

The link between increased physiological effort on the part of the

speaker and an increase in loudness for the hearer was seen as fairly

strong in the early days of phonetics. Sweet (1877:57-8, 1890:44—5,

in Henderson, ed. 1971:131-132) describes the relationship as follows:

when we say, therefore, that one sound, or group of sounds,
is uttered with more force [=stress] than another, as in com¬
paring the first with the second syllable of heavy, we mean that
in its utterance the air is expelled from the lungs with a
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greater muscular effort, that in consequence the size of the
resulting sound-waves is greater, producing an effect of greater
loudness on the ear.

Wallin (1901:10) believed that "centroids" (stress points) were charac¬

terized by increases in amplitude (^loudness), length (=duration),

and pitch changes. In listening carefully to phonograph records, he

tried to isolate these three characteristics to see which elements

were predominant and concluded that loudness was the most frequent

element and ranked highest as any one element used alone, duration was

next, and pitch last (Wallin, 1901:17-18). For the American struc¬

turalists (Bloomfield, 1953; Bloch and Trager, 1942; Trager and Smith,

1951; Hockett, 1958), stress (a phonemic entity for them) was charac¬

terized primarily in terms of relative loudness. Stress and loudness

were often used synonymously: Bloomfield (1933:110-111) says

Stress—that is, intensity or loudness—consists in greater
amplitude of sound-waves, and is produced by means of more
energetic movements, such as pumping more breath, bringing
the vocal chords together for voicing, and using the muscles
more vigorously for oral articulations.

Thus stress was defined primarily from the hearer's point of view.

The direct correspondence between increased physiological effort,

greater physical amplitude or intensity, and increased perceptual

loudness was called into question as instrumental phonetics and psy¬

chology developed. Jones (1960:245) only claimed that stress "generally

gives the objective impression of loudness"; he notes that

cases do occur where a strong stress fails to give much carrying
power to a sound, and therefore fails to make it objectively
prominent. A strong stress may even occur on a silence, e.g.
on the stop of a voiceless plosive" (1960:245, footnote 1).

Even very early on, the connection between loudness and stress was

doubted by some: Coleman (1914:18) noted that "at the moment of

putting on full stress one may sink one's voice to a whisper."

Whether stressed syllables can be conceived of as louder than
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unstressed syllables depends on whether we are thinking of syllables

bearing the main sentence stress (as in citation forms) or of stressed

syllables in other parts of an utterance as well. For American struc¬

turalists, degrees of (phonemic) stress correspond to different degrees

of loudness. According to Hockett (l958:50)» English has four levels

of relative loudness or prominence which may be accounted for by two

stress phonemes: primary stress at the center of the intonation contour

(most prominent), primary stress elsewhere, secondary stress, and mi-

stressed (least prominent). Trubetzkoy (1969:205) talks about degrees

of force in sentences for Czech and German, but for Russian he says

(1969:206):

Sentence constituents not affected by sentence stress generally
do not show any expiratory increment on etymologically accented
syllables. These syllables nevertheless remain distinct from
etymologically unaccented syllables, on the one hand because
they are somewhat longer, and on the other because their vowels
are not subject to qualitative reduction. It can therefore be
said that the qualitative and quantitative difference between
vowels of accented and unaccented syllables is phonologically
relevant for word stress in Russian, but that differences in ex¬

piratory force between the accented syllables of individual syn¬
tactic constituents are phonologically relevant for sentence
stress.

Svetozarova (1978:93) had three phoneticians mark stress in Russian

sentences on which white noise had been superimposed and concludes

that "the identification of word stress is poor in those parts of a

sentence and types of intonation contour where intonation characteris¬

tics proper are vague and do not contribute to the expression of word

stress."

Thus, whereas stressed syllables may be louder than unstressed

syllables, this is a general correspondence only and should be less

marked or even non-existent when stressed syllables are not reinforced

by the intonation contour. As we saw earlier, some linguists have

said that stressed syllables in Greek are louder than unstressed
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syllables. However, it seems likely that they were referring to citation

forms. In isolated words with a single stressed syllable, the stressed

syllable is clearly heard as being louder than surrounding unstressed

syllables, especially compared to following unstressed syllables,

which sound very 'soft' and may be whispered or creaky. The intensity

traces of word pairs for the majority of speakers clearly support

this perception. However, in continuous speech it is very difficult

to say which sounds are 'louder' than others. Crystal (1969:118,

quoting Stevens and Davis, 1938) says loudness is '"that aspect of

auditory sensation in terms of which sounds may be ordered on a scale

running from "soft" to "loud"'." Although we may be able to judge

the relative loudness of two tones (of the same pitch and quality)

or two whole sentences (for which the limits are 'speak up, I can't

hear you* and 'there's no need to shout'), within a single sentence

it is hard to know what one is judging. In fact, large variations

in loudness within a sentence would be very unesthetic and tiresome

to listen to. As Coleman (1914:18) aptly notes:

If one says a word simply louder than the rest of a sentence,
it merely surprises. Thus if one says 'He was always discontented'
with the word 'always' merely loud, it seems to suggest that
one has been suddenly punched in the chest, or had a hand re¬
moved from one's mouth and quickly clamped on again.

If one takes 'loudness' to mean a general impression of greater pro¬

minence, then we can say that stressed syllables in Greek which also

carry sentence stress appear 'louder' than unstressed syllables. This

is a wholistic judgement and includes prominence by means of higher

or lower pitch and increased length. If loudness means the impression

we have based on our kinesthetic feeling that more effort went into

the production of stressed syllables, this can to some extent be iso¬

lated from pitch and length, and we can say that all stressed syllables

in Greek appear to be pronounced with more effort. However, the effort
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involved, in continuous speech seems to me to be not a feeling of a

stronger push of air, a 'ballistic' type movement (Pike, 1967:594),

but rather of more control in articulation, of greater precision,

firmer articulation (perhaps greater 'tension'), and a more sus¬

tained effort than that which goes into producing unstressed syllables.

2. Loudness and -physical intensity

According to Pry (1968:584), "the chief physical correlate

of loudness is the intensity of sounds." However, intensity as

measured by instruments does not correspond exactly to our perception

of loudness. Intensity is measured in decibels, a unit of measure¬

ment which is based on the ratio of the powers of sounds (the power

depends on the square of the amplitude, the variation in air pressure

above or below normal air pressure) with reference to a standard

minimum reference level of a sound just below the quietest sound

that we can hear.'' Steps in the decibel scale are supposed to cor¬

respond to equal increments in loudness as the power of a sound in¬

creases. Ladefoged (1962:85) says "there is at the most a 1C$ error

involved in equating our impressions of differences in loudness with

actual differences in decibels between sounds." Although the decibel

scale is fixed in relation to a particular reference level, our per¬

ception of loudness is to some extent dependent on the fundamental

frequency, frequency components or spectrum, and duration of a sound.

Very high or very low notes must have higher intensity than those in

a middle range for us to be able to hear them at all (Ladefoged, 1962:85).

Because the sensitivity of the ear varies according to frequency,

See Ladefoged, 1962:79-68, and Lehiste, 1970:111-116, for
further discussion of the complicated relations between amplitude,
intensity and loudness in complex sounds.
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"of two sounds of equal intensity but of different frequency, one

may be subjectively louder than the other if it falls into a frequency

range at which the ear is more sensitive" (Lehiste, 1970:114). Just

how great this effect has on the range of frequencies used in speech

is not clear as no studies have been done relating fundamental fre¬

quency in speech to loudness. In speech we are dealing with complex

sounds in which there is acoustic energy present at a number of dif¬

ferent frequencies according to the quality of that sound. Loudness

is dependent on the particular frequency structure or spectrum of a

sound because the loudness of a complex tone is equal to the sum of

loudnesses of its components (Lehiste, 1970:114). This effect was

studied by Lehiste and Peterson (1959) with American English vowels.

It was found that vowel sounds which were produced with the same sub¬

jective effort were judged to be equally loud even though their measured

amplitude on a VU meter varied by as much as 5 dB. When these vowels

were mixed with others which were consciously pronounced to have the

same YU level, those which required more effort to produce (the high

vowels /i/ and /u/) were judged by listeners to be louder than others

pronounced with normal effort (such as /a/ and /o/) but with greater

objective amplitude. Thus, it seems that listeners are judging loud¬

ness by the relative amount of effort it takes to produce the parti¬

cular vowel sound and not by the objective amplitude. Vowels have

different intrinsic intensities which are taken into account by a

listener in judging relative loudness. Lehiste and Peterson (1959)

recorded a series of words in American English containing different

vowel nuclei to establish their inherent intensities; a range of 5 dB

was found to occur in these vowels bearing sentence stress, from /i/

with the lowest intensity to /a/, /o/ and the diphthongs /ai/, /au/,
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/oi/ having the highest "intensity (peak levels compared). F6nagy

(1966:232-233) found a range of 12 dB from /u:/ to /a:/ in isolated

disyllabic words and a range of 6-7 dB in carelessly spoken words

in Hungarian. Wodarz (l96l) criticizes Jassem (1959) for not having

taken into account pitch and vowel quality when he concluded that

intensity played no important role in Polish accent. He believes that

any linguistic evaluation of intensity curves is untenable unless it

takes into account inherent loudness ("spezifische Lautstfirke") and

pitch ("TonhShe") (Wodarz, 1961:189-190).
Studies with pure tones have also shown that duration has some

influence on loudness: "for values up to about 0.5 sec. increasing

duration produces an increase in loudness for sounds of the same

intensity"(Fry, 1968:384, based on B£k4sy, 1933, and Lifshitz, 1936).

Fry (1968:384) believes that this effect is probably not as pronounced

with complex sounds, "but even so some influence of duration on loud¬

ness is to be expected in speech, particularly for short lived sounds

such as the fricative portion of plosives and affricates and the

unstressed vowels." However, I am not sure why he limits the effect

to these very short sounds when whole syllables have durations of

well under 50 cs. Bolinger (1958:115, summarizing Pollack, 1958)

says that for noises longer than 10 cs there is little change in

loudness when duration is increased (with silences between noises

under 33 cs, as in speech). Lehiste (1970:115) reports Miller (1948)

to have found an influence of duration on loudness for short bursts

of noise lasting up to 1 sec, but for intense noises only up to 6.5 cs.

She reports Small, Brandt, and Cox (1962) to have found loudness

independent of duration for noise bursts above 5 cs for a 10 dB

sensation level, decreasing to 1.5 cs for a 60 dB sensation level
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(ordinary speech is in the range 50 to 60 dB). Although these experi¬

ments give conflicting results and. it is not certain how well they

apply to speech, it seems to me quite likely that duration would affect

the perception of loudness, particularly for unstressed vowels (ave¬

raging 5-6 cs in Greek) and possibly for stressed and unstressed

syllables as well, which in continuous speech have average durations

of under 20 cs. From my own personal experience, I doubt whether

one can separate one's perception of duration and loudness in evalu¬

ating unstressed syllables in Greek sentences said at a normal rate

of speech.

A problem in measurement is just how long a period should be

used over which to measure the acoustic energy. (How independent

our perception of loudness is from duration is essentially the same

question with respect to the ear's capacity to integrate acoustic

energy over time.) Some investigators have used the maximum inten¬

sity level, the peak occurring during a sound, and others the mean

intensity level over time. In this study, measurements of intensity

refer to the peak level occurring during the vowel portion of the

syllable (this usually occurs at the beginning of a syllable, but

not always, especially when a vowel is preceded by a sonorant).

However, nasals and laterals had intensity levels that were similar

to vowels and sometimes even greater. There seemed to be some influ¬

ence of neighboring consonants on the intensity of a vowel (Lehiste

and Peterson, 1959:452, also found this with respect to American

English, which is why they chose to use peak levels to represent

the amplitude of the vowel).

In conclusion, I think we can use intensity traces to give us

a general indication of relative loudness as long as we are comparing
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vowels which are not too different in quality and pitch. The main

problem is knowing just how big a difference in decibels is actually

noticeable in speech. The just discriminable difference is approxi¬

mately ± 1 dB (Lehiste, 1970:116, based on Flanagan's 1957 work on

judgements of overall amplitude of synthetic vowels). Lehiste and

Peterson (1959*434) found an amplitude difference of 2 dB between the

stressed and unstressed syllable in English 'pervertpervert', where

vowel quality remains constant, but the stressed syllable most likely

begins on a higher pitch as it was said with sentence stress. In

perception tests with synthetic speech, Morton and Jassem (1965)
found a 3 dB difference had no effect on perception when all else

remained constant in nonsense words judged by native English speakers.

Fry (1955) found that vowel intensity played a role in identifying

sentence stress in English synthesized word pairs of the type 16bject':

'object' when pitch was held constant. The smallest step he used was

5 dB, and this amount of change in intensity level caused a change in

the overall number of 'noun' judgements. In the corpus of utterances

by native speakers done in preparation for the perception test, he

found considerable variation from speaker to speaker in both overall

intensity level and intensity ratio between the two vowels (Fry, 1955t

765; all the word pairs had a change in vowel quality as well).

In most studies where intensity and stress are discussed,

intensity can only be said to correlate with sentence stress, as words

are either said in isolation or put in a frame such as 'Say the word

again' or 'Where is the accent in ?' In this study I would

also like to investigate if there is any relation between intensity

and normal word stress. It has already been seen that in isolated

phrases where the test word could be said to have sentence stress,
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even when different vowel qualities are involved. To what extent

does this correlation still hold under different intonation contours,

in different positions in the utterance, and when the test word is

not at the center of the intonation contour?

3. Intensity and stress in Greek

a. 'Papas' sentences

In these sentences where vowel quality and syllable initial

consonant were held constant, a correlation of greater intensity on

the stressed syllable was seen for all three speakers, especially

when the first syllable in the word was stressed and intensity peaks

of successive syllables are compared. For one speaker, OS, this

correlation was especially strong: the stressed vowel was more

intense than the preceding or following unstressed vowel in every

sentence except one, in most cases by 2 to 10 dB (see table l). The

intensity difference between the two vowels was greater when the first

syllable was stressed than when the second syllable was stressed (in

/p£pas/, /a/ was from 4 to 23 dB more intense than /a/; in /papas/,

/&/ was from 1 to 15 dB more intense than /a/, except in one example

where it was 1 dB less intense). Both DM and KM (who also had lower

pitched voices) showed less extreme differences in intensity between

the stressed and unstressed vowel (tables 2 and 3). The first syllable

when stressed was usually more intense than the second (unstressed)

syllable, but when the second syllable was stressed, intensity levels

were often nearly the same. In listening to some of these instances

of 'equal intensity', I heard the second syllable as louder than the

first. If we hypothesize an underlying diminishing intensity as a
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phrase is said"', then the contrast is between a sharp drop in inten¬

sity (the first syllable is perceived as louder) versus a sustaining,

or not letting the intensity fall off as rapidly as it would naturally

(the second syllable is perceived as louder—there is actually a net

increase in intensity relative to a falling curve):

underlying intensity /p4pas/ /pap£s/
curve (stronger at first syllable second syllable
the beginning) perceived as louder perceived as louder

Figure 5 shows intensity curves for the three speakers for a typical

example where the test word is at the beginning of the utterance.

Greater intensity did not always accompany higher fundamental

frequency. From table 1 OS (a), we can see that in the five sentences

with /p£pas/ where the unstressed syllable was considerably higher

pitched (20 to 90 Hz) than the stressed syllable (numbers 3» 6, 10,

17, 20), the stressed syllable was more intense (by 6 to 10 cLB), thus

possibly compensating for a pitch contour which often occurs with the

stress pattern of /pap£s/. Figure 6, examples 17 a and b, show this

shift of intensity with stress when in both words the second syllable

has a rising fundamental frequency. One could still claim that the

pitch pattern is enough to distinguish the two words since the rise

begins low in /pap4s/. However, looking at fig. 6—6a compared to 3b,

in both words there is a jump up in pitch on the second syllable, yet

the intensity curves are very different. This is less striking for

DM, who used a smaller range of both pitch and intensity, yet there

are a number of examples of /papas/ where higher fundamental frequency

(10 to 15 Hz) is accompanied by a drop in intensity (of 3 to 5 dB) on

^Nikolayeva (1978:72) proposes this kind of a scheme for the
word in Russian; he says there is "a descending line of intensity in
a word: with strong position in the beginning and weak position at
the end of the word."
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the second, syllable (table 3 (a), 3» 6, 7, 17). This tendency is not

seen in KM, who avoided using rising pitch on the unstressed syllable

in /papas/ except in number 17 (question) where there is no difference

in maximum intensity levels (table 2a).

With a level fundamental frequency contour or a slight drop on

the second syllable, the intensity was still greater on the stressed

syllable for OS (table 1(a), 9, 13, 16, 18, 11; table 1(b), 9, 13, 16,

18, but not 1l). The correlation is not so clear for KM and DM since

the intensity of the stressed syllable in /pap£s/ was not always

greater than the unstressed syllable (see fig. 7 comparing OS and KM).

Thus for KM (table 2) /p£pas/ sentences 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, which have

nearly level Fq, have intensity ratios -4 to -10 dB, but the correspond¬
ing /pap£s/ sentences (9, 10, 13, 16, 18) have intensity ratios -3 to

1 dB. For DM (table 3) /papas/ sentences 13 and 16 have intensity

ratios -2 to -5 dB, and the corresponding /papas/ sentences have a

0 to 1 dB ratio. Whereas there is a net change in intensity ratio

when pitch is neutralized, the stressed second syllable is nearly

equal or slightly less intense than the first syllable (fig. 7, KM).

Thus we can conclude that in modern Greek fundamental frequency

and intensity do not necessarily go together. Greater intensity is

found on the stressed syllable than the following unstressed syllable

averaging about 9 dB (os), 5 dB (KM), 4 dB (DM) in disyllabic words

said with various intonation patterns and in a number of positions

in the utterance. However, when the stressed syllable is compared

with the preceding unstressed syllable, the difference is less—about

6 dB (OS), 2 dB (KM), 0 dB (DM). Even though the difference in

successive syllables is not great in the latter case for KM and DM,

the two stress patterns are still distinct with a net change in intensity
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ratio of 7 d3 (from -5 to 2 dB) for KH and 4 dB (-4 to 0 dB) for DMf

compared to a net change of 15 dB for OS (-9 to 6 dB). Position in

utterance is important. The greatest intensity difference occurs

in final position with a falling pitch pattern; one can clearly hear

a loudness difference here between the stressed syllable and following

unstressed syllable(s) which may be whispered or said in a low creaky

voice. It is just in these cases that both pitch and length may be

inadequate cues to stress, since the pitch fall often extends over

several syllables and syllables are lengthened before pause. In

medial position where pitch is neutralized (level) there is a consistent

net change in intensity with stress which is usually greater than in

initial and medial position when the stressed syllable is accompanied

by a rise in pitch. Thus there seems to be some kind of compensation

so that intensity differences are greatest where fundamental frequency

and duration cues may be ambiguous.

bo Stressed and unstressed vowels

In these sentences where the stressed syllable occurred in the

second word in the utterance and where there was a level or falling

pitch on the test word, a general correlation of the stressed syllable

with greater intensity was found when the first syllable was stressed.

This was true for the majority of words stressed on the first syllable

for four speakers (KM, DM, MG, PK). In most examples, vowel quality

differed by at most one degree of openness (i-o, o-a). The exceptions

were mostly cases where a stressed high vowel was followed by an

unstressed more open vowel, as in /diilepsa/ (DM, KM), /kftakse/ (DM,

MC), /zfmosa/ (KM). Unstressed /i/ and /u/ as the second vowel were

of very low intensity, especially between voiceless consonants, and

were omitted or devoiced entirely by all four speakers in /zftisa/,
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/akusa/, /md&isa/, /lipifiika/, ana by at least some speakers in /pdtisa/,

/pdtisa/, /kaSisa/, /ardstisa/, /xtipisa/, /fov£6ika/, /skdpisa/

(see figure 8, /kaSisa/).

When the second syllable was stressed, however, it was in many

cases of equal or somewhat lower intensity than the first syllable

(it was often of lower pitch as well). When the stressed vowel was

closer than the unstressed vowel (as in /me8£sane/, /akdsane/,

/potfsane/) it usually was not of greater intensity (however, in this

environment, unstressed /i/ or /u/ would be of very low intensity).

But there are also a number of words where the stressed vowel is of

the same quality or more open than the unstressed vowel and still of

lower intensity. The quality of the consonant beginning the syllable

seems to have some effect on the intensity of the vowel so that it

is difficult to compare successive syllables beginning with different

consonants. The maximum intensity level is often reached during the
I

consonant when a syllable begins with /m/, /n/, or /l/, rather than

during the vowel, even though perceptually the vowel may still sound

more prominent. This increase in intensity may be due to a harmonic

coinciding with the frequency of one of the lower formants (Lehiste,

1970:123-124)• Thus, even though vowel quality remained the same,

there was little difference in intensity between the vowels

in both /xalasa/ and /xaldsane/ (see fig. 8). Vowels before /r/

were more intense regardless of stress (/bordsane/, /fordsane/).

There was little difference in intensity levels of the first two vowels

in both /pddepse/ and /peddpsane/ even though the same vowel quality

was in both syllables, whereas intensity correlated with stress in

both /skdtosa/ and /skotdsane/ where both syllables begin with voice¬

less consonants (fig. 8).
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Figure 8
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Thus, both vowel and consonant quality need to be taken into

account when comparing maximum intensity levels. The close vowels

/i/ and /u/ show the greatest difference in intensity level as a

function of stress. Differences in intensity levels as a function of

stress are less marked in the case of the opener vowels. Although on

the whole stressed is more intense than the following unstressed

and in contrast to stressed being about the same as unstressed

V.j, the difference in intensity levels is not great in these sentences
(except when = /i/ or /u/). There are large differences between

speakers and even at times in the repetition of a sentence by the

same speaker. Both position in utterance and phonetic quality of

vowels and consonants may outweigh any effects due to stress on

intensity levels. However, it must be remembered that these sentences

were constructed in such a way so that the test words did not receive

sentence stress, but immediately followed a word with sentence stress.

.(Both /eyd/ and /afti/ said with sentence stress and higher pitch on

the stressed syllable showed a clear correlation of stress and inten¬

sity, as can be seen in fig. 8).

c. Secondary accent

The contrast between an unstressed word-final vowel and the same

vowel when it acquires stress through secondary accent occurred with

two different intonation patterns. In both intonation patterns the

secondarily accented vowel receives the primary stress of the phonologi¬

cal word. We can compare the intensity ratio of Y^ to Y^ when the
final vowel (V^) is unstressed (thus o:a in /pukamiso/ to the intensity
ratio Y^:V. when V_ is stressed (6:a in /pukamis<5-tu/) to see if Y_5 13 — ~ 3

has undergone a net increase in intensity relative to Y^ when it
becomes stressed. In this way the difference in vowel quality between
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and. and the overall intensity level of each particular sentence

will not affect the results.

When the test word appeared as the first word in the sentence,

unstressed V, was about the same average pitch as stressed V. (V.
3 1 1

rising and falling Fq, e.g. /(pu)kami so/ x ""), but much lower
than when it was stressed (V^ rising and a jump down in F^,
e*g« /(pu)kdmis6-tu/^ v )(see fig. 9—2a, 2c). For OS there was

a large net increase in intensity (averaging about 5 dB for /o/,

/a/, /e/ as V^) when was stressed regardless of its lower fre¬
quency (fig. 9—2a, 2c). However, neither KM nor NP showed any

regular (in all sentences) net increase in intensity of when it

was stressed, lower pitch usually being accompanied by lower intensity.

OS omitted unstressed /i/ in /i-sfstasi_ tu-xrfstu/ and /i-kdrasi tu-

peSjd/ and thus there was a large net increase in intensity when /i/

was stressed; but KM and NP did not (see fig. 10).

When the test word appeared medially (after the verb) in the

sentence, was about the same pitch as in both sentences (V^
rising, level or slightly falling as in /(pu)kdmiso/ ' "" " ;

level or rising and f^ rising as in /(pu)kami.s6-tu/ ^ N ;
see fig. 9—2d and 2b, and fig. 11). All three speakers usually

showed a net increase in intensity when was stressed in this position

in the utterance, but it was small for /a/, /o/, /e/ (averaging about

2 dB for KM and NP and 3 dB for OS; see fig. 11). Both NP and KM

showed a larger increase in intensity when fundamental frequency

increased. Unstressed /i/ was more likely to be omitted in this posi¬

tion for all three speakers in /i-sfstasi. (sto)/, /i-kdrasi. (to)/,

/i-ep£skepsi_ (sto)/, which meant that the net increase in intensity

for /f/ when it was stressed was greater than for the other vowels.
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OS even devoiced unstressed /of in /pukimis£ (sti)/ so that there was

a large net increase in intensity when /o/ was stressed in this word

as well (fig. 9—2d).

d. Continuous texts

As migfct be expected, the correlation of stress with increased

intensity is not very evident in continuous texts: there is no way

of identifying all and only the stressed syllables simply by looking

at the intensity trace. In looking at text 2 read by OS, HP, and KM,

we notice again that whereas often OS has large intensity differences

between neighboring stressed and unstressed vowels, both KM and IIP

use a much more restricted range in intensity, and there is no clear

correlation sentence medially. In the spontaneous speech of OS and

KM the intensity of vowels with the same quality in the same or adja¬

cent feet were compared. There was visually a greater intensity on

the stressed vowel than a neighboring unstressed vowel (especially

in an immediately following unstressed syllable), but the difference

was not very large medially (1 to 2 dl) and varied quite a bit.

(Fundamental frequency did not seem to have a significant effect on

intensity.) In both the texts and spontaneous speech there was a

very good correlation between stress and intensity for all speakers

in the last word before a pause. There was a very large drop in

intensity after the last stressed syllable, especially with a falling

intonation pattern (see fig. 12). The difference was greatest when

the stressed vowel was the same height or more open than the unstressed

vowel, but the stressed vowel was still more intense even when it was

closer than the following unstressed vowel (fig. 13). There is a

very strong tendency for unstressed vowels (particularly high vowels)
to lose their voicing in this position, especially in a voiceless
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environment, or to be said in a low creaky voice (KM) as the voice

drops off sharply in intensity and frequency (fig. 14 /apo0fki/).
When there is a rise in pitch before pause, OS and KM still showed

a correlation of intensity and stress, though for NP the high pitched

unstressed syllable was about the same or only slightly lower in

intensity than the preceding lower pitched stressed syllable (fig. 14

/airtksi/; NP also has more prepausal lengthening than OS or KM here).

e. Conclusion

Stressed vowels are generally more intense (when peak intensities

are compared) than immediately following unstressed vowels of the same

height or less open. There is a great deal of variability within and

across speakers. Some speakers tend to use a great range in intensity

and others a very limited range. Position in utterance and vowel and

consonant quality may influence intensity. Higher pitch is not neces¬

sarily accompanied by greater intensity though it may be when large

pitch differences are involved. But this does not mean that the

increase in pitch 'causes' the intensity difference, but that in a

strongly stressed syllable higher pitch as well as greater intensity

may both be used. Some speakers (NP) show a greater correlation of

increased intensity and higher Fq than others (OS). The differences
in intensity medially in an utterance are not great, so that although

we can say stressed vowels are usually more intense than unstressed

vowels, it is quite possible that these differences of 1 or 2 dB

would not be perceived in listening to speech at its normal rate

as differences in loudness, though they probably contribute to overall

quality. The peak intensity in fact may not be a very good measure,

and different results may be obtained by comparing average intensity-

levels over an entire syllable. But the very large difference in
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intensity between the last stressed syllable before pause and fol¬

lowing unstressed syllables would surely be noticeable and contribute

to our perception of stress in this position. One of the reasons for

the devoicing of final vowels, particularly /i/ and /u/ may be this

very large drop in intensity."' Although increased intensity on a

stressed syllable may reflect a difference in production on the part

of the speaker, its role is probably rather limited in perception

except in prepausal position.

F. Pitch and Fundamental Frequency

1. Stress and pitch

As was seen in chapter V.A, Kirambel (1949:18, 1959:28),

Pernot (1907:55), and Tzermias (1969:27) have all claimed that stressed

vowels in Greek are generally higher pitched than unstressed vowels.

For English, the correlation has usually been considered to be one

not of stressed syllables and high pitch, but of stressed syllables

and a "change of direction of melodic curve" (Classe, 1959:18).

Recent experimental work has led many people to believe that 'pitch'

(often not specified any further) is the most important characteristic

of stressed syllables, at least from the listener's point of view.

Perception tests using isolated words or words bearing sentence stress

in short utterances have shown that changes in fundamental frequency

have a greater effect on naive listeners' judgements of which syllable

is stressed than changes in duration and intensity (Fry, 1958; Morton

and Jassem, 1965; and other experiments reported in Lehiste, 1970:125-

"*This is probably related to a drop in subglottal pressure and
consequently a reduction in volume-velocity through the glottis so that
it is below the critical volume-velocity necessary for the production
of voice (Catford, 1977:100).
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131 on English, Polish, French, Swedish, and Serbo-Croatian). Lehiste

(1970:153) concludes that "the perception of stressedness appears to

be based on a number of factors, the most influential of which is

fundamental frequency." When synthetic versions of the word 'subject'

with level fundamental frequency on each syllable (in step changes of

5 to 90 Hz) were presented to listeners, Fry (1958:145) found that

"so long as the resulting pitch change is easily perceptible to the

listener, he tends to judge a higher syllable as more stressed, but

the magnitude of the pitch change makes little contribution to his

judgement". In words with level fundamental frequency on one syllable

and a rising or falling fundamental frequency on the other, two-thirds

of the inflected syllables were judged as stressed regardless of whether

they were rising or falling (Fry, 1958:150). Jassem (1959:269), after

examining continuous texts in Polish, concludes that "relations in

pitch" are the most important characteristic of Polish stress, though

these "relations" tend to be rather complicated. In Pike's analysis

of American English, the stress group and the intonation contour have

always been intimately connected; he uses the term "stress-pitch contour"

and says "the rhythm unit is an emic [phonologically distinctive ] stress

group which contains, in addition to its abdominal-pulse peak (the

stress) certain pitch phonemes as relevant contrastive-identificational

features" (Pike, 1967:398). F6nagy (1966:243) generalizes from his

work in Hungarian that "stress perception seemed to be conditioned

essentially by pitch patterns simulating greater effort." Bolinger

(1958) considers pitch to be the primary indicator of 'stress' to

listeners and suggests renaming it 'pitch accent'. However, in all

of his listening tests 'stress' means sentence stress or tonic, so that

it is not surprising that pitch turns out to be the most important
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factor in identifying the tonic syllable or center of the intonation

contour ("the stress that I shall use as an example is the most pro¬

minent one in each of the utterances tested" Bolinger, 1958:113). This

demonstrates the importance of determining exactly which syllables

are identified by an investigator as 'stressed' in an utterance.

Bolinger (1958:116) had listeners choose the "major stress" in sen¬

tences such as

"Wouldn't it be easier to w£it?" or

"Wouldn't it be Easier to wait?"

and then uses these results to draw conclusions about stress in general

("tests with both natural and artificial speech have shown that the

primary cue of what is usually termed STRESS in the utterance is pitch

prominence" 1958:149). "Stress" is equated with "major stress"

(although this term implies the existence of some kind of 'minor stress'

which he does not discuss).

Other phoneticians (including myself) would say that there are

normally three stressed syllables in the above example, e.g.

"Wouldn't it be Easier to w£it?"

and when looking for acoustic correlates of stress, we must discover

what all three of these syllables have in common and how they differ

from the other, unstressed, syllables in the utterance. One could

argue that only the syllable that receives the sentence stress is

actually stressed (would be clearly identified as stressed by listeners),

and that the other syllables, though lexically accented, are not realized

as stressed. If we then say that sentence stress is the only kind of

stress which has a phonetic correlate, and that word accent is never

realized phonetically unless it coincides with sentence stress, we

can say that pitch prominence is the primary concomitant of stress.

But if we believe that we may perceive in an utterance other 'stressed'
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syllables with no pitch prominence, we must conclude that if sentence

stress necessarily implies pitch prominence, there must be a stress

system quite separate from sentence stress, and that sentence stress

forms part of a separate system—intonation. This view is supported

by the results from chapter V.C: when naive Greek subjects and a

phonetically trained subject who knew no Greek were asked to indicate

the stressed syllables in a continuous text in Greek, they marked many

more than simply the sentence stresses. Stress can not be equated

with sentence stress; although the rhythmic system and intonation

system overlap, they are not the same thing.

In the examination of words in isolation (chap. V.D), it was

found that stressed syllables in Greek had a higher peak fundamental

frequency than unstressed syllables, and this was quite regular for

all speakers. However, it can not be said that the shape of the

pitch contour itself distinguished the word pairs. The contour was

the same in both words—a rise followed by a fall. The difference

between the words had to do with the location of the contour in rela¬

tion to the segmental makeup of each word—the contour began on the

stressed syllable. We may change the stress pattern without affecting

the tonal contour (or intonation) and visa versa. Bloch and Trager

(1942:35) point out that "import with a louder stress on the first sylla¬

ble is different in meaning from import with a louder stress on the

second, but either of these words means the same thing whether pro¬

nounced with a rising or falling tone." On the word level stress and

any particular pitch pattern can not be directly associated as it can

in a tone or pitch accent language. However, when an intonation pattern

is superimposed on a word, the major pitch changes indicative of that

pattern occur in the neighborhood of the stressed syllable (and not
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just anywhere in the utterance).

Even when 'obtruded' pitch is taken to be the prime cue for

'stress', the pitch pattern in itself can not tell us precisely which

syllable is stressed. Bolinger (1958:130) admits that there are "two

corners" to a pitch pattern L_ which allows for ambiguity of inter¬

pretation. In his system, stress is renamed "pitch accent"'', and he

defines three kinds of "pitch accent": "accent A" is characterized

by "a relative leveling off of the accentable syllable followed by

a relatively abrupt drop ..." (1958:142); in "accent C", "the accentable

syllable is approached from above and skipped down to" (1958:145);

for "accent B", "the characteristic of this accent is upmotion ...

it may be approached from below and skipped up to ... or it may be

approached from a relative level and skipped up from". Correct

identification of his "accents" (sentence stresses) depends on know¬

ledge of which syllables are "accentable" (lexically accented)—this

is not indicated in the pitch pattern itself. The pitch pattern is

defined in relation to the "accentable" syllable, which must be known

by some other means. Thus (examples from Bolinger, 1958:144)

'd° you really

could be either "accent C" if 'real' is stressed, or "accent A" if

'you' is stressed. Similarly,

"It is better to speak of PITCH ACCENT and to leave the term
STRESS to the domain of word stress. In the latter domain, one possible
kind of phonemic stress is POTENTIAL FOR PITCH ACCENT" (Bolinger, 1958:
149). His use of the terms 'accent' and 'stress' are the reverse of
what I have adopted here. He also uses the word "accentable" to mean
a syllable with a 'potential for pitch accent', equivalent to the word
'accented'in my terminology„

2
"Differentiating them [accents A, B, and C] often calls for a

repetorial cue (the user's knowledge of the morphs of his language,
and what syllables have the potential for pitch accent) or a gradient
phonetic cue (length of syllable and grade of vowel)" (Bolinger, 1958:
149)o
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•do you real. ,
xy ♦ • •

requires knowledge by the listener that 'real' is stressed and thus

interprets this as "accent A", rather than interpreting it as "accent

C" with a stressed syllable 'ly'. "Accent B" requires knowledge of

which syllable is stressed as well.
.. really ...1 ., .ly ...''do you 'do you real

The pitch pattern is the same in both cases, but its relationship to

the stressed syllable differs. We need some other kind of knowledge

beyond merely the pitch contour to know that 'real' and not 'you' is

stressed in the first example, and 'real' and not 'ly' in the second.

Thus, we can say that a major pitch change can indicate the vicinity

of a stressed syllable, but it can not tell us which syllable is stressed

in English. For this we either must rely on our knowledge of which

syllables are accented or there must be something else in the speech

signal which indicates this to us. Coleman (1914:14), one of the

first to note the perceptual importance of pitch in indicating 'empha¬

sis ', says "prominence is invariably accompanied by a sudden turn

(rise or fall) in the intonation ... it is this intonation turn that

gives the prominence, while the stress merely serves to mark where the

turn begins." Note that descriptions of pitch contours usually ex¬

tend over two or more syllables, whereas most people agree that the

domain of stress is a single syllable (and for some stress is a point).

Although Fry (1958:140) hoped that by using level fundamental

frequency during each syllable in his early experiments, he would

eliminate any influence of intonation on word stress, it is doubtful

whether the listeners could conceive of words not being said on some

intonation contour appropriate for a word said in isolation. Fry

(1958:151) concludes that "sentence intonation is an over-riding factor
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in determining the perception of stress". It seems that in our per¬

ception of language, larger units take precedence over smaller ones,

particularly if there are conflicting cues. Just as a word in an

utterance may be totally incomprehensible if said with the wrong

stress pattern even though the segmentals are correct ('invalid'

calls up a totally different image than 'invalid' even if the /&./ is

centralized''), so an inappropriate intonation or making the wrong

syllable tonic can mislead us even when both stress and segmentals

are correct (as when a foreigner uses tone 5 instead of tone 1, or

makes the pronoun 'I' tonic in a sentence when he doesn't really

'mean' it). Certainly this holds for our immediate interpretation

of an utterance (as in perception tests) although if we are used to

listening to foreigners speak our language, we quickly try alternative

ways of 'decoding' the utterance. One reason that intonation may

be such an over-riding factor in our perception may be its more direct

link with meaning. Meaning is the largest 'unit': what we expect

to hear may in fact outweigh any considerations of what is actually

said.

In Greek, as in English, intonation is superimposed on an

utterance in such a way that intonation peaks coincide with stressed

syllables. Thus, it will be seen that the fundamental frequency cor¬

relates of stress vary according to the particular intonation pattern

used in an utterance, whether the word bearing the stress under consi¬

deration is or is not a major information point, and where it occurs

in the utterance. Stressed syllables are frequently associated with

^This is not restricted to the oral message. When reading articles
in a phonemic transcription of English in Le Maitre phon^tique where
accented syllables have not been marked, one must often try various
positions for the accent in order to correctly identify a word.
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higher pitch or a change in pitch contour, but sometimes may not stand

out by virtue of a pitch difference but may still be clearly recognised

as stressed. The pitch contour may vary while the stress pattern

remains the same, and conversely, the stress may change and the pitch

pattern remain the same.

2. Pitch and fundamental frequency

Pitch is the auditoiy property of a sound by which we can

order sounds on a scale from low to high (Ladefoged, 1962:142).

Acoustically it corresponds to fundamental frequency:

In the case of complex tones, the only kind that occur in speech,
the principle correlate of pitch is the fundamental frequency of
the periodic sound, that is to say the lowest frequency in the
complex, and in the case of voiced speech sounds this corresponds
to the frequency of vibration of the vocal cords ... where the
energy of the true fundamental is missing, the sensation of pitch
is determined by the frequency-spacing of successive harmonics.
(Fry, 1968:374-375)

The fundamental frequency is the number of complete cycles or repeti¬

tions of variation in air pressure that take place in a unit of time

(1 second). The pitch meter analyzes the lowest frequency periodic

component of the sound wave, and this usually corresponds to the

fundamental frequency.

Although there is some evidence that the perception of pitch

depends on intensity for pure tones, "the 'pitch-intensity* effect

is not likely to play any part in speech reception" (Fry, 1968:375).
Pitch is independent of duration for sounds lasting 2 to 2.5 cs and

longer (Fry, 1968:375; Lehiste, 1970:67), which is the case for most

segmental speech sounds. One must hear two or three cycles of a wave

in order to perceive pitch—at 100 cps (or Hz), which is the frequency

of a low male voice, this would correspond to a time of 2 - 3 cs.

In my data, the pitch meter calculated the frequency over a 1 cs time
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interval. Vowel quality seems to have some effect on fundamental

frequency, with the high vowels /i/ and /u/ having a relatively higher

'intrinsic pitch' than lower vowels (Lehiste, 1970:69-70). How big

a difference in fundamental frequency is involved varies with experi¬

menters from about 5 to 20 Hz (the highest figure compared vowels at

the peak of the intonation contour; according to Thorsen, 1979:66,

intrinsic differences in P are much larger in stressed than in
o

unstressed syllables and at the top than at the bottom of the intona¬

tion contour). Lehiste (1970:77) says that "intrinsic pitch appears

to be a physiologically conditioned universal" and explains it by

increased tension of the vocal folds when the tongue (and consequently

the larynx) is raised (Lehiste, 1970:70-71). Whether this effect

would be noticeable in continuous speech and in syllables not uttered

with sentence stress is doubtful in my opinion. However, the rela¬

tively greater intrinsic Fq of high vowels may well compensate for
their lower intrinsic intensity discussed in the last section.

Segmental quality may affect the relationship between pitch and

fundamental frequency in other ways. Whereas only voiced sounds

have a fundamental frequency, we perceive pitch as continuously varying

even through voiceless sounds. Lieberman (1965, in Fry, 1968:391)

found that pitch contours indicated by phoneticians were much closer

to actual fundamental frequency variations for a continuous vowel

sound than for the normal sequences of vowels and consonants found

in speech. The fundamental frequency trace from the pitch meter may

be perturbed by different kinds of sounds. There may be a very brief

lowering of the Fq adjacent to voiced consonants or a brief raising
of the Fq for aspiration or /s/, but these may be disregarded in so
far as the perceived pitch is concerned (see Thorsen, 1979).
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The effects just mentioned are relatively minor so that we can

say that the main features of the pitch contour of an utterance are

fairly well expressed by variations in fundamental frequency. We must

then establish how big a difference in fundamental frequency will be

perceived as a difference in pitch. Ladefoged (1962:75) says that a

frequency variation of 2 or 3 Hz in notes with frequencies below

1000 Hz is the minimum that we can detect as a change in pitch. Lehiste

(1970:64) reports that Flanagan and Saslow (1958) found that just

discriminable changes in Fq were .5 to .5 Hz for synthetic vowels
in the frequency range 80-120 Hz, which is slightly less than that

for pure tones in the same frequency range. Thus she concludes that

the accuracy of measurement of F should be i 1 Hz. Fry (1958:141)
o

found that frequency changes of 3 Hz from a reference frequency of

97 Hz were too small to have a consistent effect on the perception

of synthetic English word pairs. Thus the lowest step change in Fq
he used was 5 Hz (from 97 Hz), and the effect of this change was not

markedly different from that of larger steps (Fry, 1958:144).
With the scale of the pitch meter which I used, Fq measurements
could only be estimated to the nearest 5 Hz (to the nearest 10 Hz

at the extremes of the speaker's range), so that accuracy was at best

i 5 Hz. I found that particularly with low voices, what I perceived

as a definite difference in pitch might look like a very small change

in the Fq contour on the records. The pitch meter did not accurately
record frequencies below 90 Hz, particularly when the pitch contour

dropped off sharply and was of low intensity (or creaky voice) even

though these could clearly be heard as low, falling pitch (this is

indicated as .... in the figures). Thus, although the pitch meter

indicated fairly accurately large changes in fundamental frequency,
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it was not an accurate measuring device for changes under 10 Hz and

for frequencies below 90 Hz, for which our perception may be more

acute.

Related to the question of the minimal difference in pitch

which we can detect, is whether our perception of pitch is linear or

logarithmic. Ladefoged (1962:77) says "the perceived pitch of a note

increases regularly with its frequency between 100 and 1,000 cps",

but that at higher frequencies the relation between pitch and frequency

is logarithmic (thus just noticeable differences for notes over 1000

Hz are larger). This is supported by Winckel (1968:24) who says

"the proportionality of perceived pitch to frequency holds only to

about 1000 Hz (Stevens and Volkmann, 1940), or according to newer

and perhaps more reliable work, to 500 Hz (Feldteller and Zwicker,

1956)." Lehiste (1970:65), however, says that our perception of pitch

is logarithmic and depends on the ratios between frequencies for all

sounds. Consequently, "the difference between 400 and 200 Hz is in

an important way perceptually the same as that between 200 and 100 Hz."

My informants with higher pitched voices tended to use a greater

range of frequency variation than those with low pitched voices, but

I am not sure if this is just by chance, or if those with higher pitched

voices need to make larger changes to be perceived better as would

be implied by the logarithmic interpretation of frequency changes

stated by Lehiste. In speech it may be that we perceive a very small

difference in Fo when a contour changes from falling to rising, but
need a larger Fq difference to perceive a change in pitch in a contour
which does not change in direction (i.e. the difference between a

level and falling F ). This hypothesis, which arises from an examina¬

tion of my data, would have to be tested.
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3. Fundamental frequency and stress in Greek

a. 'Papas' sentences

Prom the occurrences of the words /papas/, /papas/, and

/p^Sane/ in different positions and with different degrees of focus,

three main pitch patterns and two patterns occurring only before pause

can be observed. The patterns are most clearly visible in the records

of OS since he used a wider range of pitch than either EM or DM.

(l) Intonation pattern 1 / initial, medial

A .jump up to the stressed vowel from the end of the preceding

unstressed syllable (or a high beginning when there are no preceding

unstressed syllables) or a, rise during the stressed syllable beginning

at the same level or higher than the end of the preceding unstressed

syllable. Thus there is a change in the direction of the Fq curve
from relatively lower or falling to relatively higher or rising Fq
occurring at the beginning of the stressed syllable. It is frequently

followed by a fall or drop in the next unstressed syllable(s), but

the F^ may continue at about the same level, only very gradually
falling when followed by a number of unstressed syllables. The stressed

syllable is at a mid to high level of the speaker's range (this is

especially important when an utterance begins with a stressed syllable),

and the peak fundamental frequency usually occurs towards the end of

the stressed vowel, though it may even occur in the beginning of the

following unstressed vowel after a rise fig. 15—OS 5b).

The low point in fundamental frequency is reached at the end of the

preceding unstressed vowel or in the beginning of the stressed

consonant (this is where the 'change in direction of the melodic curve'

takes place). Thus a series of stressed and unstressed syllables

might be considered to have a wave-like pitch pattern, with the
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Figure 15!
Intonation pattern 1

•300

os fb. os iu. os

Figure 16:
Final fall

—x»o
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stressed syllable occurring during the rising portion of the wave

and the unstressed syllables occurring in the falling portion.

The pitch curve and its relation
to stressed and unstressed syllables

Comparing /o-papas aftds/ and /o-papas aft6s/ (fig. 5, page 155)> we

can see how the pitch pattern remains basically the same but shifts

in its relation to the segments, so that the rise will occur during

the stressed syllable. The slope occupied by the stressed syllable

may be steepened to show greater focus or interest by the speaker.

The slope carrying the unstressed syllables may be flattened out in

order to accommodate a larger number of them.

This pattern is found in the first stressed syllable of an

utterance ('papas' in sentences 1, 2, 21; /p69ane/ in 5, 11, 12, 20),
at the beginning of a clause ('papas' in 4, 8), and medially as a

main information point ('papas' in 12). See figure 15 for examples.

(2) Final fall ""N prepausal

A fall beginning mid to high during the stressed syllable

optionally followed by very low unstressed syllables, or a fairly

level mid or high Fq followed by a .jump down to very low unstressed
syllables. Preceding unstressed syllables are usually at about the

same height or lower than the beginning of the stressed vowel. When

they are lower, then this pattern overlaps with pattern 1 since there

is a jump up or rise before the fall (as in words said in isolation,

figs 1-5, p. 132-154).

This pattern occurs on the final phonological word before pause

and indicates completeness or finality. If a rise or jump up from the

preceding unstressed syllables occurs as in intonation pattern 1, then
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the final word, is brought more into focus. It was used in 'papas'

sentences 14, 15, 20 (KM and DM), 11 (KM), and in /p^Sane/ sentences

4, 8, 21. See figure 16 (bottom of page 183)(also fig. 12 and 13,

pages 167-168).

(3) Intonation pattern 2 V-' _y medial, prepausal

A low rise or low level on the stressed syllable followed by

high or rising unstressed syllables. Preceding unstressed syllables

may be falling or low level. The low rise occurring on the stressed

syllable is typical when the stressed syllable is final in the phono¬

logical word (/papas/ ;;s_y); low level with following jump up to

high level is typical for penultimate stress (/p£pas/ ); low

level with following gradual rise (most of the rise occurring on the

final syllable) typical for antepenultimate stress (/p£0ane/ or

-'). The essential thing for this pattern is that the stressed

syllable at least begins at a relatively low level in the speaker's

range and is followed by higher pitch in the same phonological word.

This pattern may occur medially at the end of a grammatical

group where a pause is optional ('papas' 6 OS, DM), prepausally

indicating continuation ('papas' 10 OS, DM), or at the end of a ques¬

tion beginning with an interrogative word, such as /pjds/ 'who',

/tf/ 'what', /p<5so/ 'how (much)' ('papas' 17, /p£0ane/ 15, 16, 19).
Thus it marks potential or actual pause when a continuation is ex¬

pected. See figure 17—OS, DM and figure 6 (page 156).

Looking at the F^ curve alone and how it relates to the seg¬
mental makeup of a word, there is potential ambiguity between /papds/
said with intonation pattern 1 and /papas/ said with intonation pattern

2 in medial position: both could have Fq or /. As noted
in chapter V.E (p. 154; fig. 6, p. 156), the higher pitched syllable
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Figure 17s
Intonation pattern 2

(except KM; see also fig. 6)
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is accompanied by lower intensity when it is unstressed. If we look

at pairs of sentences where the words with two different stress patterns

occur in the same context (fig. 17—OS and EM 6a, 6b), there is a

difference in the fundamental frequency curves: in /papa/ the second

vowel begins at a jump up from the first, and in /pap£/, the second

vowel begins at about the same level or lower than the first. Both

OS and DM used intonation pattern 2 in sentence 6, whereas KM used

intonation pattern 1 in 6b /papV» so that the Fq contour was the same
as OS 6a /papa/ (see fig. 17). There are a number of sentences where

either pattern 1 or pattern 2 may be used medially. Pattern 2 was

used by all the informants, however, at the end of questions beginning

with an interrogative word. The pitch pattern in final position does

not clearly specify which syllable is the stressed one, particularly

for penultimately or antepenultimately stressed words. The rise may

occur immediately after the stressed syllable, or it may be delayed

to the final syllable as can be seen comparing 16a /p£6ane/ OS

and DM ..'(fig. 17). DM used the same Fq contour for /... Ban^sis?/
(18), and it is not that different from the one he used for /...papds,/

(10b, fig. 17).

Intonation pattern 2 can be seen as a transformation of intona¬

tion pattern 1 whereby the lower part of the curve is flattened out.

The difference between the two patterns seems to be mainly a matter

of timing of the pitch rise. In pattern 2 the stressed syllable occurs

at the bottom of the curve which is flattened out, and the succeeding

rise, which is an essential part of the pattern, may be delayed until

the following unstressed syllable(s). Prepausally, the rise is the

end of the pattern, but medially additional unstressed syllables may

be falling.
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pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 2 - penultimate
word final accent or antepenultimate accent

un$i~ressf^ s-hresS?tt MM S+rtS$?it S+rfsSe^ L4»S scA-

This pattern does not occur as frequently as pattern 1 medially in

the sentence, and does not occur on the first stressed syllable after

pause. It implies the end of a grammatical unit (whether or not

followed by a pause) and is often found following pattern 1 in a

close-knit group such as a prepositional phrase or subject at the

beginning of an utterance (including the possessive construction to

be discussed in the next section), e.g. (fig. 17)

/o-k<5stas papaSdpulos .../ /to-vr£6i tis-trftis .../
y ~~ - ^ ^ y ~ ^

(4) Final rise-arrested fall prepausal

A steen rise to high on the stressed syllable followed by

a fall which levels out or has a slightly rising tail. The peak of

the Fq contour is in the upper part of the speaker's range. Preceding
unstressed syllables are lower level or falling as in intonation

pattern 1. It does not seem to matter whether the end of the Fq contour
actually rises or not as can be seen by comparing the three speakers

in fig. 18; the important thing is that the fall is arrested, that it

does not continue falling to low as happens in the final fall. Audi¬

torily one hears a sharp rise followed by a fall of a semi-tone. The

rising tail in fig. 18 may be an artifact of the pitch meter and due

to the following /s/. When the final syllable is stressed, the whole

pattern is compressed on the final syllable; otherwise the falling

portion occurs in following unstressed syllables.

This pattern was used in 'papas' sentence 19 in which the word
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Figure 18:

Final rise-arrested fall

os ii*. as Hfc.

Figure 19:
Intonation pattern 3
(see also fig. 7)

os ««.■
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appeared as an echo question and is similar to the pattern used on

the final word of yes-no questions (see below).

(5) Intonation pattern 3 — -- — r:: medial, prepausal

Low level or slightly falling throughout (the final syllable

of a word is the same or slightly lower regardless of the place of

accent). The stressed syllable is not clearly differentiated from its

neighbors by F . The pitch is in the mid to low part of the speaker's

range.

This pattern occurs when the word is clearly not focused on

in the sentence, either in a final phrase (fig. 19—11; 13) for adding

unimportant or given information, or medially following a main infor¬

mation point or between two main information points ('papas' sentences

9, 16, 18, 5 KM; /p£0ane/ 17, 18; see fig. 19, p. 189, and fig. 7,

p. 158). In questions beginning with an interrogative word, the

interrogative word (initial in the utterance) is said with pattern

1 (high on the stressed syllable), the final word with pattern 2,

and medial words with pattern 3 (fig» 19—OS 18a, 18b).

This may be considered as a total smoothing out of the undulating

wave. Thus, not every stressed syllable is accompanied by a change

in direction of the pitch contour, but only those with higher information

content.

b. Stressed and unstressed vowels

A number of these sentences were said in three ways: (1) as a

statement beginning with the pronoun; (2) as a statement beginning with

the verb (normal for Greek); (3) as a yes-no question beginning with

the verb (2 and 3 are distinguished only by intonation in Greek). When

the utterance began with a pronoun, the stressed syllable was said with
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a sharp rise (/eyd/) or jump up (/aftf/)(intonation pattern l), followed

by a gradually falling or lower level Fq during the verb (intonation
pattern 3) and ending with a final fall or intonation pattern 3 (see

fig. 20 and fig. 8, p. 161). When the verb appeared in utterance

initial position, the first stressed syllable was high or rising

(pattern 1) with the pitch peak frequently occurring in the beginning

of the following unstressed vowel (especially noticeable for MC, fig.

20). In the question, the final word is said with a sharp rise to

the top of the speaker's range on the stressed syllable, followed by

a fall which optionally levels out or at least does not continue

falling into very low creakiness, which usually happens with the final

fall. This appears to be the same basic pattern as the final rise-

arrested fall in 'papas' sentence 19 although there were no examples

of the rising tail, and the Fq contour sometimes ended after the
fall without leveling out --- J The difference between the statement

(final fall) and question (final rise-arrested fall) can be seen by

comparing the Fq contour on /dndra/ in fig. 20.

c. Secondary accent: possessive sentence -pairs

As the initial phrase in an utterance, both the syllables with

primary and secondary accents in possessive constructions such as

/to-ik<5pe36-tu .../ were stressed. The usual intonation pattern was

1 + 2, a rise on the first stressed syllable and a low on the second

stressed syllable followed by a rise. This is the same intonation

pattern used on the full construction /to-ik6peoo tu-pavlu/ (Paul's

property), particularly when the name is accented on the first

^1 am only interested in pointing out the main features of
intonation in their relation to stress. A more detailed analysis of
Greek intonation would break these main patterns down further and
discuss the semantic and emotional implications involved in small
modifications.
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syllable (see fig. 21, also fig. 45, p. 253)- Thus the primarily accented

syllable (/ikdpeSo/) had the same pitch pattern (l) in both versions.

As noted before, intonation pattern 2 indicates a potential pause or

end of a syntactic group (in this case the subject of the sentence);
in some instances there was an actual pause or lengthening of the

final syllable of the group. Intonation pattern 1 + 1 is also possible

on the full construction, with a rise on both the second and first

stressed syllables (fig. 47—A 12, p. 268); this seems to occur more

often when there are more than three unstressed syllables between

the two stresses (as in /tdnoma tu-til&naru/ 'Tilemachus' name',

/ta-vasana tiz-marfas/ 'Mary's troubles', /ta-ps4mata tis-kop4laz-mu/

'my girlfriend's lies'). Because either intonation pattern can be

used, there is a similar pitch pattern, low followed by a rise in

both /...peSjiS/ and /...p£tru/, even though the words are differently

accented (fig. 22). In one case we have intonation pattern 1 on the

second syllable and in the other intonation pattern 2 on the first

syllable. There is a change in the direction of the pitch curve

indicating the existence of a stressed syllable in the word, but not

precisely which syllable. In this example both greater intensity and

duration occur on the stressed vowel.

When the possessive construction occurs near the end of a sentence,

where it is by virtue of this position less in focus, the secondarily

accented syllable is regularly stressed, but the primarily accented

syllable may be unstressed (reduced in length, intensity and said with

falling or level intonation in comparison to the version when it is

stressed). However, this is optional and varies somewhat from speaker

to speaker. It was sometimes difficult to decide whether the primarily

accented syllable was actually stressed or not. This occurred when
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Figure 21
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Figure 22
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there were conflicting cues: the questionable syllable had a pitch

rise on it but was not lengthened and thus sounded weaker than the

following stressed syllable (with 'secondary accent') which had a

greater pitch rise and was definitely lengthened as well (occasionally

the questionable syllable was lengthened but had no pitch rise).

This seems to be mainly a perceptual problem. The originally accented

syllable does not become as reduced as an unaccented syllable, but

retains some of its length, pitch, or intensity characteristics.

Whether it will still be perceived as stressed seems to depend on the

rhythm of the sentence and the characteristics of the following stressed

syllable (naive native speakers will generally 'hear' the primarily

accented syllable as stressed). Pig. 23 shows the primary accent in

/vasana-tis/ unstressed with no pitch peak by KM, but stressed and

with two pitch peaks by OS (in which case the word is more in focus).

In /tffnamf-tis/ (fig. 23), there is a rise in Fo on the primarily
accented syllable /<?f/ for both speakers, yet in KM's case this syllable

is not perceived as being stressed, and in OS's case this syllable

sounds weaker than the secondarily accented syllable /m£/ but not

totally unstressed. Intonation pattern 1 or 1 + 1 was used by most

speakers in these sentences, though occasionally 1 + 2 was used (es¬

pecially in longer sentences; see additional examples in fig. 44 and

46, p. 262 and 264).

d. Secondary accent: imperative sentence pairs

In the imperative sentence pairs (comparing /p4s-to-mu se-para-

kal6/ and /p£ste-t<5-mu sas-parakald/ 'tell it to me' familiar and

formal; /mflise stin-aSelfi-mu/ 'speak to my sister' and /m£lis£-tis/

'speak to her'), the initial accented syllable was always characterized

by a rise or relatively high pitch (intonation pattern i). This was
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Figure 23
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followed, by a sharp fall when there was no secondary accent. The main

fall was delayed in sentences with secondary accent so that it occurred

during or immediately after the secondarily accented syllable. In a

more careful and polite style (OS and MP), the secondarily accented

vowel began nearly as high as the primarily accented vowel and was

followed by a fall; there was a rise on the final stressed syllable

of the utterance /sas-parakald/ 'please' (intonation pattern 2 can

thus be used for politeness). In a more direct, plain interpretation

(KM), the whole sentence was said on a falling intonation (and final

low /sas-parakald/) so that only by comparing the two sentences can

we see that the pitch on the secondarily accented vowel is higher

than it would have been had it been unstressed (see fig. 24). Similarly,

there was little pitch difference on the third syllable for all speakers

between the sentence pairs /aniksjs tin-pdrta/ and /aniksd-tu tin-p6rta/,

/af(i)se. to-pecf/ and /afisd-to/. In both cases the third syllable

is said with a low or falling pitch (fig. 24; note intonation pattern 2

on IIP /bdrta/). The secondarily accented vowel is still clearly

perceived as stressed due to its length, rhythmic spacing ( ['afse] vs

['afi'se to]), and intensity.

Whereas in the possessive construction /to-ikdpe£d-tu/ the

secondarily accented syllable was the most prominent, in the impera¬

tives /afisd-to/ the primarily accented syllable was generally the

most prominent. Using two pitch peaks 'softens' the command somewhat;

it becomes less of an order and more of a request. But this syn¬

tactic construction usually is used as a real imperative, and longer,

periphrastic expressions Eire preferred for a polite request.

e. Ob.ject or possessive

There is a potential ambiguity in Greek between a pronoun in the
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genitive case acting as an enclitic (with possessive meaning, attached

to the preceding noun) and a pronoun of the same form acting as a

proclitic (as indirect object, attached to the following verb) as in

(a) o yt&rfoj too Atic. /o-jatr6s-tu l&L.../ 'his doctor says...'

(b) b ycccTpoj ro'd \t£L /o-jatr<5s tu-l^i.../ 'the doctor tells him'
The written accent in this case can disambiguate the sentences.

Mirambel (1959:54) claims that as enclitics (a) the pronouns carry no

accent and are pronounced on a low tone, and that as objects (b) they

are pronounced on a higher tone but without any noticeable lengthening.

A number of these kinds of sentences were prepared and read by Greek

speakers. It must be noted that they found this a bit difficult.

In fact in most sentences there is no large difference in meaning,

and one interpretation seems more natural than the other: in /i-mit^ra-
mu fpe/ 'my mother said' and /i-mitdra mu-ipe/ 'Mother told me'

(Mirambel's example), in both cases one assumes it means 'my mother'.

In most examples there was found to be a difference in intonation,

but it was the opposite of what Mirambel said. The object (proclitic)

was generally said on a lower or falling fundamental frequency, and

the possessive (enclitic) was found to be higher pitched or rising

(see figs. 25 and 26). This was consistent across speakers though

in some cases the differences were small (fig. 26—-KM /kubaroz-nnas/).

In the phrase /i-mit4ra-mu mu-fpe/ 'my mother told me', the first /mu/

was said on a higher pitch than the following /mu/, which was low or

falling in preparation for the rise on the verb /ipe/ (fig. 25, last

example). Sometimes speakers made a brief pause or cut, especially

when the verb began with a vowel /o-kubaroz-mas, ayap£i.../ 'our uncle

loves' (HP used a glottal stop to begin the vowel), and occasionally

extra lengthening of the preceding stressed syllable /i-jin4:ka
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Figure 25:

Object or possessive
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Figure 26:

Object or possessive
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mu-aydrase.../ 'the woman bought me', /i-mitd:ra mu-fpe.../ 'Mother

told me' to disambiguate the sentences. In fig. 26—OS, the inter-

stress interval is longer for the object; here the F^ pattern is nearly
the same in both versions. The most careful speaker (NP) only applied

voicing assimilation when both words belonged to the same phonological

word (s —> z in /kubaros+mas/, /papds+mas/, /jitonas+mas/). However

other informants applied voicing assimilation even across syntactic

boundaries (e.g. /o-kubaroz mas-ayap^i/ fig. 26, KM). This seems to

depend more on style of speech than syntactic structure (in the con¬

tinuous texts there are many cases of voicing assimilation across

syntactic boundaries). Antepenultimately accented words could also

be distinguished by the addition of secondary accent when a possessive

followed.

To see if these small differences, which correspond to efforts

made by the speaker, can be perceived, the subject plus verb was

cut out of 12 sentences and a listening test was prepared (explana¬

tion on page 105). The test was given to eight native speakers,

and scores ranged from correct (10 out of 12) to 33?° (7 out of 12)

with one very low score of 35^ (4 out of 12). The median score was

675s which is only somewhat better than chance given the small number

of items on the test. It seemed that the test was more a test of the

test-takers: those who were more 'linguistically aware' in my opinion

or who felt there was a difference even at conversational speed 'heard'

a difference more often than the others. Certain phrases were cor¬

rectly identified more often than others. From the instrumental

records (mingograms and spectrograms) it could be seen that DM's

utterances in some cases were not very different. Both versions of

/o-papus+mas/ were identified by the majority as subject plus object:

the Fq contour is nearly identical (slight fall on /mas/) and s —> z
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in both (although there was more friction in the version intended to

be subject plus object). Both versions of /o-jitonas+mas/ were iden¬

tified by the majority as the possessive construction. Again s —» z

and /a/ in /jftonas/ was long in both; /mas/ was said on a relatively

lower pitch than preceding syllables when it was intended to be the

object (this was not picked up by the listeners). However, 7 out of 8

correctly identified both versions of /o-oaskalos+tis/. Pitch could

not have been much of a clue since in both cases i —<• 0 /t s, and

the rest of the contour was nearly identical (object — [o 'ciaskalos ts|,
possessive-[o 'Saska'los s]). The main clue was probably the stress

on /ids/ in the possessive: /d/ was longer than the preceding /a/
and twice as long as when it was unstressed (see fig. 27). A silence

of about 27 cs after /to-peSf-tu/ most likely led to its near unani¬

mous identification as possessive. /o-kub^ros mas/ (the last item on

the test) was identified correctly by everyone as subject plus object;

/mas/ was said on a lower, falling pitch compared to the preceding

high pitch on /-ros/, and the /s/ on /-ros/ was clearly voiceless.

However, /o-kub£roz-mas/, which had a different pitch pattern (high

level on /mas/) and voicing assimilation was only correctly identified

by 5 out of 8 listeners.

Thus it appears that there are a number of cues that may differen¬

tiate the subject + object from the possessive construction, in seg¬

mental realization, timing, and pitch contour. Some cues may be con¬

sidered as positively pointing to one interpretation, such as pausing,

lack of voicing assimilation, but their opposite (e.g. no pause, voicing

assimilation) is not clear proof for the other interpretation since

these may merely indicate a different style of speech. Speakers and

hearers vary in just how well they make and perceive the difference.
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Figure 27:
DM /o-5£skalos tis-maO^ni.../

/o-5£skal6s-tis ma&£ni.../
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This difference seems to be analogous to the difference in English

between 'James Smith and Doolittle...' and 'James, Smith and Doolittle...'

At normal conversational speed where people are not paying that much

attention, it is doubtful whether the small phonetic differences

involved would be sufficient in themselves to disambiguate these kinds

of phrases. But the speaker has at his disposal potential differences

which can be consciously used if necessary. The intonational difference

in Greek between the enclitic and proclitic is that the enclitic tends

to continue on a high or slightly rising pitch (the rise of continua¬

tion or potential pause which we saw before in intonation pattern 2 and

as optional for unstressed syllables after intonation pattern l), and

the proclitic is low or falling in preparation for a rise (intonation

pattern 1) to occur on the stressed syllable of the verb. It does

not in fact appear to be a difference in 'accent' as implied by Mirambel.^

f. Read texts

How close is the correspondence between a change in the funda¬

mental frequency curve and what is perceived as stress in a continuous

text? Going through a mingogram of text 1 (ND) before it had been

segmented and looking only at the fundamental frequency curve, I marked

where there appeared to be a change in the direction of the Fq curve
which would indicate a stressed syllable (intonation pattern 1 or 2,

change from falling to rising; initial high or rising; final fall or

level before a drop—so that F^ and pause group were taken into account
since I knew there had to be a stressed syllable near the end of a

pause group and also had an idea of what was 'high' at the beginning

"'it is interesting, however, that historically the circumflex
accent found on these proclitics is presumed to indicate a fall in
pitch (Allen, 1973:91).
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of a pause group). Then I went back and listened to the text writing

in the transcription and segmentation lines on either side of what I

perceived as the stressed syllables. The Fq curve alone was sufficient
to identify over 2/3 of the syllables which were perceived as stressed.

Including marked Fo changes which occurred one syllable too early or
too late and a few cases where a very small Fq change took place,
the fundamental frequency curve identified the neighborhood of a

stressed syllable in about 3/4 of the perceived stressed syllables.

There were only a few cases where Fq changes were marked which did
not indicate a stressed syllable—these were usually on an initial

syllable or in a final word, or on an accented syllable that wasn't

perceived as being stressed on that particular occasion. About 1/4
of the perceived stressed syllables were not accompanied by any

noticeable change in F^; thus the main error in automatic identifi¬
cation of stressed syllables by the Fq contour alone is in leaving
out stresses. This is when the stressed syllable has 'intonation

pattern 3', that is a basically level contour. This occurred in the

following kinds of utterances (examples from text 1):

(1) Following a main information point, most often at the end of

an utterance. The Fq is low and often slightly falling.
(a) Parenthetical remarks

/..., tiz-ldo stastia./ '... I said to her jokingly.'

/... mu-kdni paristanondas tin-tromokratimdni./ '... she said to me

playing at being frightened.' (fig. 28)

/e^6 bori name (va&ja sto-xdma.)/ 'I may be (deep in my grave).'

/(tin-pijdni) ldi (taksiSia)/ '(He takes her) she says (for trips).'

(b) Following a strongly emphasized word (in the "post-nuclear

position" Huss, 1978) or an interrogative word

/(akdma keyd) ta-ksexnao./ '(Sven i) have forgotten it.'
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/(6a jsipso) na-su-l^o ta-mistika-mu./ '(I'll stop) telling you my secrets.'

/(kepit&Lus) makuse./ '(And finally) he listened to me.'

/(os-p<5te) se-parakal6 0a-tin-pij£ni taksffja?/ '(Until when) may I

ask, will he keep taking her for trips.' (pattern 2 also

possible on /taksfoja/)

/(pu) sto-ojavolo ta-8imaswol-aft£./ '(How) in heaven's name do you

remember all that,' (final fall also possible on /afta/)
(fig. 28)

(2) Medially in relatively long sentences for words which are

not felt to be as important as preceding or following words in the

same utterance, or for given information. Fq continues level and
relatively high after the first stressed syllable in the utterance.

Accented syllables in monosyllabic and disyllabic words may be

unstressed by some speakers in this position.

/(pfje to-t^ras) k£blekse m£na (pandrem^no.)/ '(The monster's gone)
and has gotten herself involved with (a married man).'
(fig. 28)

/(... pu-mure kl£psi ton-£ndra-mu) im5kleve t<5ra (ke-to-jd-mu.)/
'(who) stole my husband from me) is now stealing (my son).'

/(... na-p£o) na-^mfno (mazf-tis.)/ '(that I go) and live (with her).'

(3) When a sequence of two stressed syllables occurs, both are

high. Optionally one of the two accented syllables may be unstressed

or perceived as unstressed.

/(al_£sis) pdsaste (ndi...)/ '(But you) who are (young)...' (fig. 28)

/(to-fisiisa) ke-'SIn krxone./ ' (i blew) and he didn't get cold.' (idiom)

/(ke-i-tixi) dxun (aftja.)/ '(Even the walls) have (ears).' (fig. 28)
o

From the fundamental frequency contour alone, it was often

difficult to tell which syllable was stressed prepausally. Only a

rise before the fall was really unambiguous. Intonation pattern 2

with the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable stressed could look
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like pattern 1 stressed on the final syllable (as in /ke-pu ton-yndrises?/

fig. 28). It might be difficult to tell exactly where a final fall

began. A look at the intensity trace could often resolve these am-

bituities since there is often a marked drop in intensity after the

last stressed syllable in an utterance.

All the intonation patterns discussed before were in the text.

The final rise-arrested fall pattern was used at the end of yes-no

questions and could also be used to express indignation (/ey<5, i-ekavi/

'me. Hecuba, do such a thing—what an idea!'). Extra length along

with a sharp rise on the stressed vowel may be used to give very strong

emphasis to a word and indicates emotional involvement on the part of

the speaker, as in /meya:li laxtara/ 'a big shock', /ksdrxases, tiz-ldo/

'you forgot, I told her ...' The change in the direction of the funda¬

mental frequency curve was found to occur during the consonant begin¬

ning the stressed syllable. This meant that for intonation pattern 1,

a rise occurred when a syllable began with a voiced consonant and a

jump up after a voiceless consonant.

g. Spontaneous speech

The intonation patterns discussed above were all found in the

spontaneous texts as well. The majority of stressed syllables were

accompanied by a rise or fall in fundamental frequency. In prepausal

position, the final rise was much more frequent than in the read

texts. KM usually began the rise during the stressed syllable and

followed it by higher unstressed syllables {y ), whereas DM ana

OS sometimes did this and sometimes delayed the rise until the fol¬

lowing unstressed syllables ( or ,'). A rise-fall-rise could

also be used at the end of a pause group to indicate continuation

when the final word was a major information point:
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/an-5£n tin-fxa vri aftf ti-oulji,/ 'If I hadn't found this .job,
'"s-^ then ...' (EM)

compared to a simple rise when the final word is not emphasized (see

fig. 29):

/ala vrika aftf ti-oulja,/ 'But I found this job, and ...'
~ ^

A fall or a jump down after a stressed syllable could occur not only

finally, but in the middle of a long pause group (fig. 29):

/... ta-p&da nru-£oose,/ 'he gave me everything,'

X ...

/... i-varftita ine mja-m60oSo na .../ 'gravitational force is
a method to ...'

As in the read texts, there were often long passages said on a rela¬

tively level high pitch medially in long utterances (often when the

speaker is excited) or low pitch usually occurring after a main infor¬

mation point which had occurred at the beginning of the sentence.

Speakers differed in the amount of pitch variation they used. OS and

KM used a wide range of pitch variation (KM much more so than he had

in reading texts and sentences, sometimes going from 120 to 250 Hz in

a single word, or continuing for long stretches at about 225 Hz), but

DM showed a very restricted range similar to his reading of sentences,

with only slight rises on some stressed syllables and many passages

at a nearly level fundamental frequency.

h. Conclusion

Clearly a change in the direction of the fundamental frequency

curve is strongly associated with stress in Greek. In a statistical

sense, a change from gradually falling to suddenly rising or suddenly

falling at the end of an utterance (jump up or jump down after voice¬

less consonants) is a good predictor of the location of the beginning
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Figure 29:
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of a stressed syllable. It appears that the beginning of a stressed

syllable is where articulatory gestures for segments are coordinated

with laryngeal gestures for voice frequency. The Fq during unstressed
syllables merely continues the pattern initiated during the stressed

syllable with a slight tendency to fall throughout the utterance

('downdrift' Bruce, 1979:391). Each stressed syllable is a possible

recovery point where the Fq may be shifted upwards, or at the end of
a statement, downwards. An utterance normally begins with mid unstressed

syllables with a rise to high on the first stressed syllable, which is

a position of focus in Greek (since word order is more variable than

in English, both nouns and verbs to be given emphasis or contrastive

stress may be shifted to the first position in an utterance)* Following

unstressed syllables gradually fall and each stressed syllable which

occurs in a word deemed important by the speaker is characterized

by another rise, the degree of Fq rise relating directly to its seman¬
tic importance. Stressed syllables in words that are not as important

semantically as other words in the utterance, that occur very close

together (with 0 to 1 unstressed syllable intervening), or that belong

to a different level of discourse (parenthetical remarks) are not marked

by a noticeable rise in F . On the last word of an utterance, the

speaker may choose a number of different intonation contours which are

initiated on the stressed syllable and continue through the end of

the word, involving basically a fall for finality or a rise for continua¬

tion.
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P curve in relation to stressed syllables

1 2
Intonation pattern 1 (rise ) plus final fall

stressed
SijUo. b I S-

Prepausal variations:
rise-fall

initial or medial - main
information points

final - neutral ending
indicating completeness

extra focus on final word

rise-arrested fall

rise-fall-rise

Medial variation:

medial fall

end of a yes-no question;
surprise/indignation

extra focus on final word

plus continuation

last important word in
pause group; medially in
long utterances

Intonation pattern 2 (low level followed by rise/low rise)

medial - potential pause
or end of syntactic group

final - neutral continuation;
end of a question beginning
with a question word;
politeness;

hesitation/incompleteness

Intonation pattern 5 (low level/slightly falling; high level)
medial - words not in focus;

stressed syllables close
together in time

medial or final - following
a main information point
(including question words)

initial, medial or final -

parenthetical remarks

^A rise when the initial consonant is voiced; a jump up to the
stressed vowel when the initial consonant is voiceless.

2
A fall followed by very low, or a level stressed syllable followed

by a jump down when the following consonant is voiceless.
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The fact that fundamental frequency and stress are correlated

does not mean that Greek has a 'pitch accent' or word pitch system:

there is no one-to-one correspondence between a particular pitch pattern

and the stressed syllable of a word. A rise, fall, or no change in F
o

may occur on a stressed syllable depending on the meaning and position

in utterance. The Fq on a single syllable is meaningless until compared
to preceding and following syllables. Even then the pattern does

not always tell us which syllable is stressed: when there is a low on

one syllable followed by a high or rise on the next, either syllable

may be stressed. When the Fq is level, we must use other information
(such as loudness, length, rhythmic spacing, knowledge of the language)

to identify stressed syllables. Prepausal intonation patterns may

be compressed onto a single syllable (final stressed syllable) or

distributed over two or three syllables. Intonation patterns charac¬

terize whole phonological words as syntactic units and do not always

precisely indicate the location of the stressed syllable within a word.

G. Length and Duration

1. Stress and duration

Just how much effect stress will have on the duration of stressed

syllables or vowels in comparison to unstressed syllables or vowels

varies from language to language. Contrastive length or 'quantity'

may be phonologically independent from accent as in Hungarian, Japanese,

or ancient Greek. In ancient Greek, accent and length were entirely

separate: long vowels could appear in either accented or unaccented

syllables, and accented long vowels could have higher pitch on either

the first or the second mora (Allen, 1973:91), e.g.
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Zuoj /6omos/ 'shoulder' iojj.6^ /oom<5s/ 'raw*
/fdos/ 'light' 5?4/ /fo<5s/ 'man'

In Japanese, which also has a 'tonal accent' and contrastive length

for some vowels and consonants, "tone or accent also has no effect on

duration" (Smith, 1975:6). Quantity is independent of stress in Czech,

Finnish, and Estonian (Lehiste, 1970:36). Hungarian has contrastive

vowel length as well as stress defined as increased muscular effort;

based on a number of experiments, Fdnagy (1966:234) concludes that

"stress is not to be identified with either relatively higher [sound
pressure] level, relatively longer duration, or a combination of both."
Trubetzkoy (1969:183, 189, 196) states that in syllable-counting

languages such as Russian, accented syllables are basically differen¬

tiated by lengthening, whereas in mora-counting languages (Lithuanian,

Japanese, ancient Greek), accented syllables tend to be accompanied by

a rise in pitch. In Spanish, which has a simple five-vowel system

like Greek, stressed syllables have been found to be on an average

longer than unstressed syllables, when open and closed syllables are

compared separately (Pointon, 1978:30-35, who includes data from Gaya,

1949; Lelattre, 1966; and Olsen, 1972). Lieberman (1960:397) found

that in English, for noun-verb word pairs said in isolation, stressed

syllables were longer than unstressed syllables in only 66/6 to 7Qw

of his examples (comparing syntagmatically and paradigmatically). Fry

(1955:765) showed that in English it is vowel duration and not syllable

duration that is mainly affected by a shift in stress in noun-verb

word pairs:

in all the words, the vowel segments showed a difference in
duration ratio between the noun and the verb form. For the
two forms of the word permit, for example, the mean durations
W6I*6 •

verb form, er - 0.06 sec, i. - 0.12 sec.

noun form, er - 0.12 sec, i. - 0.09 sec.
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The consonant duration ratios, on the other hand, were not ma¬

terially affected by the shift of stress. For the same word,
•permit, the mean consonant durations were:

jp - 0.13 and 0.15 sec, m - 0.08 and 0.08 sec,

t_ - 0.19 and 0.14 sec.

Hore recent work has supported this: Klatt (1976:1213-1214) citing

a number of references concludes that "stressed vowels are longer in

duration than unstressed vowels ... prestressed consonants are slightly

longer in duration than other consonants, all else being equal ...

the difference is about 5-10 msec in most phonetic environments."

This is when comparing the same or similar vowel qualities, since

each vowel has its own intrinsic duration depending on its tongue

height: "other factors being equal, a high vowel is shorter than a

low vowel" (Lehiste, 1970:18, who gives references to studies in a number

of languages where this has been found). In Serbo-Croatian, which

has both rising and falling accents, Lehiste (1970:138) found that

"the decisive cue for stressedness appeared in duration"—stressed

vowels (in the first syllable) were 1.5 times as long as the following

unstressed vowel, regardless of fundamental frequency. From percep¬

tion tests in English, Fry (1955, 1958, 1965) concluded that duration

changes outweigh both changes in intensity and formant structure in

affecting listeners' judgements of synthetic words as nouns or verbs,

although changes in fundamental frequency outweigh the duration cue.

In a similar perception test with nonsense words, Morton and Jassem

(1965) also found that fundamental frequency was a stronger cue than

duration or intensity, although variations in duration were more effec¬

tive with Polish than English listeners (Jassem, Morton, and Steffen-

Bat6g, 1968, in Lehiste, 1970:129). Huss (1978:97) showed that when

word pairs such as 1import', 'increase', etc. appear in a sentence

after a word bearing contrastive stress (in the "post-nuclear position"),
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"the lexical stress patterns remain clearly different in terms of

duration" (of syllabic nuclei). However, Huss claims that this dif¬

ference in production is not perceived by listeners who tended to

judge whether a word was a noun or verb more on the rhythmic structure

of the sentence in which they appeared. I constructed a similar per¬

ception test with American English word pairs such as 1 sit up',

'take off', 'push up', which were segmented out of a sentence of the

type, 'He said sit up.' Native speakers were surprisingly good at

perceiving small differences in duration in these words without their

context.

From these studies, it appears that duration, particularly of

the stressed vowel, is an important correlate of stress in a number

of languages. As we saw earlier (chap. V.A), both Pemot and Mirambel

have claimed that stressed vowels in Greek are generally longer than

unstressed vowels. Tzermias also said that although stressed vowels

are longer, they are not as long as long vowels in German. In chap.

V.D, we saw that in phonological words spoken in isolation both stressed

syllables and stressed vowels were longer than the same syllable or

vowel unstressed, and that in the same word, a stressed vowel may be

longer than an unstressed vowel even despite differences in quality.

The question to be investigated in the following sections is whether

this relationship holds in continuous speech and how independent are

durational differences from variation in fundamental frequency, in¬

tensity, and position in utterance.

2. Duration and -perceived length

The main acoustic correlate of the perceived length of a sound

or sequence of sounds is its measured duration. However, this is an

assumption, and we can never be sure that the entities we are measuring
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in the spacial dimension correspond exactly to the perceived phonetic

entities. How independent is duration from pitch, intensity, and

quality of the sound being measured? Based on psychological studies,

Fraisse (1964:76) concludes "we do not perceive duration independently

of that which endures", and later (p. 129) "perception of the duration

of an interval depends on the nature of its limits, which cannot be

dissociated from it," Huggins (l972a:1274) showed that subjects were

more sensitive to changes in the duration of stressed /of (in 'paupers')

than to changes in duration of the consonants /p/ (in 'paupers' and

'people'), /l/ (in 'lawful'), /m/ (in 'moody') and /j/ (in 'sheets')
when these words were embedded in sentences. This parallels studies

of production referred to in the last section which showed that it

is the lengths of stressed and unstressed vowels, rather than syllables,

which are important in English. But in Japanese, which has distinctive

vowel and consonant length, subjects were found to be equally sensitive

to duration changes in both vowels and consonants in isolated words

and words embedded in sentences (FujisakL et al, 1975:208). Thus

spectral quality of different segment types may affect the perception

of length, but this depends to some extent on language structure.

Vowels have different intrinsic durations depending on tongue height

(Lehiste, 1970:18), and their durations may also be affected by the

articulatory properties of neighboring consonants (Lehiste, 1970:19-27).

Consonants have different intrinsic durations depending on place and

manner of articulation (Lehiste, 1970:27-30). However, it is not clear

^
Creelman (1962) discounts Fraisse's work as "phenomenalistic"

and says "the question remains whether a duration can be judged inde¬
pendently of the sensory events which occur during that duration" (p.
583). However, most recent studies have shown that at least for speech
the perception of duration does vary with the type of sound being
judged, and that the same interval is judged differently in speech and
non-speech stimuli.
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whether these small differences in duration correspond to perceived

length differences or are normalized by the listener. Certainly in

English the longer duration of vowels in syllables closed by 'voiced'

consonants is perceptible as it is an important cue for identifying

the consonant. Duration of segments may also be affected by changes

in speech tempo and position in higher level phonological units

(Lehiste, 1970:39-41).

For units longer than single segments, both the number and the

quality of sounds in the interval influence its perceived length.

Classe (1939:87-88) in his work on rhythmic groups in English says:

(a) two consecutive intervals, if they are either empty or
filled in the same way, will usually be perceived as equal;

(b) two consecutive intervals of objectively equal durations,
will not appear to be equal if they are filled in different ways
(for example, if one of them contains more syllables than the
other). In this case, of two consecutive equal groups, the one
which contains more syllables will appear to be the shorter.

Changing the number or durations of units within a rhythmic group leads

to a change in the perception of the whole group. Fraisse (1964:78)

notes that for auditory structures "if the duration of an interval

within a rhythmic group is changed, the apparent duration of the other

intervals is modified (as is the character of the whole unit)." Huggins

(1972a:1276) shows that changing the duration of a single segment

(such as the /l/ in 'lawful') can shift the perception of the primary

stress of a phrase (from '... more lawful than it was' with long /l/

to '... more lawful than it was' with short /l/). The type of stimulus

filling rhythmic groups was shown to influence perception of duration

by Donovan and Darwin (1979:279-270): in a rhythm matching test

where subjects adjusted the times between four noise bursts to match

the rhythm of a synthesized sentence or a sequence of tones (with

onsets at the same intervals as the stressed syllables in the sentence),
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there was a tendency towards isochrony in the sentences, but not in the

non-speech stimuli.

Thus perceived duration does depend to some extent on the quality

and number of units in an interval. However, the perception of duration

is fairly independent of frequency. In Donovan and Darwin's experiment,

there was no difference in rhythm matching between the sentence said

on a monotone and the sentence said with a normal intonation pattern.

Psychoacoustic tests have shown no consistent effect of frequency on

perception of duration (Lehiste, 1970:17)1, but they have found some

effect of intensity on perceived duration particularly for sounds of

very low intensity (Henry, 1943; Creelman, 1962; Small and Campbell,

1962, in Lehiste, 1970:17). As we saw before (chap. V.E.2), loudness

depended on duration for very short sounds. According to one psy¬

chological theory (the 'integrated intensity' theory) "stimulus inten¬

sity and duration are integrated by the hearing mechanism, so that a

change in either intensity or duration results in a corresponding

alteration in perceived stimulus magnitude" (Henry, 1948:740), and

"perception of differences in the duration of sound stimuli shorter

than a half-second can be considered as fundamentally a discrimination

of intensity differences" (Henry, 1948:742). Thus, it appears that

we can not separate our perceptions of duration and intensity at low

intensities (10-20 dB) and for short durations. Creelman (1962:592)

explains this by saying "duration discrimination depends on sufficient

intensity to mark the time unambiguously; it depends on detectability

but not on loudness." It is not clear to what extent duration and

"'some psychological studies have shown "a high-pitched sound
appears longer than a deep one" (Praisse, 1964:154). Henry (1948:742)
says discrimination is poorer for low-pitched sounds, but this may be
because they begin to approach the limit of our ability to hear a stimu¬
lus of that frequency.
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intensity are dependent in speech. From my personal observations,

I feel perceived length of large units such as the foot to be fairly

independent of intensity (in a whispered foot or one said in a low

■undertone, one can still have as clear an idea of a period of time

marked off by stressed syllables as normal speech). However, I often

found perception of unstressed vowels, particularly /i/ and /u/ and

sometimes /e/, which may only have a duration of 3 cs or less and a

very low intensity, to be very difficult. The main questions were

(l) whether they were present or omitted, and (2) if present, whether

they were voiced or voiceless (after voiceless consonants). Playing

the tape at a slower speed could help me make these decisions. But

in real time I believe that it is in fact very difficult to separate

our perceptions of loudness and duration for reduced unstressed

vowels. It is possible that we do not perceive normal reduced, ■un¬

stressed vowels as even having the property of duration, but rather

as being 'points in time', analogous to Trubetzkoy's (1958) analysis

of the short member of a longrshort opposition.'' We may listen only for

their presence and quality and not consider such short sounds as having

a noticeable extent in time (unless abnormally lengthened). Fraisse

(1964:101) reports the threshold of duration (the duration a stimulus

must be to pass from being perceived as instantaneous to having duration)

of a sound stimulus of 500 cps to be 1-2 cs or 1-5 cs,depending on

the investigator.

^For languages with distinctive quantity, Trubetzkoy (1938:117-118)
regards the short member of the opposition as a point, without a time
dimension ('unstretchable'), in contrast to the long member, which like
a line, has a time dimension and is 1stretchable' ("dehnbar"). That is,
long and short are not two temporal chunks of different lengths, but are
qualitatively different since only the long can be said to have the pro¬
perty of length. He considers quantity to be an expression of phonologi¬
cal 'intensity' ("Intensitfit") in one group of languages.
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The second important question with respect to our perception of

duration is just how small a difference in duration can be perceived.

This seems to depend mainly on the duration of the reference duration,

with the absolute just noticeable difference (JND) increasing as the

reference duration increases, but with the ratio of the change in

duration to the reference duration remaining fairly constant within

certain limits. For reference durations corresponding to the magni¬

tude of interstress intervals, a number of tests using non-speech

stimuli (pure tones or noise bursts bounded by silences) have been

carried out. Fraisse (1964:14-0) found the JND to be from 12^ to 14%

of the reference duration for durations from 20 to 150 cs, and from

1to 20fo for durations from 30 cs to 12 seconds when the subject

did not know in advance the duration of the interval to be reproduced.

This is similar to results from Stott (1935) and Henry (1948) (sum¬

marized in Lehiste, 1970:12; the JND figures are here rounded off):

Stott. 1935 Henry, 1948

JUT 3 5 7 3 5 7 cs

Reference duration 20 40 60 17.5 28 48 cs

JND as percent of
reference duration 14/£ 12$ 11.5^ 19^ 1T$ 14^

Lehiste (1977:257, reporting on her earlier work) had listeners judge

which interval was longest or shortest in sequences of four noise-

filled intervals with reference durations of 30, 40, and 50 cs (one

interval out of four was increased in 1 cs steps). She found a

difference of from 3 to over 10 cs was required for there to be signi¬

ficant agreement among listeners that an interval was 'longest' or

'shortest', and that there were significant order effects (i.e. when

all intervals were equal in duration, the first was judged longest).

Thus differences in duration of under 10 cs for this range are likely
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not to be perceived. In Donovan and Darwin's (1979) experiments,

subjects were more accurate in tapping to the stressed syllables of

a sentence than in matching a series of noise bursts to them. In

tapping, they came within 10 cs for the first and third (last) interval

for reference durations of 30 to 60 cs, and were worst tapping to the

middle interval. In matching they were as much as 20 cs different

from the reference durations of 40 to 80 cs. They were more accurate

in matching noise bursts to a series of tones than to the stressed

syllables in an utterance. Thus, results from these perception tests

vary according to the type of task the listeners are asked to perform

and the kind of stimuli they are presented with. In my own work, I

found that speakers' repetitions of the last interstress interval

containing the same phonetic sequence in randomized sentences varied

from 2 to 6 cs for intervals of 55 to 75 cs. For interstress intervals

with the same number of syllables, syntactic and prosodic structure,

but with different phonetic makeup, differences in duration ranged

from 6 to 9 cs (for the same range of intervals). I would doubt very

much that our perception would be much better than our production. It

thus appears that durational differences up to 10 cs are not likely

to be perceived in successive intervals in the range 30 to 80 cs,

particularly when they are not filled in exactly the same way, which

is usually the case in speech.

For shorter reference durations of under 20 cs which would

correspond to the lengths of segments and syllables in my study, the

minim-urn JUD appears to be about 1 cs (this is the same as the error

of measurement in acoustic records). For non-speech, Henry (1948)

found difference linens (defined as 75?° correct judgements) of about

1, 1.5, 2, 3 cs for reference durations of 3-5, 8, 11, and 17.5 cs
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respectively"'. Fujisaki et al. (1975) found that in the region of the

phoneme boundary, the JND for /a/, /t/, /s/, and /a/ in a synthetic

two-syllable word in isolation or in a carrier sentence was about

1 cs for reference durations of 14 to 17 cs (75°)(Japanese), The JND

for the vowel and nasal was similar to that found for comparable tone

bursts. Klatt (1976:1219) concludes from his experiments in English

that the minimum JND is 2.5 cs when the same sentence or word is not

played over and over again. Huggins' (1972a) data on English show an

average JND of about 2.8 cs for the vowel /o/ in a word embedded in

a sentence (reference duration about 11 cs), but this varied quite a

bit from listener to listener, one noticing differences as small as

.5 cs. The average JND for consonants lasting 8 to 11.5 cs varied

from 4.5 to 8 cs. However, Huggins notes that in Judging the difference

between voiced and voiceless stops in initial position in English

"with synthetic stimuli, a change in F^ onset of only 15 msec, rela¬
tive to the onset of F^, is sufficient to throw the Judgements of
single subjects almost completely from one response to the other"

(Huggins, 1972b:1280, summarizing Liberman, Delattre, and Cooper, 1958).

Lehiste (1970:15) notes that there are some sounds such as taps that

are actually shorter than the reference durations used in perceptual

experiments, and we can perceive the difference between a single and

multiple tap (trill). She concludes that the JND is 1-4 cs for dura¬

tions of 5 to 50 cs. Nooteboom (1975:426), based on experiments where

Dutch subjects adjusted the durations of long and short stressed vowels

in a word, found a very high degree of accuracy and concludes "duration

Lehiste (1970:12) also reports Ruhm et al, 1966, to have found
JND's of only .2 to .5 cs for reference durations of 4 to 10 cs under
optimal conditions, but she believes Henry's study would be more likely
to apply to speech perception.
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discrimination may be more accurate than one would predict from the

results of some psychophysical studies of duration discrimination in

non-speech sounds" and"duration discrimination in speech may be con¬

siderably better than the duration of one cycle of the vocal cords

(ca. 8 ms)." In all tests individual variability is quite high, and

performance improves with practice. It appears to me that language

production and perception are highly practiced activities, and that

a minimum JND of 1 cs for a reference duration of 10 cs might well be

applicable to speech perception when it matters. Since the difference

in duration between stressed and unstressed vowels in Greek may be

phonemically important, I would expect that a difference in duration

of 1-2 cs could be perceived. In speech we do not usually vary one

thing and leave the rest unaffected. A small durational difference

may be supported by the durational pattern of the whole word (as well

as other differences) ana thus be made much more perceptible. In any

case, the accuracy of spectrographic measurement is only ±.5 to ±1 cs

so that I have not considered any difference of 1 cs or less as signi¬

ficant.

3. Duration and stress in Greek

a. Stressed and unstressed vowels

In these sentence pairs where non-tonic stress was shifted,

the largest and most regular difference associated with the stress

shift was a change in vowel durations, particularly of the second

vowel in the test word. This is clearest in paradigmatic comparison

of word pairs where vowel quality and consonantal environment remain

the same. Speaking rate, which can also influence duration, was fairly

constant for each speaker, and this could be checked in sentence pairs

by comparing the duration of the final foot or final word in each
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1
sentence . Individual differences due to Doth style and natural rate

were rather large. MC spoke slowly and carefully; she showed the largest

difference in duration of stressed and unstressed vowels, and very

small differences in consonant durations. JIM spoke quickly and had

the smallest differences between stressed and unstressed vowels,

though he did use consonant duration to a greater extent than MC.

Auditorily Ms stressed vowels still sounded longer, but this seemed

to be due to a greater use of vowel quality with stressed vowels being

clearer and more distinct. Measurement was difficult because the test

words were spoken with a very low fundamental frequency, sometimes

breathy or creaky. PK spoke quickly, and differences in vowel duration

were in between those of MC and KM. Spectrograms of Ms voice were

the best and measurements most reliable. Very similar durational

patterns were seen in mingograms of DM and OS. Thus PK seemed to be

the most typical speaker and will be used in most examples.

Consonant duration could be affected by stress, but was quite

variable both witMn speakers for different consonants and across

speakers. Voiceless stops, particularly in medial position, were

often lengthened at the beginMng of stressed syllables. Thus medial

/k/, /t/, and /p/ are clearly longer in stressed syllables in fig. 30

although the initial consonants only show slight differences due to

stress. In these examples, the whole syllable is stretched out when

stressed, though proportionately the vowels show the largest increase,

being from 1.8 to 2.6 times longer in the second syllable when stressed,

whereas the voiceless stops in the same syllables are from 1.4 to 1.6

times longer when stressed. That vowel duration or extent is the

^PK and MC said each sentence twice. The repetition was regularly
faster, so that only the first utterance will be used in giving durations
below.
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Figure 30

'//A V/A '///AY/A //A ///A 10 «
PK S i K o s a. ...

. .. K ' + A k. s t

Pk.
. . . K f i) + i Ki «. rv .

» B1

Pk

Figure 31

V/////A i1
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important difference and not timing of vowel onsets is shown by the

fact that the vowel onsets in examples like those in fig. 30 are separated

by the same interval even though the durational pattern of vowels and

consonants within the intervals is different. Vftien the first syllable

is stressed, the first vowel is long and the medial consonant is short;

when the second syllable is stressed, the first vowel is short and the

medial consonant long, in a sense cutting the vowel off.

Individual variation in consonant duration can be seen in fig.

31 (page 228, bottom) where PK made an unusually large difference in

medial /t/, whereas both KM and MC made very small differences. For

all three speakers, the vowel duration difference is clear involving

both the first and second syllables for MC and primarily the second

syllable for KM and PK. The duration of the initial consonant does

not show a clear correlation with stress. This seems to be because

there is a potential pause between the subject and the verb in these

sentences. The initial consonant may even be longer in the initial

unstressed syllable than when stressed as in fig. 31—PK /oetaksane/

and fig. 32 /xtiplsane/. Medial /p/ in /xtipisane/ is lengthened

with stress (fig. 32), but /p/ in /linf&ika/ is about the same as in

/lipififkane/ (fig. 33). Although /t/ was longer in the stressed

syllable in /kit£ksane/ and /pet£ksane/ (figs. 30 and 31)> it is

about the same length as its unstressed version in /skot_6sane/ (fig.

34). Thus, although medial voiceless stops may have longer durations

in stressed syllables, this is not necessarily the case. Other con¬

sonants show less of a durational difference due to stress. /©/ in

/lipi6£kane/ (fig. 33) and /m/ in /zimdsane/ (fig. 35) are similar

to their unstressed durations.
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Figure 32:
PK /ef6 xtfpisa stin-p&rta./

/aftf xtipfsane stin-p<5rta/

!■■■■■■
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Figure 33:

PK /eytf lipiSika poli ja-to-
9&iat(5-tu./

/afti lipiSikane poli.../

IUUJ11UIU

*

■■■■(■■■■a
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Figure 34:
PK /ey<5 sk<5tosa ton-andra./

/aftf skot<5sane ton-andra./
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Figure 35 =

PK /ey6 zfmosa to-psom£./
/aftf zim<5sane to—psomf./
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Although variations in the duration of consonants may sometimes

be associated with stress and may reflect differences in production of

stressed syllables (longer closure duration in voiceless stops may be

a result of more 'force' of articulation), from the point of view of

perception, vowel durations appear to be a much more reliable cue.

The relatively small durational differences in consonants may not be

perceived as durational differences, but rather as differences in

quality—as more energetic, true stop closure in comparison to a

less completely closed variety; stronger friction versus weaker fric¬

tion, etc. That these may last a few centiseconds longer may not be

the salient feature for a language like Greek without contrastive

consonant length. Auditorily, stressed vowels sound longer, that is

extended, or sustained, in comparison to unstressed vowels, as well

as being more clearly articulated. Since most Greek syllables are

open, the auditory impression depends mainly on the vowel portion of

the syllable: in /skotdsane/ /1<5/ sounds longer than /sko/ even

though the duration of /sko/ is greater since it begins with a cluster

rather than a single consonant. Measured durations (of fig. 34) show

/t6/ to be .7 times as long as /sko/, but the vowel in /t6/ is 1.4

times longer than in /sko/ (twice as long as in unstressed /to/ in

the same phonetic environment). Perception tests in Russian (Potapova,

1975) have shown that listeners base their judgements of syllable length

on the duration of the nuclear vowel. Previous writers on Greek (Pernot,

Mirambel, Tzermias) have claimed that stressed vowels (not syllables)

are lengthened. Tables 4-6 show vowel duration as a function of stress

based on measurements of spectrograms for three speakers. Since

stressed vowels are more clearly articulated, they are easier to segment

and measure on spectrograms. The consonant and vowel in unstressed



TABLE4

Voweldurationasafunctionofstress HC

kat)isa(ne)kapnisa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

10

7

9.5 5.5

skotosa(ne)potisa(ne)arostisa(ne)fm-esa(ne)boresa(ne) 9 5.5

10

7

13?
5.5

12.5 8

skepasa(ne)petaksa(ne)rae0isa(ne) 10.5 5.5

10

6.5

3kupisa(ne)vutiksa(ne)&ulepsa(ne) 4.5 4

9.5 6

9 6.5

kitaksa(ne)sikosa(ne)ziAisa(ne) 4.5 3

5.5 3.5

14

9.5

kitaksa(ne)petaksa(ne)skepasa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

10.5 5.5

10.5 6

11

5

sikosa(ne)skotosa(ne) 10

3

10

3

dulepsa(ne)foresa(ne)boresa(ne)
10.5? 6

akusa(ne) 6.5 0 arostisa(ne)potisa(ne)ziti_sa(ne)skupisa(ne) 6

(4)

7.5 0

6.5 0

7.5 (2.5)

vuti_ksa(ne)ka0isa(ne)meMsa(ne) 5.5 2.5

7.5 3

8 (2.5)

bo

UJ

VJ1
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Voweldurationasafunctionofstress PK

kaflisa(ne)patisa(ne)nmzepsa(ne)X£lasa(ne)akusa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

10.5 6

9.5

11

9

11

11.5 6.5

skotosa(ne)potisa(ne)arostisa(ne)nomisa(ne) 8.5 6.5

9.5 4

9.5 7

f£naksa(ne)foresa(ne)boresa(ne) 7.5 6

12 10

11 11

skepasa(ne)petak3a(ne)me6isa(ne)zestana(ne)pe3epsa(ne) 6.5 4

7 5.5

11

4.5

7.5 8

skuplsa(ne)ksekubosa(ne)vutiksa(ne)
4.5 4

spueSasa(ne)pulisa(ne)5ulepsa(ne) 6.5 3

7 5.5

kitaksa(ne)sikosa(ne)xtipisa(ne)pistepsa(ne) 4 (1.5)

4 (1.5)

7 3.5

lipiflika(ne)foviflika(ne)zitisa(ne)zjuno3a(ne)ndlisa(ne) 5.5 4

7 4.5

kitaksa(ne)petaksa(ne)skepai3a(ne)xalasa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

10

5.5

11

5.5

10,5 4

fonaksa(ne)spuSasa(ne)zestana(ne) 10.5 5

10

5

11

5

sikosa(ne)skotosa(ne)ksekubosa(ne)zimosa(ne) 7 3.5

11.5 5

8.5 3

pistepsa(ne)maz£psa(ne)8ulepsa(ne) 8 2.5

8 3.5

foresa(ne)boresa(ne)pe3epsa(ne) akusa(ne)(e)lusa(ne) arostisa(ne)potisa(ne)zitisa(ne)paUsa(ne)vutiksa(ne) 4.5 0

5.5 0

kadisa(ne)me6iisa(ne)lipifiika(ne)fovifika(ne) 5.5 0

xtipisa(ne)skupisa(ne)nomisa(ne)puldsa(ne)milisa(ne)
M

Vol
U\

5 1.5

5.5 2.5



TABLE6

Voweldurationaeafunctionofstress KM

kaOisa(ne)p^tisa(ne)mazepsa(ne)xalasa(ne)akusa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

9 7.5

9 8.5

10

8?

12 10

skotosa(ne)pC)tisa(ne)arostisa(ne)nomisa(ne) 5.5 5

9.5 5

9.5 8

fonaksa(ne)foresa(ne)boresa(ne) 9.5 8

10.5 10

skepasa(ne)petaksa(ne)meSisa(ne)z<;stana(ne)peJep3a(ne) 9 7.5

skupisa(ne)ksekubosa(ne)vutiksa(ne) 5.5 4

spiiSasa(ne)pulisa(ne)3ujLepsa(ne) 7 4.5

kitaksa(ne)sikosa(ne)xtdj>isa(ne)p^istepsaCne) 5.5+rel=9 0+rel=5
5.5 5.5

5.5 4

5.5 5

lipiGika(ne)fovi0ika(ne)zitisa(ne)zimosa(ne) 6.5 4.5

6.5 5

6.5 5

kitaksa(ne)petaksa(ne)skepasa(ne)xalasa(ne)
stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed stressed unstressed

7 5.5

7 5.5

fonaksa(ne)spu5asa(ne)zestana(ne) 10

6

sikosa(ne)skotosa(ne)ksekubosa(ne)zimosa(ne) 8 5.5

7.5 5

9 7?

pistepsa(ne)mazepsa(ne)Sulepsa(ne) 4.5 5

7.5 5.5

forjasa(ne)boresa(ne)peJepsa(ne) 7.5 6 akusa(ne)(e)lusa(ne) 6.5 6 arcstisa(ne)potisa(ne)ziWsa(ne)patisa(ne)vutiksa(ne)
4.5 0

4 5.5

ka0isa(ne)me0i3a(ne)lipiOilca(ne)fovifiilca(ne) 3.5 0

6 1.5

xtipisa(ne)skup^sa(ne)nondsa(ne)puHsaCne)
fV> -J

5.5 0

5.5 3

6.5? 2.5?
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syllables tend to blend or for their articulations to overlap more,

and consonant releases are not as evident. The measurements are less

reliable, even in the case of vowels followed by voiceless consonants

since voicing often continued into the consonant. The greater uncer¬

tainty with respect to measuring unstressed vowels on spectrograms

seems to be paralleled by less accuracy in perception of the duration

of unstressed vowels and syllables (Potapova, 1975).

Prom tables 4-6, the differences in inherent durations of dif¬

ferent vowels is Immediately evident: /i/ and /u/ are in general

shorter than the other vowels in similar environments. In totally

voiceless environments, stressed /i/ and /d/ average only about 5 cs

as whereas /d/, /6/ and /a/ average about 7 to 10 cs as .

Unstressed /i/ and /u/ average about 5-4 cs as in voiceless environ¬

ments and are frequently reduced to zero as (average durations

0-5 cs). The other vowels are also shortened when unstressed (in

particular /e/), with average durations in voiceless environments

for /e/ and /o/ about 4.5 - 6 cs as , 2.5 - 5 cs as ^or /®/

about 6-8 cs as and 5-6 cs as V^. Thus unstressed /a/ has an
absolute duration equal to or greater than stressed /f/ and /d/. Even

when unstressed /i/ and /u/ are not present as voiced vowels with an

identifiable formant structure, they may still be 'heard' (most Greeks

would claim they are there, at least in the standard language). From

spectrograms, we can see a number of stages of presence to absence

of these very short vowels:

(l) Presence of a full vowel, that is voiced and with a formant

structure similar to when it is stressed (second and third formants

present for /i/, sometimes only the second formant for /u/). Most

occurrences of /i/ or /u/ as were of this type. Minimum duration
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is about 3 cs in a voiceless environment. An example can be seen in

fig. 32 /xtipisane/. After a liquid or nasal (e.g. /li/, /ni/, /mu/)
the minimum duration may be 1.5 cs (PK /pulisa/), but when the duration

falls below about 3 cs, I usually perceive these examples as syllabic

laterals or nasals ([/], [j> ] , [m]) • An example can be seen in fig. 33
(p. 231) /llpfBika/.

(2) Presence of voicing (first formant) of brief duration, but

no other formants. (These are indicated in the tables by parentheses

around their durations.) This may occur between voiceless stops and

fricatives, and in fact may occur simultaneously with one of the

'voiceless' consonants. These 'voiced blobs' on the spectrogram may

or may not be perceived as very short vowels. In fig. 36 (p. 240),

I did not 'hear' the short bit of voicing in /sikdsane/—it merely

sounded like /s/; whereas, a similar bit of voicing following the frica¬

tive release of /k/ in /kitdksane/ was 'heard' as a very short /i/.

Another example can be seen in fig. 37—b /dkusa/, which is a repetition

of the sentence and shows the variation in realization of the same

word. This was perceived as a very short /u/.

(3) No voicing (first formant), but the consonant is released

and followed by a short period of friction or voicelessness which

auditorily sounds like a whispered"' /i/ or /u/. There may be energy
O e

in the region of the second and third formants which clearly identifies

the vowel, as in fig. 38 /vutiksa/. In fig. 39, it is the strong
o

palatal friction in the release of the /i/ in /kitaksane/ that iden-
o

tifies the missing vowel (this friction is also present and has the same

^It seems to me that phonetically these vowels are whispered, that
is pronounced with the glottis narrowed rather than "voiceless", a term
which implies not merely absence of voicing, but a wide open glottis
as well.



Figure 36
PK /aftf sik<5sane to—baiilo./

/aftf ae-kit&sane kala./
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Figure 37

PK /erf6 £kusa ta-n^a./
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Figure 38

PK /ey<5 viltiksa to-psomf
sto-krasf./

/eyd sktSpisa to-spfti./
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Figure 39
KH /aftis me—fcftakse kali./

/aft! me-kitaksane kali./
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duration in stressed /kf/). This can be compared to the release of

/k/ in /atcusa/ (fig. 40), which is seen to have energy in the second
c

formant as in the stressed version. Unstressed /i/ and /u/ (and some¬

times other vowels as well) are frequently whispered prepausally after

voiceless consonants as in fig. 33—26a /0anat6-tu/ (p. 231).

(4) The consonant is released directly into the following con¬

sonant so that no separate vowel is heard. This occurred most frequently

in the sequences /tis/, /pis/, /0is/, and most often for PK. Thus,

/zitisa/ —♦ /z£tsa/ (PK, HC) /mdSisa/ —• /mdSsa/ (PK, Kid)
/pdtisa/ — /pdtsa/ (PK, MC) /kafiisa/ — /kdfisa/ (PK, KM)
/pdtisa/ — /patsa/ (PK, KM) /lipfGika/ — /lip£6ka/ (PK, KM)
/ardstisa/ —* /ardstsa/ (PK, KM) /fovfSika/ —> /fovfGka/ (PK)
/xtfpisa/ — /xtfpsa/ (PK) /ndmisa/ — /ndmsa/ (Pk)
/skupisa/ —♦ /skupsa/ (PK, KM)

However, the vowel is frequently still recoverable from the acoustic

signal and will be 'heard' by the native speaker. There are two

reasons for this. In all of these examples, one of the consonants is

a voiceless fricative during which the second and third formant tran¬

sitions characteristic of /i/ may occur. In fig. 41, the second and

third formants have the same pattern when they occur during the stressed

/i/ of /meGfsane/' as during the voiceless friction in /mdjsa/. In

fig. 38 (p. 242), note the position of the second and third formants

after the release of the /p/ in /skujqsa/ which are in the same place

as they are in /sjnti/, in comparison to their position at the begin¬

ning of the /s/ in /skupsa/ and /spiti/. This can also be seen in

figs. 32 and 33 (p. 230-231) where the second and third formants of

the stressed vowel in /xtipfsane/ and /lipiGfkane/ are still visible

in the release of the /p/ in /xtfpsa/ and at the end of /©/ in /lipf£ka/.
In fig. 37—a /akusa/ (p. 241), /k/ is released directly into /s/, but

I heared the word as ['auksa]. The resulting [ks] sequence has a
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Figure 40
KM / eif<5 akusa ta-n£a./

/aftf atolsane ta-n£a./
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Figure 41

KM /ey<5 m^Oisa tin—p&npti ./
/affcf me8£sane tin-p6npti./
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duration of 16 cs in comparison to syllable initial /ks/ clusters in

/fonaksane/. /petaksane/, etc. of 10.5 cs. This durational difference

also occurs in /ztfusa/, /skiipsa/. where derived /ps/ is 15 cs in

duration, and syllable initial /ps/ clusters in /pist^nsane/, /oulinsane/,

etc. are about 10 cs in duration. Thus, besides the fact that the

information identifying the vowel may still occur in neighboring

consonants, the durational pattern of the word may remain the same

whether a vowel is there or not. Comparing repetitions of the same

sentence by PK in which /i/ is elided in the first version, but not

in the second (fig. 42), the time taken up by ,CiC, is about the same

as when /i/ is not there.

Figure 42

Pk.

Sob
... f- 0 v I 6 ' k iK . . .

W//M f/M
10 a. m

/
e e 5 A- .

W//A 1 m
... "v e $ i s o- ...

... a. " k s a. ...

W/////M m m
. . . 0>~ S c< . , ,

Probably because of the durational difference, I 'hear' words where

/i/ has been elided as two syllables with a syllable division between

the two consonants— ['pot«sa], ['mtB.saj, ['nom»saJ. Rhythmically,
the stressed vowel sounds longer to me when /i/ has been omitted than

37f-

37 1.
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when it is present. In some examples, particularly when /tis/ —♦ [ts]
there is no consonant release or formant transitions which clearly

identify the missing vowel, and the [ts] sequence may begin to be

reduced in duration as well, as in fig. 43 /ardstsa/. Extreme cases

such as /stis-iposxesis-tus/ —♦ [ssips'sxesstus ] (fig. 43—utterance
final /s/ in this example is 'whistled') require more than the acous¬

tic signal for their correct identification.

These stages are continuous, and auditorily the differences are

not always evident. In most cases whether the vowel is actually

there or not as a segmentable element is not so important, since its

identity is usually recoverable from the acoustic signal. The coar-

ticulatory gestures that fx/ and /u/ impose on neighboring consonants

are maximally distinct. If the language were to change so that un¬

stressed fx/ and /u/ never appeared, then we would be left with a

series of palatalized and non-palatalized consonants which would ac¬

quire the status of phonemes rather than as allophonic variants de¬

pending on the following vowel. In fact, there are a number of northern

Greek dialects where this does occur (Newton, 1972:126; Thumb, 1912:9;

in some of these /ki/ —* /tji/ or /tsi/). The standard language thus

appears to be on a continuum with the dialects, exhibiting the same

potentiality for change.

There are a number of conditions favoring the elision of un¬

stressed fx/ and /u/. From the phonological point of view, there

would rarely be any confusion as a result, that is where a homonym

would be produced, e.g. ['kafisa] can only be interpreted by a native

speaker as /ka^isa/, since there is no */k£6vLaaf or */ka&se^. fuf

has a very low frequency of occurrence, so that most cases of an elided

vowel would be reconstructed as /i/. Consonant clusters resulting
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Figure
PK /ey<5 ar<5stisa
KK /ey6 pfstepsa

—vr&ii-./
is—iposx^sis

tus./
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from elision, such as /ts/, /ks/, /ps/, /st/, /sk/, and /krt/, may

occur word initially, and sequences such as /6k/, /6s/ are acceptable

medially. However, word initial three consonant clusters such as

/rtp/, /skp/, /pst/ are not phonologically acceptable, and this may

counteract the tendency towards elision (which did not occur in

/skupfsane/, /ztipfsane/, /pist^psane/).
The main phonetic motivation for elision of hi^a vowels appears

to be their short duration, low intensity, and voiceless environment,

as well as the fact that neighboring consonants can maintain the dis¬

tinction. For PK, the opener vowels as (table 5) are reduced in

duration by about 4-5 cs when they become unstressed, such that they

are only 1/2 as long as their stressed versions. A similar reduction

to a vowel which is only 5 cs long when stressed leaves it with 0-1 cs

duration, which is proportionately a much larger change. To reduce

/i/ or /u/ by the same proportion, such that they were 1/2 as long as

their stressed counterparts, would mean a duration of 2-3 cs. For this

short duration, it hardly seems worthwhile to bother switching on

voicing. More of an effort would be needed to maintain voicing and

overcome their inherent low intensity than with other vowels. Whereas

the minimum unstressed duration of the opener vowels is 3 cs (4 cs for

/a/), the minimum unstressed duration for unstressed /i/ and /u/ is

0 cs. The short inherent duration of /i/ and /u/ seem to be part of

their identity, and in unstressed position must be maintained (rela¬

tive to the other vowels) in order for them to still be in contrast

to /e/ and /o/. 'When /e/ and /0/ become very short, as in /me-kitaksane/

(fig. 36, p. 240) and /zimosa/ (fig. 35, p. 233)» they sometimes begin

to sound like /i/ or /u/ ( [1 ] , [©] ). (in a number of dialects where

unstressed /i/ and /u/ are lost, there is raising of /e/ and /0/.)
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The usual reason given for the disappearance of unstressed /i/

and /u/ in northern dialects is the "dynamic accent" (Papadopoulos,

1926; Phavis, 1951). However, this does not explain why /i/ and /u/

are treated differently from the other vowels. The fact that /i/ and

/V are inherently shorter than the other vowels and that vowel duration

is affected by stress seems to me to be the main reason, as well as

the fact that coarticulatory differences for /i/ and /u/ are distinct

enough so that the vowel is not completely lost (at least in the first

stages). Elision of /i/ or /u/ occurs in the standard language when

spoken at a normal speed in voiceless environments and particularly

when the resulting consonant sequence is a normal cluster such as /ts/.
It is also most likely to occur in inflectional endings, clitics, and

adjacent to stressed syllables. Further instances of high vowel elision

in the rest of the data will be given below. It may be that the stan¬

dard spoken language is evolving in the direction of the northern

dialects. This is a process which has been going on for a long time

in modem Greek, e.g. rrtpuac ~ fffyec "last year" /p^risi/ —* /p4rsi/,
cukuitt ~ ckutc "liver" /sikdti/ —? /skdti/. 3ut because of the

writing system and prescriptive approaches in education, it is not

always certain which changes have been completed in normal spoken Greek

of today. A related problem for the analyst is whether to consider

high vowel elision a phonemic or simply a phonetic process in the

standard language.

From tables 4-6 (p. 255-257), if we look at how much longer the

stressed vowel is than the unstressed vowel in the same environment

(e.g. :V^, f2;7» we note that the change in vowel duration as a
function of stress affects much more than . For PK stressed f^
ranges from equal to over twice as long as unstressed , whereas
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stressed is generally two to three times longer than unstressed

(even more when /i/ is reduced to zero). For MC stressed is generally
_ /

1.5 to 2 times longer than unstressed , and stressed from 1.8 to

3 times longer than unstressed V^. For KK, stressed is generally
equal to or 1.2 times longer than unstressed (1.2 to 1.75 for /i/

and /u/), and stressed V^, 1.2 to 1.5 times longer than unstressed
(more for /i/ and /u/). This tendency can he seen syntagmatically

as well in words where the same vowel appears in successive syllables.

PK /lipffiika/ /skdtosa/ /pdSepse/ /xalasa/
7-0 7-3.5 7.5-5 11-4-4 cs

/lipi6£kane/ /skotdsane/ /peodpsane/ /xal£sane/
5-5.5 5-7 8-9 8-8-5 cs

These durations correspond to the auditory impression that, for example,

unstressed /o/ in /skdtosa/ is much shorter than unstressed /o/ in

/skotdsane/. There are a number of possible reasons that might explain

this. The first is phonetic environment since in nearly all words

is followed by /s/, which might have a shortening influence, parti¬

cularly on the unstressed vowel. However, the same asymmetry is

found in /zj|stana/ PK 7-5 cs (KM 7-4 cs), /zest£nane/ PK 5-11 cs (KM

7-7 cs) where is followed by /s/ and V by /n/. Also when both

vowels are bounded by voiceless stops, we still see a greater difference

in stressed and unstressed "than in V^, as in PK:
/patisa/ /patisane/ /skdpasa/' /skepasane/

a^= 9.5 8 e^= 6.5 4 cs
/pet£ksane/ /pdtaksa/ /pistdpsane/ /pistepsa/

a2= 11 5.5 e2= 8 2.5 cs
(Environment can not be entirely ruled out in these examples since

is followed by two consonants and by one.)

Another possible reason might be the rhythm of these constructed
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sentences. When is unstressed, it appears in a 2-syllable foot

(3-syliable foot for a few examples), and when is unstressed it

occurs in a 4-6-syliable foot in most examples (stressed V^ and
are both in the same type of foot). If there were any tendency towards

stress-timing in Greek (chap. Vl), we would expect the syllable con¬

taining to be somewhat stretched out in comparison to the syllables

in the longer foot. To test this idea, sentences were constructed

where ten of the verbs (two beginning with each vowel) from the test

appeared after three different subjects, e.g.

(a) /ta-peoja skupfsane to-spfti./ 'The children swept the house.'

(b) /ta-pe5j£-tu skupfsane to-spfti./ 'His children swept the house.'

(c) /ta6drfja-tu skupfsane to-spfti./ 'His brothers swept the house.'

The sentences were randomized and read by OS (who was thought most

likely to show a tendency to stress-timing). If stress-timing were

operating, we would expect the first syllable (and vowel) /sku-/ to

be shorter in (c) where it is in a 4-syllable foot than in (a) where it

is in a 2-syllable foot similar to the test sentences. However, this

was not the case. The duration of was not affected by the number

of preceding unstressed syllables. Both the vowel duration and syllable

duration remained about the same regardless of foot length (similar

to durations for PK in the test sentences). The initial 'foot' contains

a major syntactic break between the subject and verb which was some¬

times followed by a pause or lengthening of the final vowel of the

subject which could occur in all three versions (most frequently in

(a) and (b). This seems to block any influence on the duration of

the first syllable of the verb. Another test for this was a comparison

of the test sentence with versions which began without the initial

pronoun (PK):
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(a) /ey<5 skdtosa ton-andra./ /afti skot<5sane ton-andra./
7-5.5 5-7 cs

(b) /skdtosa ton-andra./ /skotdsane ton-andra./
9-4 5.5-8 cs

(c) /skdtose ton-andra?/ /skotdsane ton-dndra?/
8-5 6-9.5 cs

In (b) and (c) the verb is in focus and the stressed vowel is somewhat

longer. The initial unstressed vowel is about the same or slightly-

longer than in the test sentences (a). There is still a greater dif¬

ference in the stressed and unstressed version of the second vowel

than the first. Thus this difference appears to be characteristic

of the word itself and not a function of the construction of these

particular sentences. From a phonological point of view, accent on

V.j is the 'unmarked' position for the accent in these words. All the
singular forms (/skdpisa/, /skdpises/, /skupise/} are accented on ,

and the third person plural alternatively may be accented on

(/skdpisan/ instead of /skupisane/; see chap. IV.B.1, page 56). It is

possible that the accentability of prevents it from being as reduced

as a vowel in a syllable which is usually unaccented.

The most satisfactory explanation for the difference in vowel

duration of and in these words is that the durational pattern

characteristic of stress in Greek involves a long-short alternation.

In the beginning of a word, preceding the stressed syllable, vowel

lengths are rhythmically 'indifferent' or of medium length, and may

gradually build up in length to the stressed syllable which is equal

to or longer than preceding syllables. Immediately after the stressed

syllable, there is a sharp reduction in length, and it is through the

contrast of a long vowel and immediately following short vowel that

the stressed syllable is identified. In listening to the beginning
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of a word like /skoto-/, if the second vowel is considerably shortened

or reduced relative to the first vowel, then the first syllable is

stressed. If, however, the second vowel is equal or greater in length

than the first vowel, then the first vowel is not stressed, but the

second one may be stressed. One witholds judgement until the following

syllable; if its nucleus turns out to be considerably shortened or

reduced, then the second syllable is stressed. (The duration of un¬

stressed final /a/ was similar to that of unstressed /a/ as V^, averaging
about 5 cs for PK.)

sko to (sa)
—

= first syllable is stressed

= second syllable may be stressed

—
= second syllable is stressed

Thus, duration patterns like intensity, where the alternation strong-

weak in two successive syllables corresponds to stressed-unstressed,

but equal intensity points towards stress on the second syllable of

a two syllable word. Duration and intensity are closely related

psychoacoustically for short durations, so it is not surprising that

they act in the same way (they reinforce each other). The identifi¬

cation of which syllable is stressed comes through comparing the

length of the following to the preceding vowel. It is immediately

after the stressed syllable that vowel lengths are shortened towards

their minimum values. Thus the phonological word can be divided

into two parts:

(1) syllables up to and including the stressed syllable, in which

vowel lengths are medium and may increase so that the stressed

syllable is longest;

(2) syllables immediately following the stressed syllable up to

the end of the word, in which vowels are maximally reduced in
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length.

Morphologically, the first part of the word is the stem and contains

the most lexical information. The second part of the word may contain

0-2 syllables and contains morphological, modifying, less important

ana more predictable information. One has the impression that the

first part of the word can be stretched out, whereas as soon as the

stressed syllable has been reached, the conclusion is near and there

is a rush to finish the word (like a spring that has been stretched

out and suddenly snaps back).

Psychological length judgements must take into account inherent

differences between vowels due to their quality and environment."'
Besides judging purely on a syntagmatic basis, the listener must also

have an idea of what duration to expect a vowel of a particular quality

to have in either condition of stress. Thus in /kaOfsane/ with the

first three vowel durations 6-4-6 cs, even though /l/ is shorter than

neighboring /a/'s, the listener must know that it is stressed, since

for an /i/ it is relatively long, and if unstressed it would have been

very reduced and probably devoiced (or in slow, careful speech, one

of the /a/'s would have to be much longer in relation to it). Similarly

in /kftakse/ 4-5.5-5 cs, when listening successively, even though /i/
is very short, if the following /a/ is of minimum value for /a/, then

The only clear influence of phonetic environment on duration for
all three speakers is the lengthening of a vowel before jr/, as in
/boresa(ne)/ and /foresa(ne)/ (compared to /fonaksa(ne)/). In general
vowels seem to be somewhat longer in voiced environments, and unstressed
vowels to be more affected by environment than stressed vowels. The
differences are small and not always consistent in this small set of
data, e.g. following voiced /o/ seems to be responsible for lengthening
unstressed /e/: in /peodpsane/ e = 8 cs, but in /petaksane/ e = 5.5 cs
(stressed /d/ = 7.5 and 7 cs); but /m/ does not seem to have the same
influence since unstressed /i/ is 4 cs in both /zimdsane/ and /zitisane/.
No definite tendency of lengthening due to preceding consonants except
possibly /b/ could be confirmed from the data. A more extensive investi¬
gation is needed.
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it is clear that /i/ is stressed. Although a shift in stress in

these words results in the largest duration change in V^, the durational
pattern of the whole word is affected with smaller adjustments in

neighboring syllables contributing to the increase in perceived length

of the stressed syllable. The durational differences in this test

are minimum durational differences which may be increased when a word

is in focus in a sentence.

b. Secondary' accent: -possessive sentence pairs

In these sentences, the durations of a word final syllable,

unaccented (in a word with antepenultimate accent) and with secondary

accent (followed by an enclitic) were compared. In the first case

it was completely unstressed and in the second was the main or only

stressed syllable of the phonological word. The words appeared in

two positions in the sentence—initial and medial (near the end of

the sentence with at least one more stressed syllable following the

test word). Position was found to affect both the stress pattern and

intonation pattern of the words. In initial position the test word

was the grammatical subject of the sentence and a main information

point. The syntactic break between the subject and following verb was

optionally indicated by a pause. The last stressed syllable in the

subject phrase received 'sentence stress' or was a 'tonic' in the

utterance (with intonation pattern 2)—this fell on the name in A

and on the secondarily accented syllable in C as in the following example

(tonics are underlined):

A. /to-po6flato tu-pdtru(.) kdstise pola lefta./
'Peter's bicycle cost a lot of money.'

C. /to-po£>£lat(5-tu(.) kdstise pola lefta./
'His bicycle cost a lot of money.'
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The syllable with primary word accent, /of/ is stressed in both versions,

and its duration does not change appreciably. The secondarily accented

syllable /to/ is much longer when stressed than when unstressed. Eere

the comparison is between stressed tonic and completely unstressed,

so the difference is maximal. For OS the nuclear vowel in these sen¬

tences is two to three times longer when stressed, and the syllable

is twice as long when stressed than when unstressed. For KM the vowel

is from 1.7 to 1.9 times longer when stressed, and the syllable

averages 1.6 times longer when stressed than when unstressed. Both

the secondarily accented syllable and the entire final three or four

syllables of the phonological word are stretched out for KM (this also

occurs for OS, but it is less noticeable). Since the secondarily

accented syllable is also tonic, it is perceived as carrying the main

stress of the phonological word in most descriptions of Greek, e.g.

when an enclitic is added to an antepenultimately accented word "a main

stress appears two syllables to the right, while original main stress

is reduced to secondary stress" (Drachmas and Malikouti-Drachman, 1977:

205). When the word is in initial position, as in these sentences,

the originally accented syllable actually retains the same fundamental

frequency and duration; it is only in comparison with the additional

stressed syllable in the word that it is "reduced to secondary stress".

In medial position, as grammatical object of the sentence, the

test word is not as likely to be a main information point, since usually

the first and/or last word of a sentence carries more semantic weight.

The secondarily accented syllable is stressed and may be tonic (espe¬

cially for OS). The primarily accented syllable is generally not

perceived as having rhythmic stress when secondary accent is added even

though it may retain some phonetic features (pitch rise, extra length,
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clarity of articulation) which distinguish it from completely unstressed

neighboring syllables.

D. Anilise to-poSflato p&ide 2±lja5es./
'He sold the bicycle for five thousand drachmas.'

B. /utilise to-poSilat6-tu _gdn.de mil jades./
'He sold his bicycle for five thousand drachmas.'

or B. /pulise to-uociflatd-tu udnde miljades./
'He sold his bicycle for five thousand drachmas.'

The primarily accented syllable (e.g. /S£/) either had the same duration

in both versions or was shorter in B. When it was shortened (the usual

case for KM), it was perceived as unstressed. When it was not shortened,

it was difficult to decide whether it was stressed or not. There was

an increase in duration of the vowel and syllable with secondary accent

(/t6/) when it was stressed, though the increase was not as great as

between A and C. For OS the secondarily accented vowel was on an

average twice as long when stressed than when unstressed, and for KM

1.5 times longer. The stressed syllable averaged 1.7 times longer for

OS and 1.4 times longer for KM. The last three syllables of the

phonological word were sometimes stretched out, but not as much as in C.

Table 7 shows the average durations of the four vowels that appeared

in the secondarily accented syllable (unfortunately, no antepenulti-

mately accented noun ending in /u/ could be found for this test). OS

makes a much larger difference in vowel duration as a function of

stress than KM, and this is mostly due to longer duration of the stressed

vowel. The duration of unstressed vowels, about 5-6 cs for /a/, /o/,
and /e/, and 5-4 cs for /i/ (when present) is similar for both speakers.

Both the average duration and range of stressed /a/, /<5/, and /d/ is

greater for OS. Partly this is due to the fact that OS paused more

after the phonological word in C, so that the influence of prepausal
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TABLE 7

Average duration of unstressed and stressed vowels
with secondary accent in possessive sentence pairs

a,
(4 ex)

£
(6 ex)

£
(2 ex)

.2
£

(4 ex

KM

A XX X unstressed 6 5 5.5 3.4

C X X
✓

X-X stressed 10.1 9.5 9.3 5.5

D XX X unstressed 6 4.7 5.5 0/4
B X X

s

X-X stressed 8.8 7.4 8.5 5

OS

A XX X unstressed 6.3 4.6/0 4.8 0/3
C X X X-X stressed 13.1 12 13 6.6

D X X X unstressed 6.1 5.1 6 0/3
B X X stressed 12.5 10 11.3 5.5

Range of durations

KM

unstressed

stressed

OS
unstressed

stressed

5-7 3-6

7-11 6-11

4 - 7(10) 0-6

10 -15.5 9 -12.5

5-6 0-4.5

8 -10.5 4-8

4.5- 7 0-4

11 - 14 3.5- 8.5

Vowels are preceded and followed by a voiceless stop or fricative
except /maJ, /ra/> /So/, /ne/, /mi/. Measurements are in centiseconds.

0/4 means that the average duration of voiced /i/ is 4 cs, but
there were examples where it was elided.
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lengthening is greater. Also, KM reduced the primarily accented vowel

(V more frequently in B, so that he did not need to add as much extra
length to the secondarily accented vowel (V^) in order for it to be
syntagmatically more prominent. This can be seen in fig. 44, where

for KM the duration of secondarily accented /d/ in B /prdsopd-tu/ is

perceived as longer than primarily accented /d/ (/prdsopd-tu/): there

is a reduction in the length of /or6-1 rather than an addition to the

length of the stressed vowel /-pd/, which has the same duration in

both B and D (6 cs). (For KM,also is of greatest intensity and has

the only pitch rise in the word, whereas for OS there is a pitch rise

on both and and the intensity is nearly equal.) The individual

difference noted before of OS using larger pitch and intensity changes

in realizing stress is paralleled by his use of a greater durational

difference as well. In fig. 45, the lengthening associated with stress

in C primarily affects the stressed syllable /-sd/ in /pukdmisd-tu/
for OS, whereas for KM there is a general stretching with less of an

increase in duration on the stressed vowel itself. In this example,

the stretching went back as far as the primary accent, with being

even longer than it had been as the only stressed syllable in the word.

The enclitic added on to the test word was also longer when V, was

stressed. For example, /i/ in the enclitic /tis/ in /i-Sfnami-tis/

was usually present, but in the proclitic /i-<5inami tis-ela5as/ it
o

was usually elided leaving a much shorter [ts]. This stretching may

be a kind of slowing down or retardando indicating the end of a syn¬

tactic unit. It occurred most frequently in C when a pause occurred

after the phonological word, although it could happen even when there

was no actual pause, as in /pukamisd-tu/ (fig. 45—C), and sometimes

also in B as in /ikdpeod-tu/ (fig. 46). This might be considered as
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Plgur* 45
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evidence for stress-timing. Normally stretching occurred in words in

which two clear rhythmic beats were perceived. There may be a minimum

time interval between stressed beats (of around 50 cs for KM) that

needs to be maintained. In B there was less stretching and also the

primarily accented syllable tended not to be perceived as stressed.

According to the rhythmic hypothesis put forward in the last section,

in the original antenenultimately accented word (VJJ.) we would
1 2 5

expect the post-stressed syllable to be the shortest. When the

main stress is on the word boundary has moved and

is now acting as a pre-stressea syllable and is not as reduced in

length. It is difficult, however, to separate the rhythmic factors

from the syntactic ones (end of group) and position in utterance

(pause or potential pause) in these sentences.

The durational difference between the stressed and unstressed

version of a vowel is much greater in table 7 (p. 260) than in the

preceding test, tables 4-6 (p. 255-257). There is very little overlap

in the ranges of duration of stressed and unstressed vowels for each

speaker in this test. Whereas the durations of unstressed vowels

are similar in these sentences to unstressed in the last test

(in voiceless environments), the stressed vowels are longer, especially

in C. In some of these sentences there Was a pause at the end of the

phonological word, so that prepausal lengthening or lengthening at the

end of a syntactic group to show potential pause, is probably one

reason for this difference. Secondly, in most cases the stressed

syllable was 'tonic' (all words in c), and this seems to involve

further lengthening. Unstressed vowel durations may be regarded as

minimum values to which an increase is added for stress, a somewhat

greater increase for sentence stress, and an even greater one for
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emphasis. It may be that longer duration is necessary for the intona¬

tion contour to be established clearly.

As was found in the preceding test, /i/ clearly stands out as

being much shorter than the other vowels: its average stressed duration

of 5-6 cs is about the same as the average duration of unstressed /a/,

/0/, /e/. Unstressed /i/ was most likely to be devoiced by all

informants when preceded and followed by /s/, as in

/i-s£stasi sto-/ /i-epfskepsi sto-/

where a long /s/ is all that is perceived (see an example of a spec¬

trogram in fig. 43, p. 249). /u/ was also most likely to be devoiced

in a similar environment, as in

/taftok£nit6-su sto- / /to-puk£misd-su stin-/

/tonomd-su sto-/.—
o m

OS even devoiced /o/ and /e/ in

/to-pukimiso stin-/ /aydrases to-/.

Following /s/ seems to be more important than preceding /s/ since

unstressed /i/ and /u/ were regularly devoiced by both OS and KM in

/£fksise/ —■? f'afksel /kdstise/ (fig. 45)
c L J o

//fisan/ (fig. 47) /ta-psdmata tis kopdlaz-mu/
o o —

/dlrusa/,
o

but only sometimes devoiced in

/kiirasi to-/ (KM) /kdrasi tu-/ (OS)

/sfstasi tu-/ (OS)1*.
Whereas both had devoiced /i/ in /episkepsi sto-sxol£o/. they didn't in

/episkepsi tu-'gimarxu sto-sxolio/ (/u/ in /tu/ was devoiced by OS).

In the word /taft<5tites/, /i/ could be devoiced (/taftdtites/), but

more often the preceding /t/ is voiced so that /ti/ —* [di] —► [d],

^Devoicing and elision are also most likely to occur in the post-
stressed syllable.
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[ta'ftodtes] (see fig. 47). The most compression in time (looking at

the distance between the vowel onsets in /t<5/ and /tes/ in /taftdtifes/)

seems to be achieved when /ti/ —* [d ], as in D. Whispering /i/ does

not necessarily 'save time', as in fact C /taft<5tit£s-tus/ is more

stretched out in time than A and slightly more than B where /i/ is

voiced. Notice also that /tis-/ takes up the same amount of time in

D when /i/ is voiced as in B when it has been elided. But once /i/

has been devoiced, the next step of complete elision with no time

interval remaining can easily happen, e.g. /sis/ —* [sis j —► [ss] —* [s j
(alternatively, /sis/ —» [zis] —* [zs]). This step seems to have been
taken more frequently by OS. For KM, unstressed /i/ is "still there",

whether whispered or as voicing during the preceding consonant and

would certainly reappear in citation form. The prime motivation seems

to be anticipatory voicing assimilation and maximizing the distinction

between stressed and unstressed syllables rather than a direct attempt

to pronounce the unstressed syllables in a shorter space of time.

c. Secondary accent: imperative sentence -pairs

The addition of secondary accent in imperatives has the same

effects as in possessives. The secondarily accented is both stressed

and tonic as well as being the last stressed syllable before pause in

many of the sentences (tonics underlined):

/p^s-to-mu, se-parakal6./ 'Please tell it to me.' (informal)
/p£ste-t<S-mu. sas-parakal<5./ 'Please tell it to me.' (formal)

/mflise stin-aSelfi-mu./ 'Speak to my sister.' (informal)
/milis4-tis./ 'Speak to her.' (informal)

The secondarily accented vowel in these sentences is considerably

longer than when it appears unstressed, twice as long for OS, and

1.5 to 2 times as long for KM and NP. The secondarily accented
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syllable is also longer, from 1.2 to 1.6 times longer for KM, but the

lengthening of consonants is variable: /t/ is usually longer in a

stressed syllable, but /s/ may or may not be lengthened.

The vowel durations summarized in table 8 are similar to those

in table 7. /e/ is shorter in these sentences; there are more exam¬

ples and the environment is more voiceless (/ks_t, /s_st/, /s_t/).
Final /e/ in these verb forms is very weak. For all speakers /6/

in /aniks^-tin/ is loxger than in /aniksj-tu tin-porta/ (fig. 48),
so that prepausal lengthening or lengthening of the final stressed

syllable in an utterance seems to contribute to its extra duration.

As in the possessives, some stretching was evident when the secondary

accent was added, particularly when it was the last stressed syllable

before pause. For both NP and KM, in /afise to-peSf/, /i/ was devoiced,
©

but in /£fis4-to/, it was present though very short. For OS it was

voiced in both (of very low intensity in /iflse to-pecf/), but twice

as long when both preceded and followed by stress (see fig. 49).

As in the possessive sentences, the original primarily accented

syllable remained about the same duration (and had the same Fq curve,
a rise) when secondary accent was added (for OS and NP, on some occa¬

sions longer because of stretching), or sometimes it was shortened (KM).

It is mainly the addition of duration (and in most sentences, pitch

prominence) to the secondarily accented syllable that causes the original

accented syllable to be perceived as having 'weaker stress' (than the

secondarily accented syllable). It is also possible to say these

sentences with the tonic on the primarily accented syllable so that

the secondarily accented syllable is perceived as having 'weaker

stress' (e.g. /£fis£-to/). This is a stronger command and consequently

less polite. The pitch peak will occur on the primarily accented syllable,
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TABLE 8

Average duration of unstressed and

stressed vowels in imperative sentence pairs

a o e. £
(2 ex) (4 ex) (4 ex) (2 ex)

KM

XXX
unstressed 6.8 5.4 2.5 3.5

X X X-X stressed 9 9.3 6.6 4.3

OS

XXX
£ — unstressed 6.5 5 4.5
1 X X-X stressed 13 13.7 10.6

NP

1 X xl unstressed ^ 5.4 4.6 5
XXiX stressed 12 10.3 10.5 8

Range of durations

KM
unstressed 6 - 7.5 4-7 2-3 3-4

stressed 9 8.5-10 5 - 7.5 4 - 4.5

OS
unstressed 6-7 4-5.5 4-5.5 —

stressed 13 10.5-16 9.5-12 —

NP
unstressed 5-7 3.5- 7 4-5 5

stressed 10-14 9.5-11 7-12 8

•j
Vowels are preceded by /t/ or /s/ (except /ro/) and followed by
/t/, /s/ or /m/. This includes comparative sentences with /Sinatdteros/
and /mikrdteros/. Measurements are in centiseconds.

2
6 examples for OS.

3
There was no regular difference across speakers due to the position of
the unstressed vowel in these sentences.



Figure 48 - KM, Iff1, OS
/ani kse tin-p6rfca./
/<£niks£-tu tin-p<5rta./
/anikse-tin.
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and the rest of the sentence will be said on a low pitch. The secon¬

darily accented syllable will still be lengthened, though it will not

appear as prominent as the primarily accented syllable (this occurred

in UP /if±si-to/). The durational pattern of a word seems to be

more directly tied to morphological constraints, whereas the location

of the pitch peak may vary to express the speaker's attitude to what

he is saying.

d. 'Paras' sentences

In these sentences the stressed syllable /pa/ was consistently

longer than the unstressed syllable /pa/'' as can be seen in table 9.

Syntagmatically, the largest difference was between the initial stressed

syllable and the following unstressed syllable (word final and usually

followed by /s/) ranging from 1.33 (DK) to 1.5 (OS) times longer when

not followed by pause. There was no example where the unstressed CV

in /p^ria(s)/ was longer than the stressed CV, the minimum difference

being 2 cs. For all speakers the difference in duration was not as

great when stressed CV^ is compared to CV.^, ranging from slightly
longer (KM) to one and a third times longer (OS). For OS and DM

stressed CV /papf£( s)/ was always at least 2 cs longer than unstressed

CV.j, except in /to-bapi.../; however, for KM there were several examples
where stressed CV had the same duration (a difference of 1 cs or less)

as the preceding unstressed syllable. This can also be seen looking

"*In most sentences word final /s/ either began the following
syllable or was not present due to inflexion. There did not appear
to be any definite correlation of the duration of final /s/ and stress
of CV . Its duration seemed to depend more on following segments and
pausing than on stress. Including /s/, the average duration of CVC^
Was:

OS KM OS

non-prepausal: /vivas/ 17 20 prepausal: 29 cs

/papas/ 23 23 33 cs
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TABLE 9

Average durations of CV syllables in 'papas' sentences (centiseconds)

Non-nrenausal OS (14 ex) a)sifit KM (14 ex)

CV1 cv2 CV1 cv2 CV1 cv2
papa(s) 18 12 19 15 18 13

papi(s) 12 16 15 18 15 17

Ratio of stressed
unstressed CV:

to

syntagmatic

CV1:CV2 1.5 1 .3 1.4

CV2:CV1 1.5 1 .2 1.1

paradigmatic
Ctf :CV 1.5 1 .3 1.2

CV2:CV2 1.3 1 .2 1.3

Range of durations:

p£pa(s) 15-21 7.5-16 17-22 13.5-17 15.5--22 11-16

papa(s) 10-14 13-19 12-17. 5 16-20 13.5--17 14-20

Preoausal OS (7 ex) DM (10 ex) KM (7 ex)

p£pa(s) 20 16 20.5 16.5 21 17

pap£(s) 13 21 15 22.5 16 25

Ratio of stressed
unstressed CV:

to

paradigmatic
CV :CV 1.5 1 .4 1.3

C^2:CV2 1.3 1 .4 1.35
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at the range of durations, where there is very little overlap in the

ranges of successive CV's except for KM /pap£(s)/ where the range for

the unstressed syllable (15-5—17 cs) is a subset of the range for the

following stressed syllable (14-20 cs). Figures 50 (where the

stressed syllable has pitch prominence) and 51—16 (level Fq on the
test word) show a larger difference in duration of successive syllables

in /p£pa.../ than in /papa.../, particularly for KM (fig. 51—16) and

DM (fig. 50—3)• Utterance medially, the rhythmic contrast is between

long-short for /papa/ and medium-long or equal-equal for /pap£/, dura¬

tion here patterning in the same way as intensity. If we look at

prepausal position, this relationship is changed. The largest dif¬

ference in duration of successive syllables is when CV^ is stressed.
This can be seen in fig. 51—11» 17, where the effect of prepausal

lengthening means that when 07^ is stressed, the successive CV's
begin to be nearly equal in duration; whereas, when CV^ is stressed,
it is much longer than CV^. Thus the rhythmic contrast before pause
is between long-medium or equal-equal for /p£pa/ and short-long for

/vavi/. Here duration patterns differently from intensity, and they

compensate for each other to maintain the contrast (the intensity

pattern is strong-very weak for /p£pa/ and nearly equal for /pap£/).

When the average durations of syllables are compared paradig-

matically, stressed /pi/ is on an average about one and a third times

longer than unstressed /pa/. In these words, the duration both of

the voiceless stop and the vowel is increased with stress, as can be

seen in table 10. For KM successive vowels are equal in average dura¬

tion when the second syllable is stressed; for OS and DM there is a

trading relationship so that the stressed vowel is consistently longer

in both positions. The word initial consonant seems to be inherently
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TABLE 10

Average segmental durations in'papas'sentences
(in centiseconds)

Kon-nreoausal duration of /a/

OS DM KM

V1 V2 V1 V2 V1 V2
9.1 5.7 10 8.5 7.6 5.9

6 8.6 7.8 10.4 7 7.1

papa(s)
pap£(s)

average /£/ 9 10 7.5

average /a/ 6 8 6.5

Non-nreoausal duration of /n/

OS DM KM

p£pa(s)
pap£(s)

C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2
9.5 5.8 9.7 6.5 10.2 7.2

6.2 8 7.2 7.8 8.2 9.6
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longer than the medial consonant. The medial consonant is more reduced

when unstressed and less lengthened when stressed than the initial

consonant.

Sentence medially, an increase in duration on a stressed syllable

is usually accompanied by an increase in intensity. The Fq contour
seems to be fairly independent of the durational pattern of a word.

The durational difference between stressed and unstressed syllables

is maintained even when Fq is neutralized, as in intonation pattern 3
(fig. 51—16, 11; fig. 52). In fig. 52—2, the test word occurs

initially in an utterance, and the stressed syllable is of greater

relative duration, greater intensity and said with a rise in F^ com¬
pared to the preceding syllable (intonation pattern l). In fig. 52—

13, Fis low level, yet the relative durations of the successive

syllables are maintained; the intensity is much greater during the

stressed vowel for OS and DM /papas/, and is equal for DM /papis/.
Whether the word appears as a main information point or not, the dura¬

tional pattern is different for /pipa/ and /papi/. The durational

pattern is also maintained before pause (fig. 51—11, 17) since the

final CV is lengthened in both words. Note that it is the vowel

portion of the syllable that undergoes the most prepausal lengthening

(fig. 51—DM 1l). Comparing the prepausal and non-prepausal syllable

durations (table 9, p. 274), the final CV undergoes the most lengthening

(/v£va/ and /nana/). and the last stressed syllable (/nana/) may also

be somewhat lengthened. However, unstressed CV (/papa/) seems to be

relatively unaffected by prepausal lengthening. Thus the domain for

prepausal lengthening is mainly the final foot (the last stressed syllable

and any following unstressed syllables). Extra duration may also be

used for emphasis (sentence 19). Longer duration, greater intensity,

and a rise-fall Fq contour affect primarily the final foot, but the
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whole phonological word may be spread out as well (especially KM).

No clear indication of a tendency to stress-timing could be

found in these sentences. That is, neither the duration of the stressed

nor of the unstressed syllable or vowel could be correlated with the

number of syllables in the foot to which it belonged. In fig. 50—3,

/-Ha] has about the same duration in both a 3-syllable (a) and a

4-syliable (b) foot, but /tu/ is somewhat shorter in the 4-syliable

foot for EM. /-0a j—/ is about the same in both a 2-syllable (b)

and a 3-syllable (a) foot. In fig. 51—16, OS drops the /o/ in /otan/

in the foot with fewer syllables (b), but not in the one with more

syllables (a), which would contradict the isochrony hypothesis

(here there is a syntactic boundary after the test word). However

/-y£los itan o-/ is slightly longer for both speakers in the foot

with fewer syllables (16a). Thus, there is no evidence for stress-

timing operating across syntactic boundaries; however, it may influence

the duration of unstressed syllables in the same syntactic group.

e. Continuous texts

Stressed and unstressed vowels and syllables were measured

in several of the read texts according to the principles of measure¬

ment and syllabification laid out in chapters III.B and V.B.3 (about

90-100 stressed syllables and 250-300 unstressed syllables in each

text). Segmentation was difficult in a number of cases, particularly

for unstressed syllables and vowels. It is hoped that by averaging

over a large number of syllables, the error in measurement, as well

as effects due to different inherent consonant durations, will be

cancelled out. Frequency of occurrence of the most common syllable

types is also taken into account by analyzing a continuous text and

affects the average.
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For every speaker, stressed syllables were found to have a

greater average duration than unstressed syllables (see table 11).

This difference is consistent, though not very large: when overall

averages in non-final feet are compared, stressed syllables range from

1.2 to 1.4 times longer than unstressed syllables, depending on the speaker

and text. The absolute durational difference between stressed and

unstressed syllable averages is about 2-4 cs. in important factor

in determining syllable duration is syllable structure: CCV or CVC >

CV > V syllables. The overwhelming majority of syllables in both

texts were CV syllables; however, there were proportionately more V

than CVC/CCV stressed syllables in text 2, and this tended to lower

the overall average, whereas the opposite was true of text 1. If

CV syllables only are compared, stressed syllables are on an average

one and a quarter to one and a third times longer than unstressed

syllables (the same holds true comparing stressed and unstressed CCV/
CVC syllables). Differences between stressed and unstressed vowels

are greater: stressed vowels in non-prepausal feet are on an average

1.33 to 1.5 times longer than unstressed vowels (table 11, bottom).

Stress appears to have a greater effect on the duration of the nuclear

vowel than on the syllable. The average duration of a stressed CV

syllable can be correlated with the duration of the nuclear vowel

(see table 12): for each speaker the order from shortest to longest

stressed CV syllable is the same as the order from shortest to longest

stressed vowel.'' The basic durational difference between stressed and

unstressed syllables is due to changes in the duration of the vowel

^Except KM, where the average duration of /il/ was longer than /£/
and /£/, but /Cu/ was the shortest type of CV syllable. There were
only four examples of /d/ and three of /Cu/ (since one was utterance
initial /piS/ for which the syllable duration could not be measured)
so that the average duration is not very reliable.
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TABLE 11

Average durations of syllables
and vowels in texts 1 and 2 (in csec)

Average duration of syllables
in non-prepausal feet:

All syllables
PK

Text 1
AT DM

Text
MP

2
KM

stressed 14.9 16.6 15.9 13.5 15.3

unstressed 10.8 13 12.9 11.5 13.2

1
CV syllables only

stressed 15.8 14.3 16.1

unstressed 12.6 10.7 12.8

CVC/CCV syllables only

stressed 21.2 (18.7)2 21.7

unstressed 16.4 15.2 16.9

Ratio of stressed to
unstressed syllables:

all syllables 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2

CV syllables only 1.25 1.34 1.2[

Average duration of vowels
in non-prepausal feet:

stressed 8.1 8 7.8 7.6 7.6

unstressed 5.3 5.1 5.7

Ratio of stressed to
unstressed vowels:

1.5 1.5 1.3!

''includes CjV syllables.
2
Only 9 examples.
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rather than in the consonant, which may support the vowel difference

(voiceless stops are frequently longer in stressed syllables) or merely

be a constant added on to the duration of the vowel.

The difference in duration between stressed and unstressed

vowels in the overall average is supported, and for some vowels more

marked, when the average duration of stressed and unstressed versions

of each vowel quality are compared (see table 13^). For every speaker,

the average duration of each stressed vowel was longer than the average

duration of the unstressed vowel of the same quality. The ratio of

stressed to unstressed vowel varied from 1.2 (KM /d/:/o/, /d/:/e/)

to over twice as long (KM and NP /d/:/u/)» with most vowels between

1.4 and 1.6 times longer when stressed. Thus the average ratio of

stressed to unstressed vowels of 1.5 for AT and NP is not due to excep¬

tional contribution by any one particular vowel (since /i/ and /a/ are

the most frequent vowels, their inherent durations balance each other

in the overall average).

Inherent durational differences between different vowels are

quite marked, especially in the stressed vowel series (table 13, dura¬

tions in the periphery). /&/ is the longest vowel for all speakers,

and its average duration varies by only .7 cs across speakers. Its

inherent duration in continuous speech can be said to be about 9.5 cs.

The high vowels /£/ and /d/ are the shortest for most speakers with

durations of 6-7 cs (/if is slightly shorter than /d/ for KM and OS;

the low frequency of occurrence of /d/ is a problem in both texts),

/d/ is longer than /£/ in text 2, but the reverse is true in text 1.

The average duration of /£/ varies by less than 1 cs across speakers;

^Due to problems of segmentation, the average duration of unstressed
vowels for DM, OS, and PK were not calculated.
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TA3LB 13

Average durations of vowels
in non-prepausal feet (in osec.)

Stressed vowel durations are in the periphery: unstressed vowel durations in the center.

UP (text 2) KM (text 2)

PK (text 1) DM (text 1)

Parentheses indicate the average duration of i/u when the number of examples where they had
zero duration of voicing is included.
The average duration of stressed /u/ is based on only 9 examples in text 1 and 4 examples in text 2•

NP, OS, PK were fast speakers, 7.9 to 8.1 syllables per second.
KM, AT, DM were slower speakers, 7.1 to 7.4 syllables per second.
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its inherent duration can be said to be about 6.5 cs. /i/ and /&./

are the most common stressed vowels in both tests, and this is probably

one reason why the agreement among speakers is quite good. There is

more variability with /i5/; its inherent duration is probably the same

as /:£/, about 6.5 cs, but confirmation in longer texts is needed.

As with /i/ and /ii/, we find that in text 2, /6/ is longer than /£/,

and in text 1 /if is longer than /6/, although the difference is not

great for some speakers (KM, PK, DM). The difference is mainly due

to the variability in duration of /&/, which is very short, almost

as short as /x/ for OS and KM. The average duration of /6/ is fairly

stable across speakers, and can be said to be about 8 cs (9 cs for HP).

The inherent duration of /£/ is somewhere between about 7 cs (text 2)

and 8.5 cs (text l). For all speakers then, the average duration of

stressed vowels correlates with tongue height for either the front

/f/ </£/</£/ or the back /iS/ < /6/ < /£/ series.

Tongue height and duration also correlate for unstressed vowels,

but there appears to be only a two-way distinction between high and

non-high vowels, the high vowels /i/ and /u/ averaging about 3.5 to

4.5 cs and the non-high vowels /e/, /o/, /a/ 5 to 6.5 cs. Unstressed

/a/ and /o/ have similar durations, and unstressed /e/ is shorter

than /o/ for all three speakers, /u/ is shorter than /i/ for all

speakers, but this may be due to its very low frequency of occurrence

(14 examples in text 1, and fewer than 10 in text 2; whereas, there

were over 40 measurable occurrences of each of the other vowels, /a/

being the most frequent in both texts). There may be some correlation

between speaker rate and unstressed vowel duration, although this did

not appear to be the case for stressed vowel durations.

Based on table 13, the following approximate inherent durations
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are suggested for Greek vowels occurring in non-prepausal feet in

All of the above comments have referred to syllables and vowels

in non-prepausal feet. Position in utterance is an important factor

affecting duration in Greek. All syllables are on an average longer

in the final foot before a pause, the greatest lengthening occurring

on the final syllable itself, with progressively less lengthening on

each preceding syllable, as can be seen in table 14. The final

syllable before pause is about 1.5 times longer than when it appears

utterance internally. This lengthening is reinforced by the high pro¬

portion of closed syllables appearing before pause. For each position

and syllable type, stressed syllables are still longer (paradigmati-
cally) than unstressed syllables. However, syntagmatically, this

does not always hold. When the penultimate syllable is stressed,

both it and the following unstressed syllable have very similar dura¬

tions (when they have the same syllable structure). When the antepe¬

nultimate syllable is stressed, it is still generally longer than the

following unstressed syllable, but it is somewhat shorter than the

final unstressed syllable (again comparing syllables with the same

structure). Thus, there are three durational patterns in prepausal

continuous texts (in centiseconds):

unstressed stressed

/V 3.5

/i/ 4.5

/e/ 5.5

/o/ 6

/a/ 6

6.5 /V

6.5 /£/

7-8.5 A/
8 /6/

9.5 /&/

feet:



TABLE 14

Prepausal lengthening - KM

Average duration of syllables (in csec)

in non-prepausal feet in prepausal feet

antepenultimate
syllable

penultimate
syllable

final
syllable

CV syllables

stressed 16.1 17.6 18.8 26.3

unstressed 12.8 13.9 19.2

CCV/CVC syllables
stressed 21.7 21.4 24.3 31.8

unstressed 16.9 (19.5)1 25.3

^Only 2 examples.
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location of stress nrenausal pattern. medial equivalent

X extra long
/

X X long-long ^

/

XXX ^ long-short-long ^ ^

Whereas medially, intensity was found to pattern in the same way as

duration, before pause there is a very sharp drop in intensity after

the stressed syllable. Thus, even though the following syllable may

be as long or longer, it is clearly recognized as unstressed since it

is less intense (and may also have very low F )• High vowels and

even other vowels are frequently whispered when unstressed (even though

they may be relatively long) in prepausal position after obstruents,

and this also contributes to making the stressed vowel more prominent.

f. Conclusion

It has been shown that syllable duration and in particular

vowel duration is strongly affected by stress in Greek. Stressed

syllables owe most of their increase in duration when stressed to the

nuclear vowel, although some consonants may also be lengthened when

stressed. Vowel duration can be affected by a number of factors:

(1) Inherent duration of the vowel—this depends on tongue

height. Stressed /£/ and /iS/ are 5-7 cs, stressed /&./ 9-10 cs;

unstressed /i/ and /u/ 0 - 4.5 cs, unstressed /a/ 5-7 cs.

(2) Phonetic context—unstressed vowels appear to be the most

affected by phonetic context and generally have their minimum durations

when surrounded by a number of voiceless consonants. Assimilatory

processes are most likely to affect unstressed vowels.

(3) Position in utterance—the domain of prepausal lengthening

is the final foot, with the greatest increase in duration occurring
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on the last syllable before pause. A similar kind of lengthening or

stretching out may occur in the last foot in a syntactic group without

an actual pause being inserted.

(4) Position in word—unstressed vowels tend to be most reduced

after the stressed syllable in a word. Unstressed vowels in clitics

and morphological endings tend to be more reduced than in stems and

content words.

(5) Stress—a stressed vowel is longer than an unstressed vowel

(all else being equal). With sentence stress, i.e. as a tonic in

an utterance, its duration is often greater than when simply stressed.

Its duration may be further increased for emotional emphasis, which

may involve a general stretching of the whole word (unstressed syllables

as well) as in prepausal lengthening.

Paradigmatic comparison of stressed and unstressed vowels where

factors 1-4 vrere controlled as much as possible, and in the continuous

texts where factors 1, 2, and 4 hopefully cancelled each other out,

have shown a consistent correlation of vowel duration and stress.

The durational difference between stressed and unstressed vowels varies

quite a bit from speaker to speaker, with some speakers (OS, PK, HP,

AT, MC) showing consistently greater differences than others (KM, DM).

This brings in a sixth factor:

(6) Individual differences in speaker rate and style—as all

informants spoke at their preferred rate and style, it is not possible

for me to separate these factors. Other studies on English (Lehiste,

1970:39-40) have shown that increases in rate involve greater reduc¬

tion of unstressed syllables than stressed syllables.

The increase in duration brought about by the addition of stress

to a previously unstressed syllable appears to be a much more regular

and automatic effect of stress than changes in the Pq contour and
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intensity. It is difficult to conceive of changing the stress pattern

of a word in Greek without changing its durational structure.

H. Quality

To what extent segmental quality is affected by stress varies

from language to language. There may be systematic differences between

stressed and unstressed syllables in phonemic distribution or allophonic

realization which play an important role in the phonology of the lan¬

guage. This frequently occurs in vowel systems where a smaller or

different set of vowels is found in unstressed position, as in Russian

or Estonian (Lehiste, 1970:140-141). In languages such as English or

Swedish, unstressed vowels tend to approach schwa in quality (Lindblom,

1963:1773; Lehiste, 1970:139). The 'undershoot' hypothesis put forward

by Lindblom (1963:1778-1779) explains this as a result of the shorter

duration of unstressed vowels: "although a vowel phoneme can be rea¬

lized in a more or less reduced fashion, the talker's 'intention' that

underlies the pronunciation of the vowel is always the same, indepen¬

dent of contextual circumstances ... as a vowel becomes shorter, there

is less and less time for the articulators to complete their 'on-' and

'off-glide' movements within the CVC syllable." The same centralization

was found in Swedish CVC nonsense syllables as a function of reduced

stress and as a function of increased rate of utterance. The duration

of his shortest (least stressed) and consequently most schwa-like

vowels was 8-15 cs, which is similar to the duration of stressed

vowels in Greek in normal speech. Although this centralization or

tendency towards schwa may appear automatic to a native speaker of

English or Swedish, it is a learned characteristic of the language

("the vowel reduction rule is clearly language specific"—Lehiste,
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1970:141). Even if a language has a different or smaller set of vowels

occurring in unstressed syllables, they are not necessarily centralized,

e.g. Estonian (Lehiste, 1970:141). In many languages, unstressed

vowels are not considered to vary substantially from their stressed

counterparts in quality, as in Italian"', Spanish, and Polish (Bloom-

field, 1933:113). Greek is normally included in this category

(O'Connor, 1973:253).

The perceived quality of a sound depends on the frequencies and

amplit\ides of its component waves (Ladefoged, 1962:41). For vowel

sounds, there are peaks or concentrations of energy in the spectrum

at certain frequencies known as formants, and "the formants of a sound

are thus aspects of it which are directly dependent on the shape of

the vocal tract, and are largely responsible for the characteristic

quality" (Ladefoged, 1962:92). It is mainly the first two or three

formants that convey the basic information about vowel quality; however,

there are a number of problems in relating formants to perceived

quality. Close vowels and back vowels can not easily be analyzed in

terms of their formants (Ladefoged, 1967:132). In vowels for which

formants can be accurately specified, simply stating the formant fre¬

quencies is not sufficient, since "the perceptual quality of a vowel

usually depends on the relationship between the pitches of the for¬

mants of that vowel and the pitches of the formants of other vowels

pronounced by the same speaker" (Ladefoged, 1967:133). In continuous

speech, the formants of the 'same' vowel vary according to neighboring

sounds and are continuously changing. How does one compare the for¬

mants of vowels of very different durations? A short unstressed vowel

"'Florentine Italian. Lepschy and Lepschy (1977:71) note that in
Sicily and many parts of southern Italy, one finds [s] for unstressed
vowels, particularly for /i/, /e/, /o/.
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may look like it has different formant frequencies from a stressed

vowel in the same phonetic context when the centers of the vowels are

compared, but it may be identical to the beginning or end portion of

the stressed vowel. How large must a difference in formant struc¬

ture be to be indicative of a change in quality? Ladefoged (1967:74)

concludes from attempting to specify acoustically isolated vowels that

"at the moment no one can use spectrographic data or other records of

the acoustic characteristics of a vowel to give as exact a specification

of its phonetic quality as can be given by a well-trained phonetician."

Consequently, the discussion of vowel quality which follows will be

based primarily on auditory rather than acoustic analysis.

In Greek, differences in vowel quality due to stress such as can

be indicated on a traditional vowel diagram are minor. The closest

IPA equivalents to the five vowels are [i £ a o u]. All of the vowels,
even stressed, are somewhat centralized and are pronounced in a more

relaxed fashion than in a language such as French, e.g. the lips are

not spread as much as in French in the pronunciation of /i/. /o/,

although with a centralized half-open quality, has closer lip rounding

than that associated with cardinal [o] (it could be said to be 'over-

rounded'). /a/ is generally more front than back, but it is influenced

by environment so that both stressed and unstressed /a/ are quite front

after /j/, but retracted after labials. Both stressed and unstressed

vowels are frequently nasalized before nasal plus stop sequences (e.g.

['andra], [am'btlij; the nasal consonant may sometimes be omitted) and

between nasals ( ['nomas], [na'mos]). Mirambel (1959:39) says that when

stressed, /a/, /e/, /o/ are more open and /i/ and /u/ more close than

when unstressed, thus increasing the auditory distance between them.

However, this difference is slight and does not involve any basic
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change in articulatory zones (e.g. half-open does not become half-close).

I have not noticed a regular difference of this type (raising or lowering)

in my informants in continuous speech. Perceptually, the auditory

space between stressed vowels does sound greater, but this seems to

me to be a function of their duration. As shown in chapter V.G (p. 287),

stressed vowels seem to fall into three groups based on duration, but

unstressed vowels only into two groups. In any case, the phonetic

quality of unstressed vowels (that is, the abstraction of vowel quality

from consonantal environment, length, loudness, and pitch) is difficult

to evaluate in continuous speech mainly because they are so short and

more subject to coarticulatory influences. In the spontaneous speech

samples, I occasionally had difficulty identifying unstressed vowels,

e.g. /panepistfmio/ 'university' (KM) sounded like [panapi'stimiu],
but this seemed to me to be more a perceptual problem of not being

able to separate successive sounds said quickly rather than the result

of any tendency of raising or lowering of vowels (in this example,

/e/ sounded more open, and /o/ more close).
In the spectrograms of stressed and unstressed vowels, posses¬

sive sentence pairs, and 'papas' sentences, no regular raising or

lowering of formants could be associated with a change in stress

(e.g. fig. 52, p. 250, /xrtipisa/:/xtipisane/, fig. 59, p. 245,

/k£takse/:/kitaksane/, etc.). The main quality difference noticeable

on spectrograms is the whispering of unstressed /i/ and /u/: e.g.

in /£kusa/ (fig. 40, p. 245), /m46isa/ (fig. 41, p. 246), the first
o o

formant becomes very weak or disappears, but and F^ (for /i/) are
in the same place in both the stressed and unstressed version of the

vowel. In some examples there was an apparent raising of F^ or lowering
of F.j when the center formant frequencies were looked at. This seemed
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to be because the vowel was much shorter and. therefore consisted en¬

tirely of transitions to neighboring consonants with no 'steady-state'

portion of its own. F^ and F^ of the unstressed vowel when it was
noticeably shortened corresponded to the formant pattern of the end

of the stressed vowel, that is at its transition with the following

consonant (this can be seen in fig. 35, p. 233, /zimosa/:/zimdsane/).
This seems to indicate that unstressed vowels are more affected by

their environment than stressed vowels. Fdnagy (1966:239) noted that

in words in isolation in Hungarian "the formants of the vowels in

stressed syllables had higher amplitudes and a broader bandwidth" and

that there was more saturation of the spectrum in stressed syllables,

especially at higher frequencies. This appears to be true in Greek

for prepausal position where unstressed vowels are very weak and may

have no energy above the first formant (fig. 33 /tu./, fig. 36 /baulo./,

fig. 41 /pdmpti./) or lower amplitude energy in the upper formants

(fig. 32 /p<5rta./, fig. 34 /dndra./, fig. 38 /spfti./, fig. 43 /vraoi./).
The /a/ in /papas/ and /papas/ had about the same center formant

frequencies in both conditions of stress: for KM, F = 500-600 Hz,

F2 = 1050-1100 Hz, F^ = 2000-2100 Hz; for DM, F1 = 600-650 Hz,
F^ = 1100-1150 Hz, no F^. Ho shifts in formant pattern toward schwa
(formants 500, 1500, 2500 Hz, Lindblom, 1963:1774, based on Fant, 1962)

were found. In this respect, Greek is similar to Polish, in which

Jassem (1959:269) found no correlation between formant frequencies and

stress.

As far as quality or 'timbre' of a sound goes, based on its place

of articulation, there is very little difference in Greek between

stressed and unstressed syllables. However, certain kinds of 're¬

ductions' may occur in unstressed syllables due to the overlapping of
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coarticulatory gestures for successive sounds. The consonant and vowel

in unstressed syllables are more fused and are more likely to undergo

assimilatory processes, especially voicing assimilation, than stressed

syllables. For this reason they appear to be less clearly articulated

than stressed syllables: they do not stand out as well from their con¬

text. In Greek this is a question of phonetic detail: there is no

regular alternation as part of the phonological system such as the

difference in English between strong and weak forms or between 1photo-

graph' and 'photography', nor any special distributional restrictions

associated with stress. Any syllable type may appear stressed or

unstressed. In careful speech there may be few, if any, of the 'reduc¬

tions' listed below. Changes that may occur in unstressed syllables

are of the following kinds, listed in order of frequency of occurrence

(within and across speakers):

(1) Devoicing of unstressed high- vowels. This has already been

discussed in the last chapter on pages 238-251 and 266-267, and seems

to be due primarily to the very short duration and low intensity of

these vowels. The whispered vowel is usually still identifiable from

the palatalization or labialization of the preceding consonant indi¬

cated in the formant pattern of F^ and F^, but it may be omitted
altogether at faster rates or more casual styles of speech:

/ti na-su-pd/ —» [' ti na su 'po j —* ['ti na s 'po] 'What can I
tell you?'

The more voiceless the context (the greater the number of surrounding

voiceless consonants), the more likely it is to happen. This is a

very common process which may occur even in careful speech. Whispering

of unstressed vowels in prepausal position seems to be very characteris¬

tic of Athenian speakers. This may happen to /i/ or /u/ after any

obstruent (including /z/, /$/, which become partially devoiced as well),
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and sometimes even to other vowels after voiceless consonants:

NP /... to-?r6mo-tus./ /... to-pocflatb-tu./
/... na-me sdsi./ /••• apo6fk±./
/... pri se-sfazi./ /••• to-vra&i./*■ O D

/... beriyrafete./ /... pr<5tito./
/... to-sterif^ka./

o

For some speakers (especially OS), the unstressed vowel may be completely

elided and the resulting consonant cluster simplified (particularly

/ss/ —* [s]).
OS /... sistasi sto- .../ —♦ ['sistasto]
OS, KM /£fksise ti- .../ —► ['afkst ti]

Occasionally /e/ or /o/ may be elided.

DM /... to-0rasos na- .../ —» [to f0x£ss ha]
OS /... m^spase sto-ksflo./ —* ['mtspasto 'ksilo]

(2) Fusion of unstressed high vowels with -preceding voiced

consonants. Unstressed /i/ and /u/ may blend with preceding /n/, /m/,

/l/ to form a syllabic nasal or lateral, /i/ may combine with /o/,

/r/, /z/ resulting in a slightly lengthened or palatalized consonant,

or it may be simply elided after these consonants (usually when fol¬

lowed by an obstruent). Perceptually it is difficult to discern whether

the vowel has been dropped altogether or whether something of it

remains in the consonant. The unstressed vowel is progressively

shortened and absorbed into the consonant until it is no longer there.

OS /taftokCnito tu-pavlu .../ —♦ [taft 'kiyv to tu 'pavlu]
/... ta-plevra-mu./ —» [ta plt'vra m]

KM /... milisa stin-adelfi-mu./ —♦ ['miA-sa]
/... zitisane to-loyarjazmo./ —► [z'tisant]

DM /... kol£rize ta-pukimisa./ —♦ [ko'la^zt ta p^,kam1sa]
OS,KM,DM /to-vr£§i tis-trxtis,/ —♦ [to 'vra5- tis 'tritisj
This is not as common in careful speech, but occurs in normal conver¬

sational speech especially in certain frequently used words.
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(3) Voicing of voiceless stops in unstressed syllables.

Stops may occasionally become partially or fully voiced in casual

speech. Following nasals this is already a phonological rule which

may affect stressed syllables as well, e.g. /dfiapsan ton-pdpa/ —►

/'eOapsando 'bapa/. The voicing of intervocalic voiceless stops

only occurs to stops which have been reduced in duration as well

(phonemic /b/, /d/, /g/ are usually rather long), and is most frequent

in function words and clitics. This is a characteristic of very casual

speech (some would say sloppy speech) and more common for some speakers

(DM) than others.

DM /tin-dra pu-o-napas .../ —» [ti*rpra pup ba'pas]
KM /... ftan poll kalds./ —» [idan po'li ka'los]
OS /ta-xrimata tu-pavlu .../ —> [ta 'xrimada tu'pavlu]
OS /... fonds ke-ta-trexalitd-mas./—t [fo'nts kedatraxali'tamasj
KM /... tis-taftdtites sto-spfti./ —► [tista'ftodtes sto'spitij

(fig. 47, p. 268)

(4) Incomulete closure (spirantization) of voiceless stons in

unstressed syllables. Stops, especially between open vowels, may tend

to become approximants. There were a number of examples in the 'papas'

sentences where there was some activity in the waveform during the

closure of the stop which probably indicated p —»p, but this did not

really become perceptible -unless it was also voiced, p —r (3, This
C

is another characteristic of very casual speech, and there were not

many examples in the data.

KM, OS /ta-psdmata tis-kopdlaz-mu .../ —» [ta 'pstmada tsko'ptlazmuj
KM, DM /... fpe o-£apas .../ —» [ipsp pa'pas]

All of these assimilations are optional, although (l) is quite

widespread in everyday speech. Besides phonetic environment, rhythmic

environment is also important for (1) and (2). /i/ and /uJ are most
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likely to be reduced or elided in syllables immediately adjacent to a

stressed syllable, especially in the post-stressed syllable (the majority

of all examples) and secondly in the pre-stressed syllable. Reductions

are also most likely to take place in clitics (/tis/, /tu/, /ti/, /sti/,

/nru/, etc.) and in morphological endings. These kinds of reductions

allow syntagmatic ease of production and perceptually maximize the

difference between stressed and unstressed syllables, particularly

between a stressed and immediately following unstressed syllable. They

result from the short duration of unstressed vowels and stop consonants

and the general tendency towards voicing assimilation in Greek. They

may also make feet containing many syllables 'easier to say', as in

(KM, spontaneous):

/6xo teljdsi to-fisikd tmima tis-fisikomaBimatikfs./
['tmima ts fskomafi^mat^-'kis ]

'I completed the physics section of physical mathematics.'

However, only certain kinds of unstressed syllables are subject to

reduction, so that there are few reductions possible in e.g. (KM,

spontaneous):

/prokomfoo na-me-kseforto6x .../ 'ready to get rid of me'

Variations in 'quality' may be used to help distinguish certain

kinds of stressed and unstressed syllables. They are minor in compari¬

son to what occurs in other languages such as English and play no

important phonological role in the language. Variations in duration,

Fq contour, and intensity are much more regular (apply to all types of
syllables) and widespread features associated with stress. A slightly

modified version of Lindblom's (1963) undershoot hypothesis would appear

to apply to Greek—as the vowel (or stop) becomes shorter, there is

less and less time for the vocal folds to complete their 'on' and 'off'

gestures between successive syllables. If the action of the vocal folds
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slightly lags behind that of the articulators and at the same time

there is an attempt to anticipate the following sound, with a very

short interval in between, such as for /i/ or /u/, the voicing 'lag'

and voicing 'lead* overlap. For C i C or C u C this results in
-vc -vc -vc -vc

no voicing during the vowel.

I. Conclusion

Stressed syllables in Greek may differ from unstressed syllables

in duration, fundamental frequency, intensity, and to a lesser extent

quality. Results presented here confirm earlier descriptions of Greek

(Pernot, 1907; Mirambel, 1949) and show that stress in Greek, as in

English, has a number of acoustic and auditory correlates, all or only

some of which may be present on any one occasion. There is no one-to-

one correspondence between stress and any one acoustic or auditory

parameter, and it is difficult to order the components of stress without

taking into consideration intonation and position in the utterance.

We may say that in Greek increased duration (auditory length) of the

stressed vowel is the most consistent effect of stress, in that the

absence of this increased duration, more than of any other component,

makes it difficult to perceive a syllable as stressed. However, vowel

duration depends also on inherent quality and position in the utterance

so that we must assume that a listener uses both paradigmatic cues,

judging the length of a particular vowel by reference to what is long

or short for that vowel, and syntagmatic cues, that is the relative

length of a vowel compared to preceding and following vowels. Para-

digmatically, a vowel with a duration of 6 cs is likely to be judged

stressed if it is /i/ or /u/ and unstressed if it is /a/. Syntagmati-

cally, a long-short alternation (especially a duration ratio 2:1) is
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likely to indicate that the long vowel is stressed. Fnonetic context

(i.e. the lengthening influence of following /r/ or the shortening

influence of voiceless consonants) and position in the utterance

(lengthening in prepausal position or at the end of a syntactic group)
must also be taken into account.

Intensity, like duration, is intimately related to segmental

quality. Although it has been shown that the same vowel in the same

syllable generally has a greater peak intensity when stressed than when

unstressed ('papas' sentences), it is only in prepausal position in

continuous speech that a sharp drop in intensity can unambiguously

indicate the location of a stressed syllable. In this position, low

intensity may compensate for the lengthening of unstressed syllables.

In medial position, intensity may indicate the presence of a stressed

syllable by a strong-weak alternation, the increase in intensity usually

cooccurring with an increase in duration. As with duration, maximal

contrast is between the stressed and post-stressed syllable. Unstressed

high vowels may be devoiced or whispered as a result of their short

duration and low intensity. As well as productively acting together

and being closely linked to segmental quality, intensity and duration

are interdependent auditorily (for short durations). They thus appear

to be more automatic consequences of stress than variation in fundamental

frequency. They are also a more integral part of the rhythm of a word

(in the discussion of rhythm in the next chapter, no reference to funda¬

mental frequency was ever needed). It is in fact easy to construct

examples, and in conversational speech examples occur, where there is

no change in the direction of the fundamental frequency contour to mark

a stressed syllable. In these cases of non-tonic stress (a rhythmic

beat falls on the syllable but there is no sentence stress), there is
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still a durational difference between the stressed and post-stressed

vowel, although this difference may not be as great as in a word which

is tonic.

The fundamental frequency contour is more independently variable

than duration or intensity and can be manipulated to express syntactic

or semantic relations (focus, end of syntactic group, completion or

continuation, emotional interest, etc.). It is relatively unaffected

by inherent quality and phonetic context and can be judged almost

entirely on a syntagmatic basis (does the pitch contour rise, fall, or

remain the same in successive syllables). Variations in fundamental

frequency can thus very efficiently indicate the presence of a stressed

syllable in a word to a listener. At the beginning of an utterance or

on a word in focus, a rise or jump up in fundamental frequency from a

lower or falling fundamental frequency contour occurs at the beginning

of the stressed syllable. Fundamental frequency indicates the location

of a stressed syllable in comparison to preceding syllables; whereas,

duration and intensity best show the location of a stressed syllable

in comparison to following syllables. At the end of an utterance or

syntactic group, or for words not in focus, or where two stressed syl¬

lables occur in a row, however, the fundamental frequency contour does

not always locate a stressed syllable exactly, if at all. A change from

level or slightly falling to sharply falling or rising may occur on

unstressed syllables after the last stressed syllable. Prepausally,

the drop in intensity immediately after the last stressed syllable, and

medially, increased length of the stressed vowel can help to indicate

exactly which syllable is stressed. Position in the utterance is just

as important in interpreting the fundamental frequency curve as in

interpreting durational differences. Some syntactic information must be
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taken into account as well, since sometimes a prepausal type of intona¬

tion pattern (low on stressed syllable followed by high or rising) may

be used without being followed by an actual pause. Intonation seems to

be an over-riding factor in the perception of stress. Most agreement

on which syllables were stressed in a continuous text occurred on

'sentence stressed' or 'tonic' syllables. Even though pitch prominence

is not necessary for locating the rhythmic beat in an utterance, there

is more certainty that a particular syllable is actually stressed when

fundamental frequency reinforces duration and intensity cues. The

fundamental frequency contour has a double role of carrying the intona¬

tion pattern of the whole utterance and of indicating the presence of

a stressed syllable in a word deemed important by the speaker. Duration

and intensity are indicators of stress, as well as helping to differen¬

tiate segmental qualities; they may also help reinforce the intonation

pattern at major information points (especially for emotional emphasis).

Quality, as reflected in formant frequencies, is not very much

affected by stress in Greek. Stressed syllables, especially in fast

speech, are auditorily felt to be clearer and more distinct than un¬

stressed syllables. This seems to be primarily because of their overall

prominence (through length and pitch) and the fact that unstressed

syllables are more likely to be affected by assimilations and thus not

stand out as much from their phonetic context. Inherent durational

differences of segments tend to be maintained much more in stressed than

unstressed syllables.

Individual differences in the instrumental records of informants

have been noticeable throughout this study. Whereas the records of

OS, IT?, PK, MC showed large durational differences between stressed and

unstressed vowels (they were generally 1.5 to 2 times longer), much
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clearly marked stressed syllables for OS, but very little for EM, KM,

and MP. Fundamental frequency and stress were much more independent

for MC than for KM. Yet auditorily I would judge Kid as a very good,

rhythmic speaker. Each difference (in duration, fundamental frequency,

intensity) was small on its own, yet consistent, and when added together,

they were sufficient to render stressed syllables auditorily more promi¬

nent. Speech is goal-oriented: all speakers try to produce the same

effect in terms of linguistic units, but the way they go about it may

differ. Perhaps we could think of each speaker as having his own parti¬

cular 'recipe' for producing stressed syllables—some making more use

of pitch variation, others length, etc., yet the result is linguistically

the 'same'. Individual differences help us to recognize the speaker,

yet altogether the type of 'cake' produced by Greek speakers is distinct

from that produced by English speakers.
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VI. RHYTHM

A. Rhythm in Speech; Stress-timing and Syllable-timing

1. Definitions of rhythm

In the last chapter, stressed and unstressed syllables were

treated as isolated elements, and their characteristics were compared

for the most part paradigmatically. In speech stressed and unstressed

syllables appear as parts of an ordered sequence of events and form

rhythmic units. Psychologists such as Woodrow (1909, 195l) ana Fraisse

(1964) have shown that we do not perceive sounds of the approximate

duration and frequency of speech sounds as isolated elements, but that

we group them into larger units. According to Fraisse (1964:72),
"this grouping is the result of a comprehensive and, as it were, simul¬

taneous apprehension of several elements which form one unit of percep¬

tion." The act of perception thus covers a certain span of time which

is called the 'psychological present'. The psychological present does

not have a fixed duration, rather it lasts for the duration of the per¬

ceptual unit, and this duration depends on the number of elements in

the unit, the temporal interval between the elements, and their organiza¬

tion (Fraisse, 1964:88). The perception of elements grouped into units

is a basic part of our experience, and rhythm is "a special case where

the unit of successive elements is better seen because it is always

repeated identically" (Fraisse, 1964:72). According to Woodrow (1951:1252),

. by rhythm, in the psychological sense, is meant the perception
of a series of stimuli as a series of groups of stimuli. The
successive groups are ordinarily of similar pattern and experi¬
enced as repetitive. Each group is perceived as a whole and
therefore has a length lying within the psychological present.
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Rhythmic grouping is determined by the duration of subjective temporal

intervals so that "the experience of a rhythmical group is an experi¬

encing of temporal relations" (tfoodrow, 1909:60). For psychologists,

rhythm is basically a perceptual phenomenon involving the organization

of successive stimuli in time into units. Although we group even a

series of identical sounds separated by an identical temporal interval,

the perception of a clearly defined rhythmic group presupposes some

differentiation of successive sounds, some way of marking the boundaries

of the groups, and some regularity or repetition of the same group.

Writers on rhythm in speech or verse have come up with similar

definitions of rhythm. Martin (1972:487) calls rhythm "temporal pat¬

terning"; Sonnenschein (1925:15) defines rhythm as "a relation of

successive events in time" and more specifically "that property of a

sequence of events in time which produces on the mind of the observer

the impression of proportion between the durations of the several events

or groups of events of which the sequence is composed." According to

Lanier (1880:40), rhythm results "when the ear exactly coordinates

a series of sounds and silences with primary reference to their duration."

Classe (1939:1-2) says rhythm in speech "consists chiefly in the suc¬

cession and alternation of various elements ... a priori, one is led to

believe an observer will experience a feeling of rhythm in speech when

successive portions of a sentence have particular relative durations."

Perceived rhythm in speech is often related to rhythm in bodily move¬

ment (Steele, 1775:20; Thomson, 1923:19; Eeffner, 1950:228; Abercrombie,

1967:96; Allen, 1975:78-79). According to Wallin (1901:130) "rhythm

is a peculiarly felt motor perception of movement in time." Phoneti¬

cians such as Abercrombie (1967), Heffner (1950:228), Pike (1967:393-

395), and Catford (1977:85) relate speech rhythm to speech production.
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Abercrombie (1967:96-97) says that speech rhythm is basically muscular

and. is empathetically felt by the hearer: "speech rhythm is in the

speaker, and it is in the hearer in so far as he identifies himself

with the speaker" (1964a:19).

All agree that the elements involved in speech rhythm are

syllables; however, there are different points of view as to what

constitutes the basis of rhythm in speech. In one view alternation

of syllables of different degrees of stress or of different lengths

is primary, and in the other, the foundation of rhythm is the -periodic

recurrence of some particular element of speech (stresses or syllables).

Sweet (1875-76, in Henderson, ed. 1971:136) says "the origin of rhythm

is no doubt to be sought in the natural tendency to alternate strong

and weak stress"; the tendency of stress is "to sway to and fro"

(Sweet, 1890, in Henderson, ed. 1971:134). A succession of sounds

with uniform strong stress, as in 'big black dogs', gives no impression

of rhythm, but the recurrence of groups of two or three 'beats' bound

together by a single strong stress results in the rhythm of two or

three time (Sweet, 1875-76, in Henderson, ed. 1971:136). In Abercrombie's

view (1967:96), "rhythm, in speech as in other human activities, arises

out of the periodic recurrence of some sort of movement, producing an

expectation that the regularity of succession will continue." This

movement in speech is a contraction of the respiratory muscles which

produces each syllable. Languages are of two types—those in which

there is a periodic recurrence of chest pulses coinciding with each

syllable, such as French, Telegu, and Yoruba, and those in which there

is a periodic recurrence of reinforced chest pulses (stress pulses)

coinciding with each stressed syllable, such as English, Russian, and

Arabic. The first have a syllable-timed rhythm and the second a
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stress-timed rhythm (Abercrombie, 1967:97). The rhythmic unit in

a stress-timed language is the foot, "the space in time from the

incidence of one stress-pulse up to, but not including, the next

stress-pulse" (Abercrombie, 1964a:22). The terms 'syllable-timed' and

'stress-timed' were first used by Pike'' (1946:54-55) to describe the

difference in rhythmic units in Spanish or chanting in English in

which the syllables "tend to come at more-or-less evenly recurrent

intervals" and normal English in which there is a "tendency toward

uniform spacing of stresses." The mechanism behind syllable-timing

is a controlled abdominal pulse, whereas the mechanism behind stress-

timing is a ballistic abdominal pulse (Pike, 1967:594). Catford

(1977:87) has explained syllable-timing and stress-timing in terms of

the distribution of initiator power which is parcelled out in equal

quanta coinciding either with the foot or the syllable. This takes

into account not only the initial push from the pulmonic or other

airstream mechanism, but also the resistance of the air pressure against

which it is moving, which varies for different kinds of sounds.

Although there are other characteristics of stress-timed versus

syllable-timed languages to be discussed below, essential in this

division of all languages into two types is the belief that rhythm is

based on isochronism or the recurrence of an approximately equal tem¬

poral interval between units. Some (Wallin, 1901:129; Woodrow,

1909:17-18; Sweet) would argue that periodical repetition in itself

is not rhythmical; there must be some sort of differentiation (or

alternation) of elements such as through stress or length for rhythmic

grouping to take place. Although some degree of regularity or

"'pike (1946:180 footnote) acknowledges his debt to D. Jones
(An Outline of English Phonetics, sections 886-90) in working out his
ideas.
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repetition is basic to rhythm, some believe that the relationships

between units or groups of units need not be based on equality, but

that proportionality between temporal intervals is sufficient (Lanier,

1880:60; Thomson, 1923:84; Sonnenschein, 1925:16). The theory of

isochronism between stresses has a long history in English metrical

theory and has had many proponents. Steele (1775:115) based his theory

of English rhythm on a periodical pulsation which divides time into

'cadences' (feet), and "CADENCES, under the same BHYTHMUS, are exactly

equal in duration of time to each other, and are commensurable by even

steps, or by the pulses of the pendulum." In the phonetic literature,

Jones (1932, in 1960:237) says that in English "there is a strong

tendency in connected speech to make stressed syllables follow each

other as nearly as possible at equal distances." Based on an instru¬

mental (kymographic) study, Classe (1939:87) concluded that isochronism

is the basis of rhythm in English prose

provided we restrict the sense of the word so that it should not
be made to say more than it can possibly mean ... isochronism
often means nothing more than a sort of ideal which may be fre¬
quently realized, but more often is not, especially when the
rhythmic tendency has to contend with other factors which obscure
its effects ... when isochronism is incompatible with logical or
phonetic necessity, it must give way before them and disappear
more or less completely.

Following Pike and Abercrombie, many phoneticians have adopted the

division of languages into stress-timed and syllable—timed based on

isochronism of stresses or syllables (Ladefoged, 1967:159, 1975:102,

222; O'Connor, 1973:198, 238-239; Catford, 1977:85-87). Allen (1975:80)

avoids making any claim about isochronism and merely divides languages

into those with "stress rhythms" which are "rhythms of alternation"

and those with "syllable rhythms" which are "rhythms of succession"

(though he seems to use these terms as synonyms for stress-timing and

syllable-timing). The tendency towards isochrony of stresses has been
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most widely accepted with respect to English (Classe, 1939:87; W.

Stannard Allen, 1954:3; Hockett, 1958:52; Bolinger, 1955:170; Halliday,

1967:12; Gimson, 1970:261; Uldall, 1971:209; Brown, 1977:43; Lehiste,

1977:259-260). It is the basis of Martin's (1972:497) theory of rhythm,

and he even claims that "equal-interval accent is a language universal"

which is simply more obvious in some languages than others. O'Connor

(1973:239), however, says that "just because a language has stress

as part of its make-up it does not necessarily have a stress-based

rhythm, as in English or Russian." He uses the terms "stress-based"

and "syllable-based" rhythm and believes (contrary to Abercrombie)

that "there is no compulsion to have one or the other of these rhythmi¬

cal bases; indeed there is no reason why there should be any rhythmical

basis at all in the sense of some feature recurring at regular time

intervals" (1973:239-240).

2. Testing the theory of isochronism

A number of investigators have measured interstress intervals

in English texts in an attempt to 'prove' or 'disprove' the theory

of isochronism (see Lehiste, 1977:253-255, for a review). All have

shown that interstress intervals are objectively longer when they

contain more syllables. Shen and Peterson (1962), O'Connor (1965),

and Lea (1974, in Lehiste, 1977:254) rejected isochronism in produc¬

tion on the basis of their results; Classe (1939), Bolinger (1965),

Uldall (l97l), and Lehiste (1973, 1977) concluded that there was some

evidence for isochrony despite the differences in foot durations.

A tendency towards isochrony in the perception of English was found

by Lehiste (1977) and Donovan and Darwin (1979) in comparing listener's

reactions to speech and non-speech and considering just-noticeable
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differences in duration (see chapter V.G.2). Fewer studies have been

done on syllable-timed languages. Smith (1975, 1976) measured syllables

in French and Japanese texts; she concluded that "the measured syllables

of a syllable-timed language vary considerably in duration" (1976:105),

although in Japanese, syllable nuclei were of a fairly consistent

duration. Absolute isochronism would mean that the time interval

between the onset of successive syllables in a syllable-timed language

or successive stressed syllables in a stress-timed language would be

the same at any particular tempo. However, no one has claimed more

than a tendency towards isochrony.

There are numerous difficulties in attempting to test the

hypothesis. The first problem is identifying and counting the stressed

and unstressed syllables in an utterance. Since both 'syllable' and

'stress' have no agreed-upon explicit definition, investigators may

use different criteria to decide what are the stressed syllables, where

the stress beat falls, how many syllables are in a word, and where a

syllable begins and ends. Is one dealing with phonetic or phonological

syllables, accented, stressed or tonic syllables? How I have dealt

with these questions is described in chapters III.B (syllable division),

V.B.4 (location of stresses—p. 108), and V.C (identification of

stressed syllables).

Secondly, one must decide what is the domain of isochrony. Some

linguists have stated or implied that isochrony operates only within

the same tone group: "each sentence should be treated as an independent

unit: the rhythmic scheme ends on the last stress of a sentence; a

new one begins with the next sentence" Classe, 1939:87; "within any

short stretch of speech of even tempo (particularly within any one

intonation unit or 'tone-group') each of these pulses of initiator
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power has about the same duration" Catford, 1977:85; also Rees, 1975;

Donovan and Darwin, 1979). However, in most instrumental investiga¬

tions feet are averaged over an entire text. This seems to be justi¬

fiable when there are no great tempo changes between successive sen¬

tences in a continuous text (which seems to be normal in non-emotional

speech) and when measurements are made within, but not across, pause

groups. A related question is whether to include prepausal feet or

syllables as part of the rhythm, or as special cases which break the

rhythm {through lengthening) to indicate the end of a sense group.

In this study (as in Classe's) the rhythm is considered to begin with

the first stress in an utterance and end with the last stress before

pause (my material is conversational speech; in verse the durations

of pauses and feet beginning with 'silent stresses' would be part of

the rhythmic scheme).

A third important question is the relationship between physical

or objective measurements of duration and subjective evaluation of

duration. Two intervals of 50 and 54 cs are objectively unequal, but

may count the "same" from the point of view of our perception (see

chap. V.G.2) or production. Should we expect isochrony in both per¬

ception and production, and should we expect it from all or only some

hearers and speakers? A number of recent studies (Lehiste, 1973 > 1977;

O'Connor, 1965; Coleman, 1974 in Allen, 1975:77; Donovan and Darwin,

1979) have tested the notion of isochrony in perception; however, the

originators of the theory (Pike, Abercrombie) clearly intended it to

be primarily based on speech production. Abercrombie (1952:233) says:

the rhythm of language lies in the muscular movements of people
speaking it. The sound of speech, the noise which results from
these movements, is not in itself rhythmic although we often
rather loosely describe it as being so. Rhythm is to be found
not in noises but, so to speak, in people.
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Does isochrony exist on the phonetic or only the phonological level

(Ealliday, 1967:12, says "the foot is characterized by -phonological

isochronicity")?

And finally, what style of language should one choose to test

the hypothesis of isochrony? Classe (1939:100) suggests that isochronism

is more likely to be found in artistic prose than in ordinary conver¬

sation. In this study, I have chosen samples of texts and spontaneous

speech which I hope to be representative of everyday spoken language.

It seems to me that the distinctive features of rhythm in a language

should be most apparent in its normal oral form. Written language

is often governed by conservative or borrowed traditions which may

depart considerably from the contemporary language.

Besides measuring interstress intervals, the tendency towards

isochrony can also be tested by looking at a number of other features

of a language which are believed to result from it. In a stress-

timed language,

The tendency toward uniform spacing of stresses in material
which has uneven numbers of syllables within its rhythm
groups can be achieved only by destroying any possibility of
even time spacing of syllables. Since the rhythm -units have
different numbers of syllables, but a similar time value, the
syllables of the longer ones are crushed together, and pro¬
nounced very rapidly, in order to get them pronounced at all,
within the time limitation. This rhythmic crushing of syl¬
lables into short time limits is partly responsible for many
abbreviations—in which syllables may be omitted entirely—
and the obscuring of vowels; it implies, also, that English
syllables are of different lengths, with their length of
utterance controlled not only by the lexical phonetic charac¬
teristics of their sounds but also by the accident of the
number of syllables in the particular rhythmic unit to which
they happen to belong at that moment." (Pike, 1946:34)

In contrast, in a syllable-timed language "phrases with extra syllables

take proportionately more time, and syllables or vowels are less likely

to be shortened and modified ... each unstressed syllable is likely

to be sharp cut, with a measured beat on each one" (Pike, 1946:35).
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Even if objective isochrony is not achieved, one can compare syllable

durations in rhythmic units with different numbers of syllables to

see if in fact they are affected by the number of syllables in the

rhythmic unit. The rate of speech can also be calculated for different

rhythmic units to see if there is any acceleration in rhythmic units

with more syllables. Classe (1939:69) has shown this to hold for

English where the rate of articulation increases from about 1.5

syllables per second in a one-syllable foot to about 6 syll/s in a

five-syllable foot. The tendency towards stress-timing is also linked

to the 'obscuring of vowels' in unstressed syllables. In both English

and Russian, stress-timed languages, unstressed vowels are often reduced

or centralized. Smith (1976:99) notes that in French, which is syllable-

timed, even in a quick reading of a text there is "no evident slurring

of segments" although some consonant clusters were simplified. According

to Abercrombie (1967:98), "there is considerable variation in syllable-

length in a language spoken with a stress-timed rhythm, whereas in

a language spoken with a syllable-timed rhythm the syllables tend to

be equal in length." Thus although we can not expect syllables in

a syllable-timed language to be exactly equal, there should be a more

restricted range (less variability) in syllable durations than in a

stress-timed language.

Jones (1960:257) pointed out that in English the tendency towards

isochrony of stresses results in adjustments in the length of certain

stressed vowels: "when a syllable containing a long vowel or diphthong

is followed by unstressed syllables, that vowel or diphthong is generally

shorter than if the syllable were final or followed by another stressed

syllable; moreover, the greater the number of following unstressed

syllables the shorter the stressed vowel." Consequently 'o' in
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"there's |nobody |there" is shorter than in "there's |no |time".
This effect was shown in the measured durations of 'ee' and 'ou'

in "cheese(s) (a)bound(ed) (ab)out" by Euggins (1975)• Bolinger

(1965:168) believes that the peculiar status of monosyllabic words in

English "more than any other one thing has promoted the feeling that

accentual groups tend to be of equal lengths." When unstressed sylla¬

bles are inserted in a phrase like "|pa |made I John ..." to get

"|Pa can |make the |man ...", "instead of adding length to the whole,

they subtract enough from the preceding long syllable to make room."

Most examples demonstrating stress-timing in English compare a mono¬

syllabic foot with a two or three-syllable foot. Jones (1960:239)

says that 'movements are' is compressed into nearly the same space

of time as 'moves' in "his |movements are |very jrapid" compared

to "he |moves |very |rapidly". O'Connor (1973:197) compares "the

| man jlaughed" with "the | manager |laughed"; Thomson (1923:65) cites

"a |long |dress" and "a | long ad|dress". Thus, the duration of

the stressed syllable and especially the stressed vowel can be compared

in monosyllabic feet versus feet with more syllables to check for any

shortening.

Besides variations in syllable and vowel durations, there are

other processes in English which tend to maintain a stress-timed

rhythm, e.g. accented words are not stressed, to prevent too many

stresses coming close together, as in "she |wanted a |pretty [parrot"
versus "my [aunt wanted |ten pretty |parrots", and words may have
variable stress, e.g. "the |unknown |man" vs "the |man is un|known"
(Ladefoged, 1975:105; a number of such examples of "patterns of alter¬

nating stress" are discussed in Bolinger, 1965:141-152). Consequently,

there are a number of facts which add up to "a conspiracy in English to
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maintain a regular rhythm" (Ladefoged, 1975:103). Categorizing a

language as stress-timed or syllable-timed sums up a set of charac¬

teristics about that language which together produce an impression

of syllables or stresses. By investigating these other characteristics

and not only interstress or intersyllable intervals, one can try to

see which tendency is more prominent in a language.

B. The Rhythm of Greek: Stress-timed or Syllable-timed?

1. Introduction

Mirambel (1949:25, 1959:31-33) describes the rhythm of Greek

as based on an alternation between long accented syllables and short

unaccented syllables: "le grec moderne tend (on le remarque dans le

langage parl4 et dans la prose £crite) vers la succession d'une longue

et de deux braves (une tonique et deux atones) ou celle de deux breves

et d'une longue (deux atones et une tonique)" (1959:31). The language

avoids a sequence of two stressed syllables and avoids an uneven

number of unstressed syllables between two stressed syllables. Ke

seems to imply some kind of stress-timing in referring to "le retour

des accents selon une relative periodicity dans la phrase ou dans les

groupes de mots" (1949:25). However, he sees it more as the recurrence

of long syllables than of stress beats: "la phrase grecque moderne

ob&t a un certain rythme de nature quantitative (accompagnd d'une

intensity), et marque par une alternance de syllabes longues et de

syllabes braves, les longues revenant selon une relative periodicity"

(1959:31). The alternation of long and short syllables would appear

to rule out syllable-timing in which all syllables are supposed to be

approximately equal in length. However, Waring (1976:280) says
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"modern Greek rhythm tends, for example, to be 1 syllable-timed' rather

than 'stress-timed', it being understood that, besides the fact that

the length of a syllable is likely to vary according to the presence

or absence of consonant sounds, accented syllables are nevertheless

usually longer than corresponding unaccented ones." To investigate

more fully the question of whether Greek can be considered stress-timed

or syllable-timed, I plan to look at a number of the characteristics

discussed in the last section which support one or the other rhythmic

basis. As instrumental results are rarely conclusive on their own,

it seems best to compare Greek with English, which is generally agreed

to be stress-timed and for which data is available. I will assume the

existence of rhythmic feet in Greek to facilitate comparison rather

than hypothesizing another kind of rhythmic unit (such as the phonologi¬

cal word).

2. Syllable duration

a. Test for stress-timing

Is there any evidence that syllable durations are adjusted

according to the number of syllables in the foot to which they belong

in Greek? Progressive shortening of both stressed and unstressed

syllables in feet containing more and more syllables is one of the

characteristics of stress-timing in English. In the English text

(SD) there was a steady decrease in the average duration of both stressed

and unstressed syllables as the number of syllables in the foot increased

(see table 15): the average duration of stressed syllables decreased

from 27 to 20.5 cs in 1- to 5-syllable feet and of unstressed syllables

from 18 to 12.5 cs from 2- to 5-syllable feet. In Greek, however,

there was not such a clear correlation between syllable duration and
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foot type. The average duration of stressed syllables in particular

showed no consistent pattern: for most speakers their average duration

was between 14 and 16 cs regardless of foot type. There was some

decrease in average duration of stressed syllables from monosyllabic

to disyllabic feet for AT, KM, and NP, but this seems to be due to

the small number of examples of monosyllabic feet and the greater pro¬

portion of 'heavy' syllables (CCV or Ctfc). Similarly the low average

duration of stressed syllables in 6-syllable feet in text 2 (KM and NP)

in comparison to text 1 (AT and PK) is due to the high proportion of

stressed syllables made up of a single vowel and the absence of heavy

syllables. If CV syllables only are averaged for NP (open circles

in table 15—NP), they vary between 13.5 and 14.5 cs for all foot

types. The duration of stressed syllables in Greek, then, depends

more on their syllable structure (CCV/C^C > CV > v)(as well as on their

nuclear vowel and position in utterance—see chap. V.G, tables 11, 12,

14) than on the number of syllables in the foot to which they belong.

Syllable structure undoubtedly plays a role in determining syllable

durations in English, as well, but in a typical text the distribution

of syllable types reinforces stress-timing, whereas in Greek it seems

to vary independently of foot type.

The average duration of unstressed syllables in the Greek texts

(especially for PK who is the fastest speaker and makes the greatest

number of elisions of unstressed /i/ and /u/) shows a slight decrease

of 1 to 2.5 cs (from 12-14 cs to 10-12 cs) in feet containing more and

more syllables (table 15). A t-t;est was performed on the data from

KM: the difference in average duration of unstressed syllables in

3-syllable feet (14.2 cs) and 6-syllable feet (12.5 cs) was significant

at the 57° level, but the difference between the average duration of
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unstressed syllables in 3-syllable and 4-syllable feet (13.2 cs) and

between those in 4-syllable and 6-syliable feet was not significant.

Thus there does appear to be some decrease in average unstressed syllable

duration in Greek when feet containing very different numbers of syllables

are compared. This decrease is very gradual and not nearly as clear

a proof of the crushing together of syllables as in English, where the

average duration of unstressed syllables decreases by 5*5 cs from

2- to 5-syllable feet (table 15 SD).

A further test of the possible influence of foot type on syllable

and vowel duration was performed with phonetic structure controlled.

A series of sentences were recorded in which intervening syllables

are added between two stressed syllables in both English (AK) and Greek

(OS, HP), as in:

ENGLISH The I man's |here to Iday.
The | manager's |here to|day.
They I bathe in the |sea.
They1 re j bathing in the ]sea.

GREEK

/to-peof vrfke ti-tsanda-mu sto-leoforfo./ 'The child found

my bag on the bus.'

/to-pe5f-tis vrfke ti-tsanda-mu sto-leoforfo./ 'Her child found

my bag on the bus.'
/to-peftf-tis tin-vrfke sto-leoforfo./ 'Her child found it on the bus.'

/ta-peS.i£ potfsane to-perivdli./ 'The children watered the garden.'

/ta-pe o.id-tu potfsane to-periv<5li./ 'His children watered the garden.'
/tao4rf,ia-tu potfsane to-perivdli./ 'His brothers watered the garden.'

/to-peof-tu ka^ise zfmo./ 'His child sat on the ground.'

/to-pe?f-tu kaSise sti- bada./ 'His child sat on the side.'

/to-pe5f-tu ka6ise sti-kar^kla./ 'His child sat in the chair.

Whereas in English stressed 'long' (unchecked) vowels had a shorter

duration when followed by more unstressed syllables as predicted by

t
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Jones (and also confirmed by Euggins, 1975:460), the duration of

stressed vowels (and syllables) in Greek was not affected by the number

of following unstressed syllables. The only way a stressed vowel in

a monosyllabic foot could be significantly lengthened was when fol¬

lowed by a pause (or when strongly emphasized and accompanied by a

sharp rise in pitch). In English, the addition of one unstressed

syllable, as in a function word or inflexional ending, did not neces¬

sarily change the duration of the foot. Perfect 'objective' isochrony

was achieved in a number of sentence pairs (AK):

foot duration foot duration

I long |dress 28 cs I long a|ddress 27.5 cs

|strange |people 39 I famous jpeople 37
I man's |here 40 |manager's |here 43

|longer |dress 39 |longer a|ddress 38.5

|bathe in the [sea 62.5 |bathing in the |sea 61
In Greek, however, each additional unstressed syllable corresponded

to a regular increase of about 10 cs or more to the duration of the

foot. The unstressed /i/ in /kaSise/ was just as likely to be elided

in a 3-syliable foot as in a 4- or 5-syllable foot. Note that in

English, the addition of a 'syllable' in the cases where objective

isochrony is attained may often be simply the addition of /a/ or /irj/.
In Greek, it is much more difficult to construct this type of example;

the addition of an unstressed syllable nearly always means the addition

of at least a CV syllable, and the consonant is usually /s/ or /t/,

which are relatively incompressible. There seemed to be no regular

adjustment of syllable durations due to the number of syllables in

the foot in other tests either (stressed and unstressed vowels, 'papas'

sentences) except in the special case of secondary accent where the

unstressed syllable between the two stressed syllables in the word
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(e.g. /po6£lat6-tu/) was often longer than in the singly stressed word

(/poSflato/).

Although in English "the average duration of each syllable

varies sufficiently in each group to show that there is a definite

contraction as their number increases" (Classe, 1939:72), in Greek

no clear correlation between syllable duration and foot type was found

in the instrumental data. There may, however, be a slight tendency

towards compression of unstressed syllables in feet containing 6 or

more syllables.

b. Test for syllable-timing

Is there any tendency in Greek for syllables to be the same

length? In chapter V.G. it was shown that stressed syllables are on

an average about 1.2 to 1.3 times longer than unstressed syllables

(table 11, p. 283). This difference is not very great, especially

compared to English (SD), where stressed syllables were on an average

1.5 times longer than unstressed syllables. In table 15 (p. 319) we

can see the clear separation in average durations of stressed and

unstressed syllables in English for all foot types, with a minimum

difference of 6 cs, whereas in Greek there are a number of cases where

the difference is only 2 cs or less. Considering how short syllable

durations are in general in Greek, and that a difference of 2 cs is

approaching the JND, syllables may well appear to be subjectively

equal in length. On the other hand, stressed syllables are clearly

more prominent than unstressed syllables, and this may increase their

subjective length. For KM (text 2) the average duration of an unstressed

syllable (in internal feet) is 13.2 cs with a standard deviation of

3.5 cs, and the average duration of a stressed syllable is 15.3 cs
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1
with a standard deviation of 5.3 cs. This means that most unstressed

syllables range from 10-17 cs and most stressed syllables from 10-21 cs,

which is a considerable amount of overlap. In English (SD), the

average duration of an internal stressed syllable was 23.9 cs with a

standard deviation of 8.8 cs, and the average duration of an unstressed

2
syllable was 15.4 cs. This is indicative of the much greater range

in durations of syllables in English (most stressed syllables range from

15-33 cs).

Implicit in the syllable-timing hypothesis is that in order for

syllables to be nearly equal in length, the durations of segments within

each syllable should vary to maintain this (in the same way that in

stress-timing, syllable durations vary to maintain equal interstress

intervals). A breakdown of syllables by structure (table 16) does

not show any tendency for syllable durations to compensate for differences

in structure. Syllables composed of more segments are regularly longer

than syllables composed of fewer segments. Even within each syllable

type, syllable durations, especially of stressed syllables, depend on

the inherent durations of the vowels and consonants making them up,

so that e.g. /ma/ is generally longer than /mi/, /si/ longer than /ri/,

etc. The addition of stress increases the duration of a syllable by

nearly the same amount as the addition of another consonant. The

phonetic constraints of type and number of composing segments, stress,

and position in utterance seem sufficient to determine syllable durations

without any additional rhythmic component (e.g. to even out syllable

''The variance for stressed syllables is significantly greater
(at the 5?» level) than the variance for unstressed syllables.

e standard deviation could not be calculated since measurements
of individual unstressed syllables could not be made accurately (the
total duration taken up by the unstressed syllables in each foot was
measured and divided by the number of unstressed syllables in that foot).
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durations or to expand or crush them together in different foot types).

Smith (1975:6) found that in Japanese "apparent and true-to-life

syllable timing will be produced by giving each element [segment] its
standard duration: because of the simplicity of the syllable struc¬

tures possible, with the most complex syllables being CV, and most

syllables are CV, no great range of durations is produced by this

additive method." Similarly in Greek, the most common syllable types

(over 25 examples of each type) are internal CV, CV, CCV/CVC, prefinal
s

CV, and final CV, and the majority are in the duration range 10-22.5 cs

(table 16). Smith hypothesizes that it is a limited variety of syl¬

lable structures rather than a tendency for syllable durations to be

equalized that gives the impression of syllable-timing. In Greek there

is little variety in syllable structure and consequently a rather limited

range in syllable durations (syllable structure will be discussed in

section 4). Prom the point of view of syllable durations, Greek then

appears to be more like a syllable-timed language where the duration

of a syllable depends more on the durations of segments making it up

than on any higher level organization except presence or absence of

stresso

3. Rate of utterance

In both English and Greek, the mean rate of utterance in terms

of syllables per second increases as the foot contains more and more

syllables. This acceleration was seen by Classe (1939:69) as evidence

for the tendency towards isochrony in English (even though a 5-syllable

foot was definitely longer than a 1-syllable foot, speakers reached

their maximum rate of articulation in producing it). In both languages

the increase between a 1-syllable and a 2-syllable foot is the greatest,
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but increases beyond the 2-syllable foot are more dramatic in English

than in Greek (see table 17). Some increase in rate of articulation

would naturally follow from the fact that the proportion of the foot

taken up by the stressed syllable, which is longer, decreases as the

foot contains more syllables. In the most common foot types in English,

1- to 4-syliable feet, the rate doubles (3.3 to 6.1 syll/s SD; 3.5 to

7 syll/s AK). In the most common foot types in Greek, 2- to 5-syllable

feet, the rate only increases by a factor of 1.2 (1.4 for PK), If

instead of overall rate, we look at changes in the rate of unstressed

syllables per second only (thus excluding the contribution of the

stressed syllable to the duration of the foot), we find in English

a large increase in rate of articulation (from 5.6 to 8 unstressed

syll/s in 2- to 5-syllable feet for SD). In Greek there is only a

slight increase in rate of articulation (from 7.5-8.5 to 9-10.5

unstressed syll/s in 2- to 7- or more syllable feet, depending on the

speaker).

Due to the fact that Greek is already spoken at a rapid rate,

7-8 syll/s overall average'' in continuous texts (see table 24, p. 347),

these small differences in rate are probably not as noticeable as in

English, which is considerably slower with an average rate of about

In my data, the influence of pausing is excluded since the rate
is calculated only for syllables occurring in internal feet. The dura¬
tion, number of pauses, and slowing down in prepausal feet does not in
my opinion affect the subjective impression of the general rate of
utterance of a particular speaker. All speakers showed regular pre¬
pausal lengthening; PK spoke quickly and DM slowly, yet both broke the
text up into short phrases with many pauses; PK spoke quickly and KM
slowly, yet both preferred long phrases with fewer pauses. This contra¬
dicts Goldman-Eisler's assertion (1961:171) that "what is commonly per¬
ceived as the speed of talking, or the rate of speech production, is
determined by the halts and pauses which interrupt the flow of speech
rather than by the speed at which the actual speech movements are per¬
formed." In any measurements made over large stretches of time which
include prepausal lengthening and periods of silence, the average rate
will undoubtedly be lower with more pauses.
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Mean rate of articulation as a function of foot type

Number of syllables in foot
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5 syll/s (my data, table 24, which is in agreement with Goldman-Eisler,

1961:171, who found an average rate of 4.4- to 5.9 syll/s for English

uttered during interviews). Allen (1975:81) has claimed that languages

with "syllable based rhythms" usually have a rapid rate

of succession of syllables in conversational speech. From this point

of view, Greek is more like a syllable-timed language such as Japanese

at 10 moras/s (Wang, 1968, in Allen, 1975:81) and even faster than

French at 5.7 syll/s (Mal^cot et al., 1972, based on a computerized

assessment of conversational speech which probably includes the influ¬

ence of prepausai lengthening) and Castilian Spanish (my data) at

6.1 syll/s. Eowever, these various rates in terms of syllables per

second do not take into account important differences in syllable

structure which may be more responsible for the different rates than

rhythm. In comparing spontaneous speech in English and Japanese,

Osser and Peng (1964:124) found no significant difference in speech

rate in terms of the number of phonemes uttered per minute.

Even though the differences in rate of articulation are not as

great in Greek as in English, they do exist and may contribute to our

perception of the language. 7-syllable feet are felt to be uttered

more quickly than 2- or 5-syliable feet, particularly when they contain

a number of segments that have been elided. As Classe (1939:88) has

reasoned, "the fuller group may take longer to pronounce, but the in¬

creased speed of articulation seems to be overestimated by the speaker

and the listener who imagines that the groups have been actually equal

even when this is not the case." Since the perception of rhythmic

groups is not of empty intervals but depends on the number of composing

elements, we may have the impression of crowding when the interval

contains many more elements than normal (or conversely of slowing down
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when the interval contains fewer elements than normal).

4. Syllable structure

An important point of comparison between stress-timed and sylla¬

ble-timed languages is that of syllable structure. This seems to be

at least partly responsible for differences in rates of utterance and

the range of syllable durations. The large variation in syllable

length of stress-timed languages (Abercrombie, 1967:98) corresponds to

a larger variety in permissible syllable types. Smith (1976:107)

suggests that languages with complex syllables tend to be stress-timed,

whereas simple CV syllables are favored by syllable-timed languages.

There is no effort to equalize syllable durations in a syllable-timed

language such as Japanese, rather "the impression of regularity arises

from the succession of CV syllables, varied only occasionally by C or

v y
V or Cr V or V syllables ... each class of segments seems to have a

small and characteristic range of durations, and these are combined in

so limited a number of ways that syllable-durations vary only within

tolerable limits" (Smith, 1976:105).

If we compare Greek to English, Japanese, French, and Castilian

Spanish, we find that its syllable structure is much more like a sylla¬

ble-timed language with a limited number of permissible syllable types.

stress-timed —■ (V may be 1 short',
'long' or a diphthong)

syllable-timed — Japanese:"' Cq-i'V or C
— Spanish: C^VC^

French: (Smith, 1976:106)

"'This formula is for a mora; Japanese should really be called
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The main difference between English and the other languages above is

the greater possibility for closed syllables and arresting consonant

clusters. A syllable may consist of from one to eight segments in

English, but a 'syllable' (mora) in Japanese can consist of at most

two segments. It seems reasonable to assume that segments have

minimum and maximum durations, so that based on syllable structure

alone, syllable durations are bound to vary more in English than in

these other languages.

Besides the different possible syllable types, we can also com¬

pare languages with respect to the most frequently occurring syllable

types (see tables 18, 19, and 20, pages 332-334). Again Greek is more

what we would expect from a syllable-timed language. For both speakers,

over two thirds of the syllables are CV in structure and over 90$ are

open syllables (table 18). In English, CV syllables are still the

most common syllable type, but only a little more than 1/3 of the

syllables are CV, and they are only slightly more frequent than CVC

syllables. The majority of syllables in English (56$) are closed

(table 19). The most common syllable types in English, Greek, Spanish

(from tables 18-20), and French (Smith, 1976) are listed in order of

occurrence in table 21 (page 335). The most frequently occurring

syllables in English are made up of from one to four segments (and

vowels can be 'long' or 'short'), whereas Greek is more like French

or Spanish with most syllables consisting of from one to three segments.

Again we note the preponderance of open syllables in the latter lan¬

guages in comparison to English. Greek appears to be even more strongly

a CV language than French or Spanish, with only 18.5$ CCV and CVC

'mora-timed' since "each mora takes about the same length of time to
say" (Ladefoged, 1975:224). In terms of Western type syllables, the
formula would be C_. .VC-. . with vowels of different lengths.
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TABLE 18

Greek syllable structure^

Text 1 (AT) Text 2 (HP)

Open syllables Closed syllables Open syllables Closed syllables

V 7.3 ft VC .5 ft

CV 70 fto CVC 5.9 ft

CCV 12 ft CCVC 1.1 ft

CjV 3 ft

CCCV .2 ft

92.5 ft 7.5 ft

V 8.8 ft VC .6 ft

CV 68.2 fto CVC 4.9 g

CCV 13.5 £ CCVC .4 ^

CjV 3.5 ft

94 ft 5.9 ft

stressed syllables 28 ft

unstressed syllables 72 ft

stressed syllables 28 ft

unstressed syllables 72 fto

Consonants appearing syllable finally were /s , n, r, m, x, 1, v, k, f/

The only CCC- cluster was /str-/

^Percent occurrence of syllable types based on a total of 657 syllables
in text 1 as read by AT, and 488 syllables in text 2, as read by HP,
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Open syllables

TABLE 19

English syllable structure

SD1

Closed syllables

V 8.2 VC 14.5 % VCC .4 #

CV 54.2 fo cvc 50.1 % CVCC 5.9 # CVCCC .4 $

ccv 1.9 1° CCVC 5 £ CCVCC .7 $

CCCVC .7 ^

44.5 % 55.7 ^

stressed syllables 58 $

unstressed syllables 62 %

Syllable-final single consonants were /m, n, rj , r, 1, p, t, k, d,
f, 0 , s, v, z/

Syllable-final -CC clusters were /nt, ns, 13k, rt, rd, rz, lv, Id, st,
ts, tj/

The only CCC- cluster was /str-/

The only -CCC cluster was /-tjt/

Percent occurrence of syllable types based on 269 syllables of the
Greene text as read by SD (a rhotic speaker). V includes diphthongs
and syllabic 1, r, n (e.g. 'murder' ['nurd/] CV-CV; 'heard' [.'h^d] CVC),
but 'r' following another vowel is counted as a consonant (e.g. 'years'
['jiJz] CVCC). /tj/ and /d}/ are counted as CC. In general, word
boundaries were respected in dividing syllables; single C's between
two vowels began the following syllable (e.g. 'enough' [i'nAfJ V-CVC).
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TABLE 20

Castilian Spanish syllable structure

GP1

Open syllables Closed syllables

V 4 % VC 2.4 1"

CV 62.3 % CVC 16.9 %

CCV 7.7 CCVC 1.2 %

c^v 3.7 % C jVC 1.8 1°

CCCV .1 %

77.8 % 22.3 %

stressed syllables 31 %

unstressed syllables 69 i°

Consonants appearing syllable finally were /n, m, r, 1, s, Q , k, b/

The only CCC- cluster was /str-/

Percent occurrence of syllable types based on a total of 679 syllables
in the Lorca text as read by GP. V includes some sequences of two
vowels which are considered to form a single syllable. Syllable
division was otherwise based on the same principles as Greek, with
single consonants and clusters which may occur word initially
between two vowels beginning the following syllable.
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syllables compared to 25-26$.

TABLE 21

Most frequently occurring syllable types

(making up 5$ or more of the syllables
in the texts examined)

English (SD) Greek (AT & NP) Soani sh (GP) French'*
CV 34$ CV 69$ CV 62$ CV 56$
CVC 30$ CCV 13$ CVC 17$ CVC 19$
VC 14.5$ V 8$ CCV 8fo V 1C$
V 8$ CVC 5.5$ CCV 7°$
CVCC 6$

Another characteristic of English which supports stress-timing

is the difference in distribution of stressed and unstressed syllable

types. In both English and Greek, unstressed syllables outnumber

stressed syllables (6:4 in English, 7:3 in Greek); however, in English

the vast majority of V and VC syllables are unstressed, and most

CVCC, CCVC, CCCVC, and CVCCC syllables are stressed. The most commonly

occurring stressed syllable types are (in order) CVC, CV, CVCC, CCVC

(the rest occur 5$ or less); and the most frequently occurring unstressed

syllables are CV, CVC, VC, V (the rest occur 5$ or less; CCCVC and

CVCCC only occur stressed). In addition, most unstressed CV's in

this text were /Ci/, /Ca/, /Cr/, whereas most stressed CV's were made

up of C plus /o/, /oaf, /a/, A/, /ei/, which are inherently longer.

In Greek, the structure and composition of both stressed and unstressed

syllables are similar: the most frequently occurring stressed syllables

(in order) were CV, CCV, V, CjV (CV, CCV, Cjv/CVC, V for AT)(the rest

1
Smith, 1976:106, for a reading in colloquial French containing

124 syllables.
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occurred in less than 5% of stressed syllables), and the most frequently

occurring unstressed syllables were CV, CCV, V, CVC (the one CCCJV

syllable was unstressed). Both /a/ and /i/ are very common in both

stressed and unstressed syllables (/i/ is in fact somewhat more frequent

than /a/ in stressed syllables, and /a/ is the most common vowel in

unstressed syllables). Consequently, syllable structure and composition

is more polarized in English, so that normally the addition of an un¬

stressed syllable to a foot in English means the addition of an inherent¬

ly shorter and simpler syllable which would not add appreciably to the

duration of the foot. This is not the case in Greek, as stressed and

unstressed syllables both have a similar structure and composition,

with CV and other open syllables predominating.

The syllable structure of Greek is quite similar to Spanish

(table 20), which is said to be syllable-timed (Pike, 1946:35;

O'Connor, 1973:239; Macpherson, n.d. 34). Spanish (Castilian - GP),

however, has a higher proportion of closed syllables with more occur¬

rences of syllable final /l/, /r/, /m/ (e.g. /£r.bol/, /au.t<5r/,

/kal.m^r/, /kom.bj^r.tan/). The principles of syllable division are

slightly different in the two languages. A sequence of two vowels

in Spanish may be blended together and felt to be a single syllable,

e.g. 'si aparece' 'if it appears' is syllabified as /sia.pa.r£.6e/.
In Greek, a sequence of two vowels is counted as two syllables (the

word would be /si.a.pa.r£.0e/) unless one of the vowels is elided

(/sa.pa.r£.6e/). Another important difference between the two languages

is that in Spanish most unstressed vowels are half-open or open (90$

of the nuclei of unstressed CV syllables in this text were /a/, /e/,

or /0/), and they are not subject to any regular process of vowel

reduction. In Greek /i/ is very common as an unstressed vowel and
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may be elided or devoiced in certain contexts (as well as /u/, the least

common vowel in both languages). In Spanish one has the impression that

greater speed and 'ease of articulation' is gained at the expense of

the consonants rather than the vowels, and this does not seem to affect

subjective syllable length (e.g. /peskaoo/ —» /pek£o/ in some accents,

which is rhythmically nearer the original than */psk£§s/ or */vskAS/).

Spanish tends to end up with unstressed syllables which by their struc¬

ture (CVC with syllable final 1, r, n, m) or vowel nuclei (e, a, o, or

vowel sequences) are inherently longer than Greek unstressed syllables

and contrast less with stressed syllables. Consequently, despite the

fact that the syllable structures appear very similar, Spanish gives

a much greater impression of evenness of successive syllables than Greek.

5. Vowel reduction

The centralization of unstressed vowels is typical of those

languages normally taken to exemplify stress-timing and occurs in

The ratio of duration of stressedrunstressed syllables in Spanish
is similar to Greek—1.25 to 1.5—when syllables of similar structure
are compared (as is done in most studies of Spanish).

Average Duration of Spanish Non-final Syllables (rounded off)
Delattre, 1966 Olsen. 1972 Pointon.

Open syllables:
stressed 20.2 cs 17.8 cs 16,5 cs
unstressed 18.2 cs 13.7 cs 12.6 cs

ratio 1.1 1.3 1.3

Closed syllables:
stressed 25.9 cs 23.9 cs 20.6 cs

unstressed 19.3 cs 19.0 cs 16.5 cs
ratio 1.34 1.26 1.26

Delattre (1966:186)—5 minutes of extemporaneous speech; variety of
Spanish unspecified; stressed syllables are those with "primary
stress" only.

Olsen (1972, in Pointon, 1978:52)—based on 1/2 hour of extemporaneous
speech by a Mexican.

Pointon (1978:82-84)—average of six readings of 'The North Wind and the
Sun' by Spanish speakers from various parts of Spain.
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English, Swedish (Lindblom, 1963) and Russian (Lehiste, 1970:141).
When Thai is spoken in a stress-timed rhythm, as in normal conversa¬

tional speech, in unstressed syllables /a/ —» /= /, the long-short

opposition in vowels and final consonants is lost, and some tones are

neutralized (Luangthongkum, 1977:72-76). This does not occur in a

formal syllable-timed reading where each syllable is given its full

form. Syllable-timed languages such as French"', Japanese, and Spanish

do not have regular reduced variants of vowels in unstressed position.

This aspect of a language seems to be very important in our subjective

perception of its rhythm. Reduced syllables, such as schwa or syllabic

/l/, /r/, /n/ in English, as well as being inherently shorter, do not

have the same status as full syllables. Consequently, when one more

is added to a foot, it does not seem to increase it by much. Especi¬

ally in English, where reduced syllables occur in function words and

inflexional endings, they do not seem to count as much as stressed

syllables which carry the important lexical information. Of course,

not all unstressed vowels become schwa, but in ordinary speech a very

high proportion of unstressed syllables have schwa, /r/, /l/, or /y
as their nucleus.

In Greek, unstressed /i/ and /u/ may optionally be devoiced or

shortened to such an extent that they disappear altogether in certain

contexts in conversational and especially in fast speech. However,

this seems to be primarily motivated by phonetic factors (inherent

duration and voicing assimilation). It is perfectly possible to speak

Greek correctly without making this kind of reduction, and slow speakers

such as KM and MC made few reductions. Other kinds of reductions, such

"*The 'e muet', a rounded schwa, is a regular phoneme contrasting
with /a/ and can appear in 'stressed' position, e.g. 'prends-le',
'prends-la'.
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as pronouncing /ni/, /mu/ and /li/ as syllabic nasals or laterals,

are also characteristics of casual or fast speech and are not essential

to the phonological system of standard Greek. However, the frequent

occurrence of shortening and devoicing of vowels and its spread to mid

vowels in some instances (OS, PK, DM, from central and northern Greece)

can make a speaker sound more stress-timed by maximizing the difference

between stressed and unstressed syllables, giving an impression of

syllables being crushed together, and making syllable boundaries less

distinct.

Although the 'obscuring' of vowels is typical of stress-timed

languages, omission of vowels or syllables may occur in a syllable-timed

language without destroying the impression of syllable-timing. In

French 'e muet' is elided in certain circumstances, and this may even

reinforce the evenness of syllables by eliminating an inherently short

syllable (e.g. 'chez le garjon' /jel.gar.so/). Japanese has a process

similar to Greek whereby /i/ and /u/ fuuJ are devoiced in a voiceless

environment, especially after /s/ (e.g. /de.su.ka/): Smith (1975:6)

comments "the S element might be said to swallow up the V element so

that the whole syllable is pronounced with a sibilant." Consequently,

the evidence from Greek is ambiguous. Since devoicing of high vowels

occurs most frequently in the post-stressed syllable, it could even

be argued that the shortness of these syllables compensates for the

extra length of the preceding stressed syllable and thus reestablishes

an impression of equal length of syllables. In any case, the proportion

of unstressed high vowels occurring in the appropriate context is rather

low, and there are numerous unstressed syllables which must be given

their full value. The reduction is generally limited to the vowel only,

and the consonants are still clearly pronounced (in comparison to
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English where 'of' /av/ may become /a/, 'going to' /'goQir) ta/ —*•

/'gana/). Although one may get an impression of crushing together and

increased, speed when vowels are elided in Greek, there is usually no

'smearing' or 'slurring' of unstressed syllables.

6. Number of syllables in the foot

When comparing Greek and English, we note right away that

whereas feet may contain from 1 to 4 syllables and occasionally 5

syllables in English, in Greek the range is from 1 to 7 or 8 syllables

and exceptionally up to 10 syllables. The 10-syllable foot in text 1

(AT, PK) was:

/(pu) mdpes oti-ke-to-simvoleo(yrdfo)/ '(that) you told me that
the notary public...'

and in EM spontaneous:

/tmima tis-fisikoma6imati(k£s)/ 'branch of physical mathematics'.

In English, potentially long feet may be broken up by the addition of

an extra stress or by stressing a different syllable. Both SD and AK

said 'I'll [follow him to |Constantijnople if [necessary.' Even if
the word initial syllable is somewhat lengthened and might be per¬

ceived as stressed by some people'', in the second example in Greek

(e.g. /fisikomaSimati(kfs)/) one would still be left with a 7-syliable

Tzermias (1969:28) implies that the initial syllable of certain
compounds may be phonetically stressed (see footnote, p. 5), and Drachman
and Malikouti-Drachman (1977:205) have a phonological rule which assigns
secondary stress "to alternate syllables to the left of the main stress"
and give the examples, /kanonizo/ 'I arrange', /xromatistd/ 'coloured',
/apolbtistis/ 'reporter'. None of my informants assigned stress in
continuous texts according to this principle, and there is no acoustic
evidence for it. The feeling for this kind of alternation may arise
from the prominence of open vowels which are inherently longer. Alter¬
nating stress does seem to be a characteristic of certain folk songs,
e.g. from x«t fycLtf/kju 'Day breaks and night falls',
/ |f£rte-|mu na- |pj6 to- |akri |v6te |ro pjo|td e |y<5 pli |r<5no |Ata-|mitja
|paya|p<5:/ 'Bring me the most expensive drink to drink; I'm paying for
the eyes which I love'.
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foot. The kind of secondary accent Greek does have, whereby an accent

is added when more than two syllables follow the original accent in a

phonological word, does not seem to contribute to isochrony. In text 2,

most informants read the sentence /k^fije me-to-po<5flat6-tu/ 'and he

left on his bicycle' with both accented syllables stressed (6-2-2 sylla¬

ble feet). In fact, successive feet would have been closer to the same

number of syllables without the secondary accent (e.g. fije me-to-

po&£lato-tu/ 6-4 syllable feet). Stress is more closely tied to word

boundaries in Greek and is thus not as free to move around for rhyth¬

mic purposes as in English. An accented syllable may be unstressed

(as in English) to maintain a more even rhythm (especially to elimi¬

nate 1-syllable or 2-syllable feet), but otherwise the occurrence of

stresses is limited by lexical constraints. Even in English, the role

of 'secondary accent' in supporting the tendency towards isochrony may

be overestimated. In the text analyzed (conversational speech),

rhythmic assignment of stress primarily involved not stressing words

which were potentially stressable; e.g. SD said, 'he |never went |home',
AK 'he |never jwent |home'. In 'two-word verbs' usually only one of

the words was stressed, e.g. 'he |says that he's |getting out at Vijenna'

(SD), or 'he |says that he's getting |out at Vi|enna' (AK).
The greater range of foot types in Greek which result from the

lexical characteristics of the language makes isochrony of feet less

intuitively acceptable than in English.1 Classe (1939:85) found that

isochronism was achieved when groups did not contain very different

numbers of syllables. About two-thirds of all internal feet in the

English texts are composed of 2 or 3 syllables, and over 9C^ are from

1A clever informant will immediately give the example of a 6- or 7-
syllable foot following a 2- or 3-syllable foot when asked if he believes
that stresses recur in approximately equal intervals in Greek.
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1- to 4-syllable feet (10C£® in Uldall's text). In Greek, although the

overall range of foot types is greater, over 3/4 of the feet in text 1

and over 2/3 in text 2 are composed of 2, 3, or 4 syllables, and 90fo

of internal feet contain from 2 to 6 syllables (see table 22). Thus,

the range of the most frequently occurring foot types is only slightly

greater than in English. Monosyllabic feet are very rare in Greek (less

than jfo) so that the fact that stressed syllables are not lengthened

when they occur in a monosyllabic foot may not be very important. The

percentages given above exclude prepausal feet, which in both Greek

and English have fewer syllables (although 1-syllable feet are common

in this position in Greek, they are still not as frequent as 2- and 3-

syllable feet).

7. Interstress intervals (foot durations)

It has been suggested that our feeling of English being stress-

timed may come from the preponderance of interstress intervals in the

narrow range 40-70 cs (Abe, 1967, in Allen, 1975:77). Allen (1975:77)

believes that "our tendency to adjust our perceptions of interstress

interval durations toward some central, or average, duration, when

added to our tendency to impose a rhythm on any sequence of intervals,

lends support to Abe's hypothesis." A number of psychological studies

have shown that we tend to "underestimate the duration of long time

intervals and overestimate the duration of short ones""' (Allen, 1975:76,

based on Fraisse, 1964, and Woodrow, 1951). This tendency has been

"'According to Woodrow (1951 :1225), this was first stated as a law
by Vierordt (1868). Many experiments have been done to determine the
"indifference interval" or central time interval which is neither over-

nor underestimated, but results depend alot on the experimental condi¬
tions, and the indifference interval tends toward the average of all the
intervals used (Woodrow, 1951:1227). In addition, there is a lot of
variability across listeners and even for the same listener (Allen, 1975:
77, referring to work by Treisman, 1963, and Michon, 1967).



TABLE 22

Frequency of occurrence of internal foot types

(as percent of total number of internal feet)

lo%-

307.-

sol-.

!V%-

H

ENGLISH

/i 3 v r ,i3Vr
Number of syllables in foot

AK (72 feet)SD (70 feet)

n n n n m n n n n [~*] m

/i.3yrfc7??/o /

Number of syllables in foot

AT (128 feet) PK (121 feet)

GREEK

text 1

teX-\

II

GREEK

text 2

n U n n

/ A 3 1 S t 7 t I 3. 3 4 $■ <° 7

Number of syllables in foot
KM (121 feet) NP (105 feet)
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confirmed in speech by both Coleman (1974, in Allen, 1975:77) and Dono¬

van and Darwin (1979:270) who found that listeners tended to perceive

successive interstress intervals in English as more isochronous than

they really were. Consequently, a narrow range of interstress intervals

in production may correspond to an even narrower range in perception,

such that we perceive interstress intervals in a stress-timed language

as nearly equal in length.

In both English and Greek, of the (internal) interstress

intervals fell within a range of about 30 cs, from 30 to 60 cs in

most texts (see table 23). The range was only slightly greater (35-40

cs) for some Greek speakers and for Spanish (gp). Another way to look

at this is to compare the standard deviations of different speakers.

The standard deviation of OS is nearly the same as SD and Uldall's

text, though other Greek speakers show a larger standard deviation than

most of the English speakers. This seems to be because of the influ¬

ence of the few very long feet in some of the texts and the fact that

the Greek data is based on a larger number of feet. Comparing SD with

DM text 1 (both relatively slow speakers) and AK with np (relatively

fast speakers), there was no significant difference in the variances

or in mean foot durations at the 5/« level. The difference in the

variances and in the mean foot durations between DM text 1 and gp

(Spanish), and between SD (English) and gp was not significant at the

5% level either. If we agree that Spanish is syllable-timed and English

is stress-timed, then the fact that the majority of the interstress

intervals in a language fall within a relatively narrow range (30-40 cs)

does not seem to be sufficient evidence for stress-timing. It may simply

reflect more general timing constraints in speech production that are

valid across languages. As was noted earlier (section VI.B.3) the
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TABLE 23

Central tendency of interstress intervals
(internal feet only)

75^ of internal feet Average Standard
were between - a range of duration deviation

ENGLISH

AK 30-58 28 45 13.1 cs

SD 30 - 64 34 48 14.2

Uldall1 39 - 70.5 31.5 53 14.7

Lea2 47 13.1

Lea2 48 19.8

GREEK

OS (spon) 28 - 56 28 43 14.7

OS (text 2) 25 - 59 34 43 14.1

PK (text 1) 25 - 53 28 44 16.7

NP (text 2) 23.5-60 36.5 44 15.9

AT (text 1) 27 - 61 34 48 18.9

DM (text 1) 29 - 60 31 48 17.6

DM (text 2) 31 - 71 40 50 16.8

KM (text 2) 35 - 72 37 54 17.0

SPANISH

GP 32 - 69 37 52 17.7

THAI
3

Luangthongkum 29 - 55 26 38 11.3

1Uldall, 1971:206-207. The North Wind and the Sun.

Lea, W.A., 1974 (Prosodic aids to speech recognition:IV. A general
strategy for prosodically-guided speech understanding. Pnivac Report
No. PX 10791. St. Paul, Minn: Sperry Univac, DSD) in Lehiste, 1977:
255« The Rainbow script (31 sentences). May include prepausal feet.

3
Luangthongkum, 1977:167-168. Myna bird story.
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average rate of utterance in terms of syllables per second varies

considerably from language to language. The average interstress

interval, however, is between about .4 and .5 second for all the lan¬

guages investigated (Thai has the lowest average due to the high pro¬

portion——of monosyllabic feet). This coincides with preferred

rates in motor activity found in a number of psychological studies:

Allen (1975:79) reports that Woodrow (1951) found that people act at

a rate of one beat every .5 second when performing a rhythmic motor

task (e.g. tapping), and that Wundt (l91l) found preferred rates of

between .5 and .5 second between acts. He concludes that "on the

average we have limits of about 0.2 and 1.0 s between acts when we are

doing some motor task at our natural, preferred rate" (Allen, 1975:79).

This is about the same as the overall range of interstress intervals

found in this study (see table 24). The close correspondence between

the rate of succession of stressed syllables in the languages inves¬

tigated and general tendencies in motor behavior clearly show the

importance of stress in speech production. We may say all these lan¬

guages (and perhaps all languages with 'stress') are stress-based, and *

that stresses normally recur within a Hi mi ted range of time intervals.

The limited range of time intervals in production corresponds to a

similar range in perception (according to Woodrow, 1951:1225, "the

greatest accuracy for discrimination and reproduction lies within the

range extending from 0.2 to 2.0 seconds"). Since stress usually

occurs at a certain point in each important word in the sentence, this

regularity must help us to process information at our optimal rate and

to anticipate approximately the location of the next information unit

(as suggested by Martin, 1972:505, 506).

The isochrony hypothesis as traditionally formulated requires
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TABLE 24

Foot durations in Greek, English, Thai and Spanish

Average durations of internal feet in centi3econds

Number of syllables in foot Average

J. 1 I A I 6 I 8 1°
Average
all feet

rate
svll/se

GREEK
Text 1 :

PK 18.5 30 39 47 53.5 64.5 80 (87) (117) 44 8.1

PN (22.5) 31 38 51 54 69 (84) (93) - 45 7.9

AI 21 30 42 53 64 75 (90.5) (94) (131) 48 7.4

DM (20) 31 43 53.5 66 74 95 (95.5) - 48 7.3

Text 2:

OS 19 29 38 48 59.5 64 - - - 43 8.0

N? 18 26 37 52 60 68 (86.5) - - 44 7.9

DM 21.5 31 44 56.5 69 79 - - - 50 7.0

KM (25) 34 44 56 68 75 (91) (112) - 54 7.1

Spontaneous:
OS 22 31 38 49 60 (73) (77) . _ 43 7.6

DM 19.5 30 43 55 67 78 (79.5) (100) - 46 7.2

KM 20 30 42 53 72 79 95 (93)(102)(107) 49 7.2

Average: 20.5 30 41 52 63 72.5 86.5 96 47 7.5

ENGLISH

AK 29 39 50 54 66 - - - - 45 5.9

3D 30 43 54 65.5 (68) - - - - 48 5.0

Patch1 39 41 51 61 - - - - - 47 5.3

Wallin2 32 44 62 69 - - - - - 51 4.5

Uldall3 42 47.5 54 76 - - - - - 53 4.6

THAI (conversational)
4

Luangthongkum 30 42 55 (58) (68) - - - 38 4.5

SPAiilSH (Castilian)

CP 22 37 52 60 71 94 ~ — 52 6.1

NOTE: All of these figures refer to internal feet, that is feet containing no pause, no silent stress and
not occurring directly before a pause. Parentheses are around averages based on fewer than 4 examples.

RANGE OF ALL INTERNAL FEET: Greek

text 1 17-131 cs
text 2 12-112 cs

spon. 9-123 cs

English

3D <2: AK 18-73 cs

Wallin 14-97 cs
Uldall 26-87 cs

Spanish

GP 17-105 cs

Patch (1974) Reading of 'A Noise' (prose story) by RW (probably an RP speaker); 55 feet.

Wallin (1901:105) Average "sound-centroid" (interstress) intervals for 10 speakers reading prose and
poetry; total of 366 feet.

^Uldall (1971:206-207) Reading of 'The North Wind and the Sun' by D. Abercrombie; 40 feet.

^Luangthongkum (1977:167-168) Reading of 'The Story of a Myna 3ird'; 74 feet.
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more than just a tendency for foot durations to cluster around a mean.

Table 23 merely sums up the range in durations of the most common

foot types in each language, 1- to 4-syllable feet in English and 2-

to 5-syllable feet in Greek. Stress-timing means that there is some

tendency towards compression in successive foot durations; foot durations

should not simply be proportional to the number and phonetic structure

of syllables in the foot. One of Classe's main arguments (1939:86) in

support of isochronism as the basis of rhythm in English is as follows:

Suppose in the first place that the duration of a group depends
exclusively on the nature of the component syllables, their num¬
ber, and the grammatical context of the group. If no other
influence made itself felt, we should then expect the duration
of the group to be more or less proportional to the number of
syllables and the importance of the 'cuts'. But this is not
the case.

Table 24 (p. 347) gives the average foot durations for continuous texts

in Greek, English'', Spanish, and Thai. Clearly in all these languages,

foot duration increases with increasing number of syllables, and the

increase is above the JND (10 cs) in most cases. Although the range

in foot durations is greater in Greek, the average durations of the

most common feet in English and Greek are practically identical for

some speakers (SD and DM are both slow speakers; AK and PK fast speakers):

English 1-4-syllable feet SD 30 43 54 65.5 cs

Greek 2-5-syllable feet DM (text 1) 31 43 53.5 66 cs

English 1-4-syllable feet AK 29 39 50 54 cs

Greek 2-5-syllable feet PK 30 39 47 53.5 cs

Since the increase due to the addition of one syllable is approximately

the same in Greek and English, and English is generally believed to be

stress-timed, does this mean that Greek also is stress-timed? Note

■j
Foot durations in Uldall's and Patch's study are somewhat dif¬

ferent. This is probably due to the choice of text—written prose
(descriptive, no dialogue) and the limited number of feet on which the
average is based.
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that in Thai (stress-timed), the average durations of 1- to 3-syllable

feet, the most common foot types (95^ of the feet) are nearly the same

as SD— 30, 42, 55 cs. Or are we again faced with a 'language universal'

reflecting optimal rates of speech production and perception? Spanish

(OP) appears to be more spread out, since 1-syllable feet are similar

to Greek 1-syllable feet, but 2-syllable feet have an average duration

closer to 3-syllable feet in Greek, and 6-syliable feet have an average

similar to that of 7- or 8-syllable feet in Greek. Note, however, that

the commonest foot types in Spanish, 2- to 4-syliable feet, increase

in a way similar to at least some Greek speakers (though the compari¬

son may not be entirely valid since GP is a relatively slow speaker of

Spanish, while NP is a fast speaker of Greek):

Spanish 2-4-syllable feet GP 37 52 60 cs

Greek 3-5-syllable feet NP 37 52 60 cs

It is possible that the average durations of the most common foot types

in these languages may reflect timing universals (further study of a

number of other languages would be necessary to confirm this). The fact

that monosyllabic feet in English and Thai have approximately the same

average duration as disyllabic feet in Greek and Spanish is due to the

heavier syllable structure of stressed syllables (CV :C or CVCC in

English has about the same duration as CVCV in Greek). Average dura¬

tions only tell part of the story, however. Besides the fact that in

English the upper limit to the number of syllables in the foot is 5

compared to 10 in Greek, there is much more overlap in the durations of

feet with different numbers of syllables, as can be seen in table 25.

The standard deviation is consistently smaller in Greek than in English

(DM and PK are typical; OS is most like English). There is a restricted

and fairly definite range of durations in Greek for each foot type of

less than 10 cs (below the JND) in most cases. This also holds true



TABLE 25

Average duration and standard deviation
of internal feet in Greek and English

II" T

IDS--

1DD¬

IS-

+ "

IS-r

?0 +

IS-

10 +

if-

U>~

30—

if—

3D—

rh

+ Average duration
cm Standard deviation (on-1)

above and below average
w-".m Fewer than 5 examples

B

Svj»«-blti I* fc.o+
\ I 3 i fJ J 13 H S t 7 g, J 1 fy J *■ J * S fc 7 f, j 1 3^V f t,y

A K.SD
N = 7D

DM (+cx+ i)
N = iH N - 12-

PK («* + V)
N = lli

OS C+t)rt J.)
fvl < 100

ENGLISH GREEK ENGLISH GREEK GREEK
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across speakers: the range of averages for 1-syllable feet is 18-25 cs,

2-syllable feet 26-34 cs, 3-syllable feet 37-44 cs, 4-syllable feet

47-56 cs; in feet containing more syllables the range becomes greater

as the difference between fast speakers and slow speakers becomes more

evident.

Do the average durations of feet containing more and more sylla¬

bles show any tendency of compression? Classe (1939:86) believed this

to be so for English. Catford (1977:86, quoting Halliday, 1967:12 )

says that the ratio of average durations of 1-, 2-, ana 3-syllable feet

in English is 5=6:7 and that this shows a tendency towards isochrony

because if foot duration depended merely on the number of syllables

in the foot, we would expect average durations to have a ratio 5:10:15.

This ideal ratio for syllable-timing could only apply if all syllables

were the same length. However, in both English and Greek the stressed

syllable which marks the beginning of the foot is on the average

2
longer than an unstressed syllable. Therefore, we would expect a

2-syllable foot to be somewhat less than the double of a 1-syllable

foot. If we average the internal foot durations for all the Greek

speakers (from table 24— 20.5, 30, 41, 52, 63, 72.5 cs), we see that

the ratio for foot durations is about 2:3:4:5=6:7, or divided by two:

''Based on a reading studied by Katherine Patch which I was unable
to obtain; most likely a prose text in HP with internal and prepausal
feet averaged. In Uldall's (l97l) prose reading, average foot durations
of 1- to 3-syllable feet increase approximately in the ratio 5=6:7.
In the text I have analyzed which represents a more conversational
style of speech, AK had a ratio of approximately 5:6.5:8, and SD 5=7=9
for internal feet.

2
The fact that on the average stressed syllables in English were

1.5 times longer than unstressed syllables does not mean that all
stressed syllables were longer than unstressed syllables. Of the three
types of two-syllable feet described by Abercrombie (l964b:3l), most
were found to have type C syllable quantities, long-short; and there
were very few occurrences of type A, short-long, in the text analyzed.
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Ratio: 1 : 1.5 : 2 : 2.5 : 5 • 3.5

Foot type: 1 syll 2 syll 3 syll 4 syll 5 syll 6 syll

Rhythmic
structure: ~ ~~ ~ ~ ^ ~

A 3-syllable foot is twice as long as a 1-syllable foot, and a 5-syllable

foot is three times as long. If we hypothesize that an unstressed

syllable has half the rhythmic value of a stressed syllable, then each

foot is increased by the addition of one unstressed syllable, and two

unstressed syllables are rhythmically equivalent to one stressed syl¬

lable. The duration of a foot is then proportional to the number of

unstressed syllables in the foot, with one stressed syllable per foot

as a constant. If Greek were stress-timed, this should not be the

case; on the other hand, if Greek were syllable-timed, foot durations

should be proportional to the total number of syllables (thus a ratio

of 1 :2:3:4:5:6).

A brief look back at table 11 (page 283) shows, however, that

foot durations do not exactly correspond to the average durations of

stressed and unstressed syllables simply added together. Stressed

syllables in internal feet average about 14-16 cs and unstressed syl¬

lables 11-13 cs, whereas the increment due to the addition of an un¬

stressed syllable is only 10-11 cs. For most speakers stressed

syllables are 1.2 to 1.3 times longer than unstressed syllables, not

twice as long as implied by the ratio of successive foot durations.

It is immediately apparent from tables 11 and 24 that monosyllabic feet

are longer than the average stressed syllable (20.5 cs compared to about

15 cs), yet no evidence for stretching of stressed syllables in mono¬

syllabic feet was found (chap. VI.2). As was discussed in chapter V.C,

monosyllabic feet are most likely to be perceived as such when there

are two intervening consonants between successive stressed vowels.
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There appears to be a minimum duration for a monosyllabic foot below

which two stressed beats are perceived as a single stress (as in

/tf^leya?/).1 Consequently there is a higher proportion of closed

syllables (usually closed with /s/ which is a relatively long segment)

in monosyllabic feet than in other types of feet, so that the average

foot duration more nearly approaches that of a stressed CCV or CVC

syllable. Also since foot measurements are from vowel onset to vowel

onset, a cluster at the beginning of the following syllable (as in

/tf ksflo/) will also result in the foot being longer than the stressed

syllable. The duration of the two syllables in a 2-syllable foot,

however, are no different from the duration of the first two syllables

in any other foot (average durations for NP were compared). Conse¬

quently, only monosyllabic feet, which are very infrequent, can be

said to demonstrate a kind of perceptual stretching. All other feet

are proportional to the number of unstressed syllables in the foot,

although the 'add on' for each successive foot type is slightly less
2

than the duration of an unstressed syllable.

8. Rhythmic organization within the foot

The durational pattern of successive foot types is evident

not so much from syllable durations as from the alternations of vowel

length within the foot. As was pointed out in chapter V.G, the dif¬

ferences in duration between stressed and unstressed vowels, particularly

in successive syllables, are generally greater than the difference

''in Allen's (1972b: 189) click with stress matching test, subjects
"reacted as though the syllable beat were a broad slur, approximately
200 msec in duration."

2
This is analogous to the commonly observed phenomenon whereby a

cluster has a shorter duration than the segments making it up merely
added together.
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between stressed and unstressed syllables. Since most syllables in

continuous speech in Greek are open and since the main acoustic cor¬

relates of stress are associated with the vowel portion of the syllable,

the auditory impression of rhythmic length alternations in Greek rests

primarily on vowel durations. Mirambel (1959:51) had described the

basic rhythmic tendency of Greek as a succession of a long and two

shorts, or two shorts and a long. This is supported by an examination

of vowel durations in the 5-syliable foot, the most common foot type

in Greek (at least one third of all internal feet in each text). An

additional refinement, however, can be added, and that is that the

rhythmic pattern can best be described as long-shortest-short (or long-

short-medium). Usually the unstressed vowel immediately following the

stressed vowel is the shortest, and if it is a high vowel in an appro¬

priate environment, it is most likely to be devoiced or elided in this

position. For most speakers, this 'post-stressed' vowel tends to be

about half as long as the preceding stressed vowel, as can be seen in

the following examples:

Successive vowel durations in 5-syllable feet

AT PK

# Bjivaza (nfna) 15 6 7 cs 15 6 8 cs

# pdso kra(tan) 6 4 6.5 9.5 4 4.5

...kdblekse (mdna) 8 4 5 7 5.5 4

...ftisis a(pdno) 7 2 5.5 7 0 6

# akuses (alo)
o

10 0 5 11.5 0 4.5

...kldusi ton-(andra)* o
7 0 6 7 0 6

NP KM

...tala pe(5jd) 8 4 6 cs 8 5 7.5

...kati x±(r<5tero) 8 4 7 7 5 5
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(maze)m£no pe(&i) 857

(ksafni)ka kata(p£no) 8 4.5 6

In the above examples, the post-stressed vowel is about the same height

or closer than the stressed vowel so that inherent durations of vowels

do not interfere with the rhythmic pattern; most examples are of this

type. When, however, the post-stressed vowel is more open than the

stressed vowel, we still often see a tendency for it to be shorter,

but the phonetic constraints are such that this does not always happen.

AT PK

(fi)siisa ke-(S^n) 6.5 4.5 4.5 6 7 4 cs

# fSela (n^ksera) 7 4.5 7 8 4 6

...pfsteva sta-(matja) 7 2 6 (5) 5 3 5 (7)

The same alternation of long-shortest-short is also seen in feet

containing more syllables. The post-stressed vowel is generally the

shortest, and the third or fourth vowel may even be as long as the

stressed vowel.

# 5javaza to-(prama) 11 5 6 6.5 cs AT

...tdso tera(t<55i) 7.5 4.5 8 8 AT

7 2.5 7 7.5 PK

(ko)larize ta-pu(k£misa) 12 4 6 5 0 AT

...kdtrekse na-me-(sdsi) 5 3 5 6 4.5 UP

(fo)n£s ke-ta-trexali(ta) 6 3 5 4 6 5 KM

In feet containing many syllables, we sometimes find that unstressed

vowels towards the end of the foot may gradually increase in length

up to the next stressed syllable'' (especially in the beginning of the

next content word).

According to Boudreault (1970:26), a build-up in length before the
stressed syllable occurs in French: "la dur4e des syllabes inaccentu^es
toutes choses £gales par ailleurs, tend a progresser jusqu'a la syllabe
accentu^e."
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..m£ni me-tin-katastro(f^a) 8 3 5 3 6 7 7 AT

..sfksili ke-6a-ji(r£si) 5 3.5 6 3.5 6.5 7 AT

..zlsete ke-6a-to-(S£te)
o

9 0 5 4.5 5.5 7 PK

..k&fije me-to-po(5flat6-tu) 7 3.5 4 5 4 7 HP

Phonetic constraints due to inherent vowel duration and consonantal

environment also enter in and may obscure this pattern, but in general

the particular sequence of vowels ana consonants tends to support

rather than counteract the long-shortest-short rhythmic pattern.

There does not seem to be any basic rhythmic difference between

3-syllable and longer feet. As long as successive words are closely

knit grammatically or felt to constitute a single phrase (possibly

a single 'tone group') by the speaker, word boundaries in Greek appear

to have no effect on durations within the foot. The kind of classi¬

fication of A (short-long), B (medium-medium), and C (long-short)

type feet in English by Abercrombie (l964b:26) based on vowel quality,

syllable boundaries and word boundaries is not applicable to Greek.

Length is more directly tied to stress and inherent vowel quality.

A Greek speaking English will make the stressed syllable too long in

'echoes (sound)' or 'meadow (walk)' which should be short-long feet.

However, thejr will pronounce a stressed fx/ in e.g. 'British (people)'
with correct quantity since /i/ in Greek is inherently short (espe¬

cially with a following voiceless consonant). The lengthening of word

final (at the end of a phonological word) unstressed syllables can

arise as a result of prepausal lengthening before a grammatical cut,

even though no actual silence follows. This is subjectively equivalent

to a hold (/7V) in music. A more precise statement of quantites in

Greek, for example in terms of musical notation, is difficult to make

due to the speed of articulation. Even in English, 3-syllable feet
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can not be easily broken down into subtypes because "when the number

of syllables and, consequently, the speed of articulation increase,

the variations of length decrease and the rhythmic patterns tend to be

levelled down to an intermediate quality" (Classe, 1939:102). The

closest approximation of syllable quantities in a 3-syllable foot in

Greek would be something in between ^ and (the first is

closer to /fSela/ or /t£la pe(£j£)/ with vowels of equal height or a

stressed close vowel followed by opener vowels in successive open syl¬

lables, and the second closer to /akUses/ or /kl^ps1 ton/ with a close

vowel following an opener vowel).
In 2-syliable feet as well as longer feet, the post-stressed

vowel tends to be about half as long as the stressed vowel, resulting

in a long^-short foot (approximately J J" or JJ").
Successive vowel durations in 2-syllable feet (AT)

...-yrama (kdkleya) 9 5 cs

...mdxe (kl£psi) 6 4

(tera)t<55i (prdtasi) 7 5.5

(a)ftf pu-(mdxe) 7 4

(poli)ks£ni (m£na) 8 4

...fisi (pj£) 6 4

(kala)mja ston-(kambo) 8 4

However, a succession of two open vowels or a close stressed vowel

followed by a more open vowel may result in approximately equal vowel

durations and an auditory impression of equal length ( J J ), 2-syllable

feet in Greek tend to be unstable. Mirambel (1959:32) says that a

single 'unstressed syllable between two stressed syllables tends to be

avoided: in groups like /polx sofds/ 'very wise', /p£nde mdres/ '5 days',

only the second accent is realized— [pali so'fos], [ptnde 'meresJ —

"'similar to English 'Nobody (Ted)' (Classe, 1939:117).
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whereas in /poll kaBards/ 'very clean' and /pdnde fords/ 'five times',

both accents are perceived as stressed. Even when one of the two

accented syllables in such groups is not felt to be completely stressed

in continuous speech, it still retains some extra length and is not as

short as other unstressed (and unaccented) syllables.'' Because of this,

it is difficult to decide which accented syllables are actually stressed

in a series of potential 2-syllable feet such as:

(a) /an kam.ia ford jfnum^exBrds/ 'if we ever become enemies'
(text l)

(b) /akuses £lo ueef na-kani t6so teratddi prdtasi/ 'have you ever

heard any other child make such a monstrous suggestion'

(text l)
(c) /ddn bor<5 na-t>6 to-fc.jo ke-ja-mdna/ 'I can't say the same thing

about myself' (text 2)
(d) /joa dmos mdlis vjjka^pti-kripsdna-mu/ 'I saw however as soon as

I got out of my hiding place' (text 2)

All syllables in the potential 2-syllable feet have perceptually about

the same length (most of the unstressed vowels are open), so that it

is not clear upon which syllables the beat falls. The rhythmic pattern

can not be established with any certainty, so that these sentences

(especially (a) and (c) where the consonants can not be used to indicate

stress either) sound awkward in Greek. The same kind of ambiguity

as to xfhich syllables are stressed, and awkwardness, arises in a long

series of monosyllabic feet in English, as in Bolinger's sentence

1
The fact that accented vowels retain some extra length even when

they are not stressed in the context in which they appear has led Delattre
(1939:71) to divide French vowels into three classes, "inaccentudes,
ddsaccentuees, accentudes": the 'disaccentuation' of final syllables
of major words within a phrase is usually incomplete.

2
Changes in pitch contour alone are not enough to establish the

beat clearly. Strong differences in loudness could be used to establish
the beat, if one has decided on an interpretation of the sentence in
advance, but this would sound emphatic and rather unpleasant.
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(1965:168) "Pa made John tell who fired those guns." In English, the

tendency is towards the alternation of a stressed syllable and at least

one unstressed syllable; whereas in Greek, a stressed syllable usually

alternates with at least two unstressed syllables (in the English text

the average number of syllables per internal foot was approximately 2.5

compared to 3.5 in Greek). Since the length and structure difference

between stressed and unstressed syllables is less in Greek than in

English, it seems that at least two unstressed syllables are needed

in contrast to the stressed syllable for it to be clearly perceived as

such. Mirambel (1959:32) notes that in the case of monosyllabic words

such as o p6j /o-jds/ 'the son', it is only when the word is joined

together with other syllables as in o ytoj/o-jdz-mu/ 'my son'
that "1"accent est nettement perfu."

The examples above of 'unrhythmic' sentences in Greek can help

us to understand the rhythm of the language by understanding what it

is not. Excessive evenness in syllable lengths, so that stressed and

unstressed syllables are not clearly differentiated, is undesirable in

Greek. Hence, syllable-timing can not be considered the basis of

Greek rhythm. This was confirmed by another informal experiment: I

read the beginning of text 1 to one of my informants (KM) once in what

I felt was a syllable-timed rhythm, like French, evening out syllable

lengths and differences in loudness, and once like English, with a

strong rhythmic beat and maximizing the difference between stressed

and unstressed syllable lengths. He preferred the second version.

This does not necessarily mean that Greek is stress-timed: it may

be explained by the fact that in the first version I did not respect

the relative quantitative relationships between syllables and hence

destroyed the rhythm. For rhythmic purposes in ordinary speech, relations
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between syllable lengths within the foot seem to be more important

than comparing the length of one foot to another. Stress-timing with

all its effects does not seem to be present in Greek; however, rhythmic

grouping through differentiation of syllable lengths (as well as any

other characteristic which makes some syllables more prominent than

others) is essential.

9. Summary

The division of languages into stress-timed and syllable-timed

is based on a view of rhythm as consisting either of isochrony of

stresses or isochrony of syllables. A number of claims have been made

about the two kinds of languages, as generalizations from particular

languages and as logical deductions from the theory. They can be

summarized as follows (when no reference is given, it is my own

observation):

Stress-timed languages Syllable-timed languages

1) Syllable length

a) There is considerable variation a) Syllables tend to be nearly
in syllable length (Abercrombie, equal in length (Abercrombie,
1967:98). 1967:98).

b) Syllable length varies according b) In Japanese, syllable dura-

to the number of syllables in the tions are the result of addi-

rhythmic unit to which they tive durations of segments and

belong; syllables are shorter in are not governed by any super-

feet containing more syllables ordinate organization (Smith,
(Pike, 1946:34). 1975:5-6).

c) In English, a stressed unchecked
vowel is longest in a monosyllabic

foot, and the greater the number

of following unstressed syllables,
the shorter the stressed vowel
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(Jones, 1960:237; similarly,

Bolinger, 1965:168),

Rate of utterance

a) The rate of syllable succession

varies (Abercrombie, I964a:18);
syllables are crushed together

and pronounced very rapidly in

rhythmic 'units containing more

and more syllables (Pike, 1946:34)

Syllable structure

a) A variety of syllable structures,

including frequent complex

syllables (Smith, 1976:107),

b) In English, heavier syllables

(containing 4 or more segments)
are more frequently stressed, and

light syllables (containing 1-2

segments) are more frequently

unstressed; when an unstressed

syllable is added to a foot, it
is often merely the addition of
a vowel or syllabic consonant.

Vowel reduction

a) Unstressed vowels may be

obscured, and unstressed

syllables omitted (Pike,
1946:34).

Number of syllables in the foot

a) Syllables tend to recur at

approximately equal intervals;
the rate of syllable succes¬

sion is constant (Abercrombie,
1967:97-98).

b) The rate of syllable succes¬

sion is quite rapid (Allen,
1975:81).

a) Simple CV syllables are

preferred (Smith, 1976:107).

a) Syllables and vowels are less

likely to be shortened and

modified; each unstressed

syllable is sharp-cut

(Pike, 1946:35).

a) In English, the number of syllables
in the foot does not vary greatly.
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6) Interstress intervals

a) There is a strong tendency for
stressed syllables to follow
each other at equal distances

(Jones, 1960:237), or towards

uniform spacing of stresses

(Pike, 1946:34); there is a

periodic recurrence of stress

pulses (Abercrombie, 1967:97).

b) The ratio of successive average

foot durations does not depend

merely on the number of syllables
in the foot (Catford, 1977:86-7).

c) Beats are only associated with
stressed syllables; the basic

rhythmic unit is the foot.

d) In English, there is a prepon¬

derance of interstress intervals

in the narrow range 40-70 cs

(Abe, 1967, in Allen, 1975:77).

3) In English, there is a tendency
to avoid having stresses too

close together: the position
of stress varies in some words;

stresses may occur on alternate
words in a sentence; accented

syllables may be unstressed

(Ladefoged, 1975:102-3).

a) Stresses separated by dif¬
ferent numbers of unstressed

syllables will be separated

by different intervals of
time (Abercrombie, 1967:98).

b) Phrases with extra syllables
take proportionately more time

(Pike, 1946:35); the duration

of the rhythmic group is pro¬

portional to the number of

syllables and grammatical cuts
in the group (Classe, 1939:86).

c) Each unstressed syllable
has a measured beat (Pike,
1946:35).

An analysis of Greek with respect to the above characteristics

has shown that modern Greek is neither a pure stress-timed nor a pure

syllable-timed language. It has a number of features in common with
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languages in both groups. Since the claims about stress-timing and

syllable-timing are usually in auditory terms, or are expressions of

a 'tendency' and not a rule, it is often difficult to sajr unambiguously

which of the above characteristics Greek exemplifies. Instrumental

results may appear to support one view when compared directly to an

auditory claim and another view when compared to similar data from

English, which people generally agree is stress-timed. The following

facts about modem Greek are organized into those which tend to support

a stress-timed rhythm and those which tend to support a syllable-timed

rhythm:

MODEM GEEEK

Supportive of
Stress-ti mi np;

1) Syllable length

a) Stressed syllables and vowels

regularly have a greater
duration than corresponding
•unstressed syllables and

vowels''; the stressed vowel
tends to be the longest and
the unstressed vowel in the

post-stressed syllable the
shortest in the rhythmic

group.

b) For some speakers, there is a

slight tendency for the average

duration of unstressed syllables
to decrease in feet containing

many syllables.

Supportive of
Syllable-timing

a) Syllables do not vary

greatly in duration

(do not vary as much as

in English).

b) The duration of syllables
is not appreciably affected

by the number of syllables
in the foot (less affected

than English); syllable
durations denend on the

This does not necessarily rule out syllable-timing according to
Pike (l946:35)» though logically it would be difficult to claim that
syllables were 'nearly equal' in length if this is so.
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Rate of utterance

.) The average rate of articulation
in syllables per second increases
in feet containing more and more

syllables, so that subjectively
the syllables are felt to be more

crowded together»

Syllable structure

number and qualities of the

segments composing them,

position in utterance, and

stress, and can probably be

thought of as additive
durations,

c) The duration of a stressed

vowel or syllable is unaf¬
fected by the number of fol¬

lowing unstressed syllables,

a) The increase in rate is not

as great as in English.

b) The average rate of utterance
in syllables per second is

high (7-8 syllables/second).

a) Most syllables have a CV

structure; there is little

variety in possible syllable
structures.

Stressed and unstressed

syllables have the same

possibilities of structure.

a) There is no appreciable
centralization of vowel

qualities in unstressed

syllables.

b)

Vowel reduction
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b) In some speakers and styles, b)
there is extensive elision

of unstressed high vowels
in certain contexts.

Number of syllables in the foot

a) The range in number of syllables a)
in the foot of the most commonly
used foot types is fairly limited
and similar to English; some

speakers tend to avoid feet

containing more than 6 syllables.

Interstress intervals

a)

b) The increase in average foot b)
duration due to the addition

of an unstressed syllable

(10-11 cs) is similar to

English for the most common

foot types.

c) Stressed syllables mark off

rhythmic groups; the 'beat' is

perceptible even to non-native

speakers; each unstressed syllable
can not be said to have a 'measured

beat' since it is often difficult

for native speakers to determine
how many syllables are in a group.

d) The range in durations of the

majority of feet in a continuous

Elisions for unstressed high

vowels are optional, and they

can be explained by inherent
duration and phonetic environ¬

ment; in the standard language,
a syllable with a voiceless or

deleted vowel is still per¬

ceived as a separate syllable.

There is a very wide range

in the possible number of

syllables that may occur in
a foot (1 to 10).

Stressed syllables are

separated by widely dif¬
ferent time intervals.

Foot durations are propor¬

tional to the number of

unstressed syllables in the

foot and regularly in¬

crease by a ratio of
1 : 1.5 : 2 : 2.5 : 3 : 3.5.
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text is relatively small (30-35 cs)
and similar to English.

e) Not all accents are realized as e) Words with variable accent

stressed in continuous speech; are extremely rare,

monosyllabic feet are avoided.

Because of the recurrence of rhythmic groups of mainly 3 and 4

syllables, varied by groups for the most part of 2 to 6 syllables, it

is possible to perceive Greek as stress-timed. However, this impression

is not nearly as strong as when listening to English due to all the

evidence given above which favors syllable-timing. There is no 'con¬

spiracy' in Greek to maintain a regular rhythm as in English (Ladefoged,

1975:103), and there is no need to invoke the principle of stress-timing

to explain anything in Greek. Syllable durations and vowel elision can

be explained adequately be reference to phonetic and grammatical factors

without the hierarchical organization of the foot. The explanatory

value of the stress-timing hypothesis even for English has been

questioned by some (Klatt, 1976:1218):
There is little evidence to indicate that speakers normally
try to adjust segment durations in order to satisfy a global
rhythmic constraint. Rather, it appears that lexical and
phrase-level stress rules of English tend to produce alternating
patterns of stressed and unstressed syllables, (Allen, 1975), and
this tendency, plus the fact that listeners judge durations
relative to the inherent duration for a segment type, accounts
for the subjective impression of equal-stress timing.

The tendency towards isochrony of either syllables or stresses

does not adequately sum up the rhythm of Greek; there is no conspiracy

in the language which overwhelmingly supports one or the other rhythmic

basis. Instead, rhythm in Greek is characterized by:
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1) Rhythmic grouping into units of one stressed syllable and a

number (typically 2 or 3) of unstressed syllables."'
2) Within each unit, a tendency for the alternation of a long

stressed vowel with following short unstressed vowels, the most typical

pattern being long-shortest-short of the 3-syliable foot. The unstressed

vowel immediately following the stressed vowel is the shortest, and

succeeding unstressed vowels are longer and may increase in length up

to the next stressed syllable. This pattern can be represented as

—— — — (3-syllable foot) or —— — ■— — (4-syliable foot).

3) Repetition or recurrence of rhythmic units at an average rate

of about 2 per second in continuous speech.

4) The final unit before a pause (made up of at most 3 syllables)
is lengthened, with most lengthening occurring on the final syllable

(the most important part of the intonation contour also occurs on the

final rhythmic unit before pause).

The 'tendency' in (2) above is frequently merely the result of the

lexical characteristics of the language. It does, however, reflect

the fact that vowel elisions most often occur in the post-stressed

syllable. The recurrence of units indicated in (3) above is not neces¬

sarily in equal time intervals, although the majority of intervals clus¬

ter around a mean (of 40-50 cs) as a result of the typical composition

of units based on the syntactic and lexical characteristics of Greek.

In poetry or song there may be a conscious effort to regularize the

recurrence of units as well as the number of syllables in each unit.

1
I have chosen to use the 'foot', the interval from one stress beat

up to the next stress beat, as the unit. An alternative unit to use
would be the phonological word. I do not think this would substantially
change the analysis; however, the tendency in (2) might be more awkward
to express since it would involve two units in the case of a word
stressed on the final syllable.
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On the other hand, speeding up or slowing down the recurrence of units

or juxtaposition of long and short units (units containing many versus

few syllables) can be used for literary effect. For example, one

syllable feet can indicate emotional emphasis, as in /ala tf ksflol/

'But what a thrashing!' However, "in ordinary speech and everyday

prose ... the rhythmic effect is a purely automatic consequence of

linguistic circumstances" (Classe, 1939:132).

C. Conclusion

The rhythm of a language is the result of a number of factors,

which relate to the lexical, syntactic, phonological, and phonetic

characteristics of that language. To say what the rhythmic basis of

a language is, or to describe the rhythmic tendency of a language,

is an attempt to sum up all of these factors in a concise statement.

The theory of isochronism of stresses, or stress-timing, was developed

primarily to explain the rhythm of English. However, measurements of

interstress intervals can not unambiguously be interpreted as showing

any tendency towards isochronism in English or in any other language.

In fact, from a look at languages which have been categorized as

stress-timed (see appendix), including Russian, the Germanic languages,

Irish, Arabic, and Thai (conversational), it appears that their most

important characteristics are:

1) Vowel reduction—especially the occurrence of schwa or centrali¬

zation of vowels in unstressed syllables; generally there is a

separate and more restricted set of vowels to choose from in

unstressed syllables; different degrees of vowel length tend

to get neutralized in unstressed syllables.

2) Syllable structure—a tendency for stressed syllables to be
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'heavier' than unstressed, syllables; a variety of syllable

structures, especially in stressed syllables.

3) Stress—the presence of lexical (word level) stress (usually

lexically free stress); stressed syllables are characterized

by a complex of features (involving changes in length, loudness,

intonation contour, and quality) which make them clearly more

prominent than unstressed syllables; there is a 'strong beat'.

Although the concept of isochrony of stresses may be invoked to unify

and explain these things, our auditory and kinesthetic impression of

a language may be based more on this kind of knowledge, which involves

what happens within rhythmic groups. Even if a foreign learner of

English managed to space out his stresses to be 'nearly isochronous',

without vowel reduction or correct syllable structure (i.e. the inability

of many to pronounce closed syllables, final clusters, and unchecked

vowels in stressed syllables), his speech would not sound stress-timed

to USe

The theory of syllable-timing was developed mainly to describe

the rhythm of a language that is not stress-timed, that is the opposite

of a language like English. But measurements of syllable durations

in languages such as French and Japanese, often characterized as

syllable-timed (see appendix), do not show any tendency towards iso-

chronism of syllables either (Smith, 1976:105). Instead our impression

of them as syllable-timed seems to rely mainly on the following charac¬

teristics:

1) No vowel reduction—no centralization of vowels; the same set

of vowels occurs in both accented and unaccented syllables.

2) Syllable structure—all syllables have a similar structure,

and there is little variety in structure and consequently in
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duration; open syllables generally predominate.

3) Stress—generally no lexical stress; accent, if present, is

more likely to be realized by variations in the pitch contour.

As long as a language falls completely into one category or the other,

its rhythm can be fairly well described as either stress-timed or

syllable-timed. A problem arises, however, when a language cuts across

these categories: Greek has no centralization of vowels and the simple

syllable structure of a syllable-timed language, but it has the kind

of stress associated with stress-timed languages. Other languages

which we do not feel to be stress-timed have important characteristics

(i.e. contrastive vowel length or consonant length) which prevent them

from immediately falling into the opposite category of syllable-timing.

Although neither 'stress-timed' nor 'syllable-timed' adequately describes

the rhythm of Greek (or that of a number of other languages), this does

not mean to say that they are not useful concepts. If we eliminate

the requirement that regular chest pulses must accompany either stresses

or syllables, then the terms can be used as two poles of a continuum

within which languages or varieties of the same language can be com¬

pared. Modern Greek is less stress-timed than English, but more

stress-timed than Spanish. All of these languages with lexical stress,

however, appear to be more stress-timed than either French or Japanese.

stress-timed * >• syllable-timed

English Modern Greek Spanish French Japanese (mora-timed)

Language change can also be expressed as a movement along this con¬

tinuum. Luangthongkum (1977:195-198) has shown that ancient Thai was

syllable-timed; the introduction of grammatical words and polysyllabic

words has led to a more stress-timed rhythm in modern conversational

Thai. Ancient Greek was probably syllable-timed, or more precisely
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1
mora-timed. Modern Greek has evolved towards stress-timing through

the loss of independent phonological length and tone distinctions which

are now associated with stress. Within the standard language, various

stages can be seen. If my informants reflect the area they grew up in,

the process seems to be most advanced in central and northern Greece,

and much less advanced in Athens and the Peloponnese. Fast, casual,

everyday speech seems to be more stress-timed than slow, careful,

educated speech. PK (fast speaker, Thessalonika) and especially OS

(fast speaker, central Greece) were the most stress-timed, whereas

KM (slow speaker, Peloponnese) was the most syllable-timed. It is

possible that the northern Greek dialects (with only three unstressed

vowels and more variety in syllable structure due to the development

of numerous consonant clusters) are even more stress-timed and have

influenced the development of the standard language in these areas.

These hypotheses would have to be confirmed by a systematic study of

speakers from different areas of Greece.

Classifying a language as stress-timed or syllable-timed seems

to tell us more about the relative syllable quantities in that language

than about any real isochronism in time. The stretching out of a

stressed syllable in a monosyllabic foot and the reduction of unstressed

syllables in feet containing many syllables can be explained by hypo¬

thesizing that stresses recur at equal intervals. We can take the foot
\

as a fixed unit and subdivide it to point out the quantitative relations

between syllables within the foot, as Abercrombie (1964b) has done with

^1 am led to believe this by the structure of ancient Greek. The
tonal accent and independent contrastive vowel length are similar to
Japanese. Also the metric system of ancient Greek verse is based on the
equivalence of one heavy syllable (a syllable which contains a long
vowel or is closed by a consonant) and two light syllables (open syl¬
lables containing a short vowel); 'feet' are composite arrangements of
different numbers and orders of heavy and light syllables.
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2-syllable feet in English. The other, traditional, method of rhythmic

analysis which was used in ancient Greek metrical theory was to hypo¬

thesize that the shortest syllable is one unit long and all other syl¬

lables are integral multiples of it; thus feet could be built up, but

they were of varying lengths. This might be called 'proportional

syllable-timing'; even though all syllables are not equal in length

as in syllable-timing, longer syllables are reducible to an exact

number of short syllables. In both cases, for the purposes of analysis,

one time interval must be chosen and kept constant in order to be used

as a measuring stick for the other time intervals. So perhaps by saying

a language is stress-timed or syllable-timed, we are choosing which

measuring stick is most appropriate and does least violence to the

data. In either case it is an abstraction or idealization which can

only approximately fit the data. For modern Greek, either approach

is possible. The important thing is that the relative quantities of

successive syllables are preserved. The rhythm of a language goes

beyond mere isochrony of syllables or stresses and must further specify

what temporal relations exist within syllables and between syllables

id.thin rhythmic groups.
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APPENDIX

Stress-timed, and syllable-timed languages

Stress-timed languages

English

Russian

(Classe, 1959; Pike, 1946; Abercrombie, 1952, 1964a,
1967; W. Stannard Allen, 1954; Hockett, 1958;
Bolinger, 1965; Halliday, 1967; Ladefoged, 1967,
1975; Gimson, 1970; Uldall, 1971; Martin, 1972;
O'Connor, 1975; Lehiste, 1975, 1977; Catford, 1977;
Brown, 1977)

(Abercrombie, 1967; O'Connor, 1975; Catford, 1977)

Germanic languages (Ladefoged, 1975; Smith, 1976, for West
Germanic languages—Dutch, Scandanavian,
German)

Irish (Blahkenhorn, 1979)

Arabic (Abercrombie, 1967)

Thai (conversational) (Luangthongkum, 1977)

Tibeto-Burman languages—Newari, Chepang, Gurung, Tamang (Pike, 1970)

Syllable-timed languages;

French (Abercrombie, 1964a, 1967; Ladefoged, 1975;
Catford, 1977; Smith, 1976)

Spanish (Pike, 1946; O'Connor, 1975; Macpherson, n.d.)

Japanese (Smith, 1975, 1976; Sato, 1978)

loruba (Abercrombie, 1967; Smith, 1976, for the Niger-Congo
family)

Telegu (Abercrombie, 1967)

Hindi (O'Connor, 1975)

Chomi Lisu (Luangthongkum, 1977; Smith, 1976, for the Tibeto-
Burman and Chinese languages)

Neither stress-timed nor syllable-timed:

Finnish (O'Connor, 1975)



Both strftwa-timed and syllable-timed:

Czech (P. DaneS, 1957, in Bolinger, 1965

'Unclassified' languages;

Accent of one of the last 3 syllables of the word

Italian

Rumanian

Fixed accent or accent placement by rule:

Hungarian

Estonian

Icelandic

Polish

Persian

Turkish

Armenian

Swahili

Bantu

Tamil

S. Paiute

Maidu

(also Czech and Finnish)
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